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Conference posters by: Aubrey Michelle Aronson (1), Audrey Yue Yamamoto (2, 3),
and Hannah Lynn Hibbs (4), students of Liberal Arts at Colorado State University.
These posters are among 54 submissions to a Poster Exhibition and Competition
The poster competition was under the direction of Professor Phil Risbeck of the
Colorado State University Art Department.



To Jim Dunn
We would like to dedicate this conference
proceedings to Dr. Jim Dunn. Jim, an
outstanding scientist and a dear friend, is
recognized for major contributions to the
field of X-ray lasers, in which he was active
for most of his career. He also made
significant contributions to the study of high
energy density plasmas. Jim passed away on
March 31st, 2014. He co-chaired the 2002
ICXRL, in Aspen, Colorado, and he was
engaged in the organization of the 2014
ICXRL until the last moment. He was hoping
to be able to attend. This was not to happen,
and many of us miss him. However, years
from now, the 31st March and 26th May 2014
will intermingle and chronology will be lost.
And then, in some way, it will be right to
claim that Jim was with us, participating in
this conference*.

Jorge Rocca
Carmen Menoni
Mario Marconi

*The last two sentences are adapted from an idea expressed in the prologue of “El Hacedor”
(“The Maker”), by Jorge Luis Borges.





Preface

This volume includes papers presented at the 14th International Conference on
X-Ray Lasers that took place in the campus of Colorado State University in Fort
Collins, located in the foothills of the Colorado Rocky Mountains during May 26–
30, 2014. This conference is the 14th in a series of bi-annual meetings that were held
in locations all over the world, starting with a meeting in Aussois, France, in 1986.
Through the past 28 years this, conference has been the primary international event
in which the latest advances in the development of X-ray laser sources and appli-
cations is reported. The conference also covers advances in supporting technology
and instrumentation, and alternative methods to generate coherent x-ray radiation.

The Fort Collins meeting was attended by more than 80 participants from
18 countries. It comprised invited and contributed talks, and a poster session.
The technical content of these proceedings highlights recent achievements in the
development of plasma-based X-ray lasers, the generation of coherent X-ray radi-
ation by the generation high harmonic and free-electron lasers, and proposed new
schemes for the generation of ultrashort wavelength coherent radiation. It also cov-
ers applications of compact soft X-ray sources to nano-scale imaging, lithography,
photochemistry, and laser-material interactions.

A highlight of this conference was the display of 54 artistic posters illustrating
the generation and application of X-ray Laser beams, that are the creative realiza-
tion of students from the Arts Department at Colorado State University. Four of
these posters are shown in these proceedings. Following the tradition of keeping
this conference as a truly international event, the International Advisory Board of
the Conference choose Japan as the location of the next conference, schedule to take
place in 2016.

We would like to thank the International Advisory Board of the Conference for
its role in organizing the scientific program. We also would like to thank the valu-
able assistance of Bob Bower, and Kaarin Goncz in organizing and helping to run
the meeting smoothly, Prof. Phil Risbeck and his students for the creation of the
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x Preface

54 artistic posters that illustrated the Conference, to Bart Hoff for enlightening an
evening pool party with his musical talent, and to Colorado State University Provost
Rick Miranda for securing the modern auditorium in which the oral presentations
took place.

Fort Collins, Colorado Jorge Rocca
Carmen Menoni
Mario Marconi
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Progress and Prospects of Coherent X-Ray
Research Using High Power Lasers in Japan
Atomic Energy Agency

T. Kawachi, M. Nishikino, A. Sasaki, M. Ishino, N. Hasegawa, T. Imazono,
T. A. Pikuz, A. Y. Faenov, M. Magnitskiy, M. Maruyama, T. Tomita,
T. Suemoto, A. S. Pirozhkov, S. V. Bulanov, H. Kiriyama, M. Kando,
M. Yamagiwa, K. Kondo, P. Bolton and Y. Kato

Abstract Recent progress of the coherent x-ray research using the transient colli-
sional excitation (TCE) laser and higher-order harmonics from relativistic plasmas
is reviewed. We also describe the future prospects of this research field in JAEA
which involve short wavelength coherent x-ray generation using a petawatt class
driver laser and application studies using high average power TCE laser.

1 Introduction

Short pulse x-ray sources become indispensable diagnostic tools in modern science
and technology and are widely used in probing substances for new material develop-
ment, protein crystallography in innovative drug development, and non-destructive
x-ray imaging etc. The improvement of the sources is also important subject, and
in particular source development of coherent x-rays is intensively studied. Since the
laser-driven sources have potentials to downsizing and ultra-short duration toward
atto-sec region, we carry out the development of soft x-ray lasers (SXRLs) and
higher-order harmonics generation (HHG) and their applications.
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Fig. 1 The experimental set up for the double target geometry. We could observe “extraordinary”
coaxial fringe patterns under the slightly misaligned condition of the traget position

In this paper, we describe several new results in the coherent x-ray researches
and our future plan. In the source development, the observation of x-ray mirage
in the gain medium plasma of the 13.9 nm SXRL [1], which is strongly related
to the temporal evolution of electron density profile of gain region, and recent
progress of HHG from relativistic plasma are presented. As the application study,
we show the surface dynamics of femto-second laser ablation of metal observed by
the SXRL interferometer and reflectometer [2]. Finally we mention the prospects
for the future: By the financial support from government, we have started upgrade
of the ultra-intense Ti:Sapphire laser, “J-KAREN”, toward PW level in order to
develop coherent x-rays in keV region and high energy particle beams. By use of this
“J-KAREN-P” together with high average power pumping source developed sepa-
rately in JAEA, we will explore the possibility of ultrashort-pulse short-wavelength
lasers and open up new applications of high average power coherent x-rays.

2 Observation of X-Ray Mirage Using the 13.9 nm Laser

Beginning was the observation of extraordinary fringes in the alignment procedure
of the 13.9 nm SXRL. The set up is shown in Fig. 1. The two targets were used for
the SXRL generation, and the first one worked as x-ray seeder and the second one
worked as x-ray amplifier [3]. The distance between these two targets was 200 mm.
Under the slightly misaligned condition, we could find coaxial fringe patterns on the
LiF crystal detector [4]. The fringe patterns obtained in the detector indicated that
as the distance from the center of the arc became large, the fringe interval became
smaller. This characteristics was the typical in the interference patterns generated
by two coherent sources located separately on the observation axis.

In order to reproduce the experimental coaxial fringe patterns, a model calcula-
tion was performed, and under the assumption of that the two sources were separated
by 203 mm the experiment and the calculation results became perfectly consistent.
The origin of the first source was obvious, i.e., the exit position of the first target.
Therefore we could conclude that the second source was located in the x-ray ampli-
fier. In principle, since the phase of the SXRL beam from the second target was
independent from that of the first one, in order to explain the present interference
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Fig. 2 Calculated spatial profiles of the x-ray mirage. The left-hand side is the case without
amplification gain (g), and the right-hand side is with g = 15 cm−1

fringes, a small portion of SXRL beam from the first plasma changed the direction
in the x-ray amplifier and formed “virtual source” in the x-ray amplifier, i.e., x-ray
mirage [1]. The x-ray beam from the virtual source together with the rest of the
x-ray beam from the first plasma might form the interference fringes at the detec-
tor position. Indeed the hydrodynamics simulation suggested that the density hump
could be formed in the x-ray amplifier, and it worked as a concave lens for the x-ray.

In order to reproduce the present fringes quantitatively, theoretical investigation
was performed in which the wave-equations of SXRL beam from virtual source
and the rest of the SXRL beam are treated, and the spatial profiles of the electron
density and amplification gain are taken into account in the dielectric permittiv-
ity of plasma. For given 2D gain profile and 2D electron density profile [3], we
derived the intensity distribution of virtual source of x-ray mirage, Fig. 2 shows the
intensity profiles of the virtual source in the x-y plane and in the y-z plane for the
case of no amplification gain (left-hand side) and the case of amplification gain of
15 cm−1 (right-hand-side). In the absence of the amplification gain, shape of the
source does not corresponds to the point source. However, under the condition with
certain amplification gain, the virtual source becomes perfect point source with the
spatial profile close to Gaussian.

Present experimental result indicates the potential of the plasma as an x-ray
optics. The obtained perfect interference fringes means that this x-ray optics can
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Fig. 3 The images of the source of the HH signal at a wavelength of 18 nm from the relativistic
plasma (left-hand-side). From the tangential focus and sagittal focus, we could obtain the source
size. From the fringe pattern of the tangential focus, we found the HH signal is partially coherent

keep the wave-front of x-ray with other advantages of plasma optics such as highly
permitted intensity for the input beam. We will continue to survey this possibility as
the next research theme.

3 Beam Characterization of High-Order Harmonics Emission
from a Relativistic Plasma

A couple of years ago, we have demonstrated the ganeration of intense higher-order
harmonics (HH) from He gas plasma irradiated by a laser pulse with the intensity
of more than 1018 W/cm2 [5]. The wavelength of HH signal reached to the water-
window region, and regardless of the polarization of the pumping laser, both the
odd- and even-order HH signals were obtained. Our theoretical investigation implied
that localized high density regions could be generated due to the laser induced mod-
ulation in the bow wave, and strong oscillation of these high density region by laser
electric field induced the HH emission. In this scheme, we could increace the inci-
dent laser intensity up to wave-breaking region, therefore the upper-limit of the laser
was estimated to be 1023 W/cm2, under which the expected wavelength of the HH
reached in several 10 keV region.

Recently we have conducted an experiment to measure the source size. We have
prepared off-axis diagnostic tool which is based on a spherical mirror imaging sys-
tem with slightly off-axis angle. We choose the HH at 18 nm, and uses the LiF
crystal detector. By changing the detector position, the images of the source are
obtained experimentally as shown in Fig. 3. The magnification factor is around 5.5.
We can obtain both the tangential focus and sagittal focus, and the corresponding
theoretical images are attached, where �f in Fig. 3 indicates the distance of the LiF
crystal detector measured from the sagittal focus. The best focus, or width of the
tangential and sagittal focus, is aound 5 μ, which leads to the source size of 0.9 μ.
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The graph in the right-hand side of Fig. 3 shows the cross section of the tan-
gential focus (See the square in the image of the focus in the left-hand side) with
corresponding area of the theoretical model. The theoretical model assume fully spa-
tial coherent beam, and the sharpe fringe patterns are obtained. On the other hand,
we could obtain the experimental fringe pattern although they are not sharpe; this
means that the HH signal is partial coherent. Since the shape of the source plasma
is vertically long with the Rayleigh length, and multiple sources can be generated in
this plasma column. The present low spatial coherence may be due to the superpo-
sition of these multiple sources in plasma. For further information, we need further
experimental investigation.

4 Application of XRL for Probing Surface Dynamics of
Femto-Second Laser Ablation

Understanding of optical laser ablation process is important not only as the funda-
mental process of laser fabrication but also as the physics of laser-matter interaction.
Several years ago, Germany group observed metal surface irrardiated by a femto-
second laser pulse, and they found Newton’s ring (NR) formation in the ablation
area after 500 ps from the pump by use of 400 nm laser probe [6]. They concluded
that the considered ablation area consists of outer-shell structure called as ablation
front and distorted surface. Between the outer-shell and the distorted surface was
considered to be transparent fluid, and the NR was originated from the interference
of the reflection from the ablation front and that from the distorted surface. However,
due to the limitaion of the wavelength of the probe, the detailed dynamics especially
in the early time region has not been understood yet.

Soft x-ray laser interferometer and reflectometer developed in our institute
enables us to observe the surface deformation with the depth resolution of 1 nm
with pico-second accuracy [7], and we apply it to probe the surface dynamics in
early time region of femto-second laser ablation.

A gold sample plate was irradiated by a 40 fs-duration Ti:Sapphire laser at a
wavelength of 800 nm. The spatial intensity profile was Gaussain with the FWHM of
60 μm with the energy fluence of 1.3 J/cm2 at the peak of the Gaussian. The details
of the soft x-ray laser interferometer and reflectometer was described in ref [2].

Figure 4 shows the temporal evolution of the distorted surface observed by the
interferometer; (a) and (b), and the reflectometer; (c) and (d). Apparent NRs was
obtained in the reflective images for the early time region (t ∼ 1 ns). From the
reflectivity and visibility of the fringes, it could be said that the ablation front was
something like a thin film, and between the ablation front and the distorted sur-
face was transparent for SXRL wavelength region, which was consistent with the
previous results.

The interferometer provided the information of the distorted surface, although
slight mixing of NR could be seen in Fig. 4b (narrow fringes). The contribution
from NR was removed in the analysis, and we derived the temporal evolution of the
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Fig. 4 Temporal evolution of the surface dynamics observed by the interferometer; (a) and (b),
and the reflectometer; (c) and (d)

Fig. 5 Height of the outer-shell and the distorted surface as the function of the time measured from
the pumping timing

height of the distorted surface. The height of the ablation front was derived from the
data of NR with the result of the distorted surface. Figure 5 shows the height of the
distorted surface and the ablation front as the function of the time measured from
the pumping timing.

The displacement of the ablation front is in accordance with uniform motion, and
the interpolation in the time region of t = 0 ∼ 150 ps indicates that the ablation front
and the distortion surface is identical in this time region. At t = 150 ps, separation of
the ablation front from the distroted surface, i.e., spallative process, occurs. This is,
to author’s knowledge, the first observation of the spallation of the materials in the
laser ablation processes and becomes a good benchmark of the theoretical modeling
such as molecular dynamics (MD) simulation.
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The height of the distorted surface reaches the maximum at t = 230 ps, and start
to decrease. It should be noted that at around t = 2 ∼ 3 ns, the height of the surface
becomes negative, and the crater formation starts. This implies that after reaching
the peak of the height, the evaporation of the surface becomes substantial and the
surface is scraped off.

Present experimental results involve a plenty of new things relevant to the
foundamental processes in femto-second laser ablation, and detailed comparison
with theoretical model will give us the deep understanding of the laser-matter
interactions.

5 Future Porspects of High Power Laser Science in JAEA

In this section we describe the future prospects of coherent x-ray research using
high power lasers in JAEA.

Based upon the high peak power and high average power laser development, we
will continuously make effort in the radiation source development such as intense
coherent x-ray, high energy charged particle beam and intense THz radiation. These
new radiation sources are applicable in the wide variety of research field as an ultra-
fast probe, compact accelerator and chemical reaction control, etc.

Recently we obtained $ 12 M supplementary budget from government to promote
laser-driven ion acceleration research with the energy of more than 100 MeV and
coherent x-ray source development in keV region. By use of this budget, we have
started the upgrade of 200 TW Ti:Sapphire laser, J-KAREN laser, up to 1 PW level.
The repetition-rate will be also improved from each 30 min to 10 s. In April 2014,
the installation has been almost finished, and we are now preparing the set-up of the
total system toward the first laser shot which is expected in the end of the year.

Using this J-KAREN-P laser, we will conduct the experiment of HH generation
from relativistic plasma toward shorter wavelength region and preliminary experi-
ment of gamma-flash [8]. Theory suggests that the demonstration of gamma-flash
in the MeV region requires the laser intensity of more than 1023 W/cm2, but even
in 1022 W/cm2, we can expect the x-ray in 10–100 keV energy range, although
the conversion efficiency is not so high. This may become a principle proof of this
scheme.

The research using the transient collsional excitation (TCE) XRLs will be shifted
to industrial applications such as nano-fabrication and the EUV mask inspection and
so on. Therefore we will replace the CPA Nd:glass driver laser by Ti:Sapphire based
system in a couple of years. Pumping scheme will changed from normal incidence
pumping to GRIP scheme. Repetition rate will start from 10 Hz, and at the same
time we will start the development of the 100 Hz YAG pumping laser with 5 J
output energy with a few ns duration. By use of this new pumping laser, we will
realize high average power SXRL system.
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6 Summary

We review the recent progress and future prospects of coherent x-ray research using
high power lasers in Japan Atomic Energy Agency. Research highlights by use of
the 13.9 nm laser are the first demonstration of x-ray mirage and the first observa-
tion of spallation dynamics in the femto-second laser ablation. In the higher-order
harmonics (HH) from the relativistic plasma, the source size of the HH emissions is
investigated, and we have assured that the source is partially coherent. In the future
prospects, we will explore the possibility of ultrashort-pulse short-wavelength lasers
and open up new applications of high average power coherent x-rays by use of
upgraded J-KAREN-P and high average power TCE laser in GRIP scheme.
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Advances in High Average Power, 100 Hz
Repetition Rate Table-Top Soft X-Ray Lasers
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Vyacheslav N. Slyaptsev, Carmen S. Menoni and Jorge J. Rocca

Abstract We discuss new results of the demonstration of 100 Hz table-top soft
x-ray lasers operating at wavelengths from 10.9 nm to 18.9 nm and report the high-
est soft x-ray laser average power to date at sub-20 nm wavelength. The results
include the generation of average powers up to 0.2 mW at λ = 18.9 nm, 0.1 mW
at λ = 13.9 nm, and 20 μW at λ = 11.9 nm. These lasers are driven by a compact
chirped pulse amplification laser system featuring diode-pumped, cryogenically-
cooled Yb:YAG power amplifiers that produces 1 J pulses of 5 ps FWHM duration at
100 Hz repetition rate. The driver laser pulse shape was tailored to more efficiently
pump soft x-ray plasma amplifiers operating at sub-15 nm wavelengths leading to a
threefold increase in the λ = 13.9 nm laser pulse energy and lasing down to 10.9 nm.
The pump pulse profile consisting of a nanosecond ramp followed by two closely
spaced peaks of picosecond duration, is shown to create a plasma with an increased
density of Ni-like lasing ions at the time of peak temperature, resulting in a larger
gain coefficient over a temporally and spatially enlarged space. The development of
rotating solid targets with high shot capacity has allowed the uninterrupted operation
of the λ = 18.9 nm soft x-ray laser for hundreds of thousands of consecutive shots
making it suitable for applications in nanoscience and nanotechnology that require
high photon flux at short wavelengths. As a proof-of-principle demonstration of the
utility of this laser in such applications we have lithographically printed an array of
nanometer-scale features through coherent Talbot self imaging. These results open
the path to milliwatt average power table-top soft x-ray lasers.
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1 Introduction

There is great interest in the development of bright, coherent soft x-ray sources for
a large number of applications. Despite the significant progress recently made in
plasma-based soft x-ray lasers (SXRLs) [1–11], their average power is at present
much lower than that produced by soft x-ray FELs [12, 13]. In the case of SXRLs,
their average power has been limited by the relatively low repetition rate of the
high energy optical wavelength pump lasers used to drive them and by low pump-
ing efficiency. Capillary discharge soft x-ray lasers can produce milliwatt average
power [14, 15], but are presently limited to longer wavelengths [16]. Laser-pumped
λ = 10–20 nm soft x-ray lasers have been limited repetition rates of 10 Hz or less,
resulting in average powers ranging from 1 to 20 μW [4,6]. We previously reported
the first table-top SXRL capable of 100 Hz repetition rate operation, generating
0.15 mW average power on the λ = 18.9 nm line of Ni-like Mo [17]. Recently the
diffraction grating used to conduct the measurement was calibrated at a synchrotron
facility showing that the average power we had reported was underestimated and
was the corrected value is ∼ 0.2 mW. This achievement was made possible by
the development of a diode-pumped, picosecond Yb:YAG driver laser. Here, we
report the demonstration of a 0.1 mW average power, gain-saturated, λ = 13.9 nm
soft x-ray laser operating at 100 Hz repetition rate. The infrared driver laser pulse
was temporally tailored to more efficiently pumps the plasma amplifier, resulting
in a threefold enhancement of the λ = 13.9 nm laser energy [18]. Additionally,
we demonstrated high repetition rate, gain saturated operation of a λ = 11.9 nm
laser from a Sn plasma. We also report the continuous, hour-long operation of the
λ = 18.9 nm Ni-like Mo laser at high repetition rates [19]. Finally, using this robust
laser we have made a proof-of-principle demonstration of the printing of nano-scale
features through coherent Talbot lithography.

2 Demonstration of 50–100 Hz Operation of Sub-15 nm
Wavelength Lasers

The plasma amplifiers were excited by a single shaped pump pulse. Although the use
of a single pulse has been used to drive table-top soft x-ray lasers before [5,9,17,20],
the pulse employed here has different characteristics. The advantage of shaping the
temporal sequence of pulses used to efficiently create and heat soft x-ray plasma
amplifiers has been recognized [3, 9]. In particular, it was recently shown that the
addition of a short duration (2 ps FWHM) pre-pulse with a fraction of the inten-
sity of the main pulse can significantly increase the soft x-ray laser pulse energy
produced by a λ = 13.9 nm Ni-like Ag laser when pumping with relatively low
driving laser pulse energies [3]. In another recent paper, this scheme was expanded
upon to allow the generation of 4.7 μJ pulses at λ = 13.9 nm using less than 2 J
of total pump laser energy [21]. In recent previous work, we have used a single
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shaped pump laser pulse of < 1 J energy to drive lasing on the λ = 18.9 nm tran-
sition of Ni-like Mo at 100 Hz repetition. rate that resulted in an average power of
0.15 mW [17] (which we subsequently realized was ∼ 0.2 mW after calibration of
the spectrometer diffraction grating). Here, in order to more efficiently pump the
soft x-ray amplifier plasma and allow generation at shorter wavelengths, we made
use of a tailored temporal pulse profile that consists of a ∼ 2 ns long, low amplitude
ramp that creates and ionizes the plasma and a short duration intense pulse that pre-
cedes the main peak of the pulse. Hydrodynamic/atomic physics plasma simulations
show that the pump pulse profile, consisting of a nanosecond ramp followed by two
peaks of picosecond duration, creates a plasma with an increased density of Ni-like
ions at the time of maximum temperature that results in a larger gain coefficient
over a temporally and spatially enlarged region leading to a three-fold increase in
the soft x-ray laser output pulse energy. These simulations are presented in detail
in [18]. This increase in pumping efficiency combined with the increased repeti-
tion rate results in record-high average power at these wavelengths from a table-top
device. Using this approach, bright lasing was also demonstrated at a number of
wavelengths between 10.9 nm and 14.7 nm, including the high repetition rate, gain-
saturated operation of a λ = 11.9 nm laser from Ni-like Sn. These results will enable
new technologic applications and basic research experiments requiring high average
photon flux, and opens a path to further scale compact SXRLs to milliwatt average
power in this wavelength range and possibly at shorter wavelengths.

The high repetition rate diode pumped λ = 1.03 μm CPA laser system based
on cryogenic Yb:YAG amplifiers was used to obtain the results reported here is
described in references [17,22,23]. This laser produces 1 J pulses with durations as
short as 5 ps FWHM at 100 Hz repetition rates. The laser pulses are focused using
cylindrical optics onto a solid target at a grazing incidence [11, 24] angle of 32◦ to
form a 30 μm FWHM wide by 5 mm long line focus as shown in Fig. 1a. For pro-
longed high repetition rate operation we made use of a circular target consisting of
a 100 mm diameter copper disk (Fig. 1a) with a foil of the desired lasing material
(in this case Mo, Ag, and Sn) bonded to its face. The target material is mechanically
polished to a smooth flat face suitable to produce an axially uniform plasma column
when irradiated with the driving laser. The target is rotated using a motorized stage
to present a fresh surface for each consecutive laser shot allowing for prolonged
laser operation. Single shot, on-axis EUV plasma emission spectra were obtained
using a 1200 lines/mm, flat-field, gold-coated diffraction grating positioned at graz-
ing incidence and an x-ray sensitive CCD. For the high repetition rate soft x-ray
laser measurements, an EUV-sensitive 10 × 1 mm silicon photodiode was placed
in the imaging plane of the spectrometer at the location corresponding to the laser
wavelength. Thin foil filters were used to reject visible plasma emission and also to
prevent detector saturation. Absolute energy measurements were estimated using the
efficiency of the diffraction grating, the reported responsivities of the Si photodiode
and CCD, and the transmission efficiency of the thin filters measured in situ.

The pump pulse profile was measured via second harmonic generation (SHG)
cross-correlation of the driving laser pulse with 100 μJ, 700 fs FWHM pulses pro-
duced by a Yb:KYW regenerative amplifier. The presence of any non-negligible
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Fig. 1 Set up and target configuration for high repetition rate SXR laser operation. A high shot
capacity, rotating target is irradiated by ∼ 1 J pulses produced by diode-pumped CPA laser focused
into a high aspect ratio line focus by cylindrical optics. The pump pulse temporal profile consists
of a long ns ramp ending in a sequence of two closely spaced picosecond duration peaks

pulses before the 3.5 ns temporal window shown was ruled out by measurement
with a fast photodiode. The main peak of the driving laser is preceded by an inten-
tionally added pedestal that ramps from an intensity of 10−4 relative to the main
peak at 2.7 ns before the peak, to about 10−3 before its onset. Additionally, a short
picosecond peak preceding the main peak is generated by splitting the seed pulse
beam from the pulse stretcher using a polarizing beamsplitter and a λ/2 waveplate,
and subsequently recombining the beams into a single beam with an adjustable delay
before seeding the regenerative amplifier. This feature precedes the main peak by 15
ps with a relative intensity of 12 %. Because all of the temporal features originate
from within the regenerative amplifier cavity, they are collinear and share the same
spatial mode profile making this truly a single pulse and avoiding the temporal and
spatial overlapping that is otherwise required when using multiple pulses to drive
soft x-ray lasers. Delays of 10–70 ps, and relative intensities within 10–25 % of
the main pump peak were experimentally observed to produce similar λ = 13.9 nm
laser pulse energies, which makes this a robust system.

Figure 2 shows the measured laser pulse energy of 2000 consecutive pulses of
the λ = 13.9 nm laser operating at 100 Hz repetition rate on the 4d1S0 → 4p1p1
transition of Ni-like Ag obtained using the tailored pump pulse profile with the
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Fig. 2 Sequence of pulses from a 13.9 nm Ni-like Ag laser operating at 100 Hz repetition rate. The
average pulse energy corresponds to an average power of 0.1 mW. The variation of the output pulse
energy around shot 1500 is the result of shooting over a target region that was already irradiated

dual peak shown in Fig. 1b. The total pump pulse energy on target was 900 mJ.
The circular target described earlier, which has a width of 1 cm in the direction
of the line focus axis and an outer diameter of 100 mm, was rotated at 10 deg/s
resulting in a distance between successive shots of ∼ 90 μm at 100 Hz repetition
rate. The mean SXRL pulse energy was measured to be 1.0 μJ with a shot-to-shot
standard deviation of 14 %, resulting in an average power of 0.1 mW. This is to our
knowledge the highest average power reported for a compact, coherent source at
this wavelength.

We also used the combination of the compact diode-pumped driver laser and the
specially tailored driving laser pulse profile technique to demonstrate bright SXRLs
at shorter wavelengths down to λ = 10.9 nm, as summarized by the single-shot on-
axis spectra of Fig. 3. The same pumping geometry and detection configuration
described above was employed. Rectangular slab targets were used for the case of
Te, In, Cd, and Pd, and a circular target of the form described above was used for
Sn. The λ = 11.9 nm Sn laser was operated at 50 Hz repetition rate and produced
an average power of 20 μW [18]. For the shortest wavelength investigated, λ =
10.9 nm from Ni-like Te, the total driver laser pump energy of 0.9 J used to obtain
lasing is significantly lower than that reported in previous experiments [6]. No lasing
was observed when the single peak temporal pumping profile was used with Te or
Sn targets, and lower laser energy was observed for Pd, Ag, Cd and In targets.

3 Hour-long Operation of a High Repetition Rate λ = 18.9 nm
Soft X-Ray Laser and Demonstration of Defect-Free
Nanoprinting Through Talbot Lithography Using a
λ = 18.9 nm Soft X-Ray Laser

Figure 4 shows data corresponding to 1 h of continuous operation of the Ni-like Mo
λ = 18.9 nm SXRL at 50 Hz repetition rate. The laser output pulse energy is quite
stable with very few low intensity shots. This continuous sequence of 1.8 × 105
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Fig. 3 Single shot, on-axis plasma emission spectra of 4d1S0 → 4p1p1 Ni-like ion soft x-ray lasers
produced by irradiating solid targets of Te, Sn, In, Cd, Ag, and Pd with a single tailored pulse of
0.9 J energy produced by a diode-pumped Yb:YAG laser. The right column shows the raw CCD
image of each spectrograph. All lasers down to 11.9 nm were operated in gain saturation

Fig. 4 Measured SXRL pulse energy at 50 Hz repetition rate for just over 1 h of operation. 180,000
consecutive shots were recorded. The line shows the running average of the pulse energy with the
error bars representing the shot to shot standard deviation of each section of pulse sequence. The
periodic gaps in the data correspond to transfers of the data from a digitizing oscilloscope during
which the laser continued to operate

shots was acquired with one rotation of the target of Fig. 1a. We have also contin-
uously operated this laser with similar performance at 100 Hz repetition rate for 30
min [19].
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Fig. 5 a Talbot lithography experimental setup. A two dimensional periodic mask generates a
Talbot image at the sample plane that is registered in photoresist. b Scanning electron micro-
scope image of the Talbot mask. c Atomic force microscope image of the nanometer-scale features
printed using the 18.9 nm laser

As a first demonstration of these high average power power soft x-ray lasers
in applications requiring high photon flux we printed an array of nanometer-scale
features using coherent Talbot lithography. The photo-lithographic approach used
in this experiment is based on the self-imaging produced when a periodic trans-
mission mask is illuminated with a coherent light beam. A semitransparent mask
composed of an array of tiles each having an arbitrary design produces self images
that replicate the mask on the surface of a photoresist [25]. When illuminated with
coherent light, the tiled diffractive mask produces images which are 1 × replicas
at certain locations (Talbot planes). Because the Talbot images are generated by the
diffraction of the thousands of cells in the mask, a defect in any of the unitary cells
is averaged over a very large numbers of tiles consequently rendering a virtually
defect-free image [25]. Figure 5a shows the scheme of the experimental setup used
to demonstrate Talbot printing. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of
the mask is shown in Fig. 5b. The overall size of the mask is 0.5 × 0.5 mm2, with
a calculated first Talbot distance ZT = 2.65 mm. However, the print was made at half
this distance where a phase-shifted Talbot image is produced, yielding a numerical
aperture (NA) of 0.186. Figure 5c is an atomic force microscope image of the print
in the photoresist showing reproduced lines is ∼ 400 nm FWHM width in this initial
proof-of-principle demonstration. The high flux of the soft x-ray laser allowed for
efficient printing with an exposure of 30 s operating the laser at 50 Hz repetition
rate. Ultimately, the short wavelength of this laser in combination with masks of
larger NA will lead to defect-free printing of patterns with sub-20 nm resolutions.

4 Summary

In summary, we have demonstrated the high repetition rate, high average power,
operation of soft x-ray lasers at wavelengths between 11.9 and 18.9 nm. Results
include the continuous operation of a compact λ = 18.9 nm SXRL at 100 Hz repeti-
tion rate for extended periods of time with average powers up to 0.2 mW. Combining
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a soft x-ray plasma amplifier heated by a diode-pumped Yb:YAG laser with a tai-
lored pulse shape and a high shot capacity rotating target we demonstrated 100 Hz
repetition rate operation of λ = 13.9 nm laser with 0.1 mW average power. These
results can be scaled to several hours of continuous operation and to shorter wave-
lengths. As a demonstration of the utility of these lasers for applications requiring
a high average photon flux we printed an array of nanometer-scale features through
coherent lithography. These compact high average power soft x-ray lasers can be
expected to open the door to numerous photon flux intensive applications on a table-
top. The results also open the path to milliwatt average power table-top soft x-ray
lasers.
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Possibility of Recombination Gain Increase
in CV Ions at 4.0 nm Via Coherence

Y. Luo, A. Morozov, D. Gordon, P. Sprangle, A. Svidzinsky, H. Xia, M. Scully
and S. Suckewer

Abstract This paper is about the recent experimental results on amplification of the
CV line in the “water window” at 4.03 nm from resonance transition to the ground
level of He-like ions in recombination scheme. The indication of the amplification of
the CV line has been observed when an elongated narrow plasma channel was cre-
ated, where high intensity 100 fs beams, optimal for creating CV ions in high density
plasma, was propagated up to 0.5–0.6 mm. Without channeling the effective plasma
length was much shorter and there was no indication of amplification.The large
interest in gain generation in He-like ions in the transition to ground state is due to
the possibility of applying a recently developed theory of Lasing Without Inversion
(LWI) in XUV and X-ray regions to largely increase the gain for such transitions.
The presented results of the indication of CV line amplifications are being discussed
from the point of view of using LWI as a superradiance gain increase, hence to con-
struct a very compact soft X-ray laser in the “water window”.The last part of the
paper is related to the application of the ultra-intensive fs plasma laser, which is
currently in the process of development by using stimulated Raman backscattering
(SRBS) to create a plasma amplifier and compressor, as the pump for compact laser
operating in the “water window” and also at shorter wavelengths.

1 Introduction

Tremendous progress has been made in beam quality, compactness, and especially
in the application of soft X-ray lasers (SXLs), since the first large gain-length prod-
ucts (gl) were demonstrated in the soft X-ray region nearly three decades ago. The
qualities of SXL beams, reaching 10 nm and slightly below, have been improved
in their coherence, divergence and stability (i.e. very good reproducibility from
shot-to-shot) is presented in a number of recent and past reviews [1–9], including
presentations at this conference (for example [10–12]).
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Special attention has been directed toward SXL compactness. The development
of the table top SXLs, which will have a number of practical applications in sci-
ence and technology, has become a high priority for many researchers in the field.
Of course, the compactness of SXL depends on the efficiency of the lasing sys-
tem (especially quantum efficiency) and the pumping efficiency. For the maximum
quantum efficiency, systems in which lasing is in transition to ground state are very
attractive. As for pumping efficiency, longitudinal pumping usually is more efficient
than transverse pumping.

To realize lasing to the ground states of ions in the soft– and x-ray regions, ultra-
short laser pump pulses have to be used in order to provide population inversion
between the excited and ground states in ions. With the development of very high
intensity fsec laser pulses it becomes possible to realize recombination lasing to the
ground states in ions, which are first stripped of electrons by optical field ionization,
OFI.

Achieving gain using recombination scheme is highly desirable in the pursuit of
x-ray lasers due to requiring relatively low pumping pulse energy. This, combined
with the high quantum efficiency achieved by using the transition to the ground state,
makes the creation of a practical tabletop x-ray laser (XRL) quite feasible. Further-
more, the highly favorable scaling of the required pumping energy with decreasing
the wavelengths may enable reaching the “water window” (the wavelength range
2.3–4.4 nm, for which absorption in water is low) with a tabletop x-ray laser sys-
tem. Hence, such XRL would be an excellent source for high resolution X-ray
microscopy of biological cells in their natural environment, placed in a relatively
small biological laboratory.

The highly efficient recombination system utilizing transition to ground states
of ions was theoretically predicted [13,14], and experimentally high gl was demon-
strated in Hydrogen-like Li III in a transition to the ground state (2 → 1 transition) at
13.5 nm [15,16] and explained theoretically [17] with added computer simulation of
experimental results. This computer simulation takes into account the uniqueness of
the OFI processes such as the non-Maxwellian nature of created plasma and its rel-
atively low temperature, which is a very important feature for generating high gain
in fast recombining ions in plasma. For example, the experiment on obtaining high
gain in the 2 → 1 transition in LiIII ions has been an important benchmark for com-
puter simulations. Better efficiency of the gain generation using ∼ 0.25 μm pumping
wavelength in [15] in comparison to ∼ 1.0 μm in [16], both experiments use pre-
plasma in microcapillaries for waveguiding pumping beams at ∼ 3 × 1017 W/cm2

intensities, was verified by computer modeling. Furthermore, by investigating the
effects of different laser and plasma parameters on the gain generation at various
lasing wavelengths, the optimal conditions required to achieve high gain in CVI
ions in 2 → 1 transition at 3.4 nm were predicted [18], providing a “prescription”
for designing and conducting experiments.
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Fig. 1 Wavelength scaling of recombination schemes for 2 → 1(in red) and 3 → 2 transitions for
H-like ions

2 Remarks About Recombination XRL: Rapid Convergence
to Short Wavelengths

The recombination scheme is attractive due to its fast convergence to short wave-
length of 3 → 2 and 2 → 1 transitions in H-like ions as illustrated by Fig. 1.
Especially attractive are the transitions to ground state (2 → 1 transitions) with their
high quantum efficiency and for which the “water window” is attainable for CV
and CVI ions using pumping lasers with relatively low energy, but at high intensity
and repetition rate. Our extensive computer calculations have shown the feasibility
of achieving high gain with the transient recombination scheme in the “water win-
dow” with peak pump intensity in the order of Ip ∼ 1018–1019 W/cm2 and duration
of pulses less than 100 fs for He-like ions CV (lower intensity range) and H-like
ions CVI (higher intensity range). The crucial aspect of the generation of high gains
for these transitions is a strong non-Maxwellian electron energy distribution func-
tion. Such distribution function, obtained by computer simulation of Optical Field
Ionization, OFI, in the process of creating a fully ionized carbon, is shown in Fig. 2
from [18]. These computer calculations indicate that most of the electrons from the
fully stripped carbon, have very low kinetic energies in the order of 10–20 eV, in
comparison to the ∼ 400–500 eV ionization energies of the CV and CVI ions.

Electrons in the high-energy tail of the distribution function, due to their high
velocities and low cross section in interaction with ions at such velocities, can
quickly escape the narrow plasma channel without participating in the recombina-
tion processes. After a short time, in the order of a few picoseconds, these electrons
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Fig. 2 Calculated highly non-Maxwellian electron distribution (in blue) after fully stripped carbon
ions off electrons by means of OFI; corresponding Maxwellian distribution is shown (in red)

proceed to thermal equilibrium, which reach Maxwellian electron distribution in
about 15–20 ps with it maximum energy at about 250–300 eV, much too high for
effective three-body recombination process.

Therefore, the very short and very intensive pulses can create fully ionized, high
density carbon plasma with very non-Maxwellian electron energy distribution, lead-
ing to a 3.4 nm gain generation in CVI followed by 4.03 nm gain in CV. The gain
generation in CVI takes place in a very short time, hence potentially leading to a
very short lasing time, during which the ground state of CVI would rapidly popu-
late, followed by its fast recombination to highly excited states of CV. Due to this
process gain in the singlet states of the CV ions is expected to be obtained, while
the electrons are still highly non-Maxwellian.

3 Predicted Gain for 2 → 1 Transition in CVI Ions
and Experimental Setup

Gain generation in H-like ions, as we have already indicated, requires the atoms
to be totally stripped of electrons, as the first step. Next, these atomic nucleus
in the plasma have to recombine very fast by three-body, non-radiative process
(nucleus + 2 electrons), providing H-like ions in highly excited states (three-
body recombination is approximately proportional to main quantum number n to
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Fig. 3 Predicted gain (from [18]) in H-like CVI at 3.4 nm as a function of pumping beam diameter
(in μm) and its pulse duration (in fs) for initial carbon and hydrogen densities nC = 1019 cm−3

and nH = 1020 cm

power 4). Moreover, the electron densities have to be high (in range 1017–1020

cm−3, depending on the nucleus charge Z), and in order to create a 2 → 1 popu-
lation inversion, the ionizing pulses have to be of very high intensity and very short
duration. Short pumping pulse duration prevents significant plasma heating, which
the main source for OFI process is the residual heating, or the above threshold ion-
ization (ATI) heating. This heating arises from the variation in the oscillation phase
fd between the free electrons from the ionization of atoms and ions and the phase
of the laser electric field. The average residual energy is proportional to the quiver
energy of the electrons in the laser field, εq = e2E2/4meν

2, where e is the electron
charge, E is the laser peak electric field, me is the electron mass and νis pumping
laser frequency.

Because three-body recombination rate is proportional to the square of the elec-
tron density, N2

e, and quantum number n to power 4, the transition from fully ionized
carbon, C6+, to H-like CVI occurs primarily to the states with high n, while colli-
sional and radiative transitions to level n = 2 are faster than to ground level n = 1,
creating a population inversion between n = 2 and n = 1. In addition to minimizing
plasma heating, the ultrashort pumping pulses are also necessary due to the very
short radiative lifetime, τ, of the first excited levels of ions and decreasing this time
as Z−4 (Z is atomic number of ions). In fact, this time has to be much shorter than
the radiative decay time in order to be shorter than the collisional decay time at high
Ne. It was also shown that the gain can be enhanced and become less stringently—
dependent on exactly matching the required experimental parameters, if hydrogen
is added into the carbon plasma.

The gain (in cm−1), which was obtained by computer calculations [18], is shown
in Fig. 3 for 2 → 1 transition at 3.4 nm in CVI for the range of pumping beam
intensity I ≈ 7 × 1018–1 × 1019 W/cm2, where the lower intensity was for the 50 fs
pumping pulses and the higher intensity was for the 10 fs pulses. The initial carbon
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Fig. 4 Experimental setup

density was nC = 1019 cm−3 with added hydrogen density of nH = 1020 cm−3.
The gain is presented as a function of the pumping beam diameter and its pulse
duration. It is apparent that the maximum gain, g ≈ 150–180 cm−1, is obtained for
pulse duration of 20–30 fs, and this gain is also less dependent on the pumping beam
diameter. For pumping pulses ∼ 50 fs and up to 100 fs the predicted gain drops to
50 cm−1 and below, but still is quite high.

Experimental setup, which is shown schematically in Fig. 4, was designed
following computer gain predictions for optimal laser pulses and plasma medium
parameters as well as gained experience with development high gain in 2 → 1 tran-
sition in H-like LiIII ions [15]. The multipass Ti:Sa amplifier provided 2 J, 800 nm
200 ps pulses at 5 Hz repetition rate. The pulse was optically compressed down to
100 fs and was focused by an off-axis parabolic mirror (f = 150 mm) into the pre-
formed plasma in the gas jet. The plasma was initiated by an optical breakdown
using part of a 200 ps pulse, splitted before the compressor. It was focused by an
axicon lens in order to create a pre-formed plasma waveguide, whose purpose was
to enable the propagation of the ultra-intense pump pulses over a much longer dis-
tance than its Rayleigh length, pioneered by Milchberg and his group [19, 20] and
provided computer modeling by Sprangel et al. [21]. In these experiments, the near
diffraction-limited focus of the pulse was achieved and enabled reaching 2 × 1019

W/cm2 intensities with 300 mJ of pulse energy. The extensive diagnostics were
implemented to monitor absolute intensity distribution of the 100 fs pulses in the
plasma channel, the electron density distributions as well as the neutral gas density
in the gas jet was monitored using a shear-type of interferometer with time and spa-
tial resolutions of 200 fs and ∼ 5 μm, respectively. The spectra in “water window”
region in direction of fs beam propagation in plasma were recorded using a graz-
ing incidence flat-field spectrometer having a diffraction grating of 1200 groves/mm
with a variable density of grooves. The spectra were registered using a 1024 × 1024
back illuminated CCD camera. Two 150 μm stainless steel pinholes were placed
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Fig. 5 Spectra of CV and CVI in “water window” wavelength range created with 100 fs beam with-
out channeling and with pulse energy/intensity: 200 mJ/∼ 4–5 × 1018 W/cm2, effective plasma
length was: leff ∼ 0.2 mm, gas jet mixture: 20 % of C2H6 and 80 % of H2 note: notation 2x, for
example in CVI(2 − 1) 2x, indicates second order of CVI(2 − 1) line

between the spectrometer slit and the plasma to reduce the amount of visible light
from the plasma and stray light from the laser from reaching the detector, very
significantly improving signal-to-noise ratio in the recorded spectra.

4 Recorded CV and CVI Spectra in “Water Window”

The spectra were recorded in the wavelength range of 2.3–4.4 nm, covering the
“water window”, in search for conditions to generate gain in transitions 2 → 1 at
3.4 and 4.0 nm in CVI and CV ions, respectively. For this purpose the spectra were
taken along the propagation path of the laser pulses, perpendicularly to the gas jet’s
nozzle slit and both the neutral gas density and the plasma density were monitored
simultaneously in a single shot. The example of CV and CVI line emissions in
“water window” wavelength range is shown in Fig. 5 for tightly focused 100 fs
beam onto thin plasma layer of the effective depth leff ≈ 0.2 mm without channeling.
The plasma was created in a gas jet mixture of 20 % C2H6 and 80 % H2. The CVI
lines dominate the spectra for these pumping laser pulses of intensities in the range
of ∼ 4–5 × 1018 W/cm2 for 200 mJ pulse energy, although the CV (3 p − 1 s2)
in second order is intensive. Moreover, the intensity ratio of CVI (4 − 1)2x to CVI
(3 − 1)2x indicates quite strong population inversion between levels four and three
when taking into account A41g4/A3 g3 ≈ 0.2, where Anm are spontaneous emission
coefficients from upper level n to lower level m, and gn are statistical weights of
levels n. Similar population inversion was observed for levels three and two in CVI
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Fig. 6 a Carbon spectrum using only a fs beam (no channeling), the pulse energy: 150 mJ, gas
jet mixture: 20 % of C2H6 and 80 % of H2; b Carbon spectrum with channeling (waveguiding
with axicon), energies of channeling and fs beams were 150 mJ each, gas jet mixture as in (a); c
Interferogram of plasma created by 100 fs laser pulses with 150 mJ pulse energy; d Interferogram
of plasma created by the 100 fs laser pulses propagated in pre-formed plasma waveguide, which
was created by axicon line-focused of 200 ps pulses with 150 mJ pulse energy; the delay between
fs and ps pulses was 1.2 ns, gas jet mixture was as in (a).The laser pulses propagate from right to
left

and CV, when longer wavelengths were monitored to see simultaneously all these
lines in second order.

For lower pumping laser intensities the He-like CV lines became dominant. For
example, for pumping intensity of ∼ 2 × 1018 W/cm2 with pulse energy ∼ 150 mJ
and the same gas jet mixture as in Fig. 5, the spectrum in Fig. 6a is dominated
by CV lines, which is reasonable considering that the peak intensity is sufficient
to create predominately CV ions but much less CVI ions. Such dominance of CV
ions was even more pronounced when the axicon created plasma channel has been
used to enable propagation of the fs pulses in longer plasma, as shown in Fig. 6b,
while the intensities of fs pulses were twice lower than in Fig. 6a. Under this con-
dition, only the line from the CV 2→1 transition could be observed. This indicates
the encouraging possibility of achieving lasing in 2 → 1 transition in CV ions at
4.03 nm, which is within the “water window”. It is very interesting and provides
additional encouragement for reaching our goal that the spectrum in Fig. 6b is very
similar to the spectrum of H-like LiIII in Fig. 1 in [16], which was recorded in a
series of experiments leading to high gl for 2 → 1 transition at 13.5 nm.
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The recording spectra shown in Fig. 6a, b and the neutral particles and plasma
densities were simultaneously monitored with an interferometry. The interfero-
gram of the plasma created by a single ultra-intense 100 fs pulses with 150 mJ
pulse energy taken immediately after it passed through the jet is shown in Fig. 6c.
Although the focal spot of the fs pulse had a diameter of ∼ 5 μm, the resulted
plasma was over 200 μm wide presumably due to the ionization-induced refrac-
tion and other nonlinear effects during the propagation of the fs pulse with effective
plasma length leff ≈ 0.2 mm.

The interferogram of the plasma created by propagating the same 100 fs pulse,
but through the preformed plasma waveguide is shown in Fig. 6d. The 200 ps pulse
had 150 mJ energy and arrived at the gas target 1.2 ns prior to the arrival of the fs
pulse. The gas target used in this set of data was the same as in Fig. 6a. Diluting the
C2H6 gas with H2 lead to two advantages: (1) to suppress parametric instabilities
during the ionization by the Bessel beam and (2) to provide larger density of low
energy electrons due to much lower ionization potential of hydrogen atoms than that
of CVI and CV ions, which is favorable for fast three-body recombination of C6+ to
CVI (C5+). The pre-formed plasma waveguide effectively confined the propagating
the fs pulse maintaining its high intensity over distance leff ≈ 0.5 mm, apparently
already having a very important effect on the intensity of the CV(2 − 1) line in
Fig. 6b spectrum.

5 Possibility of Gain Increase in CV (2 → 1) Transition at
4.0 nm Via Quantum Coherence

Recent work on quantum coherence control of transitions in He atoms and He-like
ions has predicted the possibility of generating lasing action in the XUV and X-ray
regions via superradiance radiation enhancement and even generation gain without
population inversion [22–24]. In general, the quantum coherence phenomenon in
atomic and radiation physics has led to many interesting and unexpected results.
For example, by preparing an atomic system in a coherent superposition of states,
under certain conditions, it is possible for atomic coherence to cancel absorption but
not emission, which is the basis for lasing without inversion, LWI. Frequently this
is accomplished in three- or four-level atomic systems in which there are coherent
routes for absorption that can destructively interfere, thus leading to the cancellation
of absorption. Moreover, it was shown that when the excitation of an ensemble of
atoms is swept in the direction of lasing (gain-swept superradiance, GSS), so that
atoms are prepared in the excited state just as the radiation from previously excited
atoms reaches them and yields superradiant emission [25, 26], which has common
features with Dicke superradiance [27] for three-level system and can yield soft X-
ray lasing in, for example, He-like ions of C4+ at 4.0 nm, schematically presented
in Fig. 7.

It can be seen from Fig. 7 that strongly driving (with high Rabi frequency �)
transition |a〉 →|c〉 in CV ions make feasible to coherently stimulate transition to
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Fig. 7 Illustration of quantum coherence application to gain increase in recombination scheme for
transition to ground state of He-like CV ions at wavelength of 4.0 nm

Fig. 8 Plots from [25] of dimensionless gain/absorption in the lasing transition |a〉 →|b〉 vs dimen-
sionless time �t. Blue and red curves show, respectively, numerical and analytical results, where
total decay and radiative decay frequencies of upper state |a〉 are � = 1 and γ = 0.1

ground state |a〉 →|b〉 with superradiance radiation and possible LWI at 4.0 nm, as it
is illustrated in Fig. 8. The calculations presented in Fig. 8 were performed for total
and radiative dimensionless decay frequencies � = 1 and γ = 0.1 (normalization
factor is � = 4.5×107s−1) of upper state |a〉. The plots for analytical and numerical
calculation results indicate excellent agreement between both of them and are very
encouraging for significant gain increase for 4.0 nm radiation.

6 Ultraintense Femtosecond Plasma Laser for Pumping XRLs

This last section of the paper is related to the application of the ultraintense fs
plasma laser, which is currently in the development process at Princeton, as the
pump for compact XRLs operating in the “water window” and also at shorter wave-
lengths. The development of the ultraintense fs plasma laser, in which the large and
expensive optics for pulse amplification and compression will be replaced by plasma
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Fig. 9 Seed intensity amplification of ∼ 700 and with a relatively low pump energy of 210 mJ
in the plasma channel. Interferogram shows very good channel ∼ 4 mm long, although effective
length of ∼ 2.5 mm was used here. The figure on the right shows the input and output seed spectra
(input seed is magnified 100x to be visible, whereas the amplified seed saturated detector is due to
insufficient signal attenuation In the left low corner the interferogram shows a plasma channel of
good quality, and at the left the time profile of output amplified seed from single pulse autocolerator
FROG measurement is shown

column, is based on stimulated Raman backscattering (SRBS) for creating a plasma
amplifier and compressor. This experimental research was conducted for a number
of years [28, 29] and was preceded by extensive theoretical research [30–32].

The very encouraging earlier results of seed intensity amplification of 10,000 and
its compression from 550 fs to ∼ 90 fs in a single pass, and increases this intensity
by 2x and further decreases the pulse duration down to ∼ 50 fs in the two passes
experiment [33], stimulate present research towards practical fs plasma laser. With
a much larger plasma column diameter of ∼ 400–500 μm for waveguiding large
diameter pump and seed pulses, which diameters of 200–250 μm are expected to
ensure a compact plasma laser with intensities at the focus of ∼ 1020 W/cm2, the
ideal pump for XRLs in the “water window” and down to a wavelength of ∼ 1–2 nm.

Figure 9 shows recently obtained, still preliminary, seed intensity amplification
in the order of ∼ 700 using large diameter seed and pump pulses, propagating in a
corresponding large diameter plasma channel, as discussed above. The pump energy
of 210 mJ, hence its intensity, was still much below the required value to reach
amplified output seed intensity in focus in the order of ∼ 1020 W/cm2, which is one
of the main goals of the present research.
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Overview of Development of Laser Driven
Secondary Sources at PALS and ELI

M. Kozlova, J. Nejdl, M. Albrecht, S. Sebban, J. Gautier, K. Ta Phuoc,
A. Klisnick, A. Le Marec and F. Tissandier

Abstract In this paper we report on development of the secondary X-ray sources
at the PALS Centre and discuss the plan for the ELI Beamlines project. The spatial
and temporal coherence of the most energetic quasi-steady state Ne-like Zn X-ray
laser, which is operated at PALS Centre as standard user beamline, was examined
proving that amplification of coherent EUV pulses with duration below 1 ps will be
possible. Meanwhile, the first transient lasing at PALS Center was achieved using
10 Hz Ti:Sapphire laser chain with peak power of 20 TW as a driver. Finally, we
discuss the recent design of laser driven secondary sources generating short coherent
or incoherent EUV/X-ray pulses within the ELI Beamlines project.

1 Introduction

The past decade at PALS Center facility in Prague [1] has been dedicated to
development of secondary sources with short-wavelength radiation. Currently two
laser beamlines could be used as drivers for their generation. Moreover both laser
beamlines could work in synchronized mode or separated. With iodine system we
developed and operate, as standard user beamline, so far the most energetic soft
X-ray laser in the world, Ne-like Zn X-ray laser emitting at 21.2 nm [2]. Recently,
new X-ray sources were designed and experimentally investigated driven by the
Ti:Sapphire laser system. In this paper the preliminary results of first transient Ni-
like Mo X-ray laser at PALS Center are reported. The combination of the two driving
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systems gives an opportunity to investigate a three-stage amplifier chain for amplifi-
cation of HHG in plasma amplifiers. Hence, the properties of temporal coherence of
Ne-like Zn X-ray laser were studied for single and double pass regime. Also novel
technique of investigating the spatial coherence in single shot of XRL radiation was
tested.

2 PALS Beamlines

2.1 Iodine kJ Laser Beamline

The PALS (Prague Asterix Laser System) few terawatt iodine laser beamline is
delivering 350 ps pulses at fundamental wavelength 1315 nm, with high-energy out-
put in a single-beam configuration, up to 1 kJ, which makes it a powerful driver for
various experiments. Moreover the main beam could be divided into two auxiliary
beams with energy of 100 J combined, and it could be spatially and temporally over-
lapped with the main beam in interaction chambers. The splitting of the main beam
enable the pump and probe experiments without any jitter. The repetition rate is 30
min with all amplifiers. Also the fundamental frequency of the Asterix laser can be
up converted to its second and third harmonic. The output energy can be varied over
two orders of magnitude with essentially unchanged beam geometry. Due to all the
above features, the PALS is being intensely exploited for laser-plasma experiments
at power density levels ranging from 1014 to few 1016 W/cm2.

3 Ti:Sapphire 20 TW Laser Beamline

The Ti:Sapphire laser chain installed at the PALS laboratory is a commercial laser
system with peak power of 20 TW [3]. The pulse duration is 40 fs and the total
output energy is up to 900 mJ with maximum repetition rate of 10 Hz. Fundamental
wavelength 812 nm could be converted into second harmonic. Laser chain is based
on conventional CPA amplification scheme, consisting of oscillator, stretcher, regen-
erative amplifier, pulse picker, multi pass amplifier and compressor. The compressor
is designed to use zero orders of Au reflective gratings to produce two auxiliary
beams, 50 mJ each. Zero order, of the first grating, is subsequently compressed using
second compressor. Also the zero order of second grating is extracted and propa-
gated on its own beam path. All beams could be delayed with respect to each other
in the range of 0–20 ns. For experiments all beams could be send into interaction
area, which is equipped by three independent reconfigurable vacuum chambers.
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Fig. 1 Sequential pumping of the XRL amplifier, where the typical energy ratio of the prepulse
(< 1011 Wcm−2) and the main pulse (∼ 1013 Wcm−2) is 2 × 10−3. Half-cavity mirror is placed
on one side of the Zn slab target to boots output energy

4 Secondary Sources and Its Specifications at PALS Facility

4.1 Ne-Like Zn X-ray Laser

Over past decade, the most energetic XRL is delivered at Prague Asterix Laser Sys-
tem (PALS) Centre [2]. The pump laser for XRL is the iodine laser chain (λ = 1.3
μm) with energy up to 1 kJ. To generate the XRL is necessary to split the pump-
ing beam into two beams, prepulse and main pulse. The sequential pumping (see in
Fig. 1, left) enables to provide output energies up to 10 mJ. The population inver-
sion is produced between 2p5 3p and 2p5 3s fine-structure levels of Ne-like ions,
through electron collisional excitation from the Ne-like ground state 2p6. The inver-
sion is maintained by strong radiative dipole decay from the 3s levels back to the
ground state while the upper 3p levels are metastable with respect to this process.
Under appropriate plasma conditions, the strongest population inversion is gener-
ated (due to the highest monopole electron excitation rate from the ground state)
for (2p5

1/23p1/2)J = 0 → (2p5
1/23s1/2)J = 1 transition in Ne-like Zn, corresponding to

the wavelength of 21.22 nm (see Fig. 1 on the right). The intensity and beam profile
emitted by this type of XRL strongly depends on the density profile of the ampli-
fying plasma, as the largest population inversion on the J = 0–1transition occurs at
high electron densities.

To reduce density gradients in the plasma ablated by a laser from a massive slab
target, a technique, consisting of applying a prepulse typically a few nanoseconds
prior to the main heating pulse, is employed [4–6]. The parameters of the prepulse
relative to the main pulse are one of the0 key features determining the functionality
of the XRL and characteristics of the emitted beam. Two configurations where a
weak prepulse is applied 10 ns or 50 ns ahead of the main pulse were investigated.
The prepulse is delivered and focused separately to produce a wide pre-plasma col-
umn into which the main pulse, focused much more tightly, is coupled (see in Fig. 1
left). The configuration where the prepulse is 10 ns ahead can be operated in single
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Fig. 2 Typical spectrum of the single pass Ne-like Zn X-ray laser. The prepulse is 10 ns ahead the
main pulse

or double-pass regime. The typical value of energy (double-pass regime) is 4 mJ
with peak power of 40 MW and with 3 × 1014 photons per pulse. The 10 ns config-
uration is the most stable and robust, and it is provided as the user beamline at PALS
Centre. The typical spectrum of single pass regime with 10 ns sequence is shown in
Fig. 2.

To increase the energy output of the XRL, the longer prepulse delays were
investigated. The best results were observed for 50 ns prepulse delay operated in
double-pass regime. This was studied with the streak camera and near-field mea-
surements. While the streak camera records indicate comparable kinetics of the
exited levels for both regimes, from the near-field data it is found, that the 50 ns
prepulse delay can produce 2x larger (in the direction perpendicular to the tar-
get) amplification region than in 10 ns regime. Therefore the energy measured for
50 ns prepulse delay is 10 mJ with peak power of 100 MW and with 1015 photons
per pulse.

5 Temporal Coherence and the Spectral Bandwidth

Using the Zn XRL as the user beamline requires a detailed characterization of its
output parameters such as the energy, the pulse duration etc. In addition to param-
eters that are routinely monitored, the spectral profile and linewidth were explored.
The relative bandwidth of the Zn XRL is extremely narrow (�λ/λ ∼ 10−4), there-
fore direct measurement is beyond the capabilities of existing spectrometers in XUV
range. Hence, a wavefront-splitting interferometer [7–9] was used to measure tem-
poral coherence of the source from which the spectral linewidth is inferred. The
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.

The XRL beam, operated in single-pass or double-pass regime, was send either
to the footprint to monitor the beam intensity distribution and pointing, or to the
interferometer. The direct light from the plasma was blocked by Al filter, placed
after the multilayer mirror. Two sets of data were acquired for the single-pass and
double-pass regime. The distance between the interferometer and the camera was
about 1 m and the tilt of the camera was set to 35◦. The spectral linewidth (�λ) is
given by
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Fig. 3 The sketch of the experimental setup for temporal coherence measurement (not to scale)

�λ = λ2 �v/c, (1)

where λ is XRL wavelength. The coherence time (τc) can be measured from fringe
visibility change when varying the path difference between beams reflected by dihe-
dron mirrors. This measurement resulted in 0.5 and 0.7 ps for single and double pass
corresponding to spectral linewidths are 17 and 11 mÅ, respectively. The measured
data of the coherence time leading to a Fourier transform limit of the pulse duration
below 1 ps, which is much smaller than the duration of the duration of the XRL
and potentially it indicates the possibility of the amplification of sub-picosecond
pulses [9].

6 Demonstration of Transient Lasing of Ni-Like Mo

We have demonstrated lasing of Ni-like Mo in grazing incidence pumping arrange-
ment using a shaped pulses of Ti:Sapphire laser chain with pulse energy 800
mJ. The transient population inversion pumped by collision excitation scheme
in Molybdenum target is induced between energetic levels (3d9

3/24d3/2)J = 0 →
(3d9

5/24p3/2)J = 1, which correspond to wavelength of 18.9 nm. A suitable amplifying
medium has been created by a single shaped laser pulse containing a long prepulse
with duration 4–5 ns that created a plasma column which was consequently heated
by a short ∼ ps pulse to produce transient population inversion. The experiment has
been explored for pumping incidence angles α = 20 and α = 25. Experimental setup
and typical on-axis spectrum with dominant lasing line is shown in Fig. 4. Chang-
ing the medium length we were able to evaluate the small signal gain coefficients
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Fig. 4 Observed spectrum of the Ni-like Mo X-ray laser (18.9 nm) on the left and experimental
setup showing GRIP geometry on the right

G = 38.3 cm−1 and G = 29.3 cm−1 for grazing angles α = 20 and α = 25, respec-
tively. The corresponding gain-length products for those configurations are 13.4 and
12.6 indicating that the medium is close to saturation.

7 Single Shot Measurement of Spatial Coherence

We performed a single shot measurement of spatial coherence of the QSS Ne-like
Zn XRL described above. The method is based on analysis of the diffraction pattern
of an array of slits to sample the coherence function. The amplitude of the given
spatial frequency in the recorded diffraction pattern is compared to the one obtained
by calculating the pattern supposing a point source illuminating the array in the
same geometry.

This method is particularly beneficial in the cases where the shot-to-shot fluctu-
ations may affect the cumulative measurement when using the classical Young’s
double slit technique, where every point of the coherence function is measured
within different laser shot. Plasma-based X-ray lasers are typical sources that can be
characterized by our method, because of their narrow bandwidth (long longitudinal
coherence) and their possible shot-to-shot fluctuations. We performed two measure-
ments employing a mask with four ∼ 30 μm wide vertical slits (see Fig. 5a) placed
2.5 and 1.7 m from the source. The values of four points of the degree of coherence
were obtained for each measurement. Fitting the experimental data with Airy func-
tion we obtained the equivalent source size of 58 μm which is in good agreement
with previously measured near-filed images of the source [10]. Repeating this mea-
surement we were able to evaluate the shot-to-shot fluctuations of the equivalent
source size that stay below 10 % RMS.
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Fig. 5 Single shot measurement of the degree of spatial coherence. a multislit mask, b far field
diffraction pattern, c comparison of spatial frequency amplitudes of the pattern with calculation of
fully coherent source, d degree of spatial coherence as a function of slit separation for measurement
with the mask 2.5 and 1.7 m from the source

Table 1 The expected performances of Betatron /Compton sources

Betatron Compton

Radiation
features

Monochromatic
regime

Broadband regime Radiation
features

For e-up to
500 MeV

For e-up to 1
GeV

Energy Few tens keV
to few tens
MeV

Few tens keV to few
tens MeV

Energy Up to 50 keV Up to 100
keV

Photons/shot 1.00E + 07 1.00E + 08 Photons/shot 1.00E + 08 1.00E + 08

Duration < 10 fs < 10 fs Duration < 10 fs < 10 fs

Source size < 2 microns < 2 microns Source size < 5 microns < 5 microns

Divergence < 20 mrad
FWHM

< 20 mrad FWHM Divergence < 20 mrad
FWHM

< 10 mrad
FWHM

Bandwidth 20 % 100 % – – –

8 ELI Beamlines Project

Additionally to the well established PALS facility, and its X-ray programme, the
new ELI Beamlines facility will give an opportunity for the future development
and applications of ultrashort secondary sources in the Czech Republic [11]. In six
experimental halls is planned to produce X-rays, coherent or incoherent, from the
plasma based sources, by the high order harmonic generation (HHG) in the gas
or from relativistic electron beams. More specifically, the experimental hall E1 will
incorporate the k-alpha beamline and HHG beamline. As a driver will be used a kHz
laser chain with 50 mJ (later upgradable to 100 mJ) output energy and 20 fs pulse
duration. The HHG beamline is intended to deliver stable pulses from wavelength
range 10–120 nm with 107–109 photons per shot. The k-alpha beam line will deliver
pulses of hard X-rays at least 3 keV with 107 photons per pulse with time envelope
shorter than 300 fs. In the experimental hall E2 there will be Betatron/Compton
beamline. The Betatron beamline will use 10 Hz laser chain with 1 PW peak power
and for Compton the second PW laser will be used. The expected performances of
Betatron/Compton sources are summarized in Table 1.
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The laser undulator X-ray (LUX) beamline will be placed in the E5 experimental
hall. This user beamline will be focused to generate photons in “water window”.

9 Summary and Future Prospects

In conclusion, the PALS facility has two laser chains, which are used, either in
synchronized mode or separately, for generation of secondary sources. The iodine
system with kJ output energy is used for QSS scheme. This scheme is generating
the most energetic Ne-like Zn X-ray laser and is offered as standard beamline for
users. To understand better the properties of the Ne-like Zn X-ray laser the investi-
gation of its temporal coherence was tested for single and double pass regime. The
results show that coherence time is 0.5 and 0.7 ps for single and double pass, respec-
tively. The corresponding spectral linewidths are 17 and 11 mÅ. The Ti:Sapphire
laser beamline with 20 TW peak power is commonly used for high repetition rate
secondary sources. With this laser system the transient lasing at 18.9 nm of Ni-like
Mo was successfully implemented. To study a spatial coherence of PALS X-ray
lasers a single shot measurement method was employed to evaluate the equivalent
source size and its shot-to-shot fluctuations. The future ELI Beamlines facility was
presented, where three of five experimental halls will be dedicated to development
and applications of secondary x-ray sources.
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Spectral Properties of Collisional Xuv Lasers
for the Amplification of Femtosecond Pulses

A. Klisnick, A. Le Marec, L. Meng, O. Larroche, O. Guilbaud, M. Kozlova,
J. Nejdl and A. Calisti

Abstract We discuss the role of the spectral properties of XUV lasers in the ampli-
fication of femtosecond pulses in two different regimes. We present an overview of
our recent spectral characterization of the four types of collisionally-pumped sys-
tems, also including other measurements from the literature. This is used to assess
the potential of the different types of XUV lasers to amplify femtosecond pulses,
either in the adiabatic or in the dynamic regime.

1 Introduction

Injection-seeding of plasma-based XUV lasers with a femtosecond high-order
harmonic (HH) pulse is a promising technique for significantly improving the char-
acteristics of these sources. Compared to the usual Amplification of Spontaneous
Emission (ASE) mode, XUV lasers operated in the seeded mode have a significantly
reduced beam divergence [1] with full spatial coherence [2], improved temporal
coherence [3], and defined polarization [4]. The temporal duration of the output
pulse is also reduced, but still remains limited to the picosecond timescale [5].
This is primarily due to the significant mismatch between the HH seed and XUV
laser amplifier bandwidth. While the femtosecond HH pulse is associated with a
broad bandwidth �λ/λ of typically 10−3–10−2, the gain bandwidth of XUV laser
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lines in Ne-like and Ni-like ions is typically 100 times narrower, as it will be dis-
cussed in this paper. As a result, when amplified in a linear, adiabatic regime, the
seed HH pulse undergoes a strong spectral narrowing while it is amplified, with a
corresponding temporal broadening. In order to progress towards the femtosecond
timescale, it is thus necessary to enlarge the bandwidth of the XUV laser ampli-
fier by a proper tailoring of the plasma parameters, which control the broadening of
the lasing line [6]. Another approach towards the generation of femtosecond pulses
with seeded XUV lasers is to exploit the non-linear dynamical response of the las-
ing ions to the amplified seed pulse, which can give rise to Rabi oscillations with
ultrashort periods of 100 fs or below. The existence of Rabi oscillations in seeded
XUV lasers was predicted from numerical simulations and was discussed recently
by several authors [7–9]. However no evidence of such behaviour has been exper-
imentally observed yet, for reasons that are not completely understood. There is
thus a need to better understand the conditions that favour the development of Rabi
oscillations in our systems. In a recent paper we have investigated the non-linear
temporal behaviour of the amplification of a seed pulse, using a simplified model
based on Maxwell-Bloch equations [10]. An expression for a gain threshold was
derived, which discriminates between the adiabatic (linear) and dynamical (non-
linear) amplification regimes. This gain threshold, above which Rabi oscillations
can occur, is related to the dipole dephasing rate, ie to the homogenous spectral
width of the lasing line.

In summary, the spectral bandwidth of the XUV laser amplifier is one of the
essential parameters that control the temporal behaviour of the amplified HH seed, in
both regimes of amplification. It is thus important to have an accurate knowledge of
the bandwidth of the different types of existing XUV lasers. This relies on detailed
numerical simulations accounting for the complex combination of processes, which
influence the spectral characteristics of the lasing lines—in particular Stark and
Doppler broadening, gain-narrowing and potential saturation effect. Experimen-
tal measurements of the linewidth of practical XUV lasers, which are currently
developed in a number of laboratories worldwide, is also required to provide bench-
marking. Such measurements are however experimentally challenging, because they
can only be done with a specific instrument able to reach the very high spectral
resolution required (λ/�λ > 105).

Using a wavefront-division interferometer with variable path difference, specifi-
cally designed at Institut d’Optique (France), we have carried out a comprehensive
characterization of the different types of existing collisional XUV lasers in several
laboratories worldwide. In this paper we review the results obtained and we com-
pare them to similar measurements performed elsewhere. We show that the different
types of XUV lasers actually exhibit different values of bandwidth, with a clear
influence of the electron density. We discuss this trend in terms of the contributions
of the different plasma broadenings, as predicted from calculations, in relation with
the corresponding local conditions in the gain zone. Finally, based on this experi-
mental characterization we discuss the prospects of the different types of collisional
XUV lasers towards the amplification of femtosecond pulses. In particular we show
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Fig. 1 Compilation of amplified linewidths (FWHM) obtained from the measurement of tempo-
ral coherence for four different types of XUV lasers, and corresponding calculated values. The
horizontal scale shows the typical electron density at which each of these systems operates (see
text)

that enlarging the bandwidth of the lasing line is not favorable to the generation of
Rabi oscillations in the non linear amplification regime.

2 Summary of Measured Bandwidths

In Fig. 1 we have compiled the spectral linewidths that were inferred from the char-
acterization of temporal coherence of the four currently existing types of collisional
XUV lasers. These measurements were performed by implementing our wavefront-
division interferometer at three different laboratories where these XUV lasers are
developed by the respective local teams: Optical Field Ionized (OFI) Ni-like Kr
laser (4d–4p J 0–1) at LOA, France [11]; transient Ni-like Mo [3] and capillary-
discharge Ne-like Ar (3p–3s J 0–1) [12] at Colorado State University, USA and,
more recently, quasi-steady state Ne-like Zn at PALS, Czech Republic. The latter
experiment is described in a companion paper [13]. The amplified linewidth �ν

(FWHM) is plotted as a function of the typical electron density Ne at which pump-
ing in each of these systems is achieved. It should be noted that for all measurements
the investigated XUV laser was operated at saturation. The measured bandwidth is
thus narrower than the intrinsic (optically thin) bandwidth of the lasing line, by a
(GL)1/2 factor of typically four at saturation.

One can see that the measured linewidths values �ν are distributed over one
order of magnitude, between 7.5 1010 Hz for the OFI-pumped, Ni-like Kr line [11]
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Fig. 2 Comparison of our experimental data with measurements reported by other authors: Ni-like
Pd [14, 15]; Ne-like Se [16], Ne-like Ge [17]; Ne-like Y [18]. As in Fig. 1 the horizontal scale
shows the typical (not exact) Ne value for each XUV laser. Note that the largest values displayed
in the graph correspond to XUV lasers that were operated below saturation (see text)

generated in gas, and 7.8 1011 Hz for the QSS-pumped, Ne-like Zn line [13] gen-
erated from a solid target. The general trend is an increase of �ν with the density,
as expected from collisional broadening. Other parameters, such as the ion tem-
perature, the charge of the emitting ion, or the wavelength of the line also play
a role in the observed difference, but to a lesser extent. Also shown are the val-
ues predicted from numerical simulations performed independently in each case.
These simulations generally involved line transfer calculations of the frequency-
dependent amplified intensity, using calculated homogeneous and inhomogeneous
components, as described in more details in the corresponding papers quoted above.
The measured bandwidths are generally well reproduced by numerical simulations,
except for the transient-pumping Ni-like Mo case, for which the predicted linewidth
is larger by a factor ∼ 2.5 (a tentative explanation for this discrepancy is discussed
in [3]). The QSS Zn laser thus exhibits the largest spectral width, with a correspond-
ing Fourier-transform limit duration τFL = 0.44/�ν ∼ 0.56 ps. A Fourier-transform
duration of 100 fs would require an even broader amplified linewidth of 4.4 1012 Hz
(i.e. �ν ∼ 1.7 1013 Hz for the corresponding intrinsic linewidth).

Our experimental data are again plotted in Fig. 2 where they are compared to
similar measurements performed by other authors, as available from the literature.
There are no other measurements available for comparison, to our best knowledge,
for OFI or capillary-discharge XUV lasers. For the transient pumping regime, two
linewidth measurements of the Ni-like Pd lasing line (same transition: 4d–4p J 0–1)
were performed independently. The first measurement was carried out by Smith and
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collaborators [14], using a Michelson-type, amplitude-division interferometer. The
second measurement was reported recently by Wang and collaborators [15], using
a Mach-Zehnder, wavefront-division interferometer, specifically designed to allow
a single-shot measurement of the temporal coherence. The irradiation geometry for
transient pumping was different in the two experiments, thus leading to different
electron densities, which could explain the difference in the measured values.

For the QSS pumping, all the available measurements were performed in the mid
90’s, at a time when transient and OFI pumping had not been demonstrated yet. The
first characterization of the spectral broadening of an XUV laser line was performed
in Ne-like Se by Koch et al., at Livermore laboratory [16]. This experiment was
based on a direct measurement of the linewidth, using a high-resolution reflection
grating spectrometer. Two lasing lines of the 3p–3s transition were investigated: (1/2
1/2) J = 0 → (1/2 1/2) J = 1 emitted at λ = 18.2 nm, and (3/2 3/2) J = 2 → (3/2 1/2)
J = 1 emitted at 20.6 nm. One can see that the linewidth measured for the J 2 − 1
component is close to our measurement in Ne-like Zn. The linewidth for the J 0 − 1
component is slightly larger. However it should be noted that only the J 2 − 1 lasing
line was operated at saturation. The gain-length product achieved for the J 0 − 1 line
was limited to 10 [16], thus leading to a linewidth slightly larger than it would have
been at saturation (i.e. GL ∼ 15). A similar spectrometer-based measurement was
performed soon after in Ne-like Ge by Yuan and collaborators at ILE, Japan [17].
Here the achieved gain-length products were even smaller: GL ∼ 9 for the J 2 − 1
line at λ = 23.6 nm and GL∼ 5 for the J 0 − 1 line at λ = 19.6 nm. As a result the
measured linewidths are broader than the saturated linewidths measured by Koch
and by us. Finally the first characterization of the spectral linewidth of an XUV
laser through the interferometric measurement of its temporal coherence was per-
formed in Ne-like Y by Celliers et al. at LLNL in 1995 [18]. The measured linewidth
(�ν ∼ 1.6 1012 Hz) is approximately twice as large as our measurement in Ne-
like Zn, with a correspondingly shorter Fourier-transform duration of 0.27 ps. This
seems consistent with the fact that saturated emission of the 15.5 nm lasing line was
achieved at larger Ne (∼ 1021 cm−3), thanks to a 2ω driving laser pulse. However
it should be reminded that the 15.5 nm lasing line is a particular case in the Ne-like
XUV laser sequence, since the J 0 − 1 component is blended with the J 2 − 1 one
mentioned above, which could complicate the interpretation of its behaviour [19].

In summary our measurements, together with data compiled from the literature,
should be considered as “snapshots” of currently achieved linewidths, over a large
variety of pumping and plasma conditions. The electron density at which the XUV
laser operates plays a major role in controlling the amplified linewidth of the lasing
line, in general agreement with predictions from simulations. Among the four types
of currently operational XUV lasers, which were characterized with our wavefront-
division interferometer, the QSS-pumped zinc laser generated at PALS exhibits the
broadest amplified linewidth, compatible with the amplification of pulses with dura-
tion ∼ 0.5 ps. A broader linewidth was measured at LLNL in Ne-like Y, indicating
that increasing Ne above 1021 cm−3 might be a promising route towards the 100 fs
timescale. This requires however that the gain coefficient can be kept large enough,
since it is inversely proportional to the linewidth.
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Table 1 Gain threshold G∗
ad for actual lasers

XUV laser type G∗
ad [cm−1]

Optical field ionization 2.3

Transient 12.8

QSS-capillary 0.9

QSS-laser 18.5

3 Spectral Width and Dynamical Amplification

In a recent paper [10] we have discussed the existence of a small-signal gain
threshold, which must be surpassed in order to enter a dynamical regime of amplifi-
cation, which will lead to Rabi oscillations (i.e. flopping of the population inversion
between negative and positive values). Below the threshold the seed pulse injected
in the inverted medium is amplified in an adiabatic regime, where the population
inversion remains positive, while gradually decreasing at saturation.

An analytical expression for that gain threshold G∗
ad was derived from a stability

analysis of the set of Maxwell-Bloch equations with simplifying assumptions, as
described and discussed in detail by A. Le Marec in these Proceedings [20]. This
expression reads as

G∗
ad

= γ

2c

where γ is the dipole-dephasing rate, mainly due to collisions, leading to
homogeneous broadening of the lasing transition, and c is the speed of light.

The condition that the adiabatic gain should be larger than G∗
ad for Rabi oscilla-

tions to occur is thus equivalent to write that the amplification rate should be larger
than the dipole-dephasing rate.

Table 1 summarizes the values of the gain threshold G∗
ad for the four types of

collisional XUV lasers that were discussed above. In these systems the γ value used
to calculate G∗

ad is close to the intrinsic homogeneous linewidth. We have used the
values predicted from the numerical simulations that were performed to support the
experimental results. As it is evident from the expression of G∗

ad , the two XUV
lasers, which operate at low electron density with a narrow collisional linewidth
(OFI and capillary discharge), have a relatively low gain threshold. The gain coef-
ficients achieved in OFI-pumped XUV lasers are typically larger that 50 cm−1 [8],
thus significantly above threshold. Capillary-discharge XUV lasers operate at lower
gain (typically ∼1 cm−1 [12]) and are thus at the threshold limit. The calculated
threshold values for the QSS and transient pumped lasers are significantly higher,
due to their broader collisional linewidth. Due to the markedly different gains at
which those two XUV lasers operate, they are however expected to behave differ-
ently. Transient XUV lasers operate at high gains (typically ∼ 50 cm−1) that are
clearly above the calculated threshold. For QSS-pumped XUV lasers however, the
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achieved gains are generally smaller (typically∼ 2–5 cm−1), significantly below the
calculated threshold. In summary our analysis suggests that XUV laser systems with
both high gain and narrow bandwidth are more favourable for the observation of
Rabi oscillations.

4 Conclusions

We have presented an overview of XUV laser linewidth measurements. It provides
an estimation of the typical Fourier-transform limit duration τFL, which could be
reached with the four different existing types of X-ray lasers. Among the sys-
tems operational today, the QSS-pumped XUV lasers currently exhibits the largest
bandwidth, corresponding to τFL ∼ 500 fs. Larger bandwidths could be obtained by
shifting the gain region to higher density, possibly above 1021 cm−3 with a 2ω pump
laser pulse.

An alternative way to progress towards femtosecond XUV lasers relies on the
presence of Rabi oscillations, which can appear if the system behaves in a dynamical
regime of amplification. Our analysis indicates that enlarging the bandwidth of the
amplifier, as required in the adiabatic regime, is not favourable for this to occur.

Acknowledgements This work benefits from LASERLAB-EUROPE- grant agreement no.
284464, EC’s Seventh Framework Programme.
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Transient Collisionally Excited X-ray Lasers
Pumped with One Long and Two Short Pulses
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Abstract X-ray laser simulations based on Ehybrid code have shown that enhanced
plasma x-ray laser emission can be achieved mastering the ionization dynamics and
plasma temperature using one long and two short pulses (Ursescu and Ionel, J Opto-
electron Adv Mat 12:48–51, 2010). In parallel, two simple methods to generate
multiple short pulses for pumping x-ray lasers were reported in conjunction with
x-ray laser developments. Five to ten fold enhancement in the emission of the sil-
ver x-ray laser was demonstrated using the newly developed pump methods, when
compared with the traditional one, based on a long pulse followed by one short
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pump pulse. An overview of these recent experiments will be presented. The pos-
sible implementation of these novel x-ray laser pumping methods at Extreme Light
Infrastructure—Nuclear Physics facility will be discussed.

1 Introduction

Various types of XUV sources, coherent and incoherent, at laboratory scale or at
facility scale, are developed for their broad range of applications as reported in these
conference proceedings. Among these, laboratory based x-ray lasers, with up to
100 μW at 13.9 nm recently reported [2], are now suitable for a broad range of
applications.

Plasma x-ray lasers mastering involves control over about a dozen of parameters.
Early work was focused in producing population inversion in highly ionized plasmas
[3]; to succeed in this endeavor using laser pulses with duration in the nanosecond
range was an outstanding achievement, as high intensity is needed to reach the ion-
ization stage in spite of plasma expansion in vacuum. With the progress in short
pulse lasers in eighties, the transient collisionally excited scheme [4] bypassed the
problem by reducing the pump pulse duration. Subsequently, the energy deposition
control in the density region with small gradients was introduced with the graz-
ing incidence pumping (GRIP) scheme [5, 6]. All the methods above provided a
significant reduction of pump energy through the mastering of plasma parameters.

Three development directions can be presently identified: higher repetition rate
XRL, higher beam quality XRL and development of shorter wavelength XRL. They
correspond to specific applications needs in terms of XUV photon flux, coher-
ence/focusability and (bio-)materials investigations. In order to contribute along
these lines, we followed the main idea: XRL pumping energy can be reduced
through additional control of the plasma parameters. The intent of the following
sections is to detail the specific issues in order to realize this desideratum.

2 Pump Energy Reduction

Most of the GRIP XRL were intensely optimized in order to achieve saturation
with minimal pumping energy. One long pulse and one short pulse were tuned
until optimal XRL operation was achieved, for example in [6]. Also, simulations of
XRL plasma dynamics indicated that two short pulses might also be an interesting
approach [7]. Experiments performed along this line have shown that this approach
works also quite efficiently [8]. In both approaches, the first pulse was forming a
plasma with the best possible electron density, density gradient and average ioniza-
tion. In the case of long pulse for plasma formation, the significant disadvantage is
related to the adiabatic cooling of the plasma due to expansion in vacuum and also
conductive heat transport through the target; so the energy of the first, long pulse
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is unwisely spent in expensive processes in terms of energy. In the case of short
pump pulse for plasma formation, there is a contradiction between creating a long
plasma scale length for producing an extended gain region with good emission and
a fast ionization time needed in order to avoid the adiabatic cooling and energy loss
through heat conduction. It is important to mention other similar approaches [9,10].

In order to bypass the energy loss associated with the adiabatic cooling and heat
conduction, an intermediate approach was proposed [1] and subsequently experi-
mentally demonstrated [11, 12]. In these works, the XRL plasma was formed using
a low energy long pulse followed by a moderate energy short pulse at GRIP angle.
This approach preserves the advantage of long scale length of the plasma gener-
ated with the low energy long pulse combined with the advantage of fast ionization
induced by the short pulse in a region away from the target, hence with lower thermal
conductivity and in a short time—associated with reduced adiabatic cooling.

Before discussing specific experimental results based on this novel approach, the
production of the pumping pulses will be described in the following section.

3 Multiple Pulses for Additional Control

From the plasma formation considerations above, the necessity of generation of
multiple short pump pulses with adjustable delay and energy ratio was derived. The
first of these multiple short pulses will serve as the plasma forming moderate energy
pumping pulse as proposed in the section above; the second short and energetic
pulse is the one responsible with the generation of strong collisional excitation and
population inversion, hence amplified spontaneous emission of the plasma.

The pump lasers for GRIP XRL are based on the chirped pulse amplification
(CPA) technique. The straight-forward way to generate multiple pulses is at the
end of such a CPA laser system, using a beam splitter in combination with a delay
line [2]. The poor-man’s solution based on the insertion of a thin film beam-splitter
and of a halfwaveplate in the beam was proposed in [12]. However, if the pulses
after compression are short and energetic, the short pulses transportation shall be
performed under vacuum in order to avoid nonlinear effects that deteriorate the
pulses, such as self phase modulation and filamentation. Also, depending on the
beam size, the associated optical components are large and expensive; hence, alter-
native solutions were proposed to be implemented in the CPA amplification chain
after the optical stretcher [8] or in the optical stretcher itself [13, 14].

The method reported in [13, 14] involves the insertion of a clipping mirror in the
stretcher, at the place where the pulse has spatial chirp but no angular chirp, together
with an additional roof mirror. This approach allows one to tweak the energy ratio of
the two pulses after compression to any suitable value, with better than 1 % accuracy.
The temporal delay can also be controlled with sub ps resolution from zero to few
hundreds of ps. The downside of the approach is related to the fact that the two short
pulses have complementary spectra and hence are slightly longer than the single
short pulse of the CPA system.
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The method we reported in [12], bypasses the pulse duration issue. The thin film
beam-splitter is polarization sensitive, with significant reflectivity variation for s
and p polarization and performs as a Fabry–Perot resonator in conjunction with a
flat mirror, generating multiple pulses through multiple reflections. The halfwave-
plate is inserted in front of the thin film beam splitter and controls the amount of s-
and p-polarized light seen by the thin film beam-splitter, hence the energy ratio of
the multiple pulses generated. It was possible to generate in this way energy ratios
between 5 and 30 % with delay from 10 to 100 ps.

4 Experimental Results

In the first series of experiments partly reported in [11], Ni-like Zr, Mo, Pd, Ag and
Sn XRL operation was demonstrated. The CPA pump laser was running at 810 nm
central wavelength. The long pump pulse used at normal incidence had an energy
of 87 mJ corresponding to an intensity of 2.5·1011 W/cm2 and ionization state at
the arrival of the short pulse of Z=12+ in the case of Ag XRL. A larger average
ionization of about Z=19+ (Ni-like) is optimum at the arrival of the short pulse. The
long pulse was followed by one or two short pulses with a total energy of 125 mJ of
energy. Ten fold increase in the XRL signal was observed in the later case.

For similar pumping scheme and energies, at least five fold enhanced emission
was measured also for Ni-like Zr and Ni-like Mo XRL when the long pulse was
followed by two short pulses (1L2S). For these optimization studies, best Mo XRL
was obtained with 5 ps as delay between the short pulses while for Zr XRL a delay
between 2 and 4 ps was required. Sn XRL at 10.9 nm was obtained only after pump-
ing at full available energy on target (265 mJ) only in the configuration using one
long and two short pulses and the lasing line was barely visible. This indicates that
plasma reached the requested ionization stage in these specific conditions.

In the case of complimentary experiments partly reported in [12], Ni-like Ag
XRL and Ne-like Ti XRL were studied. The long pulse was generated with a fre-
quency doubled Nd:YAG laser with multimode pulses of about 145 mJ, 6 ns long,
corresponding to an ionization state at the arrival of the short pulse of Z=6+ in the
case of Ag XRL. The short pulse with an energy of 1.4 J followed the long pulse
after few ns. In this case the short pulse duration was tuned from 1 to 20 ps.

An overview of these experimental results related to Ni-like 1L2S XRL is pre-
sented in Fig. 1. There, the optimal time delay between the two short pulses is
depicted as a function of the number of single ionization steps needed to reach Ni-
like state. It provides a hint on the local ionization dynamics of the plasma heated
by short pulses in the ps range. The data are consistent with our proposed interpreta-
tion, namely, that the long pulse together with the first short pulse ionize efficiently
the XRL plasma closer to the Ni-like state, required for XRL operation. The delay
between the two short pulses provides hints related to the time until the Ni-like ion-
ization state is reached; it is short for Zr, because only one or two ionization steps
are required, while it is long for Ag XRL pumped with 125 mJ short pulse with 8 %
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Fig. 1 Zr short pulse splitting 5 % and long to short pulses delay (τLS ) 380 ps; Mo short pulse
splitting 8 % and τLS = 266 ps; Ag(125 mJ) splitting 8 % τLS = 250 ps, Ag(1400 mJ) splitting
30 % τLS = 5 ns

split. For the Ag XRL pumped with 1.4 J short pulse with 30 % split, the preplasma
ionization is very low but the energy of the first short pulse is significantly higher
and this reduces the ionization time to a similar value. The bars represented in the
Fig. 1 indicate the region of delay between the short pulses where the 1L2S XRL
signal drops to half.

It has to be emphasized that the introduction of the moderate short pre-pulse
with proper delay relative to the short main pulse acts as a mechanism to generate
Ni-like ions earlier, closer to the arrival time of the strong short pulse. This process
dramatically enhances the gain.

Preliminary results under evaluation show that the moderate short pulse can also
bring improvement in the case of seeded XRL schemes.

5 Conclusions and Outlook

The introduction of a moderate short pulse is an effective way for pump energy
reduction through indirect suppression of the cooling mechanisms and proper tim-
ing of the intense final pumping pulse. Thus, it provides a step towards the high
average power XUV sources, as those reported in [2]. The technique proved its
validity in different XRL pumping conditions, and for both Ni-like and Ne-like
XRL. 100 Hz Mo XRL pumped with this novel scheme was also prospected; the
results are promising but inconclusive for the time being.

The use of this technique remains to be experimentally proven in the case of
shorter wavelength XRL.
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A high average power XRL pumped at 100 Hz might be an interesting tool
for preliminary studies of Compton scattering of XUV photons on ultra-relativistic
electron bunches. A place to do such studies is now under construction at Extreme
Light Infrastructure - Nuclear Physics pillar in Romania, where two lasers at 100Hz,
0.4J/pulse in 2ps pulse duration will be available.
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Seeded Operation of a Ne-like Titanium Soft
X-Ray Laser

O. Guilbaud, S. Kazamias, K. Cassou, O. Delmas, J. Demailly, O. Neveu,
D. Ros, E. Baynard, M. Pittman, M. Shazad, A. Rossal, G. J. Tallents,
A. Le Marec, A. Klisnick, L. Lu, Ph. Zeitoun, G. V. Cojocaru,
R. G. Ungureanu, R. A. Banici and D. Ursescu

Abstract Seeded operation of a Neon-like Titanium plasma-based soft x-ray laser
is described. The plasma amplifier is pumped using a variation of the classical graz-
ing incidence pumping technique, combining a long low energy pulse followed by a
main short pulse. Because the preformed plasma is underionized, a part of the main
short pulse energy is used to ionized it to the lasing stage. Consequences of this
feature on seeded laser properties are discussed.

1 Introduction

Multi-terawatt laser systems are ideal tools for jitter-free pump-probe experi-
ments with interacting pulses of highly different wavelengths. In this context,
plasma-based soft x-ray laser are interesting short wavelength probe for surface
interferometry, plasma physics or warm dense matter studies. They usually require
a low energy pulse train or pedestal [1] in order to reach a high yield or to increase
the generating target lifetime [2]. However, high contrast or precisely tailored pulse
shape can be desired for the other pump or probe beam [3]. We will present in this
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the harmonic seeded soft x-ray laser

paper a variant of the GRIP (Grazing Incident Pumping) transient soft x-ray laser
adressing this issue. In this scheme, an electronically triggered frequency doubled
commercial Q-switched Nd-YAG laser is replacing the ASE pedestal and prepulses
used up to now to reach high soft x-ray laser through-output. This first laser pulse
creates a low ionisation stage, expanded preformed plasma. After few nanosecond
delay, a single Titanium Sapphire (Ti:Sa) compressed laser pulse is focussed on this
pre-plasma in the GRIP configuration. This pulse is finishing the ionisation and is
inducing the collisionnal gain generation. Successful lasing has been demonstrated
from 13.9 nm (Ni-like Ag) to 32.6 nm (Ne-like Ti). Recently, the yield has been sig-
nificantly upgraded by introducing an additional short pulse tens of picosecond prior
to the main pulse [4]. This pulse structure is generated just before the last focussing
optics. These pumping configurations are efficient while keeping the Ti:Sa laser
contrast high. Besides, seeded operation of a Ne-like Titanium (32.6 nm) soft x-ray
laser has been demonstrated in both configurations. First results on gain duration
and beam propagation will be discussed. Further prospects on shorter soft x-ray
laser pulses generation will finally be given.

2 Plasma Based Soft X-Ray Laser

2.1 Initial Setup

The soft x-ray laser generation scheme is presented in Fig. 1. A frequency doubled
commercial Q-switched Nd-YAG laser delivering 6 ns, 140 mJ pulses is electroni-
cally triggered by the Ti:Sa laser chain masterclock. The beam is line focussed on a
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4 mm long slab target by a combination of cylindrical lenses, forming a low ionised
(〈Z〉 = 7 for Silver), preformed plasma. After an optimal peak-to peak delay of 4ns,
a compressed, 800 nm, 1 J pulse is focussed on the preplasma in a GRIP geometry.
Efficient lasing is observed for Ne-like Titanium (λ = 32.6 nm), Ni-like Molyb-
denum (λ = 18.9 nm) and Ni-like Silver λ = 13.9 nm). It has been observed that
the optimal compressed pulse duration is increasing as the atomic number of the
target element is higher. The optimal duration can reach a value of 15 ps for Ni-like
Silver, which is longer than in classical GRIP pumping experiments. This fact can
be related to the double role of this compressed pulse: finish the ionisation of the
preplasma and heat free electrons in order to induce collisionnal pumping and laser
gain [5]. As ionisation is a long process (tens of picoseconds) and high electron
temperatures are decaying fast (few ps), a longer pulse helps the plasma to reach a
high temperature when the ionisation level is reaching the desired one (Ne-like or
Ni-like). This pumping configuration will later be referred as 1L1S (one long pulse,
one short pulse).

2.2 Double Short Pulse Pumping

To increase further the soft x-ray laser efficiency, ionisation and heating steps should
be uncoupled. This can be achieved by adding a low energy short pulse tens of
picosecond prior to the main compressed pulse [6]. This additionnal pulse is bring-
ing the preplasma to the correct ionisation level just before the pumping step. This
configuration will be called 1L2S (one long, two short pulses). A simple, safe and
high contrast preserving way of implementing this idea is depicted in Fig. 1. A
pellicle is placed in front of the last plan mirror of the short pulse optical path. Opti-
mization has been performed by varying the delay and energy balance between the
two pulses. A five time increase in energy compared to 1L1S configuration has been
observed for an energy balance of 30 % and a delay of 20 ps. The optimal pulse
duration is 4 ps, shorter than in 1L1S, confirming that the plasma is ionised to the
lasing ionisation level when the main short pulse is arriving.

In both cases, the short pulses are absorbed in a large expanded plasma. When the
gain is building up, it is reasonable to think that an electron density bump is formed
in the vicinity of the GRIP turning point region, where the laser energy is absorbed.
Following this idea, it may be interesting to investigate if the gain is switched on in
a region with a density larger than the GRIP density.

3 Seeded Operation of the X-Ray Laser Amplifier

Both soft x-ray laser schemes have been successfully seeded with high order har-
monics [7]. The amplifier was a variable length target Ni-like Titanium soft x-ray
laser. High order harmonics were generated in Argon, using a low energy (≤ 40 mJ)
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Fig. 2 Amplification factor as a function of delay between main pumping pulse and the harmonic
seed

auxilliary beam compressed to 40 fs and focussed by a f = 1 m lens into a gas cell
filled with 20 mbar of Argon. The gas cell was placed 40 mm from the target input.
Near field images of the plasma exit at soft x-ray laser wavelength show a harmonic
beam size of 100 μm × 50 μm in the vicinity of the target whereas the ASE emit-
ting region is 20 μm × 40 μm. Harmonic spectral tunning has been achieved mainly
by playing on the laser spectral phase with an acousto-optical modulator (Dazzler)
placed in the laser chain front-end. Finally, picosecond range timing of the main
short pulse compared to the harmonic generation pulse has been set using a non
linear doubling crystal.

When the harmonic pulse is injected into the plasma tens of picosecond before
the short pumping pulses, the beam profile and pointing are not affected. Only a
fall in intensity is observed, probably due to the low ionisation plasma absorption.
When the harmonic pulse is injected in the rising edge of the main pulse in 1L1S,
or in the time interval between the two short pulses in 1L2S, the shape of the beam
is affected, taking the shape of a crescent, and eventually being deflected away from
the target. Finally, during a narrow delay window, the harmonic pulse can trigger the
emission of an intense and collimated soft x-ray laser beam. The ratio between the
seeded laser beam energy and the harmonic energy going through the gain region
(estimated with near field images) has been measured as a function of the main short
pulse - harmonic pulse delay in different configuration (Fig. 2). Delay zero refers to
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Fig. 3 Near field images of the amplifier exit plan at 32.6 nm. Bulk target is on the right and the
plama (glow emission) is expanding towards the left. Left: for a target length of 1.5 mm the seeded
and ASE beams are overlapped. Right: for a longer target (3 mm) and a thicker aluminum filter
(1 μm instead of 0.3), the seeded beam is deflected away from the target and can be distinguished
from ASE

the arrival of the main pulse intensity peak on target. The delay scan for the 1L1S
configuration is represented in Fig. 2 for two main pulse durations (7 and 9 ps). The
amplification window height and size depends on the pulse duration (at constant
energy) and a shorter pulse is not optimum in this case. This can be again related
to the necessity for the main pulse to further ionize the preplasma before generating
any gain. This scenario is confirmed by the delay observed for the gain to take place.
By contrast, in the 1L2S configuration, the gain is starting in the rising edge of the
main short pulse. A higher amplification factor is observed, which is consistant with
the observations described in the previous section.

The seeded laser is deflected away from the target compared to the initial har-
monic beam direction. This deflection angle is increasing with the target length and
is higher for 1L2S (5 mrad for a target length of 4 mm) than for 1L1S (2 mrad for
a target length of 4 mm). This effect first observed in far field is also visible in near
field. Figure 3 presents two near field images of the seeded laser (1L2S configura-
tion) obtained for target length of 1.5 and 3 mm. In the first image, seeded beam is
appearing at the same position as ASE emission in the plasma but ten times brighter.
In the second image, the round bright spot corresponds to the seeded beam, shifted
away from target and following a different path as compared to ASE (elongated spot
on the right).

A more detailed analysis of the beam refraction may provide more information
about the fast evolution of the electron density profile due to the rapid ionisation.
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Fig. 4 Far field image of the seeded laser (1L1S configuration, 4 mm target length) after 1m
propagation, an Aluminum filter and a 45◦ multilayer mirror

This aspect will be the object of future work. Some particular details might be
related to the presence of an electron density bump in the plasma near the gain
region. The general seeded laser far field pattern is composed of a bright collimated
beam deflected by a few milliradians plus a weak spot at the position of the initial
harmonic beam (see Fig. 4). This later spot might corresponds to a part of the har-
monic beam passing far from the high density gradient region. For some particular
conditions, an additional feature is visible, in the form of a few milliradians long
stripe deflected towards the target. This might corresponds to a part of the harmonic
beam passing between the target and the density bump formed near the gain region.

4 Conclusion

In conclusion, a new pumping technique, preserving the infrared laser contrast and
easy to implement, has been demonstrated in Ne-like Ti, Ni-like Mo and Ag. Seed-
ing operation at 32.6 nm is also reported. The role of rapid ionisation by short pulses
is expected to play an important role on beam refraction, which is corroborated by
experimental observation. The possible presence of a density bump in the plasma
is of great interest as it might be a way to generate a simple plasma waveguide.
Combined with frequency doubled laser pumping [8], a scheme where laser gain is
generated at high density but where strong refraction is counteract by the waveguide
would lead to larger bandwidth laser and shorter pulses in seeded mode.
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Output Beam Polarisation of X-ray Lasers with
Transient Inversion

K. A. Janulewicz, C. M. Kim, B. Matouš, H. Stiel, M. Nishikino, N. Hasegawa
and T. Kawachi

Abstract It is commonly accepted that X-ray lasers, as the devices based on ampli-
fied spontaneous emission (ASE), did not show any specific polarization in the
output beam. The theoretical analysis within the uniform (single-mode) approxi-
mation suggested that the output radiation should show some defined polarization
feature, but randomly changing from shot-to-shot. This hypothesis has been verified
by experiment using traditional double-pulse scheme of transient inversion. Mem-
brane beam-splitter was used as a polarization selector. It was found that the output
radiation has a significant component of p-polarisation in each shot. To explain the
effect and place it in the line with available, but scarce data, propagation and kinetic
effects in the non-uniform plasma have been analysed.

1 Introduction

Polarisation of a generated radiation is a parameter of the paramount importance
for application of any radiation source. X-ray lasers work nearly exclusively in the
regime of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) and it is commonly assumed that
due to origination in noise, the polarization state of the output radiation is unde-
fined. In spite of a some effort, the problem of the polarization state of the amplified
radiation has not been clearly solved, yet. In both, the theory and the experiment
there are contradictory opinions and results. The most prominent works delivering
opposite conclusions are those by Kawachi et al. [1] and Rus et al. [2]. In the first
of these works, the observed polarisation of a double-pulse-pumped X-ray laser has
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been attributed to the anisotropic trapping of the resonance line radiation determin-
ing population of the magnetic sub-levels of the lower laser level 3 s. As a result,
population of the sub-levels with m = ±1 was smaller (gain larger) than that for
the sub-levels with m = 0 (smaller gain), and the s-polarised component has been
under these specific conditions stronger pronounced. This effect disappeared with
a higher pumping energy. On contrary, no polarisation was observed in the single-
pulse, quasi-steady-state experiment reported in [2]. Theoretical approach to the
problem was more popular, but also offered quite rich spectrum of explanations.
The most convincing ones seemed to be those reported in [3–5]. The possibility of
anisotropic electron impact excitation was considered as a source of the population
imbalance in the magnetic sub-levels of the (2p1/2, 3s1/2)1 level. A substantial frac-
tion of hot electrons (5–10 % of the bulk) should cause the 19.6 nm lasing line to be
polarized. The effect in a laser plasma has also been confirmed experimentally, even
if only for the light elements [4, 6]. In the transient collisional-excitation scheme,
the heating pulse of a few picosecond duration and 1014–1015 Wcm−2 intensity
is strong enough to create an anisotropic electron velocity distribution; this would
produce population imbalance in the relevant magnetic sublevels. The polarization
destruction (alignment destruction) process could be important in such a scenario.
Benredjem et al. [5] claimed that the population imbalance in the magnetic sub-
levels is impossible owing to the fast (rate ∼1014 s−1) misalignment process by
electron-ion Coulomb elastic scattering. Stark broadening measurement of the levels
under consideration showed that this rate is lower by 2–3 orders of magnitude [1].
Due to the fact that any kind of collision affects the linewidth, the measured values
of the spectrum width support rather the latter.

2 Experiment

The X-ray laser used in thew experiment was pumped in the classic double-pulse
arrangement of the transient inversion scheme with both pump laser pulses incident
normally to target surface. Two targets were arranged to work as a master oscil-
lator/power amplifier tandem, i.e. one worked as an injector and the second as an
energy booster.

2.1 Set-up and Measurement

The output beam was sent to a membrane beam-splitter (BS) [7] placed about 4 m
from the second (amplifier) target (see Fig. 1). The active area of the beam-splitter
was 6×6 mm2. Assuming typical for this type of laser divergence of the output
XUV beam of 5–8 mrad the beam diameter at the BS plane was about 20–32 mm.
Thus, only a minor part of the beam was used for diagnostic procedure introducing
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Fig. 1 Experimental set-up of beam polarisation measurement

Fig. 2 Calibration curves of the membrane beam-splitter

an artificial mode selection. One of the crucial points of the measurement was verifi-
cation of the beam splitter characteristics. This was checked first with an incoherent
plasma source and gave results reasonably close to those assumed in the design [7].
The beam splitter parameters were again (directly after the experiment) tested on
a synchrotron beamline of PTB Berlin. The synchrotron radiation was s-polarised.
The result of this re-calibration of the beam-splitter gave: Ts= 0.16 and Rs= 0.20
(see Fig. 2). The multi-layer structure was deposited on a Si3N4 substrate and this
introduced an additional, incidence-independent, transmission factor T0 contribut-
ing to the transmission value quoted above. Hence, the effective transmission can be
written as Ts = T0(1−Rs). The substrate transmission does not depend on the polar-
isation state of the incident radiation and is equal to 0.20 [8]. As a result, one can
write Tp = T0(1 − Rp). Here, Rp was estimated to be equal to 0.002 using the Rs

value and the tabular values from [8]. It gave a Tp value equal to 0.20. It was found
from the cross-correlated measurements with both CCD cameras (swapped cameras
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in the positions reflected and transmitted) a correction factor due to different sensi-
tivities of the cameras equal to 1.3. This correction factor was taken into account in
data processing. All these parameters are valid for an incidence angle of 45◦.

3 Results and Analysis

The output of our measurement gives values of I r and I t , the integrated intensity of
the reflected and transmitted signal, respectively. On the other hand one can express
the polarization level of the incident beam P as

P = Ip − Is

Ip + Is
= Ip/Is − 1

Ip/Is + 1
(1)

where P = 1 means full linear p-polarisation, P=0 the circular or natural (undefined)
one and P = −1 the pure s-polarisation. One can express I r and I t as I r=IsRs +
IpRp and I t=IsTs + IpTp to get

Ip

Is
= Rs − Ts(I r/I t )

Tp(I r/I t ) − Rp

(2)

The data was collected for only the second target (denoted as the amplifier in Fig. 1).
The signal was within a relatively limited area about 1000–2000 pixels concentrated
around the maximum value of the signal. It should reduce influence of the constant
background that was independently recorded in the first shot and subtracted from the
analysed signal. The plots below (Figs. 3 and 4) show a ratio of Ip/Is for a series of
consecutive shots and the corresponding polarization state described by P=0.5–0.8
(pretty well working with the single-mode modeling of the coherent interaction).
However, there are two problems to be cleared/explained. The coherent interaction
model described in [9] assumes statistical distribution of the polarisation state on the
shot-to-shot basis. Our measurements contradict this picture as the polarization state
is elliptical with dominant p-component (field oscillates in the horizontal plane)
in each of the consecutive shots. This is also in contradiction to the s-polarisation
observed in [1]. Existence of highly energetic radiation about 1 keV for which BS
is transparent and hence bringing a significant background in the transmitted signal
is very unlikely due to geometrical relations determined by a 4 m distance between
the source and the detector.

Generally, radiation incident obliquely on a plasma layer with a density gradi-
ent in the normal direction, shows distinctive difference in the interaction physics
between p- and s- polarisation components. The most pronounced effect of such a
behaviour is resonance absorption. Propagation can be described by two separate
Helmholtz equations (each for the specific polarisation) [10]

∂2Ez

∂x2
+ (ε − sin2 ϑ)Ez = 0 (3)
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Fig. 3 Ratio of p-component and s-component intensities for 12 consecutive shots on the second
target (amplifier)

Fig. 4 Polarisation degree for 12 consecutive shots othe second target (amplifier)

∂2Bz

∂x2
− 1

ε

∂ε

∂x

∂Bz

∂x
+ (ε − sin2 ϑ)Bz = 0 (4)

We solved the equations in non-dimensional form for s- and p- polarised waves
using the finite difference method in the way suggested by [10]. From given param-
eters as geometry and plasma characteristics all field components and the resulting
energy densities (W = | �E|2 + | �B|2) have been computed for both polarisations.
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Assuming relative permittivity in the typical form ε(x) = 1−ne(x)/(1+jνie(x)),
where ne is plasma density normalised to the critical one, j is complex unit and νie
is the collisional frequency normalised to the laser frequency. Collisional frequency
depends on ne. That means that our permittivity function can be simplified to form
ε(x) = 1−ne(x)/(1+jμne(x)), where μ is constant collisional parameter which can
be determined using formulae for collisional frequency and critical density. Permit-
tivity has also been modified to include gain in some part of the medium traversed
by the amplified signal. This was done by the substitution n′ = n−jgr and the final
expression for the permittivity reads as

εg = 1 − jgr
2 − ne(x)

1 − jgr

1 + jμne(x)
, (5)

However, more detailed inspection of the propagation conditions shows that even
if the field discontinuity at the critical surface (ne=ncr ) causes its dramatic increase
only for p-polarised radiation, this sort of field penetration does not influence equal
behaviour of both polarisation components before the turning point of the beam
trajectory [11]. In the active medium of the X-ray lasers the efficiently amplified
radiation propagates under very large incidence angle (θ  π /2) shifting the turning
point far away from the critical surface. Hence influence of propagation is no more
valid as the explanation of the recorded differences in the polarisation state. In this
situation, the only reasonably argument in explanation the situation is the spatially
anisotropic distribution function of the electrons exciting the active ions. However,
this argument still need more direct experimental confirmation by experiments using
different pumping schemes as GRIP in its different (single-, double- or triple pulse)
versions.
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Improved Sub-10 nm Ni-like Lasing by Varying
the Slope of the Traveling-Wave Velocity

Fei Jia, Michael Siegrist, Felix Staub and Jürg E. Balmer

Abstract Large output variations have been observed in recent samarium (Sm,
Z = 62) laser experiments under nominally identical pump condition. In this work,
we focus on the spatio-temporal mismatch between the traveling-wave excitation
(TWE) and the x-ray pulse group velocity. Through simulations incorporating the
gain dynamics of the system we show that the group velocity is not constant but
monotonously increases along the line focus due to gain saturation. We demon-
strate a line-focusing configuration that results in TWE with the sweep velocity
well matched to the spatially varying group velocity. A novel line-focusing config-
uration with adapted TWE velocity has been implemented into the existing 10-TW
Nd:glass CPA laser system.

1 Introduction

Collisionally pumped coherent x-ray sources have been developed with remarkable
progress since the first demonstration of neon-like selenium at the Lawrence Liv-
ermore National Laboratory in 1984 [1]. By using pre-pulses [2], short-duration
pulses (∼ps) [3] and the grazing-incident pumping scheme (GRIP) [4], the pump-
ing efficiency has been significantly enhanced. The small signal gain of the transient
collisional excitation (TCE) scheme has been predicted with a large value of gain
coefficient (exceeding 100 cm−1) but short lifetimes with duration in the picosec-
ond regime [5, 6]. Since the GRIP introduces an excitation sweep velocity along
the line focus at a speed higher than the speed of light, the amplification suffers
from a severe velocity mismatch between amplified-spontaneous-emission (ASE)
group velocity and excitation sweep velocity. Therefore, a traveling-wave excitation
(TWE) technique was introduced to keep the two velocities synchronized [7]. The
recent discussion on TWE suggested that it is beneficial to use TWE at velocities
slower than c in high-gain plasma amplifier [8]. In this proceeding, we introduce
a modified ‘Ross’ focusing scheme [9] which can produce an increasing TWE
velocity.
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Fig. 1 ASE pulse propagation group velocity with respect to a small-signal gain value of 100 cm−1

2 Discussion on the Spatio-Temporal Mismatch Between TWE
and ASE

Detailed analytic solutions of the traveling-wave velocity for three commonly
applied line-focusing configurations have been previously discussed in our report
[10]. Here we will list some results to describe the phenomenon of the spatio-
temporal mismatch between TWE and ASE signal group velocity. First, we assume
that in collisionally excited soft-x-ray laser the broadening effect is dominated by
the homogeneous component [11]. Thus the group velocity of the amplified signal
vg is a function of local gain [12]:

vg

c
= 1

1 + cG(0)/(2π�νh)
(1)

Assuming the case of TWE velocity perfectly matched to local group velocity vg(x)
of ASE, we plot the evolution of vg(x) with respect to the locally reduced gain in
Fig. 1. However, this perfect scenario can not always be satisfied. We thus intro-
duce the time-dependent local small-signal gain g(z, t). We adopt the assumption
of Strati [13] to describe the g(z, t) with an exponential decay of 1/e lifetime τ as
g(z, t) = g(z, 0) exp [− t(z)mis/τ ]. Therefore, ASE amplification process including
the mismatch contribution of the decay of the local gain can be described as [14]:

∂

∂z
I (ν, z) = G(ν, z)I (ν, z) + E(ν, z)

= G(ν, z)[I (ν, z) + I0f (0)]

G(ν, z) = g(0, z)

1 + I (z)/Is
ϕ(ν) (2)

if t(z)mis ≥ 0,
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Fig. 2 Left: Raytracing analysis of the commonly applied ‘Ross’ focusing scheme. Right: The
streak camera measurement of traveling wave

g(0, z) = g0(0, z) exp

[
− t(z)mis

τ

]
(3)

t(z)mis =
∫ z

0

[
1/vg(z) − 1/ve(z)

]
dz

In the case of the spatially varying TWE velocity of the commonly used ‘Ross’
focusing scheme, the analytical solution as well as the raytracing result shows a
monotonous decreasing TWE velocity vTW(x) along the propagation direction of
the ASE. This unfavourable negative slope of the vTW(x) is confirmed by a direct
measurement of the signal delay by the streak camera. We illustrate the raytracing
model of the ‘Ross’ focusing scheme and the streak camera set-up in Fig. 2. This
measured vTW(x) is plugged into Eq. (4) and a numerical integral of the partial dif-
ferential equation (2) is conducted to estimate the signal amplification. The signal
amplification and the group velocity of the ASE signal are plotted in Fig. 3. It is
obvious that the vTW(x) and vg(x) are crossing due to the opposite sign of the slope,
revealing the possibility of achieving more efficient amplification by reversing the
slope of vTW(x).

3 Design of a Modified ‘Ross’ Focusing Scheme with Increasing
Traveling-Wave Velocity

In order to reverse the sign of the slope of vTW(x), the sequence of the tangential
and sagittal foci need to be swapped. Therefore, a cylindrical mirror is introduced
to push the tangential focus behind the sagittal one. In Fig. 4 we show that by sub-
stituting the planar mirror with a cylindrical mirror (ROC = 5000 mm), a vTW(x)
increasing along the line focus is achieved. Reduction of length of the line focus
from 12 to 6 mm.We compare the line focus quality of the original and modified
‘Ross’ focusing by raytracing and plot the result in Fig. 5. Finally, this vTW(x) with
positive slope is examined by the same numerical simulation, showing an enhanced
amplification with a greater gain-length product (see Fig. 6). Compared with the
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Fig. 3 Simulation of the signal amplification and vg(x) changing with measured vTW(x)

Fig. 4 Raytracing of the modified ‘Ross’ focusing scheme

result in Fig. 3, within 6 mm of propagation in the gain medium, the overall effi-
ciency increased from 28.6 to 87.9 % (efficiencies are calculated as Itot /Ip, where Ip
denotes the maximum possible intensity obtained in the perfect matched velocities).
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mm
m

Fig. 5 Comparison of the line focus quality of the original and modified ‘Ross’ focusing

a b

Fig. 6 Simulation of the signal amplification and vg(x) changing for the modified ‘Ross’ focusing
configuration

4 Conclusion

We have shown that a mismatch between the ASE signal group velocity and the
traveling-wave excitation velocity exists in the commonly used ‘Ross’ focusing
scheme. Such mismatch is subjected to be the major reason contributing to the
reduction of the gain-length product. We proposed a modified ‘Ross’ focusing
scheme by adding one convex cylindrical mirror. An increasing traveling-wave
velocity is obtained that better matches the spatially increasing group velocity of
the amplified ASE signal.
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Temporal Response of Seeded XUV Lasers
Under Different Amplification
Regimes—Inversion Density Threshold

A. LeMarec, O. Larroche, L. Meng and A. Klisnick

Abstract We present a simple model of amplification in XUV lasers which displays
an inversion density threshold between a low-inversion, classical adiabatic regime
and a high-inversion, dynamic regime involving Rabi oscillations. In the latter case,
the small-signal gain is significantly smaller than the usually used adiabatic value,
but the amplified pulse duration is no longer limited by the amplifier bandwidth.
The dynamic regime can thus possibly lead to amplified femtosecond pulses.

1 Introduction

Injecting a resonant femtosecond high harmonic (HH) pulse into an amplifying
plasma may cause a nonstationary behavior of the amplification involving Rabi
oscillations, which are currently considered a promising way to generate femtosec-
ond pulses with seeded X-ray lasers. In this work we investigate that point, starting
from the Maxwell-Bloch formalism commonly used to model the propagation and
amplification mechanisms in plasma-based X-ray laser media [1–5], presented in
Sect. 2. We then focus in Sect. 3 on the temporal behavior of the system through
a simple 0D reduction of the Maxwell–Bloch equations [6] in the limit of a long
gain-recovery time. We show that the behavior of the system becomes qualitatively
different when the inversion density increases above a threshold value, leading to
both a modification of the small-signal gain and Rabi oscillations for high intensity.
The inversion threshold value is discussed for various actual X-ray lasers. In Sect. 4
we present prospects for further work, including investigating the adiabatic/dynamic
transition in the frame of a more realistic 1D model.
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2 Theoretical Model—Maxwell–Bloch Equations

The complex amplitude of the z-polarized electric field E propagating in the (x, y)
plane at small angles to the y-axis is described in the frame of the time-envelope
approximation by the paraxial propagation equation:

2iω

c

(
1

c

∂E

∂t
+ ∂E

∂y

)
+ ∂2E

∂x2
= −ω2

c2

(
−ωp(x)2

ω(ω + iνei)
E + 4πP

)
. (1)

The approximation is valid since the X-ray laser period 2π/ω is a few tens of
attoseconds while the seed pulse duration is a few tens of femtoseconds. The com-
plex amplitude of the time-enveloped polarization density P , on the right-hand side
of (1), is governed by:

∂P

∂t
= −γP − i

d2

h̄
(ρu − ρl)E. (2)

where γ = 1/T2 is the dipole dephasing rate, mainly due to collisions, leading
to homogeneous broadening of the lasing transition, and d is the operator matrix
element between the lasing levels u and l. The population densities of the laser tran-
sition ρu and ρl are governed by a single equation for the scaled inversion density D:

∂D

∂t
= −D − D0

T1
− d2

h̄2ω
Re(iPE∗). (3)

where D = (d2/h̄)(ρu−ρl) and T1 is the gain recovery time, taken as the reciprocal
of the largest eigenvalue of the excitation/decay rate matrix (γij ).

Characteristic Times of the System

The Maxwell–Bloch system (1)–(3) displays different characteristic times: T1
and T2, used in classical laser theory (see e.g. [7]), τ the duration of radiation
propagation through the plasma, and τc and TR0 defined hereafter:

• The collisional damping time τc = (ω/ωp)2ν−1
ei of the electromagnetic waves

propagating through the plasma due to electron-ion collisions.
• The asymptotic Rabi period TR0 is the reciprocal of the Rabi frequency �R0 that

would be reached if all the energy stored in the initial inversion density D0 was
transferred to the amplified wave, and

(�R0)2 = 4πω2D0 = γ cGad .

where Gad is the usual adiabatic gain:

Gad = 4πω2D0

γ c
.
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3 0D Study of the Temporal Response of the Inverted System

We focus the study on the temporal response of the system for a completely homo-
geneous case (0D) with no coupling with the external environment (under weak
pumping conditions, i.e. large T1). Equations (1)–(3) then read

dE

dt
= 2πωiP. (4)

diP

dt
= −γ iP + ωDE. (5)

dD

dt
= − d2

h̄2ω
Re(iPE∗). (6)

From (4) and (6) we can see that the system is conservative: the total energy is
exchanged between the electrons of the transition and the amplified waves

d

dt

[(
h̄ω

d

)2

D + |E|2
4π

]
= 0. (7)

3.1 Inversion Density Threshold

We study the response of this system from an initial inverted density D0 with no
electric field and polarization (E, iP = 0) to a stationary state where all the energy
stored in the initial inversion density has been transferred to the electric field reach-
ing an amplitude E0 (D, iP = 0). The conserved quantity in (7) is thus set equal
to D0.

We linearize the system around these initial (D = D0, E = 0, P = 0) and final
(E = E0,D = 0, P = 0) states in order to respectively study the amplification rate
and the temporal response behavior.

Small-Signal Gain

The linear stability analysis of the initial state under small perturbations E, iP ∝ e�t

leads to the following equation

�2 + γ � − (�R0)2

2
= 0. (8)

where the temporal rate of amplification � can be converted into the corresponding
small signal gain G = 2�/c, leading to

G2 + 2γ

c
G − 2γ

c
Gad = 0. (9)
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with the following solution

G = 2 G∗
ad

(√
1 + Gad

G∗
ad

− 1

)
. (10)

where G∗
ad = γ /(2c) is the adiabatic gain threshold. Let us study two asymptotic

limits of the ratio Gad/G
∗
ad in (10).

When Gad � G∗
ad , under weak population inversion, the amplification remains

close to adiabatic and the adiabatic small-signal gain is recovered G ≈ Gad . In
this regime, a broad-band HH pulse is adiabatically amplified only at the center of
its spectrum (the part covered by the gain bandwidth). It results in the generation
of a wake with a narrowed linewidth and the output duration is thus limited by the
amplifier bandwidth.

When Gad � G∗
ad , under strong population inversion, the real rate of ampli-

fication is lower than the adiabatic gain G ≈ 2
√
GadG

∗
ad ≡ Gdyn and does not

depend on γ . The amplification time scale is shorter than the dipole dephasing time
T2, hence the phrase “dynamic regime”.

The ratio of the adiabatic gain to the threshold gain amounts to a comparison
between the dipole dephasing rate and the asymptotic Rabi frequency:

Gad

G∗
ad

= 2

(
�R0

γ

)2

. (11)

Temporal Response Around the Stationary Solution

The linear stability analysis of the final state under small perturbations D, iP ∝ e�t

leads to the following equation

�2 + γ� + (�R0)2 = 0. (12)

which is the classical equation for a damped harmonic oscillator with frequency
�R0 and damping rate γ /2. One can see that the aperiodic case, when γ > �R0,
corresponds to the adiabatic regime (11), while the damped oscillating case, with
γ < �R0, corresponds to the dynamic regime.

3.2 Numerical Resolution in the Two Regimes

We present in Fig. 1 the results of simulations of system (1)–(3) using the code
COLAX (see [8] and references therein) in 0D for two values of the ratio Gad/G

∗
ad :

0.1 (adiabatic regime) and 10 (dynamic regime). The initially amplifying system
with an inversion density ρu − ρl ≈ 2 × 10−16 cm−3 is seeded with an electric field
with a small intensity Ii ≈ 105 W/cm2 (comparable to spontaneous emission). The
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Fig. 1 Inversion density (blue) and output intensity (black) as functions of time for two values of
the ratio Gad/G

∗
ad = 0.1 (adiabatic regime, left) and 10 (dynamic regime, right), starting from a

small seed

energy stored in the inversion density is transferred to the wave which is amplified
up to |E| = |E0|. Saturation is reached in a slow and monotonous way in the first
case, whereas in the second case Rabi oscillations appear, temporarily driving the
inversion density to negative values before reaching the asymptotically steady state.

3.3 Application to Actual X-Ray Laser Systems

The gain ratio Gad/G
∗
ad has been computed from the relevant parameters (T2, G,

Gad ) collected from the literature for various X-ray laser systems (cited in square
brackets). Results are displayed in Table 1. Systems are seen to range from the
adiabatic to the deeply dynamic regimes. As a result, only the top two cases in the
table are expected to lead to short-pulse amplification through Rabi oscillations.

Table 1 Relevant parameters (gains in cm−1 and T2 in ps) for actual lasers

X-ray laser T2 = γ−1 G Gad Gad/G
∗
ad

Optical field ionization 2 [5]/7.2 [9] 60 [9] 168/451 20/196

Transient collis. excitation 1.3 [10, 11] 60 [12] 130 10

Quasi-st. state (capill. disch.) 18 [13] 1.2 [14] 1.6 1.8

Quasi-st. state (laser-based) 0.9 [11] 7 [15] 7.7 0.4
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4 Conclusion and Prospects

From a simple 0D study, the widely spread parameters of current X-ray lasers
are seen to lead to two different regimes of amplification, only one of which is
expected to possibly amplify short pulses through Rabi oscillations. In this non-
linear dynamic regime, the amplification rate can become much smaller than the
usual adiabatic gain. Further investigations are currently in progress, taking radia-
tion propagation into account in a 1D geometry. Our first results tend to confirm that
the threshold discriminating between the two different regimes persist in this case.
For simulations performed with Gad/G

∗
ad = 10 the population inversion density

reaches negative values, a signature of the dynamic regime, whereas it remains pos-
itive for Gad/G

∗
ad = 0.1. The position of the threshold, which might differ from

the one obtained in 0D, will be investigated. The next steps of our work will then
aim at gradually adding the parameters put aside for the present study (pumping, 2D
geometry effects, damping) to get closer to a realistic frame.
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Self-Photopumped X-Ray Lasers from Elements
in the Ne-like and Ni-like Ionization State

Michael Siegrist, Fei Jia and Jürg Balmer

Abstract Self-photopumped x-ray lasers in laser-produced plasma have been pre-
viously proposed as an alternative scheme to electron collisional excitation. While,
in general, self-photopumped lasers suffer from somewhat lower gain, their higher
saturation intensity could in principle lead to higher peak irradiace. We have per-
formed experiments on the 3d 1P1 → 3p 1P1 and 4f 1P1 → 4d 1P1 transitions for
Ne-like and Ni-like ions, respectively. Lasing on the self-photopumped laser line
has been observed for the first time for several elements including Ne-like V, Cr, Fe,
and Co as well as Ni-like Ru, Pd, and Ag. We have investigated the lasing process
by varying the prepulse delay, which shows a shift of the optimum main pulse to
second prepulse delays towards lower values with higher atomic number Z. Exper-
iments have been performed with the Bern Advanced Glass Laser (BeAGLE) laser
using three pulses with total energy up to 15 J at a wavelength of 1054 nm.

1 Introduction

The Ne-like and Ni-like ionization states offer very similar energy level diagrams.
Both ionization states have a monopole and a dipole transition leading to a “col-
lisional” and a “self-photopumped” lasing line (see Fig. 1). The collisional laser
line is preferentially pumped by electron collisions and is denoted as 3p 1S0 →
3s 1P1 and 4d 1S0 → 4p 1P1 for Ne-like and Ni-like ions, respectively. The self-
photopumped line, which is the main focus of this work, is pumped by a hybrid
pumping process [1]. Firstly, the population inversion is achieved by electron colli-
sions. Secondly, the population inversion is preserved by radiation trapping, as the
plasma is optically thick for this line. The self-photopumped laser lines are denoted
as 3d 1P1 → 3p 1P1 and 4f 1P1 → 4d 1P1 for Ne-like and Ni-like ions, respectively.
While the self-photopumped laser line suffers from somewhat lower gain compared
to the monopole-pumped line, its higher saturation intensity gives rise to the poten-
tial of becoming the dominant lasing line [1]. Self-photopumped x-ray lasers have
been shown before for Ne-like Ti as well as for Ni-like Zr, Nb and Mo [1,2]. Using
the BeAGLE system we were able to demonstrate several new elements to lase on
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Fig. 1 Level diagram for the Ne-like (left) and Ni-like (right) ionization state respectively.
The dashed lines mark the corresponding laser transitions, where the self-photopumped and the
collisional transitions are pumped by the dipole and the monopole transition, respectively

this line, namely self-photopumped x-ray lasers for Ne-like V, Cr, Fe and Co as well
as Ni-like Ru, Pd and Ag.

2 Experimental Setup—The BeAGLE System

The Bern Advanced Glass Laser Experiment (BeAGLE) is a high-power
laboratory-scale Nd:glass laser system that provides energies up to 25 J with 1.5 ps
pulse duration at 1054 nm. In order to maximize the x-ray output, we use grazing-
incidence pumping (GRIP) at an angle of ∼ 50◦ and traveling-wave speeds ranging
from 0.8 to 1 c. For the self-photopumping experiments we generated two pre-
pulse by inserting beamsplitters with reflectivities of 0.5, 2.8, 4.5, 8 or 16 % (see
Fig. 2) [3]. The BeAGLE system has two x-ray diagnostics to measure the plasma
x-ray generation. Firstly, a pinhole camera pointing at a 45 angle to the target sur-
face in order to measure the spontaneous emission from the plasma. Secondly, we
measure the x-ray laser beam by using a CCD camera aligned with the beam axis.
In the horizontal plane we measure the beam divergence and intensity distribution,
whereas in the vertical plane, a flat field grating spectrally resolves the beam with
a precision of ±0.2 nm. Figure 3 shows a measurement of a Ne-like Ti shot. By
using known laser lines to calibrate the spectrometer, the self-photopumped laser
transition of the Ne-like Ti has been estimated to be at 30.1 ±0.2 nm, which is in
good agreement with literature data [2].

3 Experimental Results—Variation of the Prepulse Delays

Besides the energy, the prepulse configuration of the laser system is of high impor-
tance. In experiments we observed that the timing of the first prepulse (3–5 ns) has
only a minor effect on the x-ray output. In contrast to this, the main pulse to second
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Fig. 2 Schematic of the prepulse setup

Fig. 3 Raw image (left) and the corresponding lineout spectrum (right) clearly showing the two
distinct lines for the monopole and the self-photopumped lasing lines for Ne-like Ti

prepulse delay has been found to be the critical parameter on self-photopumped las-
ing. In Fig. 4, we show the dependence of the laser output on the second prepulse
delay of Ne-like Ti and V and Ni-like Mo and Pd. Experiments have been performed
with a 0.5 % first prepulse, which precedes the main pulse by 5 ns. For the second
prepulse the 16 % beamsplitter was used. The total energy of the three pulses has
been ∼3 J.

We have investigated the time delay between the main pulse and the second pre-
pulse for Ne-like Ti, V, Cr, Fe and Co as well as for Ni-like Mo, Ru, Pd and Ag. The
parameters mentioned before have been used for all measurements, except for Ne-
like Fe and Co, where we used a 2.8 % first prepulse, which preceded the main pulse
by 4 ns with a total energy of 11 and 15 J, respectively. By plotting the delay for the
highest output for each element against the atomic number Z, one observes a shift
towards smaller delays with increasing atomic number Z for both the Ne-like and
the Ni-like ionization scheme (see Fig. 5). The optimum delay seems to converge to
a value around 100 ps for both the Ne-like and Ni-like lasing scheme. In addition,
lasing has never been observed for a delay smaller than 100 ps, which could give
rise to a explanation of the converging curve towards a value around 100 ps.
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Fig. 4 Dependence of the self-photopumped (spp) and the monopole pumped (mp) on the main to
second prepulse delay
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4 Conclusion and Outlook

The experiments on the self-photopumped transition demonstrate that the list of
elements that lase on the self-photopumped transition can be extended much further
than originally known. Namely, this includes lasing on the Ne-like 3p 1S0 → 3s 1P1
laser line for the first time for V, Cr, Fe and Co as well as on the Ni-like 4d 1S0 →
4p 1P1 line for Ru, Pd, and Ag. The desired characteristic of the self-photopumped
lasing line to be the stronger has been only encountered so far in some shots in
Ne-like Ti (see Fig. 3). Additionally, we found a strong dependence on the main
to second prepulse delay. The optimum delay shifts towards smaller delays with
increasing atomic number Z.

In order to get more insight into the self-photopumped lasing mechanism we plan
to measure existing lasing elements more in detail and moreover try to expand the
number of lasing elements even further. Besides that, time-resolved measurements
comparing the collisional and the self-photopumped lasing lines are under way
to provide more information on the time domain in which this lasing mechanism
occurs.
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Pump-Probe Experiment for Temporal Profile
Measurement of Plasma X-Ray Laser

S. Namba, N. Hasegawa, M. Kishimoto, M. Nishikino and T. Kawachi

Abstract Temporal behavior of a soft x-ray laser pulse is measured by means of
a pump-probe spectroscopy (cross correlation). In this scheme, first the innershell
electron 4d of Xe atom is photoionized with 13.9 nm x-ray pulse (x-ray pump).
Simultaneously, an ir probe laser pulse is irradiated to dress the electrons. By vary-
ing the time delay between both pulses, the sideband spectra associated with ir
photon absorption/emission processes appear at a separation of the ir photon energy
from the photo- and Auger main peaks. By analyzing the sideband intensity, we
can evaluate the pulse width of the x-ray laser to be ∼6.2 ps, which is in excellent
agreement with the value measured by an x-ray streak camera

1 Introduction

Laser produced plasmas (LPPs) are expected to be a compact and bright light source
in vacuum ultraviolet (vuv) and soft x-ray regime [1, 2]. Even hard x-ray up to 20
keV (gold Kα) caused by energetic electrons was obtained by an irradiation of ultra-
intense laser pulses on the bulk target [3]. Various attractive research in physics [4,
5], chemistry [6] and biomedical science [7,8] utilizing the alternative x-ray sources
has been carried out. For an application of the LPP x-rays to radiation biology, the
short pulse copper Kα (∼ 8 keV) was exposed onto a biological cell and it was
revealed that the LPP x-rays could exert similar influence on the nucleus of the cell
with those obtained by conventional x-ray sources [9, 10].

By irradiating short pulse x-rays onto xenon (Xe) atom, we also intend to demon-
strate an extreme state, where multiple vacancies in the innershell are created. The
inner hole immediately decays into stable states in femtosecond time scale via the
Auger process [11]. Therefore, the intense x-ray that has the photon energy sufficient
to ionize the innershell electron and with very short pulse duration is essential to
produce such multiply inner-ionized atoms. Although the information on the pulse
width of x-rays has to be accurately examined, a conventional streak camera is not
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available to measure the x-ray pulse duration, because the time resolution is limited
to around 1 ps.

In order to investigate the temporal characteristics of the x-rays in the subpicosec-
ond domain, Woerkom et al. [12] and Schins et al. [13] adopted cross correlation
techniques. In this scheme, single photon ionization by an x-ray photon (pump) and
absorption or emission of optical photons of ir probe pulse occur simultaneously.
The sideband structures with respect to the photo- and Auger peaks in the electron
spectrum, separated by the ir photon energy, appear due to a two-color above thresh-
old ionization (ATI) [14]. By analyzing the correlation of amplitude of the sidebands
with the time delay between the ionizing pump and dressing probe pulses, we can
evaluate the temporal shape of the x-ray pulse. By using similar technique, even xuv
attosecond pulses can be characterized. Itatani et al. proposed the novel method to
determine the pulse duration in the attosecond time domain, for which the energy
and angular distribution of photoelectron in the presence of a strong femtosecond
optical laser field were measured [15]. Here, the key is the phase between xuv pump
for ionization and the carrier wave of the ir laser pulse for dressing. The single
attosecond laser pulse has also been demonstrated for the first time by Hentschel
et al. [16].

For pump-probe laser spectroscopy, an electron spectrometer capable of measur-
ing energy spectrum by a single-shot base is indispensable. Therefore, we developed
a magnetic bottle time-of-flight (TOF) electron spectrometer [17]. The magnetic
field formed by a permanent magnet and solenoid coil was calculated by a finite
element method. Accordingly, the dimension of the apparatus and magnetic field
strength were chosen so as to meet the requirements. We examined the energy
resolution of the spectrometer by measuring the electrons emitted from Xe atom
irradiated with a laser-driven plasma soft x-ray laser pulse. Finally, the pulse width
of the x-ray laser was measured by a x-ray pump and ir probe spectroscopy.

2 Magnetic Bottle Spectrometer

Figure 1a shows a schematic diagram of the magnetic bottle TOF electron spectrom-
eter. The magnetic mirror field is generated by a taper-shaped permanent magnet
and solenoid coil. The field strength of the permanent magnet (neodymium magnet,
diameter: 20 mm, length: 30 mm and taper angle: 110◦) is about 0.25 T at the taper
tip. The weak and uniform field (∼ 10 mT) is applied by the coil that is wound on
a 160 mmϕ stainless steel tube. The wire diameter is 2.4 mm and the coil length
is 600 mm. The current applied in the coil is 2 A. The magnetic field outside the
vacuum tube is shielded by a nanocrystalline soft magnetic material. A micro chan-
nel plate (MCP) having an effective area of 42 mmϕ is located at 620 mm from the
permanent magnet. As shown in Fig. 1a, the electrons are generated at 20 mm down-
stream from the permanent magnet, where the Xe atom is irradiated with the soft
x-ray laser pulse. Subsequently, the electrons can arrive at the detector due to the
guidance of the magnetic mirror field. In order to calculate the magnetic field, we
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the magnetic bottle TOF electron spectrometer (a), and the contour
plot of the stream function of the magnetic field (rAθ ) calculate by using the finite element method
(b).

perform a numerical calculation using a finite element method. Figure 1b shows the
contour plot of the field strength, rAθ ,stream function) generated by the magnet and
the solenoid coil, where r is the radius and Aθ is the vector potential.

The characterization of the spectrometer is examined by measuring the energy
spectra of Xe atom subjected to the laser driven plasma soft x-ray laser pulse at the
Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) [18–21]. The laser wavelength and photon
energy are 13.9 nm (bandwidth: �λ/λ ≤ 10−4) and 89.19 eV, respectively. The laser
spot size and the highest intensity focused by a concave Mo/Si multilayer mirror
(R = 1000 mm) are ∼ 40 μmϕ and 5 × 108W/cm2, respectively. As for the Xe gas
target, the effusive atomic beam is created by expanding low pressure gas through
an electromagnetic valve. The laser photon energy is high enough to photoionize
Xe 4d core electrons (threshold: 69.54 and 67.55 eV for the spin-orbit states j = 3/2
and 5/2, respectively [22]). The cross section at 90 eV is as large as ∼ 22 Mb due to
a giant resonance, while for outer ones it is only 1.5 Mb [23–25].

Figure 2 shows the electron energy distribution function f (E)/E3/2. The sensi-
tivity of the spectrometer is not calibrated, thus low energy electrons being less
sensitive. The photoelectron peaks attributed to 4d−1 and 5p−1 states and the Auger
lines associated with the inner vacancy can readily be assigned. The spectral width
of 4d j = 5/2 line (E = 21.64 eV) is around 1.1 eV, whereas for 8.26-eV Auger peak
it is significantly improved to �E = 0.45 eV due to longer flight time for slower
electrons.
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3 Pump-probe Spectroscopy for Pulse Width Measurement

By using the electron spectrometer, we attempt to evaluate the pulse width of the
x-ray laser. In this study, two Nd:glass laser pulses (1053 nm, hν= 1.18 eV) hav-
ing a common oscillator and regenerative amplifier are used [21]. The one beam
generates laser-driven x-ray laser pulse, whereas the other synchronizing with the
x-ray laser (1053 nm, ∼4 ps) is irradiated as an ir probe laser to dress the elec-
trons. Consequently, the sidebands with the separation of 1.18 eV appear at both
sides of the main peak, as described the above. The prominent sideband can be
observed for the transition involving 4d photo electrons. The nearest dressed spec-
tra for 4d j = 5/2 and 3/2 are located at 20.46 eV (q =− 1), 22.82 eV (q =+ 1) and
18.47 eV (q = − 1), 20.83 eV (q = + 1), respectively, where the q is the number
of the emitted (q = − 1) and absorbed (q = + 1) photons. The sideband positions
corresponding to four lines are also shown in Fig. 2 by the arrows. However, the
low energy resolution makes it difficult to decompose the sidebands of 20.46 and
20.83 eV. Thus, we adopt the q =+ 2 spectrum for j = 5/2.

Figure 3a shows the energy spectra for various time delays. For time delay of 0
ps, the prominent peak attributed to two ir photon (2hν) absorption can be observed.
The temporal variation of the sideband intensity is plotted in Fig. 3b. Assuming that
the instrumental width is given by the temporal profile of the probe pulse, the x-ray
pulse width is determined to be 6.2 ps (FWHM), which is in good agreement with
the value measured by an x-ray streak camera.
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Fig. 3 Electron energy spectra (a) and sideband intensity (b) for various time delays. The red curve
in b corresponds to the pulse shape of 6.2 ps

4 Summary

In order to perform the pump-probe experiment for x-ray pulse width measurement,
we developed the magnetic bottle TOF electron spectrometer. The energy resolution
was examined by irradiation of x-ray laser pulse onto Xe gas target. The energy
resolution �E for 8.26-eV Auger electron following the photoionization of 4d core
electron was ∼ 0.45 eV.

The temporal profile of plasma x-ray laser was determined by the cross correla-
tion, in which Xe atom was photoionized by 13.9 nm x-ray laser and the electrons
generated were subsequently dressed by ir probe pulse, resulting in the appear-
ance of sideband spectra. It was revealed that the pulse width of the x-ray laser
was ∼ 6.2 ps, which was reasonable compared with the value obtained by x-ray
streak camera.
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Capillary Discharge X-Ray Lasers: The Quest
for Sub-10 nm Lasers

V. N. Shlyaptsev, G. Avaria, M. Grisham, Jing Li, F. Tomasel,
M. Busquet and J. J. Rocca

Abstract A new ultra-fast high power density micro-capillary discharge design
has been demonstrated that is capable of achieving record temperatures and ion-
ization degrees utilizing ∼ 5 times smaller discharge currents than previously used.
Temperatures in the range 0.3–0.7 keV were obtained with < 40 kA electric cur-
rents. Experiments conducted in Xe discharges show emission from Cr-like Xe
XXXI ions, while discharges in Ne show He-like Al XII line emission. The major
hydrodynamic, ionization, and spectral characteristics for these experiments were
numerically reproduced. The studies also revealed new unusual spectral effects of
such plasmas. This new development opens a path to search for efficient discharge
driven soft x-ray lasers in sub-10 nm spectral ranges.

1 Introduction

After the demonstration of the capillary discharge soft x-ray laser in Ar IX in
1994 [1], further research concentrated in several directions, one of which took an
evolutionary path by developing a more powerful pulse generator that increased the
discharge current from the 40 kA of the initial experiments to 200 kA. In that design
the current pulse duration was also shortened 2–3 times, reaching a 10–90 % rise-
time of ∼ 11 ns [2]. In experiments with 3–4 mm diameter capillaries these current
pulses created ∼ 4 times higher temperatures and densities than previously obtained
with the 40 kA discharges. Line emission from higher Z ions, such as Be-like Ar
XV and Ni-like Cd XXI, was routinely observed. In the latter case the 4d-4p lasing
lines from Ni-like ions were observed in 13 nm wavelength region, but no substan-
tial gain. Two obstacles for x-ray lasing in this discharge scheme are the difficulty
to create homogeneous volume of metal vapors along the elongated capillary, and
the required very high degree of ionization.
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Another approach consisted in investigations of microcapillaries. Although a
number of microcapillary discharges has been previously studied [3–11], these dis-
charges had either much longer excitation pulses leading to large wall ablation and
cold plasmas, e.g. electron temperatures Te ∼ 10 eV for a 500 kA current pulse
of 300 ns duration in a 20-μm-diameter capillary [5], or nanosecond duration but
power density depositions orders of magnitude lower than those of interest here,
resulting in Te ∼ 30 eV [10, 11]. Within our group we initially studied microcap-
illary discharges as plasmas for the development of soft x-ray laser interferometry
and shadowgraphy [12]. These microcapillaries had diameters around 300 microns
and were driven by small amplitude 1–2 kA current pulses ∼ 150 ns in duration.
The plasmas created by ablation of the capillary walls had high ionization despite
both the small currents and proximity of the wall, and the fact that the kinetic energy
conversion heating mechanism common for z-pinches compression played no sig-
nificant role. Instead, Joule dissipation was the primary heating mechanism for these
microcapillary plasmas. The results presented herein show for the first time that
microcapillary discharges excited by current pulses of moderate amplitude can gen-
erate high-aspect-ratio plasma columns (> 300:1 length-to-diameter) with extreme
degrees of ionization and temperatures of several 100 eV. In the next sections we
describe specific differences micro-capillary and conventional capillary discharges
of larger diameter, and describe experimental achievements resulting in generation
of hot high-Z plasma.

2 Major Properties of Microcapillary Approach

a) Prepulse

Besides a significantly reduced diameter and ultra-fast currents, the high power
density microcapillary approach described herein has an additional novel feature:
a tailored prepulse. Over the history of x-ray lasers (based mostly in laser pro-
duced plasmas), the prepulse or multiple pulses were used for two purposes: to
create smooth plasma gradients thereby mitigating refraction, and to create plasmas
containing ions of the lasing species of interest in transient x-ray laser schemes.

In the current microcapillary approach the purpose of the prepulse somewhat
resembles those used in transient schemes, but the goal here is to assist in achiev-
ing a high Z. Our numerical optimization studies showed that the best prepulse in
microcapillary discharges has to have an amplitude of a few kA to assist the main
pulse in ionizing the plasma to very high degrees without disturbing plasma homo-
geneity. Higher prepulse currents would substantially compress the plasma, and the
column would become turbulent and inhomogeneous. Also, a higher initial pressure
produced by a higher amplitude prepulse would also make difficult reaching higher
compressions by the subsequent main pulse.

In our approach after the prepulse ends, the hot plasma expands and the tem-
perature drops preserving ionization by the effect of “ionization freezing” until the
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Fig. 1 Current pulse shapes of the 46.9 nm capillary discharge X-ray laser, a 200 kA capillary
discharge, and the present microcapillary discharge

main pulse arrives (because recombination rates do not increase exponentially with
decreasing temperature as opposed to the ionization rates). The right prepulse helps
to obtain larger final temperatures and pressures and, along with a much higher
fraction of hot electrons during this time, ionizes the plasma to higher Z. Modeling
shows that during the prepulse the electron temperature reaches values sufficient to
ionize heavy elements like Xe to Z ∼ 12–15.

b) Short current pulse

Figure 1 illustrates the trend in current pulse durations used to drive high power
density capillary discharges in our laboratory. The figure shows how dramatically
the pulse duration FWHM was shortened from ∼ 50 ns in 1994 [1], to ∼ 20 ns
in 2002 [2], and to ∼ 7 ns in 2010. The leading front of the current pulse in the
microcapillary discharges discussed in these proceedings has a 10–90 % risetime of
3–4 ns. The shorter pulse also decreases the thermal and radiation damage to the
wall. We have to note that, despite the lower peak currents, the current density in
this approach reaches values of the order of GigaAmpere/cm2, much higher than in
previous capillary discharges. This increase in current density favors Joule heating
as heating mechanism during main pulse in microcapillary designs.

c) Design approaches: high power density microcapillary vs conventional
capillary

The key difference between this high power density microcapillary design approach
and previous setups is that in ultrafast capillary discharges, contrary to the case
of conventional capillary discharges, Ohmic (Joule) heating becomes the dominant
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heating mechanism. It is known that magnetic hydrodynamic equations can be writ-
ten in many different equivalent forms. The energy equation in cylindrical geometry
may be for example written as [13]:
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which expresses that the total energy of the system—internal ε [including thermal
(T) and ionization (Π ) energies, ε = T +Π ], kinetic Mv2/2, and magnetic H2/8πN
per unit volume, are changing under the influence of the thermal and magnetic pres-
sure work and the flow of electromagnetic energy EH/4π (Pointing vector). This
equation is written in 1D Lagrangian coordinates assuming only axial and tangential
components of the electric E and the magnetic H field vectors exist. In this equation
s = Nrdr is the mass coordinate, N is the ion particle density, M is the ion mass, v
is the speed, p is the thermal pressure, and r is the radius. The driving force of all
changes in the system is of course the Lorentz force fL = −∂/∂s(H ˆ2/8π). Note
that the Ohmic heating is not explicitly present here, but it is implicitly accounted
for via Maxwell’s electromagnetic equations. Similarly the energy equation for just
the internal and kinetic energy can be written as:
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The absent magnetic energy, if needed, can be taken from Maxwell’s equations.
Here the influence of the Joule heating J and Lorentz force fL is shown explic-
itly. However, the energy equation which is actually solved numerically by RADEX
can be further simplified using the momentum equation and is written just for the
electron thermal energy:

∂ε

∂t
= −p

∂

∂s
[rv] + J (3)

The transformation of electric energy into thermal and ionization energy defines
how this method of plasma heating performs. We computed the space-time histories
of all the forms of energy, to study how they transform into each other and what
effects play the major roles. The energy equation, as part of an entire set of magneto-
hydrodynamics equations including radiation, was solved over time and space by
the code Radex using the conditions described in the caption of Fig. 2. This figure
summarizes the spatio-temporal maps of the major computed quantities of these
equations.

The first term on the right hand side of the Eq. (3) represents the pressure
work per unit volume per second, which we will simply call pressure heating.
It is expressed below in units of W/cm3. In Fig. 2 we compare it with the sec-
ond term, the Joule heating term, for two different types of capillary discharges: a
micro-capillary discharge excited by an ultrafast current pulse, and larger diameter
capillary discharge excited by a longer pulse current pulse of much higher ampli-
tude. The relative contributions of these heating terms in the case of an ultrafast (4 ns
rise time) microcapillary discharge are illustrated in Figs. 2a, b (left) in comparison
to those corresponding to a large diameter capillary excited by a much larger current
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Fig. 2 Hydrodynamic simulation of microcapillary discharge versus conventional discharge
driven by 400 kA current capillary Comparison of the magnitude of the Joule (a, b) and PV (c,
d) heating terms in an ultrafast micro-capillary discharge (left a, c) compared to a conventional
capillary discharge (right b, d). The units are in W/cm3. The (e, f ) plots correspond to ion charge.
The (g, h) and (i, j) plots are kinetic energy and magnetic energy per electron in eV, respectively.
The Xe microcapillary discharge parameters correspond to those used in the experiments (capillary
diameter 520 μm, Xe pressure 0.5 Torr, peak current 39 kA, 7.5 ns FWHM). For the larger size
capillary discharge the parameter values are: capillary diameter 5 mm, Xe pressure 0.5 Torr, current
pulse of 400 kA peak amplitude and 21 ns FWHM
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pulse [Fig. 2b, d (right)]. The sharp boundary clearly visible on all frames is the
interface between the gas fill and the wall ablated material. In the microcapillary dis-
charge, the Ohmic heating is found to be the dominant heating mechanism (Fig. 2a)
followed by the transformation of plasma kinetic energy into heat (Fig. 2c). Not
only is its peak value larger than that of pressure heating, but the integral over the
entire space filled by the xenon (not shown) is larger too. As mentioned above, this
happens because the current density of microcapillary discharges reach tremendous
values (∼ 0.3 GigaAmpere/cm2), which are up to an order of magnitude larger than
in the higher peak current and larger diameter capillary discharge.

The results are contrasted with those in Fig. 2b, d for a conventional 5-mm-
diameter capillary with similar parameters (pulse width 21 ns FWHM, pressure 0.5
Torr) to those that we used in the experiments of ref. [2], but with twice the current,
400 kA. In the case of the larger diameter capillary discharge, the pressure heat-
ing term is two orders of magnitude larger than the Joule heating term. We used
a higher peak current for the conventional capillary discharge here because larger
diameter capillaries requires peak currents as high as 400 kA to achieve degrees of
ionization similar to those reached in microcapillary discharges, which can be seen
from Fig. 2e, c. These quantities were obtained solving the set of detailed atomic
kinetic equations which run self-consistently with the hydrodynamics. We have to
note that previous attempts of utilizing scaled-up conventional capillary designs to
higher electric current allowed to reach only Z ∼ 20 (Ni-like Cadmium) despite the
high peak currents of up to almost 200 kA [2].

For completeness, we also plot the kinetic energy and magnetic energy r-t histo-
ries. These two terms are present in the left hand side of Eqs. (1) and (2). Typically,
in many types of z-pinches the kinetic energy imparted to the radially accelerated
plasma by the Lorentz force and the pressure work transforms at stagnation into
the thermal energy. The r-t ion kinetic energy distribution on Fig. 2g, h illustrates
how this process takes place in our two different types of capillary discharges (the
kinetic energy of the ions is scaled per one electron to have a closer comparison with
the plasma temperature). It can be seen that in the microcapillary discharge the ion
kinetic energy per electron is very small everywhere compared to the peak thermal
energy, while in the large capillary it is the dominant term. Not all the kinetic energy
transforms into heat when the plasma reaches the axis, some is reflected, and also it
takes some time for the ion thermal energy at stagnation to transform into electron
thermal energy.

In contrast, the Ohmic heating directly transforms into the thermal energy of
the electrons (some energy may go into hot electrons, the fraction of which we
calculated can range from 0.2 to 1 % for different initial conditions, at prepulse
time—up to 5 %).

The magnetic field energy density r-t plots, also per one electron, are shown on
Fig. 2i, j. They are comparable in magnitude, but it is the gradient of the magnetic
energy density that defines the Lorentz force, which is obviously doing larger work
in accelerating plasma in the larger diameter capillary then in the smaller one, as it
follows from Fig. 2g, h.
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Fig. 3 Radex calculated temperature profile for three different gas fills of a xenon discharge on
a 520-μm diameter alumina microcapillary. Driving current for these cases stayed in 33–39.6 kA
range

d) Higher Te and Z at substantially lower currents

Several gases and mixtures were experimentally investigated, including hydrogen,
helium, nitrogen, neon, silane and xenon. Spectra in the 1–3 keV range indicated
that high temperatures are achieved despite small diameters and proximity of cold
walls (see Fig. 3). The higher temperatures allowed to achieve record high degrees
of ionization when high-Z materials were used as a fills.

For example Cr-like Xe30+ lines were observed in Xe-H mixtures (see Fig. 4
below). Transitions from ions up to Fe-like Xe28+ were seen in pure Xe discharges.
The electron density was computed to reach (2 − 5) x1019 cm−3 depending on the
initial conditions. In all cases the peak current was in the 33–39.6 kA range. More
details will be presented in [14].

The ability to reach higher Z is specifically beneficial for capillary discharge x-
ray lasers because of properties of quasi steady-state (QSS) gain in Ni-like ions.
Since the plasma lifetime in capillary discharges is relatively long (∼ 1–2 ns) the
transient interatomic processes which form transient gain succeed to relax ion level
populations resulting in QSS conditions. But for lower elements (Z < 45) QSS
gain becomes unpractically small, and for Z < 40 it disappears completely. Note
that previous high current (200 kA) discharges in 3–4 mm capillaries were demon-
strated in elements as heavy as Cd (A = 48)—if Ni-like ions could be produced in
heavier elements like Xe, the gain in these large capillaries would be considerably
higher [15]. With microcapillaries though we can rely on sizable QSS gain in such
high Z elements as xenon, enough for lasing on 4–4 transitions of Xe XXVII ions
below 10 nm. Using gas fills instead of metal vapors is also experimentally easier
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Fig. 4 Simulated spectra (line) versus experiment (solid area) for discharge plasmas in a 520-μm-
diameter capillary for the 80:1 H2: Xe mixture at 0.5 Torr, peak discharge current 39.6 kA, 1.2 ns
before peak of current pulse. Line emission from Cr-like Xe30+ is observed. The line at 1.9 nm is
assigned to a blend of the O7+2p-1 s and Xe25+ and Xe27+ lines. The simulations did not include
O impurities, which in the experiment come from the wall ablated material

and allows to achieve better initial homogeneity along the volume. The electric cur-
rent for lasing on Xe lies in 50–55 kA range, which is moderately larger than the 40
kA currently achieved.

3 Line Spectra Anomalies

We have recorded new spectroscopic phenomena, consisting in anomalies in the
intensity of He-like intercombination line with respect to the resonance line for sev-
eral elements in 1.5–2.5 keV spectral range. For aluminum spectra the intensity ratio
of the intercombination 1s2 1S0-1s2p 3P1 line respect to resonance 1s2 1S0-1s2p 1P1
line reaches an order of magnitude. One previous experiment has reported similar
line ratios in a laser produced plasma [16], but here the resemblance ends because
it was observed in the tail of a steeply falling temperature, when the intensity of the
resonance line decreases and is far from its peak value, while our observations were
made not in the afterglow but in the spectra integrally over the whole pulse history,
which includes the time of maximum emission when both current and temperature
peak. Figure 5 shows an example of such spectra. At first glance, common sense
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Fig. 5 Simulated (line) and measured (filled background) on-axis spectra of a neon discharge
on a 520-μm-diameter alumina microcapillary showing the dominance of the 1s2 1S0-1s2p 3P1
intercombination line of He-like Al over the 1s2 1S0-1s2p 1P1 resonance line (barely visible at
0.775 nm). The peak current 36.0 kA and the neon pressure 0.5 Torr

seems to tell us that this effect can be explained just by the larger optical depth of
resonance line. However, detailed analysis shows that this explanation is incorrect.
Numerical simulations show that the cause of this effect is the very large aspect ratio
geometry of the plasma, in which different optical depths in the transverse direction
(optically thin for both lines) and longitudinal directions (optically thick in one for
both lines) create a situation where the population of the 1s2p3P1 level is favored
over the 1s2p1P1 upper level by up to two orders of magnitude, defining the line
intensities in the axial direction and causing the intercombination line to dominate
the spectrum.

The explanation for this effect then lies in the elongated geometry of our plasma,
in which different optical depths in transverse and longitudinal directions create a
situation where the atomic kinetics makes triplet level population significantly larger
than the population of the singlet.

4 Summary

In summary, we experimentally realized and numerically modelled a new and
improved method of plasma heating using a fast discharge. Record high temper-
atures approaching 1 keV and ion charges Z ∼ 30 were observed and reproduced in
the modeling. Unusually high intercombination to resonance line ratios in He-like
ions obtained in the experiment were explained, and parameter values for future sub-
10 nm x-ray lasers were computed. Calculations suggest that lasing on Ni-like ions
is achievable with the same current pulse durations used in the experiment described
here and an increase of 25–30 % in driving current.
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Progress Report on an Experiment to Clarify
Collimated X-Ray Emission in Karabut’s
Experiment

Francis L. Tanzella, Peter L. Hagelstein, J. Bao and M. C. H. McKubre

Abstract Karabut has reported collimated x-ray emission in a high-current density
glow discharge experiment, a result which has for some years remain unexplained.
A model has been proposed to account for the emission based on the up-conversion
of vibrational quanta to produce excitation of the 1565 eV excited state in 201Hg.
To test this idea, we are developing an experiment in which a Cu foil is vibrated.
Evidence for charge emission is described; and preliminary x-ray measurements
discussed.

1 Introduction

Karabut reported the observation of collimated x-ray emission from a high-current
density glow discharge experiment in 2002 [1]. This experiment is not well known
outside of the field of condensed matter nuclear science; however, in our view it is
an important and fundamental experiment deserving of more attention.

Karabut and coworkers previously used a high-current glow discharge to load
metals with hydrogen and deuterium, and reported observations of a variety of
anomalies. After years of working with the system, it was noticed that about 10
watts of x-ray emission near 1.5–2.0 keV was emitted in a beam 9 mm in diameter;
this corresponds to an efficiency of 20 % compared to the input discharge power [2].
The effect was reported for both hydrogen and deuterium gas, and for Pd, W and Ti
cathodes. Subsequent experiments similar showed collimated x-ray emission near
1.5 keV with other gases, including He, Ar, Kr, and Xe; and with other cathode
metals, including Al, Sc, Ni, Nb, Zr, Mo, Ta, Pb and Pt [3]. Consistent results
were obtained with Al2O3 thermo-luminescent detectors, PMMA-based scintilla-
tor detectors, Kodak XBM x-ray film, and with a bent Mica crystal spectrometer
and x-ray film.

The obvious question in connection with such astonishing experimental results
is why such an effect should occur at all. Karabut conjectured that collimated x-rays
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was due to an x-ray laser effect; however, there is no obvious mechanism present in
the experiment that should produce a population inversion in the keV regime.

2 Theoretical Ideas

For years theoretical models had been pursued to account for other anomalies in
condensed matter nuclear science, focused on the notion that it coherent energy
exchange might occur between quantum systems with strongly mismatched charac-
teristic energy quanta. The thought was the anomalies could be accounted for if it
were possible to up-convert an extremely large number of vibrational quanta to pro-
duce nuclear excitation, and vice versa. Models were constructed which described
such an effect. A “toy” mathematical model was developed which showed fast
coherent energy exchange between an oscillator with a small characteristic energy,
and two-level systems with a large transition energy [4–7]. Strong coupling between
lattice vibrations and internal nuclear degrees of freedom is present at least initially
in a relativistic condensed matter model. Usually this coupling can be removed by
a generalized Foldy–Wouthuysen transformation; however, the same is true for the
model considered in [4–7], except that when strong off-resonant loss is present a
Foldy–Wouthuysen transformation becomes unhelpful [8].

It became clear that it would be important to isolate the effect experimentally
if possible. Research focused on the design of an experiment to demonstrate the
conversion of vibrational energy to nuclear excitation. To minimize the amount
of up-conversion required, a search was carried out for the nuclear transition with
the lowest excitation energy from the ground state in all stable nuclei. This led to
the identification of the 1565 eV transition in 201Hg as special (the next one is the
6240 eV transition in 181Ta). The 1565 eV excited state decays primarily by internal
conversion with a half life of 81 ns, with one radiative decay in 4 − 6 × 104 inter-
nal conversion decays. It was recognized that up-conversion with a uniform phase
would result in directional x-ray emission near 1.5 keV with a broad line shape; the
suggested the possibility that Karabut’s experiment implemented the scheme.

Very bright short bursts of x-ray emission were observed on the order of a mil-
lisecond after the discharge was turned off [3], too long for electronic excitation
to persist, but which is an appropriate time scale for vibrational excitation in the
MHz regime. One could imagine that a small amount of Hg might be present as
an impurity on the cathode surface. Attention should be drawn to the experiments
of Kornilova et al in which directional x-ray emission is registered on x-ray film
originating from a steel plate close to a high pressure water jet [9].

3 Vibrating Cu Foil Experiment

If the proposed interpretation of the Karabut experiment is right, then we should be
able to implement an experiment in which vibrations are imposed on a foil, and hope
to see directional x-ray emission near 1.5 keV from a small amount of Hg on the
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Fig. 1 Left: Vibrating Cu foil experiment with charge emission. Right: Vibrating Cu foil
experiment with x-ray detection. The Cu foil is in red, across the air gap from the driver

Fig. 2 Current as a function of drive frequency

surface. We selected 73 μ Cu for the foil, since Cu binds Hg well, and since these
foils (which were available in our lab) were of a similar thickness to those used
by Karabut. Vibrations were imposed through capacitive coupling with a driver, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. In this arrangement vibrations are driven at twice the frequency
of the drive voltage.

We first looked for charge emission as a possible precursor for x-ray emission,
thinking that we might see electrons from the internal conversion of the 1565 eV
201Hg state. A substantial (negative) charge emission signal was seen as shown in
Fig. 2, with a strong resonance observed at the drive frequency of the second trans-
verse mode (15.25 MHz), and a weaker resonance at the fundamental compressional
mode (17.4 MHz). The charge emission at 15.25 MHz increases nonlinearly with
drive voltage as shown in Fig. 3. Charge emission was found to occur with pure
Cu, with similar results with surface Hg present; we conclude that this effect is not
connected with excitation of the 1565 eV state in 201Hg.

X-ray measurements were attempted with an AMPTEK X-123 x-ray detector.
A cubic calibration curve was established using a 55Fe source, and fluorescence of
Al, Si and Fe with a 241Am source (Fig. 4). Signals were seen in live runs which
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Fig. 3 Current as a function of drive voltage at 15.25 MHz drive frequency. The different colors
indicate data taken on different registers of the Keithley 617 electrometer

Fig. 4 Cubic calibration curve for the AMPTEK X-123 detector

appeared to give reproducible counts on the detector. The (early) spectrum in Fig. 5
is illustrative; a large number of counts are present below 1 keV, and there seems to
be a Gaussian feature near 1.5 keV. The detector has a 0.5 mil Be window, so that
there is very little sensitivity below 1 keV; hence the large number of counts below
1 keV is an artifact. This feature in the low channels has good reproducibility, and it
can show up above 1 keV correlated with a vibrational resonance. Current thinking
is that the detector is responding to charge emission. With a pure Cu foil and a well
grounded detector, very few counts are seen above pile-up. Similar experiments
with Hg on the surface and a well grounded detector give counts in the low channels
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Fig. 5 400 s X-ray spectrum at 13.9 MHz with 90 V drive voltage

correlated with vibrational resonances. The feature near 1.5 keV in Fig. 5 is thought
to be an extension of the low channel counts, and (unfortunately) probably not due to
x-rays. In the experiments of Kornilova et al. [9] data was taken with an AMPTEK
X-123 detector, and large numbers of counts are seen in the low channels. One
wonders whether the detector might have responded to something other than x-rays
in these experiments.

Subsequent experiments were done seeking to verify that the charge emission
signal is due to charge, and not an artifact, by testing whether a capacitor close
to the plate could be charged. The results from tests of this kind so far indicate
that the large current signals are artifacts. A tentative conclusion from these recent
results is that the small cathodes in the Karabut experiment is not causing the up-
conversion, and attention has shifted to the more massive stainless steel cathode
holder. Accordingly, the next round of experiments will focus on vibrating more
substantial steel plates.
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Isolation of Coherent Synchrotron Emission
During Relativistic Laser Plasma Interactions

B. Dromey, S. G. Rykovanov, C. L. S. Lewis and M. Zepf

Abstract Coherent Synchrotron Emission (CSE) from relativistic laser plasmas
(Pukhov et al., Plas Phys Control Fusion 52:124039, 2010; Dromey et al., Nat Phys
8:804–808, 2012; Dromey et al., New J Phys 15:015025, 2013) has recently been
identified as a unique platform for the generation of coherent extreme ultraviolet
(XUV) and X-Ray radiation with clear potential for bright attosecond pulse pro-
duction. Exploiting this potential requires careful selection of interaction geometry,
spectral wavelength range and target characteristics to allow the generation of high
fidelity single attosecond pulses. In the laboratory the first step on this road is to
study the individual mechanisms driving the emission of coherent extreme ultravi-
olet and X-Ray radiation during laser solid interactions in isolation. Here we show
how interactions can be tailored to permit the unambiguous observation of coherent
synchrotron emission (CSE) and the implications of this geometry for the resulting
harmonic spectrum over the duration of the interaction.

1 Introduction

Synchrotron radiation from insertion devices in large electron storage rings (> 10 m
diameter) has been at the forefront of extreme ultraviolet/X-ray science for many
decades. In principle, however, the instantaneous brightness of these machines could
be increased substantially if dense nanometer (10−9 m) scale bunches of electrons
could be produced to permit Coherent Synchrotron Emission (CSE) [4]. In this
scheme the emission over the entire bunch length adds coherently (N2 growth, where
N is the number of emitters) leading to a dramatic enhancement of the emitted XUV
signal. The problem is that current synchrotron/storage ring technology prohibits the
maintenance of sufficiently small electron bunches over significant distance to per-
mit coherent addition. Theoretical work, however, has shown that such nanobunches
can in principle be formed and accelerated on timescales of less than an optical
laser cycle (∼ 10−15 s) during relativistic laser plasma interactions, opening up the
potential for dramatically increased economy of scale for developing bright ultrafast
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extreme ultraviolet/X-ray sources. This work presents clear potential for a novel,
bright source of attosecond XUV (∼ 10−18 s) radiation [1].

Here we demonstrate, using a modified geometry to those studied theoreti-
cally before, how CSE generated during relativistically intense laser—ultrathin
foil interactions can be isolated from competing harmonic generation mecha-
nisms. Particle-in-cell code simulations demonstrate how periodic, sub-laser cycle
acceleration of dense nanobunches of electrons formed during normal incidence
interactions result in bursts of bright attosecond radiation in transmission. Experi-
mentally, harmonic spectra (I (n)) are characterised by a slow decay (n−1.62) before
a rapid efficiency rollover to high harmonic orders, n [2, 3]. CSE has also been
shown to provide harmonic order-dependent emission cone narrowing to higher
photon energies (∼10mrad at ∼1keV), confirming excellent spatial coherence of the
source [2]. This microscopic coherent synchrotron source (< 5 × 10−6 m) has the
potential to significantly increase pulse brightness towards the goal of attosecond
pump-probe experiments. Furthermore, the possibility of dramatically enhanced
peak intensities beyond current state of the art systems [5] is another potential
application of this efficient, ultrafast source of harmonic radiation.

For many cycle laser pulses, the experimental signature of this process is the
emission of high-order harmonics. Together with other sources of high harmonic
emission such as coherent wake emission (CWE) [6, 7] and relativistically oscil-
lating mirror (ROM) [8], these mechanisms can be summarised as SHHG processes
(Solid-target high harmonic generation). These mechanisms generally compete with
each other but different requirements [1], for plasma scalelength, driving laser inten-
sity and harmonic spectral range allow experimentalists to identify conditions where
one mechanism is dominant over the others. Here we focus our discussion on iden-
tifying and demonstrating the method to observe laser-driven CSE extending to the
X-ray spectral region—relativistically intense laser interactions from ultrathin foils
from a ‘normal-incidence-in-transmission’ (NIIT) geometry and how this can affect
the spectral emission characteristics.

2 Isolation of CSE with Respect Other SHHG Mechanisms

High harmonic generation (frequency domain) is simply a signature of periodic,
sub-laser cycle emission of coherent extreme ultraviolet/X-ray pulses (time domain)
and can equivalently be called Attosecond Interference. In the limit of single pulse
emission, no interference occurs and a continuous spectrum is observed i.e. no
harmonics.

Driven by relativistically intense laser pulses (> 1018 Wcm−2) at the surface of
a solid density target, SHHG occurs due to electrons performing complex trajecto-
ries at the plasma vacuum boundary [9]. In this sense SHHG is an umbrella term
covering multiple, distinct harmonic generation processes [6, 8]. To date, high har-
monic spectra observed experimentally in specular reflection from solid targets are

consistent with relativistically oscillating mirror (ROM) scaling, i.e. a n
8
3 power-law
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decay [8] being dominant. This scaling is applicable for harmonic orders n above
the Coherent Wake Emission (CWE) cutoff order, nCWE

7,8, which is equivalent to
the harmonic order corresponding to the maximum plasma frequency nωmax of the
target which can be calculated as

nCWE = nωmax = ωp max

ωL
=

√
Ne,max

Nc

where ωL is the laser frequency, Ne,max is the peak electron density of the target and

Nc = ε0meω
2
L

e2 is called the critical density, which depends on the electron charge e
and mass me

In principle, in the NIIT geometry CWE cannot be generated because electron
bunches generated during the interaction cannot be injected into the plasma with a
sufficient angle to phasematch the plasma density waves critical for linear mode
conversion required for efficient harmonic emission into the specular direction.
Moreover, Brunel absorption [6] (the underlying mechanism for CWE in oblique
incidence) is not possible since there is no component of the electric field perpen-
dicular to the plasma surface to accelerate electrons for suitable attosecond bunch
formation. However, this is only true in the case of few driving laser cycle inter-
actions. For longer (> 10 cycle) driving laser pulses, it is possible that significant
oblique incidence components can be generated as the laser pulse deforms the
foil during the interaction. Therefore we limit our discussion of harmonic orders
n > nCWE i.e. the spectral region where CWE does not emit.

In the NIIT geometry relativistic Doppler up-shifting (the physics underlying the
ROM mechanism) is completely cancelled. This can be readily understood if the
simple example of a 50:50 partial reflector travelling with relativistic velocities for
4γ 2 up-shifting of a counterpropagating light pulse14 is used. In this scenario the
double Lorentz transformation that results in up-shifting for reflection, i.e. due to
the change in the k-vector of the light, is cancelled in transmission.

As stated above, producing electron bunches of sufficiently small spatial dimen-
sion to extend the principle of CSE to the X-ray regime is currently beyond what is
considered achievable with conventional large scale accelerators. Simulations inves-
tigating the dynamics of relativistic laser-plasma interactions have, however, shown
that it is in principle possible for dense electron nanobunches (i.e. 10−9 m scale) to
be formed on ultrafast timescales (< 10−15 s) [5,10]. Going one step further, recent
work has shown the possibility of Coherent Synchrotron Emission (CSE) extending
to the X-ray regime in specular reflection from laser-solid target interactions and has
been discussed based on the acceleration of these nanobunches in the driving laser
field [1].

Harmonic spectra with efficiency scaling characteristic of CSE (I (n) ∼ (n−1.62)),
strong wavelength dependent emission cone narrowing and importantly rapid scal-
ing with changing plasma characteristics such as peak density and scalelength have
been observed experimentally [2, 3]. This behaviour is unique to CSE generated
from ‘normal incidence in transmission’ (NIIT) geometry (Fig. 1) and is distinct
from other SHHG (Solid target High Harmonic Generation) mechanisms.
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Fig. 1 1-D Particle in cell
simulation (PICWIG, see [7]
for more detail) to highlight
the key NIIT interaction
geometry. The dashed box
shows the original target
position

ROM and  
CSE CSE only 

XUV filtered for 
emission above pmax 

Driving 
laser  

Figure 2 shows a 1-D PIC simulation outlining the mechanism for CSE in the
NIIT geometry. Electrons (thick red lines, bottom panel, c) perform large syn-
chrotron like trajectories in the intense laser field. The blue sections of these
trajectories show the moments of XUV emission in the transmitted direction (cross
ref top panel a) in Fig. 2. The middle panel (b) shows the components of the elec-
tron velocity in the laser field (Vx (transverse) and Vy (longitudinal)). It is clear
from comparison of this figure with the top (a) and bottom (c) panels of Fig. 2 that
only for instances of the electron trajectory where both Vx and Vy are approaching
a maximum (i.e. circular motion) is there strong XUV emission in the transmitted
direction.

A requirement for the observation of CSE in NIIT is the use of ultrathin foils.
However the use of many cycle laser pulses leads to an evolution of the interaction
conditions as the laser pulse interacts with the sub driving wavelength thick foil.
For 500 fs pulses and < 500 nm scale foils this evolution has been shown to dra-
matically alter mechanisms for ion acceleration [11], due to the onset of relativistic
transparency [12]. This evolution of the foil is also encoded in the emitted CSE
spectrum (Fig. 3).

Initially the sharp well defined density profile of the target leads to the expected
density dependent self-filtering of CSE in the transmitted direction (X, Fig. 3b) (1
and 2). However as the density evolves this sharp filter feature at X becomes less
distinct (Fig. 3b) (3) and eventually rolls back to n = 3 in the emitted spectrum. The
dashed lines in Fig. 3b) 1–6 are scaling guides to the eye to highlight the evolution
of the spectral shape in a given panel.

The panels 1–6 represent the normalised spectral intensity in the corresponding
time window and are representative of relative intensity. Examining this in greater
detail is beyond the scope of this discussion. Here we demonstrate the evolution
of the spectral shape with respect to interaction time for a many cycle laser pulse.
Higher dimension (2-D, 3-D) PIC simulations and experiments will be required to
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a

b

c

Fig. 2 Generation of CSE during NIIT for a 5 fs pulse interaction from 1-D PIC simulations for
500 fs pulse, wavelength 1 μm, intensity 1020Wcm−2

ba

Fig. 3 Evolution of the CSE spectrum in the NIIT geometry from 1-D PIC simulations for 500 fs
pulse, wavelength 1 μm, intensity 1020Wcm−2. The spectra shown in panels 1–6 in b) correspond
tothe intevals 1–6 in a)
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fully describe how the observed emission evolves with respect to target evolution.
However it is worth noting that the results shown in Fig. 3 are in qualitative agree-
ment with experiments examining the scaling of CSE in NIIT for different target
thickness [2].

Future work will focus on the evolution of the angular distribution of the CSE
emission and how this scales with pulse duration and target thickness to form
complete picture of the evolution of CSE from ultrathin foils.
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Polarization Gating in Relativistic Laser-Solid
Interactions

M. Yeung, B. Dromey, S. Cousens, M. Coughlan, S. Rykovanov, C. Rödel,
J. Bierbach, S. Kuschel, E. Eckner, M. Förster, G. Paulus and M. Zepf

Abstract High order harmonic generation from relativistic laser-solid interactions
(focused intensity of > 1018 Wcm−2) has the potential to serve as a source of
bright attosecond radiation. One key mechanism that can generate such radiation
is the Relativistically Oscillating Mirror (ROM) where the overdense plasma sur-
face oscillates at relativistic velocities leading to a Doppler upshift of the reflected
laser radiation. A major obstacle to the application of such a harmonic source is that
the radiation is emitted as a periodic pulse train with the frequency of the driving
laser. One route to limiting this emission to a single pulse is to exploit the ellipticity
dependence of these mechanisms by forming a pulse whose polarisation varies from
circular to linear to circular—a technique known as polarization gating. At small
angles of incidence it is expected that the efficiency of the ROM mechanism drops
dramatically for circular polarization. Here we present a novel method of imple-
menting this technique for high power laser pulses along with proof of principle
experimental results.

1 Introduction

The generation of high-power attosecond light sources is a fast developing field as
it offers a unique tool for investigating electron dynamics within atomic or molec-
ular systems [1, 2]. The most common method of generating attosecond pulses is
through laser interactions with gaseous media where high order harmonics of the
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driving field are generated by the three-step model [3]. These sources have been lim-
ited in their applications, partly due to the low energies of the generated attosecond
pulses. Generation of attosecond pulses by ultra-intense laser interactions with solid
surfaces via the Relativistically Oscillating Mirror (ROM) mechanism [4, 5] can, in
principle, allow much higher brightness pulses. Furthermore, for very high intensity
driving laser pulses, spectra generated from this source can extend to multi-keV pho-
ton energies [5] with a sufficiently slow power decay law that bandwidths capable
of supporting attosecond or even shorter duration pulses could be achieved [6].

As a harmonic radiation source, this mechanism produces a train of attosecond
pulses which must be gated down to a single pulse for temporally resolved mea-
surements. For harmonic generation from gaseous media this gating was achieved
by exploiting the fact that the mechanism was suppressed when using elliptically
polarised pulses [7]. By using a birefringent quartz plate, two time separated repli-
cas of the laser pulse with orthogonal polarisations could be created. Passing these
pulses through a second quartz quarter waveplate creates two circularly polarised
pulses with opposite handedness that create a linear gate in the region where the
pulses overlap [8]. Since the process is only efficient for linear polarisation this
effectively gates the emission of the attosecond pulses with the gate time depending
on the initial pulse duration and separation of the two pulse replicas.

It was shown in simulations that this method could be applied to ROM harmonics
[9] which are heavily suppressed for circularly polarised pulses at normal incidence
[4]. To date, the predictions of these simulations are yet to be realised, in part due
to technical challenges in detecting reflected high harmonics in normal incidence
interactions, and also due to problems with the gating method when using high
pulse powers.

2 Gating Methods

The two birefringent plates method discussed above [8, 9] lacks easy tunability as
the delay between the pulses is linked to the thickness of the first quartz plate. Fur-
thermore, as the required laser systems often carry very high intensities even in the
unfocused beam, it is preferable to avoid thick transmissive optics which may lead
to a loss of focusability caused by accumulation of B-integral due to the non-linear
refractive index of the material. Another technique is the interferometric method
whereby the initial pulse is split into four replicas through the use of two inter-
ferometers [10]. The gate width can be finely tuned by adjustment of the delay of
each of the pulses. While this method has the advantage of tunability, the system
is difficult to implement for large beam diameter high power systems due to space
constraints and the large diameter optics required for the interferometers.

Here we demonstrate a novel method of polarisation gating that builds on the
ideas of the birefringent plate method and which is suitable for high power laser
applications whilst only using optics that are relatively low cost even for large beam
systems. The laser beam is split in two halves by placing a rotatable fused silica
wafer over one beam half. Another static wafer is placed over the other beam half
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup. The laser beam passes through two 500 micron fused silica wafers,
each covering one half of the beam. One of the wafers is rotatable to finely control the delay of
one half beam. These two beam halves are passed through a split quarter waveplate with one beam
half made left circularly polarised and the other made right circularly polarised. This beam is then
focused using an F/3 parabola giving a peak intensity (in the case of zero delay between the two
beam halves) of ≈ 2 × 1019 Wcm−2. The reflected harmonic radiation is filtered by a 200 nm Al
foil and detected in a transmission grating spectrometer

so that the relative group delays give a total zero delay for no rotation of the first
wafer. Rotation of this wafer then permits fine relative phase and group delay control
over one beam half. The beam is then sent through a split quarter waveplate which
has optical axes set so that one beam half becomes right circularly polarised and the
other becomes left circularly polarised. When the beams focus, they will overlap
spatially and will form a linear gate over the times when they overlap temporally.
The width of the gate can then be tuned by controlling the delay of the beam halves
relative to each other.

3 Experiment

In order to test this polarisation gating method, an experiment was conducted on the
30 fs JETI40 Ti:Sapphire system based at the Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena.
Two 500 micron fused silica wafers were used for delay control and the split wave-
plate was made of mica. The beam was focused using an F/3 off-axis parabola
onto a fused silica target at an angle of incidence of 22.5◦. The reflected harmonic
radiation was detected in a extreme ultraviolet (XUV) spectrometer consisting of
a 1-to-1 imaging toroidal mirror, a freestanding gold transmission grating and an
Andor XUV CCD. The radiation is first filtered using a 200 nm thin aluminium
filter. The setup is sketched in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2 Integrated signal for harmonics 13–28 averaged over 10 shots for varying driver ellipticity
which was adjusted by rotation of a quarter waveplate. Errors are the standard error of the mean for
the set of shots. Heavy suppression of the harmonic signal is seen for circular polarisation while
the 10 % threshold ellipticity is 0.268

Although normal incidence would provide better suppression of the harmonic
generation, it has also been shown in simulations that polarisation gating is also
feasible at small angles of incidence [9]. To test this, a full beam quarter waveplate
was used instead of the polarisation gating setup and was rotated in order to vary
the ellipticity. In this configuration the on target intensity is ≈ 6 × 1019 Wcm−2.
The results are shown in Fig. 2. We see a clear suppression of the harmonic signal
for circular polarisation suggesting this angle of incidence is suitable for polarisa-
tion gating. Note that previous measurements of this dependence for larger angles
of incidence and different laser conditions showed that the harmonic signal for a
circularly polarised driver was still significant relative to the linear case [11, 12].

Results for the polarisation gating setup are shown in Fig. 3. Under these con-
ditions the peak intensity is ≈ 2 × 1019 Wcm−2 for a zero delay between the two
half beams. The linear gate polarisation is chosen to be p-polarised, however due to
the split waveplate 50 % of the energy will be in the s-polarisation which appears
as two spots with a minimum at the single p-polarised spot. This is because, in the
unfocussed beams, when the p-polarised components of the two beams are in phase
then the s-polarised components are exactly out of phase and interfere in the focus.
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Fig. 3 Spectrum for the 13th–15th harmonics averaged over 10 shots for no delay and 26.7 fs
delay. Clear spectral broadening of the harmonics is observed in the case where the second beam
is delayed thus forming a shorter linear gate

The spectra in Fig. 3 have been normalised and the minima between harmonics
set to zero to best compare the bandwidths. Going from the zero delay case to a 10
cycle delay we see clear harmonic broadening, consistent with gating of the pulse
train. The harmonic bandwidth is consistent with a 3.5 cycle pulse train at the 10 %
level which broadly agrees with the predicted gate width of ≈ 3 cycles following
the analysis from Rykovanov et al. [9]. The asymmetry in the broadening is likely
due to the lower intensity in the gated case (≈50 % less) due to separation of the
pulses. This would lead to different denting dynamics which are known to affect the
redshift of the harmonics [13].

4 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have proposed a novel polarisation gating method utilising
split beams with opposite handedness circular polarisation and tunable delay. The
method has been demonstrated to gate a pulse train for a relativistic harmonic
generation process—the ROM mechanism. To our knowledge, this is the first
demonstration of polarisation gating for a relativistic surface high harmonic gen-
eration process. Further work will require the use of shorter pulse duration high
power lasers in order to push the gate widths down to the single attosecond pulse
level.
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Progress and Prospects of a Compton X-ray
Source Driven by a High-Power CO2 Laser

I. V. Pogorelsky

Abstract X-ray sources based on inverse Compton scattering provide high peak-
brightness combined with their well-controlled beam properties. We review recent
progress in three research areas: Demonstrating the source’s spatial coherence,
so leading to single-shot, ultra-fast, phase-contrast tomography; high-average-
brightness intra-cavity Compton source; and, exploring the relativistic regimes of
electron oscillation within the laser field that produces multiple Compton harmon-
ics. Next-generation Compton sources most likely will utilize all-optical schemes
in which lasers serving as a virtual wiggler simultaneously will drive an electron
beam from a plasma-wakefield accelerator. We address the possibility of reaching
full coherency of all-optical Compton sources, analogous to free-electron lasers.

1 Introduction

Compton sources (CSs) of x-ray radiation can be viewed as a complement to con-
ventional Synchrotron Light Sources (SLSs). Due to the micrometre-scale optical
period of its virtual wiggler (the laser), a CS can be configured as a relatively
compact and economical device that readily will fit to university and industrial set-
tings. The natural synchronisation between the Compton x-ray (gamma) pulses and
the driver laser pulses is ideal for pump-probe experiments. On-going efforts are
directed towards bringing the CSs closer to practical applications.

This paper reviews recent progress achieved at the Brookhaven Accelerator Test
Facility (ATF) in Compton studies that include: Achieving a high photon yield
and fine x-ray beam quality that allows single-shot, pico- and femto-second phase-
contrast tomography; studies of nonlinear phenomena in Compton scattering, and
development of a high-average-power CS based on putting the Compton interaction
point (IP) inside a laser cavity.
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The on-going ATF upgrade in the electron beam energy and laser peak power
promises further breakthrough towards high-brightness gamma sources and devel-
opment of a new-generation compact all-optical CSs where a laser-driven high-
gradient laser accelerator will replace an RF accelerator.

2 Compton Research at BNL ATF

The maximum specific photon yield for matched counter-propagating laser- and
electron-pulses is Nx

Ne
= NLσT

2πσ 2
L

, where Nx, Ne, and NL correspondingly are

the number of Compton photons, electrons, and laser photons per pulse; σT =
6.65×1025cm2 is the Thomson cross-section, and σL is the rms radius of the laser’s
focus. Using at BNL ATF a 10-μm CO2 gas laser in place of the solid-state lasers
employed elsewhere offers an obvious advantage in providing 10–12 times more
photons per Joule. This approach allows us to reach a high yield of one photon per
electron [1] with a moderate, 1-TW CO2 laser peak power. With our low-emittance
( En ≈ 1μm) pico- and femto-second electron bunches of a nano-Coulomb charge
produced from the ATF’s photo-cathode linac, billions of x-ray photons have been

generated in a single shot at a peak brightness Bp ≈ 1.5 × 10−3 Nxγ
2

(2π )2σ 2
e τe

≈
1020ph/s-mm2-mrad2- 0.1% BW, where, γ = 1√

1−β2
= E[MeV]/0.511 is the

Lorentz factor, σe is rms radius of the electron beam, and τe is the electron bunch
duration [2].

This high Bp allows obtaining single-shot x-ray images with a variety of record-
ing devices thereby prompting exploring fine beam characteristics and applications
that are obscured or impossible with multiple-shot techniques. One of such obser-
vations was the first demonstration of phase-contract imaging of biological objects
using a single picosecond Compton pulse [3]. However, due to a relatively low duty
cycle that is limited by the repetition rate, f, of high-power laser, the average bright-
ness of CSs, Bavg = Bpf τe is many orders-of-magnitude below that of the SLSs.
This limits the CS’s potential for application. Efforts are underway to bridge this
gap. One such research direction is multiplying the source’s repetition rate and
increasing its Bavg by placing the laser/e-beam’s IP inside a laser cavity packed
with fast-recurring laser pulses.

Several research groups in Japan [4], the United States [5] and France [6] have
studied the value of a “coherent cavity” approach for a high-average-power CS. This
concept is based on a well-known property of a Fabre-Perot interferometer: Thus,
tuned in resonance with a continuous monochromatic beam, it builds up inside the
power equal to, Pc = F

π
P0 where P0 is the laser power outside the cavity F =

π
√
R

1−R
is the cavity’s finesse factor and R is the cavity’s mirror reflectivity. With the

demonstrated hundredfold multiplication of the acting laser power at the Compton
IP, a 1012photon/sec average x-ray flux can be achieved using 100-W mode-locked
solid-state lasers. Further progress relies on the laser power increase and reduicing
miror losses.
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At BNL, we are investigating a different approach using an intra-cavity CO2-
laser amplifier to replenish the laser pulse’s energy loss on the beam propagation.
An active cavity experiment conducted by BNL and RadiaBeam Technologies LLC,
demonstrated a train of picosecond pulses of the total 30 J energy, which is poten-
tially available for multiple interaction with synchronized electron bunches over a
time span of ∼1μs [7]. The project’s next goal is combining this laser-pulse train
with a photocathode electron- linac to support a cumulative Compton photon yield
of 4 × 107ph/0.1% BW per a single laser-shot. High-pressure CO2 lasers operating
at 1 kHz promise to raise the CS’s flux to 4 × 1010ph/s - 0.1% BW. This implies
Bavg = 3 × 1010 at the photon peak energy of 6.4 keV is achievable with a 60-MeV
linac. In considering the possibility of scaling the brightness with ∼ γ 3 upon the
ATF’s linac upgrade to 500 MeV, we can project a hard x-ray source at 600 keV
photon-energy with Bavg ≈ 2×1013 that otherwise is not accessible in that spectral
range.

Progress in ultra-intense lasers hastens explorations into strong-relativistic
regimes, where multiple Compton harmonics are generated. The ATF provides the
necessary combination of a high-brightness electron beams and relativistic-strong
laser, a0 = 0.855 × 10−9λL[μm]

√
IL[Wcm−2] ≥ 1 where λL is the laser wave-

length and IL is the laser intensity. Following the 2nd -harmonic CS demonstration
in 2006 at a0 = 0.4 − 0.5 [8], the BNL-UCLA collaboration recently observed the
3rd harmonic and the mass-shift effect at a0 = 1 − 1.4 [9]. For the yet unexplored
a0 � 1 regime, numerous harmonics will be generated increasing in intensity up
to the critical harmonic number nc ∼= 3

4a
3
o [10] and thus yielding a Compton con-

tinuum. With the planned ATF upgrade to the 500-MeV electron linac and a0= 10
from a CO2 laser [11], the harmonic continuum will be extended to 6 MeV gamma
rays reaching nc  1000 (see Fig. 1).

3 Prospects for All-Optical Compton Sources

The pre-eminent way to miniaturizing the CS is to use the most space-efficient
design for the electron accelerator. Here, lasers again offer a solution. Laser-driven
plasma wake field electron accelerators (LWFAs) deliver acceleration gradients by
three orders-of-magnitude above the conventional RF accelerators due to downscal-
ing in the period of the accelerating structure to the plasma wavelength. The already
demonstrated GeV-class LWFAs from centimetre-long plasmas deliver beam quali-
ties competitive with RF accelerator parameters, such as the micron-scale σe and
εn,∼ 100pC charge, sub-percent energy spread [12]; these beams can readily
produce high-peak-brightness synchrotron radiation.

A variety of complementary synchrotron radiation mechanisms are associated
with LWFA: The most straightforward approach is to send an electron beam from
a compact several-centimetre plasma accelerator through a conventional undulator,
thereby producing synchrotron radiation in UV and soft x-rays as has been proposed
[13] and experimentally demonstrated [14].
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Fig. 1 Compton source is capable to achieve high peak brightness in the gamma region which is
not attainable with conventional SLSs. A star marks the result achieved at ATF using 60 MeV linac
[1], [2]; upward arrow illustrates the anticipated peak brightness scaling with the linac upgrade
to 500 MeV; horizontal arrow outlines further progress towards the gamma continuum upon the
proposed CO2 laser upgrade to 100 TW peak power

At the same time, an electron bunch accelerated inside a plasma “bubble” radi-
ates due to its betatron motion caused by transverse focusing plasma-fields [15].
Similar to other forms of synchrotron radiation, the fundamental wavelength due
to the electron’s betatron oscillation in a plasma column scales with γ into the
x-ray- and gamma- region λ = λb/2γ 2, where λb = λp

√
2γ is the betatron wave-

length, and λp is the plasma wavelength. Inside the plasma wake field, electrons
are being accelerated and radiating simultaneously, so resulting in a broad spread of
the betatron spectrum. However, the very small micron size of the electron bunch
in a plasma accelerator insures the spatial coherency of the synchrotron radiation,
as was demonstrated by phase-contrast imaging [16]. Combined with the inherent
femtosecond pulse- duration, the synchrotron radiation from the LWFA is a useful
diagnostic tool and also suitable for applied exploitations [17].

Due to the short wavelength of a laser, CSs reach the highest photon-energy than
do magnetic- or plasma-wigglers. Such approach has been experimentally investi-
gated over the last few years, using laser beams synchronized for simultaneously
driving LWFA electron bunches from a gas jet and bouncing Compton x-rays from
these bunches [17,18]. With further progress towards the kHz-class laser drivers for
LWFA combined with CO2 lasers for Compton scattering, we can realize compact
all-optical Compton light sources tunable to the 10 MeV spectral range.

The electron beam-driven plasma wakefield accelerator (PWFA) offers us an
opportunity of achieving the electron beam’s εn not just comparable to contem-
porary RF linacs and LWFAs, but even highly superior to it. Unlike the LWFA
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Fig. 2 Conceptual diagram
of all-optical Compton FEL

where an accelerating cavity in plasma is produced by the ponderomotive elec-
tron expulsion, so resulting in the electrons being randomly heated to several MeV,
in the PWFA, electrons experience negligible heating under the Coulomb force
of the driver-bunch. Precisely injected into such “cold” plasma bubble with the
micrometre-accurate laser-ionization technique named the Trojan Horse (a virtual
photo-cathode) [19], the electrons can form an accelerated beam with a ultra-low
emittance, εn. The impact of this predicted beam improvement on the CS’s proper-
ties could be similar to the benefit gained from using low-emittance linacs instead
of synchrotrons for SLSs, a concept that resulted in the inception of 4th -generation
coherent light-sources—FELs. The Compton FEL’s lasing threshold is attained
more easily at lower electron’s wiggling frequency with a CO2 laser [20]. Assuming
realizable PWFA parameters, σE = 1MeV, γ = 60, I = 6kA, εn = 30nm
and a 1-TW laser with a of 10 ps pulse and 10 J energy, focused to σL = 50μm, we
anticipate FEL lasing at 7.6 Å, with a peak power of 10 MW, and Bp = 3 × 1026

(after [21]). Figure 2 shows the conceptual design of such an all-optical FEL.

4 Conclusions

We reviewed recent results in three areas of the CS explorations conducted at
the ATF: High peak-brightness pico- and femtosecond regime, high-average-power
intra-cavity CS, and the nonlinear regime. On-going ATF upgrade to 100 TW
CO2 laser power and 500 MeV linac energy will allow to extend these studies
to the gamma-region and explore the highly nonlinear regime where a continuum
of Compton harmonics will be produced. Substituting an RF linac with a laser-
driven plasma accelerator opens the way to compact all-optical light sources and
the opportunity to reach the regime of a coherent Compton FEL.
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X-ray Generation from Ultra-High Energy
Density Relativistic Plasmas by Ultrafast Laser
Irradiation of Nanowire Arrays
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Yong Wang, Shoujun Wang, Mark Berrill, Bradley Luther, Amy Prieto
and Jorge. J. Rocca

Abstract We have demonstrated the volumetric heating of near-solid density plas-
mas to keV temperatures using ultra-high contrast femtosecond laser pulses of only
0.5 J energy to irradiate arrays of vertically aligned nanowires (Purvis et al. Nat
Photonics 7:796–780, 2013). Our x-ray spectra and particle-in-cell (PIC) simula-
tions show extremely highly ionized plasma volumes several micrometers in depth
are generated by irradiation of Au and Ni nanowire arrays with femtosecond laser
pulses of relativistic intensities. Arrays of vertically aligned Ni nanowires with an
average density of 12 % solid were ionized to the He-like stage. The He-like line
emission from the nanowire target exceeds the intensity of the Ni Kα line at this
irradiation intensity. Similarly near-solid density Au nanowire arrays were ionized
to the Co-like (Au52+). This volumetric plasma heating approach creates a new lab-
oratory plasma regime in which extreme plasma parameters can be accessed with
table-top lasers. Scaling to higher laser intensities promises to create plasmas with
temperatures and pressures similar to those in the center of the sun. The increased
hydrodynamic-to-radiative lifetime ratio is responsible for a dramatic increase in
the x-ray emission with respect to polished solid targets. As highly efficient X-ray
emitters and sources of extreme plasma conditions, these plasmas could play a role
in the development of new ultra-short pulse soft x-ray lasers.
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1 Introduction

The heating of dense matter to extreme temperatures motivates the development
of powerful lasers. However, the barrier the critical electron density imposes to
light penetration into ionized materials results in the deposition of most of the laser
energy into a thin surface layer at typically only 0.1 % of solid density. The small
plasma volume results in a short hydrodynamic lifetime that limits the efficiency
with which x-rays are emitted. We demonstrate the volumetric heating of near-solid
density plasmas to keV temperatures using ultra-high contrast femtosecond laser
pulses of only 0.5 J energy to irradiate arrays of vertically aligned nanowires [1].

2 Demonstration of Volumetric Heating of Near Solid Density
Plasmas to Multi-keV Temperatures

Our x-ray spectra and particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations show extremely highly ion-
ized plasma volumes several micrometers in depth are generated by irradiation of
Au and Ni nanowire arrays with femtosecond laser pulses of relativistic intensities
(Fig. 1).

The sequence of PIC maps in Fig. 1a describe the phases of nanowire heat-
ing, explosion and volume plasma formation. The simulation shows that an intense
femtosecond laser pulse can penetrate deeply into an array of vertically aligned
Ni wires 55 nm diameter where is nearly totally absorbed (Fig. 1b). Optical field
ionization is active at the boundary of the nanowires where vacuum heating of
electron takes place. The hot electron population drives collisional ionization deep
into the nanowire core, causing the plasma to rapidly reach an electron density of
2 × 1024 cm−3 (left frames in Fig. 1c). Despite the high average electron density,
the laser pulse propagates deeply inside the nanostructured material as long as the
gaps between the nanowires are free from plasma. The high energy deposited into
the nanowire cores is transformed into a thermal energy density of ∼ 2GJcm−3, with
average electron energy of 4 keV over the penetration depth and ∼ 8 keV near the
nanowire tips. The heated nanowire plasmas rapidly expand radially until the plasma
fills the vacuum gaps. Beyond this point any further propagation of laser light deep
into the target is effectively terminated by the formation of a critical density surface.
The ultra-short duration of the laser pulse allows for the majority of the energy to
be efficiently deposited before the gap closure.

The PIC simulations were complemented with hydrodynamic simulations that
make use of a more detailed atomic mode (Fig. 2), that corroborate that the multi-
KeV electron temperature in these near-solid-density plasmas results in extreme
degree of ionization at the tip of the wire and propagates along the wires towards
the supporting substrate (Fig. 1c). Our simulations show that 350 fs after the peak of
laser irradiation a fiber length of 4–5 μm has “burned” (Fig. 1c), creating a plasma
layer with an average density of 3 × 1023cm−3 and an electron temperature of
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Fig. 1 Particle-in-cell simulation and spectra from plasma generated by fs pulse irradiation of a
vertically aligned array of 55 nm diam. Ni nanowires. a PIC simulations of the electron density (Ne)
evolution in an array of 18 μm long Ni wires with an average atomic density of 12 % solid density
(inset) irradiated at 5 × 1018 W cm−2 by a λ = 400 nm, 60 fs FWHM laser pulse. Ne is in units of
critical density (Nec = 6.8 × 1021cm−3). b Computed impinging (red) and reflected (blue) laser
intensity. c Computed electron density (Ne) evolution. Ne is in units of in units of critical density
(Nec = 7 × 1021cm−3). d Single-shot X-ray spectra comparing the emission from an irradiated
array of 5 μm long, 55 nm diameter, Ni nanowires to that from a flat polished Ni target. The
nanowire plasma spectra is dominated by He-like Ni resonance line, and by the intercombination
line merged with 1s2p2 − 1s22p Li-like Ni lines

2–4 keV, in which an extremely high degree of ionization is rapidly reached by
collisional electron impact ionization. (eg. He-like Ni, bottom right frame in Fig. 2)
driven by the very high rates of collisional ionization.

We irradiated arrays of vertically aligned Ni and Au nanowires with ultra-high
contrast (> 1 × 1011) pulses of ∼ 60 fs FWHM duration from a frequency doubled
(λ = 400 nm) high power Ti:Sa laser. The ultra-high contrast is critical to avoid
destroying the array prior to the arrival of the high intensity ultra-short pulse. The
laser beam was focused to reach an intensity of 5 × 1018 Wcm−2 onto arrays of 55
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Fig. 2 Hydrodynamic simulation of nanowire plasma created by irradiation of an array of Ni
nanowires 55 nm diameter with 50 fs pulse with an intensity of 5 × 1018 Wcm−2. The plasma
parameters are plotted as a function of distance from the nanowire target and of time respect to
peak of the laser pulse. The four frames show the evolution of the electron temperature, electron
density, mean ion charge and abundance of He-like Ni ions

and 80 nm diameter nanowires with an average density of approximately 12 % solid
density with an off-axis parabolic mirror. The X-ray emission was simultaneously
monitored with a von Hamos crystal spectrometer oriented at a 45◦ angle from the
target surface and with an array of four filtered Si photodiodes.

Figure 1d shows a single-shot spectrum of the emission in the 1.5–1.75 Å region
for a plasma created from vertically aligned Ni nanowires 55 nm diameter separated
by 135 μm. Strong emission from the 2p-1s (= 1.588 Å) and intercombination lines
of He-like Ni (Ni+26) is observed. This spectrum differs dramatically from that cor-
responding to a polished flat target irradiated at the same conditions which only
shows line emission from the Ni Kα line at 1.658 Å (with 10X magnified scale in
Fig. 1d). The Kα emission is produced mainly by high energy electrons, while gen-
eration of the He-like ion transitions requires a hot thermal plasma to generate and
excite the highly stripped ions. It is remarkable that the He-like line emission from
the nanowire target exceeds the intensity of the Kα line at this irradiation intensity,
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Fig. 3 Generation of He-like ions in the volumetrically heated Ni plasmas a Particle-in-cell simu-
lation maps showing the evolution of the density of He-like nickel ions. The He-like ion density is
in units of critical electron density (Nec = 6.8 × 1021 cm−3). The wires are 55 nm diameter, and
the array has an average atom density of 0.12 solid. The irradiation intensity is 5 × 1018 Wcm−2,
b X-ray emission of nanowire targets of four different lengths: 1, 2.5, 4, and 12.5 μm. Heα emis-
sion is observed to saturate for wire lengths > 4 μm, suggesting a plasma volume 3–4 μm deep is
heated sufficiently for ionization to reach the He-like stage

since in previous work in which a Petawatt laser was used to irradiate Cu foils the
emission from the Kα lines was only surpassed at irradiation intensities > 2 × 1020

Wcm−2 [2]. Similarly, a near solid-density Au plasma with an extraordinarily high
degree of ionization was created by irradiating an array of 80 nm diameter Au wires
5 μm in length. The Au nanowire spectra (λ = 4.5–5.25 Å region) display strong
Au M-shell emission with unresolved 4 − 3 lines from ions ranging from Co-like
(Au+52) to Ga-like Au (Au+48) [1].

The depth to which the Ni nanowire target is ionized to the He-like state was
experimentally determined to be 3–4 μm by monitoring the spectrally resolved X-
ray emission as a function of nanowire length. Figure 3b shows spectra from arrays
of 55 nm diameter Ni nanowires of four different lengths between 1 and 12.5 μm.
The intensity of the He-like line is observed to increase with nanowire length until it
saturates for a length of about 4 μm, beyond which it remains virtually unchanged.
In contrast, the K-α emission continues to increase beyond this length as the fast
electrons interact with a larger volume of neutral atoms. PIC simulations reproduce
the experimental results in showing a plasma depth of several μm is volumetrically
heated to reach the He-like ion stage (Fig. 3a).
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3 Efficient X-ray Generation

This large increase in heated plasma volume of these nanowire plasmas relative
to plasmas from flat solid targets irradiated at the same conditions significantly
lengthens the plasma hydrodynamic time. Simultaneously, the radiative lifetime
is greatly decreased as a result of the nearly two orders of magnitude increase
in plasma density, the higher temperature, and higher average Z of the nanowire
plasma. The radiation rates for line radiation and the different continuum radiation
channels were computed in comparison to the hydrodynamic time. As the electron
density is increased from 1 × 1022 to 1 × 1024cm−3 the radiation cooling time,
τrad, decreases up to 100 times. The combination of the increase in plasma size,
�L, and decreased radiation time results in a greatly decreased cooling-time to
hydrodynamic-time ratio τrad/τhydro, where:

τrad ∝ 1

Ne

<
�L

Cs

∝ τhydro

Cs is the speed of sound. This explains the observed dramatic increase in the
X-ray yield respect to polished solid targets in agreement with spectra in Fig. 1
and published data [3]. The aligned Ni nanowire target produced an increase of
more than 50 times in X-ray flux in this 7–8 keV spectral region. Similar enhance-
ments were also observed in the 1 keV photon energy region in agreement with
previous experiments. Au nanowire spectrum in the λ = 4.5–5.25 Å region displays
strong Au M-shell emission with unresolved 4-3 lines from ions ranging from Co-
like (Au+52) to Ga-like Au (Au+48). Both the spectra and the filtered photodiode
array signals from the Au targets show a great increase in X-ray yield with respect
to flat solid targets irradiated by the same pulse, up to 100X in the emission in the
2.3–2.75 keV photon region. Measurement of the X-ray yield conducting using the
array of filtered silicon photodiodes yield a conversion efficiency in to hν > 0.9
KeV photons of ∼ 1 × 10−4.

4 Summary and Discussion

In summary, electron densities nearly 100 times greater than the typical critical
density and multi-keV temperatures are achieved using laser pulses of only 0.5 J
energy. We obtained extraordinarily high degrees of ionization (eg. 52 times ionized
Au), and gigabar pressures only exceeded in the central hot-spot of highly com-
pressed thermonuclear fusion plasmas. The combination of the increase in plasma
size, �L, and decreased radiation time results in a greatly decreased cooling-time
to hydrodynamic-time ratio, that in turn results in a large increase in X-ray radia-
tion yield. The increase in linewidth resulting from collisional broadening in these
large volume high density plasmas offers a new type of gain medium with sufficient
bandwidth to produce ultra-short pulse soft x-ray lasers. Also scaling to higher laser
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intensities promises to create plasmas with temperatures and pressures similar to
those in the center of the sun.
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Ionization of Xenon to the Nickel-Like Stage
and Beyond in Micro-Capillary Plasma
Columns Heated by Ultrafast Current Pulses

G. Avaria, M. Grisham, J. Li, F. G. Tomasel, V. N. Shlyapstsev, M. Busquet,
M. Woolston and J. J. Rocca

Abstract Homogeneous plasma columns with ionization levels typical of MA dis-
charges were created by rapidly heating gas-filled 520 μm diameter channels with
ns rise-time current pulses of unusually low amplitude, 40 kA. These conditions
allow the generation of high aspect ratio (eg.> 300:1) plasma columns with very
high degrees of ionization (e.g. Ni-like Xenon) of interest for soft x-ray lasers below
λ = 10 nm. Spectra and simulations of plasmas generated in 520 μm diameter alu-
mina capillaries driven by 35–40 kA current pulses with 4 ns rise time were obtained
for discharges in Xenon and Neon discharges. The first shows the presence of lines
corresponding to ionization stages up to Fe-like Xe. The latter show that Al impuri-
ties from the walls are ionized to the H-like and He-like stages. He-like Al spectra
containing the resonance line significantly broaden by opacity, the intercombination
line, and Li-like satellites are analyzed. For Xenon discharges, the spectral lines
from the Ni-like transitions the 3d94d (3/2, 3/2)J = 0 to the 3d94p(5/2, 3/2)J = 1 and
to 3d94p(3/2, 1/2)J = 1 are observed.
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Fig. 1 Discharge schematic showing the different pulse compression stages

1 Introduction

The ability to produce hot and dense plasma columns with high degree of ioniza-
tion in a compact setup is of interest to the plasma community in general and the
x-ray laser community in particular. Dense homogeneous plasma columns are of
interest to extend discharge pumped table-top soft x-ray lasers [1] to shorter wave-
lengths, to create plasma waveguides and generate neutrons, as well as to perform
fundamental plasma studies. The observation of large laser amplification in capillary
discharges [1] has allowed the development of high average power soft x-ray lasers
at 46.9 nm in Ne-like Argon [2] that have enabled numerous applications. In the fol-
lowing work we present results from a micro-capillary plasma discharge heated by
ultrafast current pulses that produces highly ionized Xenon plasmas with tempera-
tures of hundreds of eV and densities close to 1020cm−3 [3]. These discharges use
current pulses with ultrafast discharges and modest amplitude to generate plasma
columns with conditions of interest for laser amplification at 9.9 nm in Ni-like Xe.

2 Experimental Setup

The experiments were carried out in ∼ 520 μm diameter alumina (99.8 %) capillar-
ies of 3.3 cm in length. These capillaries were excited by a fast rise and moderate
amplitude current pulse, generated from an eight stage Marx bank discharged
through two pulse compression stages, as seen in Fig. 1. The first consists of an
oil filled coaxial capacitor that is connected through a self-breakdown spark gap
to the final pulse compression stage, a Blumlein line. The radial, oil filled Blum-
lein transmission line is then discharged into the capillary located at the axis of the
Blumlein, decreasing the inductance of the system. This produces a 3.8–4.0 ns rise
time (10–90 %) current pulse with amplitude of ∼ 40 kA.

A typical current pulse measured with an air-core Rogowski coil can be seen
in Fig. 2. The gas inside the capillary is pre-ionized by a μs-long pulse of ∼ 20
A and the main current pulse is preceded by a 3–5 kA amplitude pre-pulse. The
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Fig. 2 Current pulse showing a fast rise time of 3.8 ns (10–90 %) and amplitude close to 35 kA. A
3–5 kA prepulse is observed

plasma properties were diagnosed by pinhole imaging and soft X-ray spectroscopy.
Pinhole images were obtained by using a 38 μm diameter pinhole placed 14.6 cm
from the capillary axis. Images of the plasma evolution at times earlier than the
maximum current were obtained by using a stacked mylar/parylene foil filter (1/0.1
μm thick). At later times the emission of photons of energies higher than 0.6 keV
was detected by using a stacked mylar/aluminium filter of 1/0.5 μm respectively.
This setup allowed a spatial resolution of ∼ 42 μm. Time resolved images were
acquired through a microchannel (MCP) plate/CCD detector system, with a time
resolution ∼ 2 ns. Soft X-ray spectroscopy was done by means of a 2◦ grazing inci-
dence flat field spectrometer equipped with a 600 l/mm variable spacing, gold coated
diffraction grating. The spectral region observed ranged from 1.4 to 2.0 nm and was
detected by the same MCP/CCD system used in the pinhole imaging setup.

Time integrated spectra were acquired by means of a convex KAP crystal spec-
trometer with a back illuminated CCD detector. This enabled the characterization
of the spectral region around 0.78 nm. Hydrodynamic simulations were conducted
using the RADEX code which simulated capillary plasmas using transient atomic
physics with data from the HULLAC code.

3 Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows a sequence of filtered pinhole images of a discharge in Xenon
at a pressure of 0.5 Torr with a peak current of 35.4 ± 0.9 kA. The image at
− 5.9 ns was acquired using the mylar/parylene filter and shows a colder plasma
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Fig. 3 Sequence of filtered pinhole images showing the compression of the plasma column at the
centre of the capillary. The white circle indicates the approximate position of the capillary wall

with an annular shape moving towards the capillary axis. Later images were taken
with the mylar/aluminium filter which shows a compressed column of around 70
μm in diameter, indicating the formation of a plasma column of > 300:1 length-
to-diameter aspect ratio. The symmetry observed during the compression and
expansion phase of the plasma column suggests that the plasma is free from any
major instabilities as seen in larger diameter capillaries.

A time resolved sequence of the spectrum corresponding to a plasma column
generated with 0.5 Torr of Xenon in a 520 μm diameter capillary with a peak current
amplitude of 37.6 ± 0.6 kA, is detailed in Fig. 4 Simulations indicate that the 3–5
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Fig. 4 Sequence of time-resolved single-shot spectra of Xe plasma in a 520 μm-diameter capillary
channel excited by a 37.6 ± 0.6 kA current pulse, at a pressure of 0.5 Torr. Timing is referenced to
the peak of the current pulse

kA pre-pulse produces a pre-heated plasma with Z ∼ 12–15. From this stage, the
∼ 40 kA pulse is able to ionize the plasma to levels up to Fe-like Xenon (Xe+28). It
can be seen that the plasma column rapidly reaches a stage in which Co-like Xenon
(Xe+27) lines dominate spectra followed by Ni-like Xenon (Xe+26) lines. Fe-like
Xenon (Xe+28) is also detected at times close to the maximum current. Simulations
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Fig. 5 Measured on axis and simulated spectrum of a neon discharge on a 520 μm-diameter alu-
mina capillary. The intercombination line dominates over the resonance line. Current was 36.0 kA
and the Neon pressure was 0.5 Torr

of these spectra predict an electron temperature of around 350 eV. When the filling
gas pressure is increased to 4 Torr, similar ionization degrees are obtained where
simulations indicate that the plasma reaches densities around 0.5 × 1020cm−3.

These results shows that the micro-capillary plasma column reaches the degree
of ionization required to explore the development of a Ni-like Xe soft x-ray laser
amplifier.

The extraordinary characteristics of the plasma generated in these capillaries
also allow the observation of unexpected spectroscopic phenomena. As seen in
Fig. 5, the emission originating from impurities extracted from the capillary wall
show an Aluminum intercombination line dominating the spectra over the reso-
nance line. Simulations of these results indicate that the plasma column large aspect
ratio (> 300:1 length-to-diameter) is responsible for the unusual effect. The differ-
ent optical depths,optically thin in the transverse direction and optically thick in the
longitudinal direction for both transitions, create conditions in which the population
of the 1s2p3P1 level, upper level of the intercombination line, is favored by up to
two orders of magnitude over the 1s2p1P1 level, determining the ratio of the line
intensities observed in the experiment.

4 Conclusion

The injection of ultrafast current pulses in micro-capillary channels is demonstrated
to enable the efficient production of highly ionized and dense homogeneous plasma
columns, which allow the observation of interesting new spectroscopic phenomena.
These plasma columns are expected to lead to a strong monopole electron impact
excitation of 4d1S0 level of Ni-like Xenon, which could result in a large transient
population inversion and amplification in the 4d1S0-4p1P1 line at 9.9 nm.
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Progress of Laser-Driven Betatron Radiation
in IOP

L. M. Chen, K. Huang, W. C. Yan, D. Z. Li, Y. Ma, W. M. Wang, Y. T. Li,
Z. M. Sheng and J. Zhang

Abstract Betatron x-ray source generated in the process of laser wakefield acceler-
ation has been studied in IOP using different species of gas. For helium plasmas, the
generation of bright betatron radiation in electron acceleration via self-injection was
studied in experiment and simulation. Two electron bunches with different qualities
were injected sequentially into the wakefield driven by a super-intense laser pulse.
Hosing instability causes the enhancement of transverse oscillation of the second
electron bunch with GeV energy which results in the high yield of betatron radiation.
For nitrogen plasmas, we observed the generation of stable quasi-monoenergetic
electron beams having energy of 130 MeV and energy spread of ∼ 20 %. And the
betatron x-ray emission had a small divergence of 7.5 mrad and a critical energy of
4 keV. We believed that the laser wakefield acceleration process was stimulated in
ionization injection.

1 Introduction

Hard x-ray sources from femtosecond laser produced plasmas have a number of
interesting applications in the dynamic probing of matter and in medical/biological
imaging. With the advent of table-top ultra-short and ultra-intense lasers, laser-
plasma acceleration (LPA), which was proposed by Tajima and Dawson [1], has
demonstrated its great potential as a compact accelerator and x-ray source. While
accelerating longitudinally in the laser wakefield, the electron beams also oscillate
transversally (wiggling motion) due to the transverse structure of the wakefield and
emit well-collimated betatron x-rays. The betatron oscillation frequency is given
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by ωβ = ωp(2γ )−1/2, where ωp is the plasma frequency and γ is the Lorentz
factor of the accelerated electron beams. For large-amplitude betatron oscillations
(i.e., a few micrometers in size), the resulting broadband spectrum extends up to
the critical energy at ωc ≈ 2γ 2ωβ, after which it drops exponentially. The radia-
tion is emitted in the forward direction within a cone angle θ ≈K/γ , where K is
the strength parameter of the plasma wiggler given by K = 2π (γ r0)/λb = 1.33 ×
10−10γ 1/2ne

1/2[cm−3]r0[μm]. The average photon number with mean energy h̄ωc

emitted by an electron is given by Nx = 5.6 × 10−3NβK, where Nx is the num-
ber of oscillation periods. Among several mechanisms to generate x-ray radiation
from laser-plasma interactions, the betatron radiation is straightforward and able to
deliver larger x-ray photon flux per shot (108 photons/shot) [2] and higher photon
energy (up to gamma rays) [3]. However, yield of this source is always limited by
contradictory between parameters during electron acceleration in the laser wake-
field. We will present our recent progress in enhancing accelerating procedure to
enrich the x-ray photon yield and optimizing the x-ray beam parameters.

2 Betatron X-Ray Generated from He Gas Via
Self-Injection [4]

We demonstrate the generation of high-quality electron beams and collimated bright
x-ray sources using a Helium gas jet and a hundred-terawatt (TW) laser. The exper-
iments were performed at the Jupiter Laser Facility, Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, using the Callisto laser system. The Callisto laser system is a Ti:sapphire
laser with a central wavelength λ0 of 806 nm. The laser beam, which delivers up to
200 TW in power in a 60 fs laser pulse, was focused with an f /12 off-axis parabolic
mirror to a vacuum spot of 15 μm diameter with 35 % energy contained at the
full-width-half-maximum (FWHM). During the experiments, the peak laser power
ranged from 60 to 155 TW on the target. In the focused region, the laser intensity
was I = 1.1 × 1019 − 3 × 1019 Wcm− 2, which corresponded to the normalised vec-
tor potential a0 = 2.4 ∼ 3.8. A supersonic nozzle with Mach number ∼ 5, which was
a rectangular slit nozzle 10 mm in length and 1.2 mm in width. The jets could gen-
erate well-defined uniform gas densities in the range of 1 × 1018 ∼ 3 × 1019cm−3

by changing the stagnation pressure. A 16-cm-long 0.98 T dipole magnet was set
to deflect electrons. To monitor the laser plasma channel length, a charge coupled
device (CCD) with a narrow-band-pass filter centred at 800 nm observed the top of
the target (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the experimental setup. All image plates were wrapped with 25 μm Al foil. A
1.5 mm-thick Beryllium vacuum window was set 100 cm away from the gas jet to seal the vacuum.
The Lower Right Inset shows a Thomson scattering image of the plasma channel

2.1 Oscillation Injection Results in Enhanced Betatron X-Ray
Emission

By increasing the laser intensity a0 from 2.6 to 3.7, betatron emission enhancement
was obviously observed in Fig. 2. The electron spectrum and betatron x-ray signal
were recorded in Fig. 2a, b, c, d with a0 of 2.65, 2.87, 3.35 and 3.67. The correspond-
ing laser plasma channel was shown in Fig. 2e, f, g, h. We can clearly see that when
the a0 is small, only a bunch of monoenergetic electron was generated in Fig. 2a.
As a0 increased, the laser plasma channel length was elongated and a second bunch
with continuous spectrum emerged. When a0 was high enough, the second electron
bunch surpassed the first bunch and reached to energy over 1 GeV. The correspond-
ing betatron x-ray photon number in Fig. 2d reached to 4.5 × 108 for photon energy
> 7 keV, which was about 20 times larger than that in Fig. 2a. The divergence angle
of the second bunch increased with the betatron divergence and flux, which suggest
the betatron oscillation amplitude enhancement of the accelerated electrons in the
second bunch.

Two-dimensional particle-in-cell (2D PIC) simulations show that in the accelerat-
ing procedure, two bunches of electrons are injected and accelerated in sequentially.
The first bunch is injected at early time and accelerated to form a stable quasi-
monoenergetic electron beam, and the second bunch, which contains more electrons,
is injected at a later time to form a continuous spectrum. As the interaction length
gets longer, the second beam is accelerated to the GeV level, and the large trans-
verse oscillation amplitude, which is triggered by the oscillation of the laser spot
size, results in the enhancement of the betatron X-ray flux. The injection process
was relative with the laser waist evolution as shown in Fig. 3. A distinguished fea-
ture appears after t = 8 ps when the oscillation period of the laser spot size reduces
dramatically from 5 ps to 0.8 ps. Approximately at this time, the second bunch
starts to be injected and accelerated. This type of injection is first observed here
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Fig. 2 Accelerated electron beams, betatron x-rays and plasma channel measurement. (a–d) show
the spectrum characteristics of the electron beams and the betatron x-ray emission beam profile on
Image Plate 3. (e–h) show the corresponding Thomson scattering The normalised vector potentials
a0 used in this work were 2.65 for a and e, 2.87 for b and f, 3.35 for c and g, and 3.67 for d and h

Fig. 3 Simulation on betatron oscillation mechanism. The laser spot oscillated in two completely
different modes, and the oscillating bubble injection (for the second electron bunch) occurred
exactly when the laser oscillating modes switched

and is therefore called the oscillating bubble injection (OBI) because the laser spot
oscillation causes the transverse oscillation of the bubble. During the OBI, the bub-
ble oscillation can effectively couple to the transverse motion of the second electron
bunch, starting a betatron resonant and result in the enhanced betatron radiation.

2.2 Electron Acceleration Diagnostics Via Betatron X-Ray
Profile [5]

In 2D-PIC simulations, we found that for different laser-plasma parameters and at
different stages of the bubble evolution, there are four different distinct bubble struc-
tures. These four kinds of bubble structures result in four kinds of different electron
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Fig. 4 Plasma density distributions in PIC simulations. With simulation parameters of a laser waist
size w0 = 18 μm, plasma density np = 1.5 × 1018 cm−3, b w0 = 18 μm, np = 2.0 × 1018 cm−3,
c w0 = 36 μm, np = 2.0 × 1018 cm−3, d w0 = 18 μm, np = 5.0 × 1018 cm−3

beam energy spectra and transverse oscillations and hence different angular distribu-
tions of the betatron radiation. These simulations are confirmed experimentally from
the betatron radiation of multi-hundred MeV wakefield-accelerated electron beams.
By analyzing the angular distributions of the betatron radiation and the electron
beam energy spectra, the injection regime of the electron beams and their trans-
verse oscillations behaviors were identified and the dynamic evolution of the bubble
structure were reconstructed. The simulation and experiment results are listed in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively. Figure 4a, b, c, d respect to four different cases of
laser wakefield acceleration. The corresponding experimental electron and betatron
x-ray signal were listed in Fig. 5a, b, c, d. By comparison, we found that the beta-
tron x-ray profile was related with the electron acceleration process. For Case 1: A
monoenergetic electron beam and round betatron structure; Case 2: Two electron
bunch, the first was monoenergetic and the second was continuous and performed
large betatron oscillation. The betatron profile had strong round center and ellip-
tical backgound; Case 3: Two electron bunch, the first was mono and the second
was continuous but had small oscillation amplitude. The betatron was round; Case
4: continuous injection and had medium oscillation amplitude. The betatron profile
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Fig. 5 Electron spectrum and betatron x-ray spectrum corresponding to the four cases shown in
Fig. 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d respectively

was elliptical but had no strong center. This correspondent study provided a method
to diagnose the electron acceleration process via betatron x-ray spatial structure.

3 Betatron X-Ray Generated from N2 Gas Jet Via Ionization
Injection [6]

Most betatron x-ray sources were generated from a plasma with a density above
1018cm−3 and the electron bunches were generated from the self-injection. Since
self-injection regime relies on the nonlinear wave breaking of the plasma wave,
usually the generated beams of electrons and betatron x-rays have large shot-to-shot
fluctuations. Another drawback of the self-injection regime is that it usually requires
a laser power much larger than the self-guiding power to get the electrons trapped
in the bubble, thus reducing the energy transfer efficiency from laser to electrons
and x-rays. Ionization injection using high Z gas is an alternative that has the advan-
tage of lowering the injection threshold. Electron beams generated from ionization
injection have been studies experimentally and theoretically in recent years. Quasi-
monoenergetic electron beams have been observed from a single stage Nitrogen gas
target. However, betatron x-rays emitted from ionization injection was merely stud-
ied and the simultaneous generation of high-quality quasimonoenergetic electron
and x-ray beams was scarcely observed.
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Fig. 6 Electron energy spectra (a), and corresponding plasma channel images (b)

We present a simultaneous generation of quasimonoenergetic electron and beta-
tron x-ray beams in the ionization injection regime. By interacting ultra-short laser
pulses (a0 = 1.8) with low density pure nitrogen gas jet (electron plasma density
np = 5.4 × 1017 cm− 3), no self-focusing was observed and the electrons were gen-
erated at the beginning of the process when the laser a0 was large enough to cause
ionization injection. The electron beams generated from ionization injection were
highly stable and had quasimonoenergetic peaks around 130 MeV shown in Fig. 6a.
The plasma channels corresponding to the electron spectrum in Fig. 6a were shown
in Fig. 6b.

With stable channel formation and quasimonoenergetic electron beam gener-
ation, highly collimated x-ray beams were generated along the laser and elec-
trons propagation direction. Typical x-ray transverse spatial profile is shown in
Fig. 7a.The emitted x-ray beams were confined in a small divergence angle of
7.5 mrad (FWHM). With a γ of 260 (E = 130 MeV), the betatron oscillation
strength parameter K = γθ is 2, which is relatively small compared with pre-
vious studies. The spectrum of the x-ray source was measured by cut-off filters
technique. Assuming the generated x-ray had a synchrotron-type spectrum S(E) ∼
Nβ

3e2

2π3h̄cε0
γ 2(E/Ec)2 · K2

2/3(E/Ec), in which Nβ is the number of oscillations,
K2/3 is a modified Bessel function of the second kind and Ec is the critical energy.
When the photon energy E>Ec, the radiation decays exponentially. The filter
pairs include: (1) 25 μm Al; (2) 25 μm Al + 14 μm Ti; (3) 25 μm Al + 25 μm
W; (4) 25 μm Al + 25 μm Au. The x-ray transmission after each filter is Ti

(E). The image plate response is η(E). The calculated signal intensity after filter
I ical(Ec) = ∫

S(E,Ec)T i(E)η(E)dE should be proportional to the experimental
data I i

exp
. By performing least squares fitting between array I ical and I i

exp
,, we get

a best fit for an x-ray critical energy of 4 keV. By integration of the PSL signal
on IP, the total x-ray photon number in the FWHM of the spatial beam profile is
1.6 × 107.
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Fig. 7 X-ray measurement a Typical x-ray signal on IP, b x-ray signal fitting using filter technol-
ogy, red circles are the calculated signal using a synchrotron type curve with Ec = 4 keV and black
squares are the relative experimental signal strength

Since the x-ray critical energy, betatron strength parameter and electron energy
have been measured, based on the definition of critical energy for the emitted beta-
tron x-ray Ec = 3h̄Kγ 2�b, the oscillation frequency of the betatron oscillations is
calculated to be �b = 1.6 × 1013rad/s. The oscillation period can be deduced as
λb = 2πc

�b
= 100μm. The oscillation amplitude r0 of the electrons performing the

betatron motion is 0.1 μm deduced from K = γ θ = 2πγ r0/λb, which is smaller
compared with previous experimental results and suggests a smaller x-ray source
size. Based on the results presented here, it is anticipated that utilizing PW-class
laser with a large focal spot (thus a longer Rayleigh length) propagating in low
density nitrogen gas, it might be possible to simultaneously generate high-energy
quasimonoenergetic electron beams and highly collimated x-ray source with good
spatial coherence working in a small K- parameter regime.

4 Summary

This paper introduces recent progresses of laser plasma betatron x-ray sources at
the Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences. Different species of gases
were used as target to study the betatron oscillation mechanism and betatron x-
ray enhancement. For helium plasma, hosing instability causes the enhancement of
transverse oscillation of the second electron bunch which results in the high flux
betatron radiation. For nitrogen plasma, intense betatron x-ray emission was gener-
ated along with the generation of stable quasi-monoenergetic electron beams. The
betatron x-ray emission had a small divergence and high critical energy in utilizing
ionization injection.
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A New Approach to Theory for the Rhodes
Group Experiments with Channeled Pulse
Excitation in Xe and Kr Clusters

Peter L. Hagelstein and Irfan U. Chaudhary

Abstract Rhodes and coworkers have reported a great many results over the last
decade showing directional keV x-ray emission in laser pulse channeling experi-
ments in Xe and in Kr clusters. Selective inner-shell ionization has been proposed
as a mechanism to produce gain. We propose that directional emission might be due
instead to a phased array emission effect, following up-conversion through a new
quantum effect.

1 Introduction

Rhodes and coworkers have reported interesting results from experiments in which
an intense KrF laser pulse is channeled in Xe clusters [1, 2] and in Kr clusters [3],
where intense directional emission is observed (below 3 Å in Xe, and near 7.5 Å
in Kr). This work has stimulated interest with the claim of x-ray gain and lasing at
short wavelengths with only a modest experimental facility.

Our interest has been focused recently on the theoretical issue of pumping mech-
anism. Selective inner-shell collisional ionization has been discussed [4, 5], as well
as inner-shell photoionization [6,7]. Over the past two years we attempted to follow
up on these proposals in an independent study, to see whether we could confirm
either mechanism. We are able to derive a collective enhancement of the collisional
ionization cross section, but the effect favors outer shell ionization. X-rays of an
intensity required to produce sufficient inner-shell photoionization for gain should
dominate the spectrum; but there is no evidence that such x-rays are present in the
experiment.

Consequently it is not clear that a population inversion can develop. On the other
hand, an inversion is not required for directional emission; it can occur instead
through a phased array emission effect. Coherence among the phases could be estab-
lished if the intense optical laser pulse were up-converted to produce excitation.
From the experimental conditions one can estimate the rates for direct multi-photon
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excitation; perhaps as expected we find (from brute force calculations) that no (con-
ventional) up-conversion is predicted. A convincing case has been made that strong
directional x-ray emission occurs in experiment; but how it works is so far unclear.

2 Fractionation and Inverse Fractionation

A number of experiments in condensed matter nuclear science exhibit anoma-
lies, and have proven problematic for theorists; a relevant example is collimated
x-ray emission near 1.5 keV in the Karabut high-current density glow discharge
experiment [8]. There is no obvious mechanism available to produce a population
inversion, yet directional emission is observed.

This experiment, and other anomalies as well, motivated us to explore quantum
mechanical models for coherent energy exchange between systems with mis-
matched characteristic energies. For example, coherent energy exchange in the
spin-boson model (two-level systems linearly coupled to an oscillator) is known for
the multi-photon regime, but it is a weak effect that becomes ineffective when the
large two-level system quantum is split into more than about 30 oscillator quanta. Of
interest was why there should be such a limit. When the coupling is weak, perturba-
tion theory can be used, and it became clear that the contributions from the different
contributing paths showed strong destructive interference [9]. When we constructed
a version of the spin-boson model augmented with a loss mechanism that removed
the destructive interference, we found a much enhanced rate for coherent energy
exchange even when the number of oscillator quanta was large [9–12].

3 Possibility of Up-Conversion by Inverse Fractionation

We consider the possibility that directional emission in the channeling experiments
is a result of multi-photon up-conversion by inverse fractionation. For inverse frac-
tionation, we require a highly-excited oscillator, which could be the channeled
optical laser pulse; we require equivalent two-level systems with a large transition
energy, which could be a dipole transition in the highly-stripped ions; and finally we
need strong loss far off of resonance, which could be outer-shell photoionization.

If this proposal is correct, then the strong coupling between the x-ray transitions
and the intense channeled pulse in the presence of strong off-resonant loss results in
a strong multi-photon excitation effect, where excitation is produced at odd multi-
ples of the drive laser frequency. For the Ne-like Kr and Co-like Xe transitions we
have explored so far, the dimensionless coupling strength is so large that the model
is pushed into a regime where the indirect coupling matrix element takes on it maxi-
mum value. This motivates us to carry out exploratory calculations of up-conversion
by inverse fractionation.
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Fig. 1 Closeup of intensity of model pulse as a function of z and ρ
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Fig. 2 Closeup of Ne-like fraction as a function of z and ρ

4 Inverse Fractionation in Ne-Like Kr

The simplicity of the directional x-ray spectrum in the case of the recent experiments
with Kr clusters [3] allows for line identifications that we have confidence in, so we
focused on the 3s−2p transitions first. We worked with a model intense hyperbolic
secant pulse with a 230 fs FWHM, a peak intensity of 1.42×1020 W/cm2, with radial
confinement described by a Gaussian with 〈ρ〉 = 0.289μ. The total pulse energy is
164 mJ. A close up of the intensity distribution is shown in Fig. 1. We computed the
transient ionization of the Kr using a simple Keldysh model for tunnel ionization,
which gives a high fraction of Ne-like near and following the peak of the pulse
(shown in Fig. 2). The excited states are strongly Stark shifted by the intense pulse.
In Fig. 3 we show the transition energy for the 2p3/23s state, which in our model is
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Fig. 3 Transition energy of the 2p3/23s transition as a function of z and ρ

Fig. 4 Closeup of the occupation probability for the 2p3/23s state as a function of z and ρ

calculated to be at 1651.6 eV with no field present. We see that this transition shifts
down in this model by more than 300 eV at the peak of the pulse.

Upper state population accumulates in this model when the shifted transition
energy matches an odd multiple of the laser energy (see Fig. 4). The directionality in
this model is determined by the ion motion following excitation; if limited to on the
order of an Angstrom, then most of the radiation will be forward directed; larger ion
motion increases the isotropic fraction. The conjecture is that cluster formation leads
to early ionization, which allows the ions to evolve into a Wigner crystal (which
limits the ion motion following excitation). Sharp lines are predicted for the long-
lived 3s − 2p transitions, which decay slowly enough to persist after the laser pulse
passes. The short lifetime of the 3d − 3p and 3p− 2s transitions results in the lines
strongly shifted and broadened, so as not to look like lines at all in the spectrum.
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5 Inverse Fractionation in Co-like Xe

Exploratory calculations in Co-like Xe show that the strongest excitation occurs on
the 3d − 4f transitions, which Stark shifts to higher energy. Since the lifetimes
are short, emission is predicted to occur at ten or so odd harmonics of the laser
transition above the zero-field energy values. For the strongest transition this leads to
emission between 2.90 and 2.97 Å in the model. These sideband transitions could be
confused with emission from more highly-stripped ionization stages. Wigner crystal
formation leads to directionality, which could confused with a saturation effect.
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Attosecond Dynamics of Parametric
Amplification at 11 nm

J. Seres, E. Seres, B. Landgraf, B. Ecker, B. Aurand, A. Hoffmann,
G. Winkler, S. Namba, T. Kuehl and C. Spielmann

Abstract X-ray parametric amplification is a high order parametric process with
the capability to amplify ultrashort laser pulses with broad spectrum ranging from
the extreme ultraviolet to the soft x-ray. In this contribution, the dynamics of this
broadband amplification schema is studied with sub-20-as temporal resolution by
seeding the amplifier with a train of 200-as-long pulses at 11 nm central wavelength.

1 Introduction

Intense short laser pulses focused into low density gases lead to the generation of
coherent extreme ultraviolet pulses (XUV) via high-order harmonic (HH) gener-
ation with femtosecond or even attosecond pulse duration [1], [2]. The generated
short wavelength pulses have unique parameters suited very well to probe physi-
cal phenomena with femtosecond temporal resolution [3], [4] in the spectral range
up to a few keV. A major limitation for several experiments is the limited energy
of the HH pulses. It can be boosted e.g. in plasma-base x-ray amplifiers [5] – [7];
however the widths of the suitable atomic transitions limit the pulse duration to the
sub-picosecond range. On the other hand x-ray parametric amplifier (XPA) [8], [9]
predicts amplification over a broad spectral range paving the way for realizing high
energy sub-femtosecond XUV pulses.
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup. For details, see text

Here we demonstrate parametric amplification of attosecond pulse-trains [10]
at around 11 nm in a two-stage (seed-amplifier) arrangement. We show that the
amplification is very sensitive to the setting of the delay between the XUV pulses
generated in the seed stage and the pumping laser field in the amplifier stage.
Varying the delay, unprecedented sub-20-as temporal resolution has been achieved.
Additionally we estimated the durations of the individual XUV pulses within the
train to be in the order of 0.2 fs.

2 Experimental Setup

The reported measurements were performed with the 26-fs-long pulses of the JETI
Ti:sapphire laser system (FSU, Jena, Germany) with a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The
beam was loosely focused (confocal parameter was 160 mm) with a spherical mir-
ror (f = 3 m, see Fig. 1). The pulse energy on the target was controlled with an
adjustable iris to an intensity of 5 × 1015 W/cm2 in the focus.

The targets consisted of two thin nickel tubes with diameters of 3 mm and were
backed with Ne or He gas, respectively. In each tube, two holes with a diameter
of 1 mm have been drilled for the laser beam. The targets were placed before the
focus with adjustable position and distance. After blocking the fundamental laser
light with thin Zr (200 nm) and Ti (200 nm) foils, we measured either the far field
beam profiles with an x-ray CCD camera or the spectra with an x-ray spectrograph
2.6 m downstream from the gas jets.

3 The Underlying Process in the Amplifier Stage

In the two jets the laser interacts with the gas atoms in the following way: In the first
jet (Fig. 2), the laser-field-accelerated and re-colliding electrons generate a train of
attosecond XUV pulses [11] (Fig. 2a dark violet curve) perfectly synchronized to the
electric field (Fig. 2a red curve) of the driving laser pulse [11]. The XUV radiation
can be generated over many optical cycles (with slightly different maximum field
strengths) and/or different long and short electron trajectories. As a consequence
the measured spectrum (Fig. 2e, orange) represents the average and looks therefore
more like a super-continuum than a line spectrum.
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Fig. 2 (a–c) Schematic of the involved processes in the two-jet arrangement. The (e) spectra and
(d, f) beam profiles with the XPA-specific hot spots at around 4.3 mm were measured after the (d)
first and (f) second jet, respectively. For details, see text

In the second jet, due to the different propagation speed, the attosecond pulse
train (APT) is no longer in phase with the re-colliding electrons (Fig. 2b, light gray
curves). As it has been shown recently [12], amplification of XUV pulses by XPA
[8] takes place at the time of the re-collision of electrons moved along the so-called
long trajectories. In a next step, the temporal overlap has to be re-established by
introducing a suitable delay via the Gouy- and atomic phase shift [11], [12] i.e. the
two jets must be located before the laser focus at a well-defined position and in a
well-defined distance (d). Then, amplification of the APT in the second jet becomes
possible and a line spectrum is generated (Fig. 2e).

4 Beam Profile Narrowing and Optimal Jet Distance

Beside the increased energy of the XUV pulses, a clear indication of parametric
amplification in the second jet is the appearance of a “hot spot” in the beam profile
(see Fig. 2f). For the reported measurements, the second jet was kept at a fixed
position, 15 mm before the laser focus and the position of the first (seed) jet (Ne,
6 mbar) was varied. First, the profile of the seed beam was measured without gas
supply for the second jet (Fig. 2d). Switching on the gas in the second jet (He, 100
mbar), the signal was enhanced, even for merged jets, when the distance between the
output of the first and the input of the second jet d = 0 mm (Fig. 2f). Increasing the
distance between the gas jets, a small low divergent beam part appeared in the beam
center and simultaneously the intensity of the remaining beam part continuously
decreased down to the level of the pure seed beam. The smallest central beams were
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observed for separations between 3 and 5 mm. From the measurement we estimated
the divergence of the seed and the amplified beams to �seed = 2.0 ± 0.3 mrad and
�XPA = 0.40 ± 0.03 mrad, respectively. The divergence decreased due to the gain
g0 of the amplifier as [13]

�−2
XPA ≈ �−2

seed + g0�
−2
amp (1)

From the measured ASE beam diameter (amplifier jet without seed) we obtained
�amp = 1.0 ± 0.1 mrad. Using these measured parameters and Eq. (1), the
determined total gain was g0 = 6 ± 2.

5 Duration of the Pulses in the XUV Pulse Train

Beside the distance of the jets, the delay between the APT and the laser electric field
can also be controlled by varying the gas pressure in the seed jet. This is because
the dephasing (delay) between the XUV and NIR laser pulses is mainly governed
by the plasma dispersion of the free electrons in the jet [10]:

τ = e2neL

2ε0mecω
2
1

(2)

where ne is the free electron density proportional to the gas pressure, L is the
length of the gas jet and ω1 is the angular frequency of fundamental laser beam.
As described above, only if the seed APT is in phase with the driving laser field (i.e.
with the re-colliding electrons) than the output signal and hence the gain is maxi-
mized. If the overlap is lost or the XUV electric field is out of phase, there is no
enhancement or it is very small [13].

In another set of measurement series, we measured the on-axis fluence of the
seed and the amplified XUV pulses (Fig. 3a) for a fixed jet distance of 3.3 mm. The
XPA output fluence can be modelled as a saturated amplifier and scales with the
well-known gain saturation formula [14]

j = ln [1 + eg0 (ej0 − 1)] (3)

Here, j = JXPA/Jsat and j0 = Jseed/Jsat are the normalized output and input fluence,
Jsat is the saturation fluence. A more detailed inspection reveals an additional peri-
odic modulation on the measured XPA output fluence. The observed signal and
gain as a function of the delay can be described by a Gaussian envelope with a
superimposed sinusoidal modulation [13]:

g0 = ga exp

[
−4 ln 2

(τ − τ0)
2

�τ 2

]
[1 + V cos (ω1τ)] (4)

where V is the magnitude of the periodic modulation, which is less than 1 due to the
finite distribution of the re-colliding electrons and due to the fluctuations of the free
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Fig. 3 a The measured fluence of the seed and amplified beams allows us to b reconstruct the time
dependence of the gain in the amplifier jet (blue) and the electric field of the XUV pulses (black
dashed)

electron density. Using Eq. (4), an average fluence curve (blue dashed in Fig. 3a)
and a periodic fluence curve (blue in Fig. 3a and 3b) were fitted to the experimental
data with fitting parameters of Jsat = 5 × 108 photon/cm2, ga = 4.5 ± 0.1, V =
0.35 ± 0.01 and Δτ= 0.20 ± 0.05 fs. Note that the delay Δτ corresponds to the
width of a single pulse in APT. The predicted curves not only fit very well to the
measured data, but they are also in agreement with the period of the 11 nm XUV
field as expected. Because of the large error bars in Fig. 3b, mainly caused by the
shot-to-shot instability of the driving laser and pulsed gas valve, we are not able
to fully reconstruct the exact electric field of the XUV pulses. It is only feasible to
approximate the electric field within one pulse (black dashed curve in Fig. 3b) with
a sinusoidal function.

6 Conclusion

Seed attosecond pulse trains were generated by high-order harmonic generation in
a gas jet and were further amplified by x-ray parametric amplification (XPA) in
another gas jet. Setting the delay between the seed pulses and the driving laser field
correctly, we observed amplification accompanied by strong beam profile narrow-
ing. By varying the delay, we were able to measure the gain dynamics of amplifier
with sub-20-as temporal resolution.

These findings provide not only clarification of the operation of x-ray parametric
amplification, but also a framework for operating XPA at substantially reduced pulse
energy of the driving laser, paving the way to realize powerful laser-driven XUV
pulses at higher photon energies [8], [15] and at kHz [8] or even MHz [16] repetition
rate.
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Coherent Soft-X-Ray Pulses at Multi MHz
Repetition Rates Using Enhancement Cavities

E. Fill, I. Pupeza, S. Holzberger, H. Carstens, N. Lilienfein,
A. Apolonski and F. Krausz

Abstract Enhancement cavities are passive optical resonators which allow increas-
ing the power of multi-MHz pulse trains by orders of magnitude. Generating high
harmonics from enhanced pulses of an Yb-laser (λ = 1040 nm) coherent XUV
pulses with wavelengths down to 11.5 nm (108 eV) were obtained at a repetition
rate of 78 MHz. Harmonics were coupled out of the cavity by a small hole in a mir-
ror. With up to 5 kW of fundamental laser power in the cavity, average powers of
5.4 μW and 8 pW were measured at 38 and 11.5 nm respectively. New developments
include scaling of fundamental laser powers in a cavity up to 670 kW and efforts
aiming at the generation of attosecond pulses with multi-MHz repetition rates.

1 Introduction

The basic principle of an enhancement cavity involves coherent stacking of ultra-
short pulses until the loss in the cavity is equal to the rate of input coupling [1–4].
A generic enhancement cavity is a ring resonator consisting of an input coupling
mirror (typical reflectivity 99.5 %) and several other mirrors with much higher
reflectivity. Two of these are curved with a radius of curvature and a separation
chosen for providing a stable Gaussian beam circulating in the cavity.

The resonance conditions require that the roundtrip time of the cavity be matched
to the repetition rate of the seed laser and that the phase of the input pulses be exactly
synchronized to the phase of the circulating pulse. If the power reflectivity R of the
input coupling mirror equals the round trip power transmission of the cavity the
cavity is said to be “impedance matched”. On resonance and with a lossless input
coupling mirror (power transmission T = 1 − R) the enhancement factor is given by

e = 1/(1 − R). (1)

Typical values for the repetition rate are around 100 MHz but cavities have been
operated at 10 MHz, and up to 1 GHz. For the enhancement factor a value of a few
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Fig. 1 Resonance conditions
of an enhancement cavity in
the frequency domain. The
comb lines of the seed laser
must be exactly aligned to the
cavity resonances

Cavity resonances

Frequency comb of seed laser

hundred is routinely obtained but in special cases values of up to 10,000 have been
demonstrated. However, for such a high enhancement the cavity becomes sensitive
to small disturbances and its operation is demanding.

It is instructive to consider the situation in the frequency domain, as shown in
Fig. 1. The resonance conditions require that the frequency comb lines of the seed
laser exactly match the cavity resonances and that the carrier envelope offset fre-
quency is equal to that of the cavity. The first condition is maintained by generating
an error signal and locking the repetition rate of the seed laser by a piezoelectrically
actuated mirror to the cavity. The carrier offset frequency is in most cases more
stable and is manually adjusted.

2 Generating Harmonics in an Enhancement Cavity

Coherent harmonic pulses at multi-MHz repetition rates constitute a frequency
comb in the XUV. This was first demonstrated by beating the third harmonic of
a Ti:sapphire laser with the third harmonic generated by a nonlinear crystal [3].
In another experiment heterodyne beating between the third harmonic coupled
out of an enhancement cavity and the fifth harmonic of a laser at 1064 nm was
recorded [2]. Recently low-order harmonics have been used in direct frequency
comb spectroscopy of argon and krypton resonance lines [5].

For harmonic generation a gas jet is placed at the focus between the curved mir-
rors. Intensities exceeding 1014W/cm2 are easily generated. Usually a so called
“end-fire nozzle” consisting of a tube with a small opening at its end is used for
producing the gas jet.

Harmonic radiation is emitted collinearly with the circulating fundamental pulses
and therefore has to be coupled out of the cavity. Several methods have been used
for this purpose, such as a Brewster window [3] or a nano-grating etched into a
mirror placed after the focus [6]. These methods carry the risk of damage to these
components and have the disadvantage of a low output coupling efficiency for the
higher harmonics.

In our experiment output coupling was established by means of a small hole in
the mirror after the focus [7]. This method had been suggested in combination with
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HR

input coupler

HR HR

gas target

XUV

Fig. 2 Schematic layout of harmonic generation experiment. Input is a 175 or 57 fs pulse train
with a 78 MHz repetition rate. A gas nozzle is placed close to the focus. Output coupling is realised
through a small hole in the mirror following the focus. Focusing is asymmetric with curved mirror
radii of 100 and 300 mm for argon and 38 and 150 mm for neon. XUV diagnostics is a grating
followed by a calibrated diode or a grazing incidence spectrometer with a CCD camera on the
Rowland circle

a donut-shaped mode circulating in the cavity, which avoids the hole [8]. However,
we use the normal TEM00 mode and make the hole small enough so losses are below
0.5 % and the cavity can be operated with an enhancement factor of about 200.

Hole output coupling has the following advantages:

• Increased output coupling efficiency at shorter wavelengths
• No dispersion introduced
• Polarization independent
• Harmonics are collinear.

3 Experimental Results

A schematic layout of the experiment is shown in Fig. 2. The seed laser was an Yb-
laser emitting a power of up to 57 W with a pulse duration of 175 fs. By focusing the
pulse into a nonlinear fiber and shortening it by chirped mirrors pulses with duration
down to 27 fs could be obtained [9].

First experiments were carried out with argon, using mirrors with radii of cur-
vature of 100 and 300 mm and a focal spot size of 20 μm. Plasma generated in the
focus severely affected the performance of the cavity. Dynamic ionization during
pulse propagation resulted in a blue shift of the circulating pulse reducing the spec-
tral overlap with the seed pulses. The situation was much improved when seeding
the cavity with shorter pulses. The bandwidth of the cavity mirrors was not wide
enough for enhancing 27 fs pulses. However, seeding with 57 fs pulses the intensity
in the focus could be increased from 6 × 1013W/cm2 to 8 × 1013W/cm2. Higher
order harmonics and higher power could be generated in this way (Fig. 3a). With
a calibrated diode a power of 5.3 μW was measured at a wavelength of 38.5 nm
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Fig. 3 Harmonic spectra obtained with argon (a) and neon (b). In argon, shorter pulses generate
higher harmonics and more harmonic power. In neon a smaller focal spot size (12 μm instead of
20 μm) generates harmonics with wavelengths down to 11.5 nm. Figure reproduced from ref. [7]
with permission

(27th harmonic). To generate higher harmonics intensities exceeding 1014 W/cm2

are required. For this purpose the cavity mirrors were changed to radii of 38 and
150 mm, generating a 12 μm focal spot size. With 5 kW of average power in the
cavity a harmonic spectrum as shown in Fig. 3b was obtained.

The data recorded by the CCD camera demonstrate spatial coherence of the gen-
erated harmonics. In Fig. 4 the horizontal axis is the spectrally dispersed coordinate
and the vertical axis signifies the spatial dimension. For relatively low order har-
monics the spatial pattern exhibits diffraction lobes and can well be simulated by a
plane wave model. The higher order harmonics display a central core and a pedestal
attributed to short and long quantum path harmonics [10].

4 New Developments

Recent projects conducted by the enhancement cavity group at MPQ/LMU include
power scaling to MW-range circulating powers and the enhancement of few-cycle
pulses in the cavity. Appropriately filtered harmonics are expected to generate
isolated attosecond pulses.
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Fig. 4 Two-dimensional recording of harmonics demonstrating spatial coherence of low-order har-
monics and short-long quantum path composition of high-order harmonics. Figure reproduced
from ref. [7] with permission

4.1 Further Power Scaling

One of the goals of this research is to generate more powerful harmonics and to
extend their spectral range to shorter wavelengths, possibly to the water window.
For this purpose a new seed laser was installed, capable of delivering up to 420 W
of power at a pulse duration of 250 fs and a repetition rate of 250 MHz. With such
a high seed power two limitations are met in the enhancement cavity:

• Damage of the mirrors induced by the high intensity
• Thermal effects due to the high circulating power.

To circumvent these problems a new cavity was designed, which exhibits a consid-
erably larger spot size on the mirrors. The cavity is operated close to the limits of
stability, where the spot size of an optical resonator increases significantly. However,
in turn an increased alignment instability is expected (Fig. 5).

In theory and experimentally it was found that at one of the stability edges, align-
ment of the cavity was very sensitive to small disturbances, whereas at the other
(with the curved mirrors close to a confocal arrangement) alignment was straight-
forward. Operating the cavity close to that stability limit the illuminated area on the
mirrors was increased by a factor of 15, allowing correspondingly higher circulating
powers without the risk of mirror damage [11].
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Fig. 5 Beam radius in long axis (sagittal) vs. beam radius in short axis (tangential). The diagram
shows the increased ellipticity of the beam profile, resulting from oblique incidence on the curved
mirrors. The experimental data (triangles) follow well the theoretical curve (green). The curve with
no ellipticity would result for 0◦ angles of incidence

When running the cavity with high power thermal effects on the mirrors come
into play. Absorption of the radiation in the first layers of the mirrors results in
a temperature increase and a change in the radius of curvature. Using ultralow-
expansion (ULE) glass for the mirrors and a coated sapphire substrate for the input
coupler a circulating power of 670 W at a pulse duration of 10 ps could be realized
[12]. For 250 fs pulses a circulating power of 400 kW was achieved, limited by
mirror damage. Higher damage threshold mirrors allowing close to MW circulating
power at a short pulse duration are being developed.

4.2 Generation of Few-Cycle Pulses and Attosecond Harmonics

One of the grand goals of this research is the generation of isolated attosecond
pulses (IAPs) at multi-MHz repetition rates. In many investigations with low yield
acquisition times could be dramatically reduced using such a source. Examples are
angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [13], and cold target recoil ion
momentum spectroscopy (COLTRIMS) [14]. In these experiments the signal yield
is limited by space charge effects, resulting in hours of acquisition time with kHz
repetition rate lasers.

For generating IAPs the fundamental radiation must consist of few cycle pulses
[15]. Their harmonic spectrum does not show isolated peaks but is continuous. To
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Fig. 6 Generating a soliton in an enhancement cavity. The 30 fs seed pulse is reduced to a 11 fs
circulating pulse, shown in red. The parameters used in the simulation are: linear enhancement
factor 200, seed peak power 5 MW, second order dispersion β2 = −1.2fs2, nonlinear medium:
100 μm sapphire plate. The seed pulse is scaled by the linear enhancement factor

achieve this goal a soliton may be launched in the enhancement cavity by introduc-
ing a Kerr medium (with a second order nonlinearity) and negative second order
dispersion [16]. Numerically solving the “driven nonlinear Schrödinger equation” it
appears that a soliton with significantly shorter pulse duration than that of the driver
pulse can be generated in the cavity (Fig. 6). However, for obtaining an IAP, further
pulse shortening must be achieved, possibly by applying a gating technique
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Generation of Bright Circularly-Polarized High
Harmonics for Magneto-Optical Investigations

P. Grychtol, O. Kfir, R. Knut, E. Turgut, D. Zusin, D. Popmintchev,
T. Popmintchev, H. Nembach, J. Shaw, A. Fleischer, H. Kapteyn,
M. Murnane and O. Cohen

Abstract We demonstrate the first generation of circularly-polarized high har-
monics, which are bright enough for measurements of the x-ray magnetic circular
dichroism (XMCD) at the M absorption edges of Fe, Co and Ni in the extreme
ultraviolet range.

1 Introduction

Circularly polarized light in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and soft x-ray regions of
the electromagnetic spectrum is extremely useful for exploring chirality-sensitive
light-matter interactions. With respect to magneto-optics, x-ray magnetic circular
dichroism (XMCD) makes it possible to extract element-specific information about
the magnetic state of matter and its interaction with phononic and electronic degrees
of freedom on femtosecond time scales and nanometer length scales. Specifically,
XMCD can be used to distinguish between spin and orbital contributions to the
atomic magnetic moment in ferromagnetic materials. To date, the generation of
circularly polarized EUV and soft x-ray beams has been restricted to large-scale
electron storage facilities, such as synchrotrons and x-ray free electron lasers. Such
facilities have great advantages of high peak and average powers in the x-ray region.
However, drawbacks include experimental complexity, limited access, temporal
resolution, and a pump-probe timing jitter.

Tabletop short-wavelength sources based on high harmonic (HHG) up-
conversion of femtosecond laser pulses represent a complementary and increasingly
productive alternative to large scale sources, due to their unique ability to generate
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bright, broadband, ultrashort and coherent light from the UV to the keV region [1].
HHG sources have successfully exploited the resonantly-enhanced magnetic con-
trast at the M absorption edges of the 3d ferromagnets Fe, Co and Ni in the EUV
region to study element-specific dynamics in magnetic materials on few femtosec-
ond time scales [2, 3]. These studies have provided novel insights on ultrafast spin
scattering and transport, as well as exchange interaction dynamics, in complex
multi-species magnetic materials [4–6]. However, these investigations have so far
been limited to linearly polarized HHG (sensitive only to the in-plane component
of the sample magnetization), since generating circularly-polarized harmonics has
been highly inefficient, reducing the photon flux as well as degree of circularity to a
level that precludes scientific applications [7–9].

In this work, we present the first direct approach for generating bright circularly-
polarized HHG under phase-matched conditions, based on a technique that was
suggested almost two decades ago [10,11] and was recently demonstrated by Fleis-
cher et al. [12]. Surprisingly, although it was assumed for a long time that HHG
from atoms was bright only when both the driving laser and HHG fields were lin-
early polarized, it can be shown that circularly-polarized HHG can be as bright [13].
In this work, we also demonstrate the first XMCD measurements using a tabletop
light source at the M absorption edges of Fe, Co and Ni, thereby probing the mag-
netization component parallel to the light beam. This experiment thus represents the
first application of circularly-polarized HHG and the first measurement proof of the
helicity of circularly-polarized harmonics.

2 Theoretical Considerations

We generate bright circularly polarized harmonics by co-propagating bi-chromatic
790 nm and 395 nm driving laser beams with counter-rotating circular polarization
in a gas-filled waveguide. When high harmonics are generated by a circularly polar-
ized red driver with a frequency ω0 = 2π/T rotating leftwards in combination with
a blue driver rotating rightwards at a frequency 2ω0, the electric fields of the two
drivers �EBC (t) coalesce 3 times every cycle T. As schematically depicted in Fig. 1,

Fig. 1 Polarization scheme to generate circular polarized harmonics
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the shape of the combined fields can be described by a cloverleaf and its dynamical
symmetry suggests that the system is identical at t0 and t0 + T/3, i.e. by a spatial
rotations of 120◦. The emission of high harmonics emerging from such scheme must
obey this symmetry and irrespective of the laser intensity ratio it has to satisfy the
eigenvalue equation:

�Eqe
−2πiq/3 = R̂(120◦) �Eq,

where R̂(120◦) is the 120◦ rotation operator in the polarization plane and the phase
term represent T/3 time delay. The solutions to this equation are a left circularly-
polarized field with eigenvalue e−2πi/3 and a right circularly-polarized field with
eigenvalue e+2πi/3. The left circularly-polarized qth-order harmonic, �Eq,L, satisfies
e−2πi/3·q �Eq,L = e−2πi/3 �Eq,L which is fulfilled only when q = 3m + 1. Similarly,
the right circularly-polarized qth-order harmonic, �Eq,R, satisfies e−2πi/3·q �Eq,R =
e+2πi/3 �Eq,R which is fulfilled only when q = 3m − 1. Interestingly, q = 3m har-
monics do not satisfy the eigenvalue equation and are therefore forbidden and their
emission is suppressed.

3 Experimental Details

As can be seen in Fig. 2, circular high harmonics are generated by focusing the
fundamental and second harmonic of a Ti:sapphire laser amplifier with opposing
helicities into a gas filled fiber. The polarization states of the two drivers can be
independently adjusted in an interferometric Mach-Zehnder setup thereby control-
ling the helicity of the generated harmonics. Thus, the magnetic state of the sample

Fig. 2 Experimental setup to generate circular polarized high harmonics and measure the x-ray
circular magnetic dichroism (XMCD) on the tabletop
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Fig. 3 Spectra of circularly-polarized high harmonics generated in Ar, Ne and He

foils can be probed element-selectively by the circularly-polarized HHG in a trans-
mission geometry. We exploit the XMCD effect at the M absorption edges of Fe, Co
and Ni in the extreme ultraviolet range.

4 Results

Figure 3 shows the observed HHG spectra when the hollow fiber was filled with 90
Torr of Argon (black line), 650 Torr of Neon (blue line) and 900 Torr of Helium (red
line), and the laser driver beams were blocked by Al filters of ∼ 800 nm thickness.
Clearly, the q = 3m harmonics are almost completely suppressed over the entire
observed HHG spectra for all gas species. This feature is a clear indication that the
ellipticities of the q = 3m +/− 1 harmonics are approximately +/− 1 (i.e. the polar-
izations of the harmonics are closely circular) [13]. Furthermore, it can be seen that
the spectra spans the entire energy range of the magnetically sensitive M absorption
edges of the 3d ferromagnets Fe (53 eV), Co (60 eV) and Ni (68 eV).

The top graph of Fig. 4 shows spectra of circularly polarized harmonics trans-
mitted through 50 nm of magnetized Ni with magnetization direction either “Up”
(IUp, blue) or “Down” (IDown, red). The black line shows the transmission spec-
trum of Ni. The bottom graph of Fig. 4 shows the normalized difference in
signal between “Up” and “Down” magnetization. This so-called XMCD asym-
metry defined by (IUp − IDown)/(IUp + IDown), reaching values of 2 % at the
39th harmonic, clearly shows inverted helicities of adjacent harmonic orders, as
convincingly pointed out by the alternating asymmetry.
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Fig. 4 XMCD of Ni with circular polarized high harmonics generated in He

5 Summary & Conclusion

We have demonstrated the first bright source of circularly-polarized high harmon-
ics and used it for x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) measurements of
magnetic materials. Our HHG source emits a broad spectrum of coherent circularly-
polarized harmonics under phase-matched conditions, where consecutive harmonics
exhibit opposite helicity. This work removes a major constraint to date—that the
polarization of bright high harmonics sources was limited to linear polarization. This
work therefore will allow for investigations of ultrafast circular dichroism in mag-
netic samples, chiral molecules and nanostructures. In combination with coherent
diffraction imaging techniques, this advance will enable ultrafast dynamics imag-
ing of magnetic domains. It is important to note that this scheme is universal, and
can be used to generate circularly-polarized high harmonics across broad spectral
regions [14] Fan et al., and may be extended towards the water window and keV
range for example through quasi phase matching of the HHG process, by mid-IR
pumps or by using other nonlinear media (molecules, ions, etc.).
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Electron Motion Control in HHG Process with
Multi-Color Laser Field

Zeng Zhinan, Wei Pengfei, Li Ruxin and Xu Zhizhan

Abstract The electron motion during the HHG process is sensitive to the wave-
form of the electric field. With multi-color laser field, a single high-order harmonic
among the harmonic comb can be selectively enhanced by using a driving laser field
with subcycle waveform control, which is synthesized by the fundamental 800 nm
laser pulse and two controlling laser pulses at 400 and 267 nm with perpendicular
polarizations. Such phenomena can be mainly attributed to the intra-atomic phase
matching realized with the sub-cycle waveform controlled field.

1 Introduction

High-order harmonic generation (HHG) in gases has been intensively explored in
the past decade [1, 2]. The high order harmonic source usually emits in the form of
extreme ultraviolet (XUV) frequency comb in the plateau region with different har-
monics at similar intensities, due to the nonperturbative nature of the HHG process
and is described well by the three-step model. On one hand, the harmonic emis-
sion in the form of broadband supercontinuum is desired for the isolated attosecond
pulse by using a few-cycle or a multicolor laser field. On the other hand, the selec-
tive generation of a single high-order harmonic emission from the harmonic comb as
an intense monochromatic coherent source is also very important for many applica-
tions, which can be selected from the harmonic comb because of the phase matching
effect including both macroscopic and intra-atomic phase matching [3]. The intra-
atomic phase matching scheme was proposed [3, 4] to select a single harmonic
emission from the harmonic comb. For intra-atomic phase matching, constructive
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interference between the emissions of different trajectories in each half-cycle is
required [5]. The phases of the different trajectories can be optimized by control-
ling the delays and chirps of the multi-color laser field, and the phase differences
of almost all trajectories for the selected harmonic can be optimized to be almost
within 1 π, which signifies good intra-atomic phase matching.

2 Experimental Result and Discussion

In this paper, we report the controlling of the intra-atomic phase matching by using
a driving laser field with sub-cycle waveform control. The laser field is synthe-
sized with the fundamental, second and third harmonics of an 800 nm multicycle
Ti:sapphire laser pulse. A specific harmonic can be selectively enhanced while the
adjacent harmonics are dramatically suppressed, with both the harmonic intensity
and the selectivity (the intensity contrast ratio between the target harmonic and the
adjacent harmonics) significantly improved. We also selectively generate an intense
single harmonic in argon from a long gas cell using a long-focus lens with a three-
color scheme. When compared with single harmonic emission from a continuous
gas jet, the intensity of the selected single harmonic emission from the long gas cell
is more intense by as much as 1–2 orders of magnitude. Simultaneously, the contrast
ratio (i.e., the spectral purity) is also increased by several times.

The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1a. A commercial
Ti:sapphire femtosecond laser (Coherent, Inc.) is used to produce laser pulses at
800 nm center wavelength with 45 fs pulse duration at a repetition rate of 1 kHz.
The output pulses are directed into the vacuum chamber for HHG. In the vacuum
chamber, the laser beam is collimated and passes through sequentially a focus-
ing lens, a SH-BBO crystal (β-barium borate crystal, θ = 29.2◦, ϕ = 0◦, 0.3 mm
thickness, type I phase matching, used for the second harmonic generation, the
polarization of the generated 400 nm pulse is perpendicular to that of the funda-
mental 800 nm pulse), a CaCO3 crystal (θ = 22.6◦, ϕ = 0◦, 0.4 mm thickness, used
for controlling the time delay between the 400 and 800 nm pulses), and a TH-BBO
crystal (β-barium borate crystal, θ = 55.5◦, ϕ = 30◦, 0.1 mm thickness, type II
phase matching, for the third harmonic generation, the polarization of the gener-
ated 267 nm pulse is parallel to that of the fundamental 800 nm pulse), and is then
focused onto the argon gas to generate the high order harmonics. The generated
high-order harmonics are detected by a homemade flat-field grating spectrometer
equipped with a soft-x-ray CCD (Princeton Instruments, SX 400). A 500 nm thick
aluminum foil is used in the spectrometer to block the driving laser.

At first, we use a continuous gas jet and the pulse energy of 2 mJ. With a
lens of 500 mm focal length, the total laser intensity on the argon gas is about
2.0 × 1014W/cm2. For comparison, we measure the harmonic yields by using the
traditional two-color scheme with the orthogonally polarized 800/400 nm pulses
(just remove the TH-BBO crystal, the measured energy ratio between 800 and
400 nm pulses is about 100:17). The measured harmonic yields are shown in Fig. 2a
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Fig. 1 a Schematic of the experimental setup. b Harmonic spectra obtained with different gas
pressures [5]

as a function of the time delay between the two-color pulses. The measured har-
monic yields by using the above three-color scheme are shown in Fig. 2b as a
function of the time delay between the 800 and 400 nm fields. The modulation
period of the generated harmonics in the two-color case is 1/4 cycle of 800 nm laser
pulse. In the three-color case, the harmonic intensity is modulated with a period of
about one cycle under the experimental condition since the time delay of the 267 nm
pulse is correlated to the time delay between the 800 and 400 nm pulses.

For a more detailed comparison, we extract the maximum harmonic intensities at
the optimum time delay from Fig. 2a and 2b, which are shown in Fig. 3a, together
with the harmonic spectrum obtained by using only the fundamental 800 nm pulse.
Compared to the harmonic generation in the fundamental 800 nm pulse, the addition
of the 400 nm pulse of perpendicular polarization can enhance the conversion effi-
ciency by about 2 orders of magnitude, and the further addition of a weak 267 nm
pulse of parallel polarization further enhances the conversion efficiency by about 5
times. Moreover, compared to the traditional two-color scheme, the addition of the
weak 267 nm pulse can greatly enhance the intensity contrast ratio between the 18th
harmonic and the adjacent harmonics.

In order to identify the role of the relative phase delay between different colors in
the three-color scheme, we extract the harmonic intensities from Fig. 2b at the time
delays of 0 and 0.5 cycle, which are shown in Fig. 3b. By optimizing the relative
phase, the 18th harmonic intensity is enhanced by 43.7 %, while the intensities of the
adjacent harmonics are at least suppressed by 65.4 %. Then, the intensity contrast
ratio between the 18th harmonic and the adjacent harmonics is improved from 3.8
to 15.9.

To increase the conversion efficiency further, we use the gas cell to do the work.
The main differences are the focusing optics and the length of the lasing medium,
while the other experimental conditions are all the same. We selected a longer focus
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Fig. 2 Harmonic spectra driven by a the two color laser field, and b the three-color laser field as a
function of the time delay, respectively [5]

Fig. 3 a Comparison of the maximum harmonic yields driven by different laser fields. b Com-
parison of the harmonic yields driven by the three-color laser field with two different relative
phases [5]
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Fig. 4 Experimentally measured harmonic emissions as functions of focusing position in a the jet
case, and b the cell case [6]

lens of 1100 mm and a much longer medium with a cell length of 25 mm. Also, a
diaphragm of approximately 10 mm is used in front of the lens to further control
the quantum trajectories by modifying the laser beam profile in the HHG process.
Therefore, we can optimize the harmonic signal by modifying the laser beam profile,
selecting the focusing position, adjusting the argon gas pressure, and controlling the
time delays among the different colors.

Using the three-color scheme, the measured harmonic emissions from the long
gas cell are shown as functions of the focusing position in Fig. 4, and the corre-
sponding emissions from the gas jet are shown for comparison. We see that the
18th harmonic is selectively enhanced in the jet case, while the 14th harmonic is
selectively enhanced in the cell case. This selectivity can be attributed to the fact
that stronger laser intensity corresponds to a higher harmonic order for the selective
enhancement. We can also see that the peak intensity of the selected harmonic from
the cell is approximately 30 times more intense than that of the jet, which can be
attributed to the use of the loosely focusing optics in the cell case and the fact that
the much longer medium provides a much higher conversion efficiency.

Then, we further optimized the single harmonic emission by controlling the time
delays between the 400 and 800 nm laser pulses, and the 267 nm laser pulse, which
is from sum-frequency generation in a BBO (BaB2O4) crystal, has a time delay that
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is correlated to the time delay between the 800 and 400 nm laser pulses. When the
time delay is optimized, the selected harmonic is enhanced, while most of the other
harmonics are suppressed and even disappear at some particular time delays. Further
optimization can be achieved by adjusting the gas pressure. In the cell case with
gas pressure of 4 × 10−2 bars, the peak intensity is approximately 5 times of jet
case, the contrast ratio between the selected harmonic and the adjacent harmonics is
41.4. In the cell case with a gas pressure of 1 × 10−2 bars (the maximum harmonic
emission, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4b), the peak intensity is approximately 30
times of jet case, the contrast ratio between the selected harmonic and the adjacent
harmonics is 48.5, and the contrast ratio between the selected harmonic and all
remaining harmonics is 4.2. Therefore, when compared with the single harmonic
emission in the jet case, both the harmonic intensity and the spectral purity have
obviously been enhanced by use of the long gas cell and the long-focus lens.

3 Summary

In summary, we observe that a single high-order harmonic is selectively enhanced
while the adjacent harmonics are dramatically suppressed by using the multicolor
laser field with subcycle waveform control. This scheme is promising for the
development of high-intensity monochromatic coherent XUV sources.
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Stimulated X-Ray Raman Scattering
with Free-Electron Laser Sources
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Abstract Stimulated electronic x-ray Raman scattering is the building block for
several proposed x-ray pump probe techniques, that would allow the study of elec-
tron dynamics at unprecedented timescales. We present high spectral resolution data
on stimulated electronic x-ray Raman scattering in a gas sample of neon using a
self-amplified spontaneous emission x-ray free-electron laser. Despite the limited
spectral coherence and broad bandwidth of these sources, high-resolution spectra
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can be obtained by statistical methods, opening the path to coherent stimulated
x-ray Raman spectroscopy. An extension of these ideas to molecules and the results
of a recent experiment in CO are discussed.

1 Introduction

X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs) open the pathway to transfer nonlinear spectro-
scopic techniques to the x-ray domain. A promising all x-ray pump probe technique
is based on coherent stimulated electronic x-ray Raman scattering. Similarly to
optical impulsive stimulated Raman scattering, where coherent vibrational and rota-
tional wave packets can be created and subsequently probed [1], stimulated x-ray
Raman scattering with sources of a broad bandwidth covering the range of
valence excitation energies would result in electronic wave packets, thus opening
the pathway to coherently probe electronic and nuclear dynamics. The relatively
small Raman-cross section at x-ray frequencies can be enhanced by near resonant
excitation, which in addition gives the advantage of targeting specific elements
in a molecular complex. The electronic wave packets that are created in such a
stimulated Raman process are typically localized around the targeted atoms, and
the evolution of the wave packet, resulting in phenomena like charge transport,
charge migration or dissipation of the energy to vibrational modes, can be sub-
sequently studied by a second, delayed x-ray pulse. A wealth of different x-ray
pump-probe schemes has been suggested over the last decades [2–4], but the under-
lying building block of these sophisticated methods—stimulated electronic x-ray
Raman scattering—was only recently demonstrated [5]. Here, we give a summary
of our experimental results in atomic neon and, discuss a recent experiment in car-
bon monoxide (CO), where stimulated Raman scattering was attempted with two
XFEL pulses of distinct wavelength.

2 Stimulated X-Ray Raman Scattering in Neon

The first demonstration of resonant stimulated electronic x-ray Raman scattering
was achieved in neon at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) XFEL in 2011 [5].
A second independent demonstration followed in 2013 with a three-times better
spectral resolution, i.e. 0.3 eV. The XFEL parameter regime and the setup were
similar in both experiments. Pulses of 40–60 fs duration were focused to spot sizes
in the range of 2–3 μm into a 1 cm long gas cell filled with neon at 500 Torr pres-
sure. A grating spectrometer was fielded 4 m downstream and the spectrum of the
transmitted XFEL and emitted line radiation from the gas was collected shot-by-
shot. The photon energy was tuned from 865 to 875 eV across the pre-K edge,
core-excited resonances and the K-edge of neon (see level structure in Fig. 1). Reso-
nant stimulated x-ray Raman scattering from the ground state, with the intermediate
1s−13p1 core-excited to the final 2p−13p1 states results in emission lines at 849.3
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Fig. 1 Level scheme of the
resonant scattering process
with SASE pulses in neon

and 849.7 eV. These lines partly overlap with the stimulated K-α emission [6, 7] at
849.8 eV, resulting from inner-shell ionization. The core- excited and core-ionized
states predominantly decay via Auger decay and have an extremely short lifetime
of 2.4 fs. Similar to the photoionization K-α x-ray laser [7, 8], an avalanche of
stimulated emission events sets in as the XFEL pulse propagates through the
medium and prepares atoms in core-excited states, so that at saturation of the
amplification process, stimulated Raman scattering dominates over the Auger decay.

Three measured single-shot spectra from our 2014 experiment are shown in
Fig. 2a. The line emissions at around 850 eV show different energy positions and
line profiles, highlighted in the inset. A summary of the recorded spectra is depicted
in Fig. 2b. The spectra are ordered with respect to the incoming central photon
energy, which was determined by the electron-bunch energy of the accelerator on
a shot-by-shot basis. With the improved resolution compared to 2011, the 1s−13p1

resonant excitation can be discerned as a clear absorption dip of the XFEL pulse,
3 eV from the K-edge. Stimulated line emission is seen over the whole covered
spectral range. Due to the relatively large XFEL bandwidth (5–7 eV) tuning the
SASE pulses to the 1s−13p1 core-excited resonance in neon at 867.5 eV results
in partial overlap with the continuum. Therefore resonant stimulated x-ray Raman
scattering competes with stimulated emission following K-shell ionization for a typ-
ical SASE pulse and the processes can not be distinguished by simply analyzing the
emission strength as a function of incoming photon energy. However, analyzing
the emission-line profile as a function of the incoming photon energy (see Fig. 2c)
reveals clear evidence for resonant stimulated electronic x-ray Raman scattering
[5,6]. Whereas for energies well above the K-edge the emission profile and line posi-
tion are stable, for photon energies overlapping with the resonance a shot-to-shot
fluctuation of the emission energy and the line shape are observed. The emission
energy of resonance scattering with a narrow-band source that is tuned through the
resonance follows a linear dispersion. This is a consequence of the fact that energy
conservation in the resonance scattering process is required only between initial and
final states, whereas the intermediate core-resonant state does not have to be on
the energy shell, as described by Kramers and Heisenberg [9]. The self-amplified
spontaneous emission (SASE) XFEL pulses have spiky spectral intensity profiles.
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Fig. 2 a Three measured spectra in neon. The central photon energy of the SASE pulse was 868 eV
and the pulse energy 1 mJ. The inset shows a magnification of the normalized line emission.
b Series of measured single-shot spectra as a function of the incoming central SASE photon energy.
The color code shows the number of integrated counts in the emission line. c Normalized emission
spectrum as a function of the central SASE photon energy

The average width of each spectral spike (spectral coherence) scales as the inverse
of the pulse duration and was estimated to 0.1 eV in our case, i.e. narrow compared
to the Auger-width of the intermediate state. Individual spectral spikes of the SASE
FEL therefore have random detuning from the resonance (see Fig. 1), which results
in a stochastic line-shift from shot-to-shot.

A simulation of the emission spectrum based on a generalized Maxwell-
Liouville-von-Neumann approach qualitatively reproduces this stochastic shift in
the line emission [5, 6]. Studying the covariance of the recorded spectra would
yield a highly resolved stimulated Raman spectrum, for which all the fine-structure
levels and different emission lines can be uncovered [6]. The spectral resolution of
resonant stimulated electronic x-ray Raman scattering with SASE sources is hence
determined by the spectral coherence of the source, rather than the overall broad
SASE bandwidth. A covariance analysis requires the recording of a large number of
single shot spectra with a high dynamic range for measuring the SASE absorption
profile, which was unfortunately beyond the scope of our experiment.
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3 Resonant Stimulated Electronic X-Ray Raman Scattering
in CO

In our recent experiment, an attempt was made to demonstrate stimulated Raman
scattering in CO at 500 Torr pressure, by resonantly pumping the O1s−1π*1� state
at ≈ 534 eV (see Fig. 3b). In RIXS experiments, three partially overlapping spec-
tator states are observed (1�,1� and1 ∑−) [10], with oscillator strengths that are
small compared to the O1s−1π*1� transition. With a strong pump pulse, stimulated
scattering back to the ground state is therefore the strongest channel. Seeding with
a red-shifted second pulse (“dump” pulse) is therefore a possibility to enhance the
electronically inelastic channel. To that end the XFEL was operated in a two-color
mode, producing a strong pump pulse and a weak dump pulse shifted by 10 eV, to
overlap with the transition to the states 1π−1π*I1 ∑− at 525 eV. This is expected
to be the strongest emission line for parallel polarizations of the two colors from
the XFEL. Figure 3a shows the recorded spectra as a function of the central pho-
ton energy of the SASE-pump pulse. The broad absorption band to the O1s−1π*1�

state is clearly visible at a 534.2 eV (orange line). The pair of SASE pulses shows
side bands to the low-energy side (the side bands are highlighted by white dashed
lines). Strong stimulated electronic x-ray scattering would be visible as enhanced
intensities in the black box at around 525 eV. Statistically significant evidence for
enhanced intensities cannot be seen in the data. Numerical calculations for the actual
experimental conditions (pump-pulse energies of 0.5–0.9 mJ) with a theory sim-
ilar to that presented in reference [11] predict a stimulated Raman amplification
of only ≈ 5 % (in contrast to 106 in neon) [12], unfortunately too small to be seen
on top of the SASE shot-to-shot fluctuations of the spectral intensities. The experi-
mental conditions were therefore in the best case ‘at the onset’ of stimulated Raman
scattering and we have no evidence of the effect in molecules. Another important
observation is clear absorption bands in the region from 526 to 533 eV (highlighted
by red dashed lines). These absorption bands result from molecular ions in generally
valence excited states that are produced during the course of the XFEL-pulse inter-
action: Competing processes to stimulated Raman scattering, i.e. core-ionization of
C1s and core-excitation of O1s followed by Auger decay, valence ionization, etc.
produce a substantial amount of excited molecular ions of different charge states,
that subsequently absorb parts of the two SASE-XFEL pulses. This means that
spectral regions of stimulated Raman emission in the seed pulse can overlap with
absorption bands of the molecular ions that are produced in the sample. At small
Raman gain-cross sections this can pose substantial challenges for the spectral anal-
ysis and for distinguishing between absorption dips and Raman emission peaks. In
order to unveil the typically small stimulated Raman signal in molecular spectra,
advanced statistical methods, beyond simple covariance methods, will have to be
developed, to separate emission and absorption spectra.
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Fig. 3 a Measured single-shot spectra as a function of the central photon energy of the incoming
pump pulse. The various solid, dashed and dotted lines are described in the text. b Level scheme
of resonant stimulated electronic x-ray Raman scattering in CO

4 Conclusion

We have presented the results of a recent experiment on stimulated electronic
x-ray Raman scattering in a dense gas of neon and CO. In neon, increased spectral
resolution has enabled a more definitive identification of stimulated resonant Raman
scattering by a stochastic shifts of the emission energies due to pumping with inco-
herent, structured SASE pulses. An attempt at demonstrating stimulated resonant
Raman scattering by pumping the broad O1s−1π*1� resonance and seeding the
transition to the 1π−1π*I1 ∑− states by a second SASE color was unsuccessful,
since at the relatively low pulse-energies available in the experiment, the Raman
gain was far below the SASE intensity fluctuations of the seed pulse. Moreover,
several absorption bands of molecular ions that are produced by photoionization
and Auger-decay of the targets have been identified in a broad energy range.
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Comparing the Gain of the Ne K-α Inner-Shell
X-Ray Laser Using the XFEL to Drive the
Kinetics with Photo-Ionization Versus
Photo-Excitation

Joseph Nilsen

Abstract Over the last four decades many photo-pumped X-ray laser schemes have
been proposed. However, demonstrating these schemes in the laboratory has proved
to be elusive because of the difficulty of finding a strong resonant pump line or X-ray
source. With the advent of the X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) at the SLAC Linac
Coherent Light Source (LCLS) we now have a tunable X-ray laser source that can be
used to replace the pump line or X-ray source in previously proposed laser schemes
and allow researchers to study the physics and feasibility of photo-pumped laser
schemes. Many of these photo-pumped schemes are driven by photo-excitation from
a resonant line source but others are driven by photo-ionization from a strong non-
resonant X-ray source. Three years ago an inner-shell X-ray laser was demonstrated
at 849 eV (1.46 nm) in singly ionized neon gas using the XFEL at 960 eV to photo-
ionize the 1s electron in neutral neon followed by lasing on the 2p—1s transition
in singly-ionized neon. In this paper we model the neon inner shell X-ray laser
under similar conditions to those used at LCLS. We investigate how we can improve
the efficiency of the neon laser and reduce the drive requirements by tuning the
XFEL to the 1s-3p transition in neutral neon in order to create gain on the 2p-1s
line in neutral neon. We explore the sensitivity to the drive intensity, pulse duration,
and line-width of the XFEL to better understand how to optimize this inner shell
laser by understanding the trade-offs between using photo-ionization versus photo-
excitation to drive gain in these systems. We also discuss how photo-ionization of
L-shell electrons can be used to create lasing on n = 3 − 2 transitions in materials
such as Ar and Cu.

1 Introduction

Since the earliest days of the laser, scientists have proposed schemes to achieve
lasing at shorter wavelengths. Five decades ago, working at Bell Laboratories where
the laser was invented, Duguay and Rentzepis proposed using photo-ionization to
create an X-ray laser on the inner shell K-α line in sodium vapour [1]. Forty-years
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ago Ray Elton [2] discussed the challenges of making quasi steady state inner-shell
K-α lasers in Si, Ca, and Cu. In 2011 the dream of demonstrating an inner-shell X-
ray laser was realized at the SLAC Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) when the
X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) at 960 eV was used to photo-ionize the K-shell of
neutral neon gas and create lasing at 849 eV in singly ionized neon gas [3].

Another early approach for creating X-ray lasers was the idea of a resonantly
photo-pumped laser where a strong emission line in one material could be used to
photo-excite a transition in another material and create lasing. A classic example
of this scheme is the Na-pumped Ne X-ray laser scheme proposed 40 years ago
by Vinogradov and colleagues [4, 5]. This scheme used the strong Na He-α line at
1127 eV to resonantly photo-pump the Ne He-γ line and lase on the 4f—3d transi-
tion at 23.1 nm in He-like Ne. This scheme was studied extensively and numerous
experiments were done to try to demonstrate lasing and measure gain [6]. While
weak gain [6] was inferred in several experiments the difficulty with this type
of scheme was creating a sufficiently strong pump line. With the availability of
strong XFEL sources the pump line in the traditional photo-pumped schemes can
be replaced with an XFEL that is tuned to the appropriate resonance. Since the reso-
nant photo-pumped scheme selectively pumps a transition it offers the potential for
higher gain and lower drive intensity than the photo-ionization pumping.

In this paper we look at the advantages and challenges of using the XFEL to
resonantly photo-pump the 1s-3p line in neutral neon as a mechanism for creating
gain on the K-α line in Ne and compare this with the photo-ionization pumping
that has already been demonstrated. We show that with the use of a sufficiently
short XFEL pulse (1-fs) the resonant photo-excitation could reduce the XFEL flux
requirements by several orders of magnitude.

2 Modelling the Inner-Shell Ne Laser

Figure 1 shows the pumping mechanism used in the LCLS experiments that demon-
strated lasing on the inner-shell neon laser. A strong XFEL beam tuned above the
K-edge of neutral Ne I photo-ionizes the 1s electron. This creates an excited state of
singly ionized Ne II that has a missing 1s electron. This excited state then lases to
the ground state of Ne II by emitting an X-ray on the 2p—1s transition at 848.6 eV.
The experiment starts with neon gas that is all in the Ne I ground state so the lower
laser state is initially unoccupied. The natural lifetime of the laser transition is 135
fs. However the challenge with this scheme is that the Auger lifetime of the upper
laser state is 2.3 fs so pumping this scheme requires a very short pulse duration in
the fsec regime.

Figure 2 shows the resonant photo-pumping mechanism for driving the inner-
shell neon laser. The XFEL is tuned to the 1s—3p transition in Ne I at 867.63 eV
creating a large population in the 1s2s22p63p level. This level can then lase to the
lower 1s22s22p53p level state by emitting X-rays on the 2p—1s transition centered
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Fig. 1 Energy level diagram for the photo-ionization driven inner-shell neon X-ray laser

at 848.96 eV. Because of the splitting in the lower level state there are actually 5 X-
ray lines emitted that are spread over a range of 848.67—849.25 eV. We calculate
the total gain by summing the gain of the 5 lines. The upper laser level has a similar
Auger lifetime of 2.3 fs that implies a line-width of 0.3 eV on the lasing transition.
The photo-excitation scheme also requires a short pulse drive because of the very
short Auger lifetime. The difference between this scheme and the photo-ionization
scheme is that lasing in now in neutral Ne I. The lasing energies differ by about 0.4
eV. The potential advantage of this scheme is that the photo-excitation cross-section
is about 18 Mbarns compared to 0.3 Mbarns for the photo-ionization scheme. The
question we want to address in this paper is how we can take advantage of this much
larger excitation rate to reduce the drive requirements on the XFEL source.

To model the photo-ionization and photo-excitation schemes we created a sim-
ple atomic model of the levels shown in Figs. 1 and 2. We then used the kinetics
code Cretin [7] to model the kinetics and gain of the system under various condi-
tions. For the baseline XFEL beam we assume the XFEL beam has 1012 photons
in a 0.9 eV line-width focused to a 1-μm diameter. For the pulse duration we com-
pare a Gaussian shape with 100-fs full-width half-maximum (FWHM) to a 1-fs
FWHM. The XFEL was designed to have a bandwidth of 0.1 % as we are assuming
even though the current bandwidth is larger by a factor of 5–10. The bandwidth has
minimal impact on the photo-ionization mechanism but the strength of the photo-
excitation mechanism is inversely proportional to the bandwidth. One challenge
with the photo-excitation scheme is understanding the validity of the kinetics model
and how to include the photo-excitation rate in the line-width calculation of the gain.
Currently the stimulated rate is included in the kinetics but not in the line-width
which means there are no Stark sidebands or broadening. The XFEL energy is set at
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Fig. 2 Energy level diagram for the photo-excitation driven inner-shell neon X-ray laser

875 eV for modelling the photo-ionization scheme and 867.6 eV for modelling the
photo-excitation scheme.

Starting with a 100-fs duration XFEL pulse, Fig. 3 shows the predicted gain ver-
sus time for both schemes. The time scale is set so that zero time is at the peak of
the XFEL pulse. To understand the sensitivity to the XFEL flux a series of calcula-
tions were done using a multiplier between 1.0 (nominal) and 0.001 on the nominal
XFEL flux described above. For the photo-ionization scheme we predict peak gain
of 44/cm at t = − 81 fs for the nominal case with multiplier of 1.0. In contrast the
photo-excitation scheme has peak gain of 62/cm at − 128 fs for the nominal case.
The big difference between the behaviour of the two schemes is that the gain of the
photo-excitation scheme falls much slower as the XFEL flux is reduced. With a mul-
tiplier of 0.001, which corresponds to 109 photons in the beam, the peak gain is still
12/cm at − 12 fs as compared with 0.7/cm for the photo-ionization scheme. For both
schemes the peak gain starts before the peak of the XFEL pulse and moves closer
to t = 0 as the flux is reduced. To optimize the XFEL drive one wants the peak gain
to occur at the peak of the XFEL drive pulse, otherwise some of the XFEL drive is
not being used.

Now consider a 1-fs duration XFEL driving the Ne gas a shown in Fig. 4. For the
nominal XFEL flux the peak gains are 910/cm at − 0.5 fs for the photo-ionization
and 703/cm at − 1.1 fs for photo-excitation. As the flux intensity is reduced the
gain for the photo-ionization drops quickly but one notices that the peak gain for
the photo-excitation scheme drops from 703/cm to 639/cm as the XFEL drive flux
is reduced by a factor of 100. Also the peak of the gain moves to a time of − 0.2
fs, indicating near optimum drive conditions. As the XFEL flux drops further the
gain drops more quickly and occurs after the peak of the XFEL flux indicating
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Fig. 3 Gain versus time for the neon X-ray laser driven by a 100-fs duration XFEL comparing
the photo-ionization and photo-excitation mechanisms. The XFEL intensity is varied by using a
multiplier between 1.0 (nominal) and 0.001

Fig. 4 Gain versus time for the neon X-ray laser driven by a 1-fs duration XFEL comparing
the photo-ionization and photo-excitation mechanisms. The XFEL intensity is varied by using
a multiplier between 1.0 (nominal) and 0.001

the flux is below ideal drive conditions. This figure shows that the photo-excitation
mechanism offers the potential to reduce the XFEL drive by 1–2 orders of magnitude
as compared with the photo-ionization mechanism. This advantage could enable
smaller facilities to drive inner shell X-ray lasers or allow facilities such as LCLS to
drive even higher energy X-ray lasers with the current XFEL fluxes.
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Fig. 5 Energy level diagram for the photo-ionization driven inner-shell argon X-ray laser

3 Modelling Ar and Cu L-Shell X-Ray Lasers

Given the success of the K-shell neon X-ray laser it should be possible to demon-
strate inner-shell X-ray lasers in other principal shells such as the L and M shells.
One promising candidate to consider is neutral argon gas. Figure 5 shows the energy
level diagram for using an XFEL above the L-shell edge of neutral Ar I to create a
L-shell hole in singly ionized Ar II. If an XFEL was tuned between the two L-edges
at 248 and 326 eV one could create a 2p hole that would result in lasing on the 3s-2p
transition at 232.7 eV. If the XFEL drive was tuned above the L-edge at 326.3 eV
then one would have holes in both the 2s and 2p shells that would result in lasing
on the 3p-2s transition at 310.6 eV as well as the 3s-2p transition. It would be very
interesting to tune the XFEL from low to high energy and watch the 3s-2p lasing
turn on followed by lasing on both lines.

Figure 6 shows the energy level diagram for using an XFEL above the L-shell
edge of neutral Cu I to create a L-shell hole in singly ionized Cu II and create lasing
on the strong 3d-2p line at 922 eV. As an alternative, photo-excitation of the 2p-4d
transition in Cu I would also create lasing on the 3d-2p line in Cu I.
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Fig. 6 Energy level diagram for the photo-ionization driven inner-shell copper X-ray laser

4 Conclusions

In this paper we model the neon inner shell X-ray laser under similar conditions
to those used at LCLS. We show how we can improve the efficiency of the neon
laser and reduce the drive requirements by tuning the XFEL to the 1s-3p transition
in neutral neon in order to create gain on the 2p-1s line in neutral neon. We present
the sensitivity to the drive intensity, pulse duration, and line-width of the XFEL
to better understand how to optimize this inner shell laser by understanding the
trade-offs between using photo-ionization versus photo-excitation to drive gain in
these systems. We show that with the use of a sufficiently short XFEL pulse (1-fs)
the resonant photo-excitation could reduce the XFEL flux requirements by several
orders of magnitude. We also discuss how photo-ionization of L-shell electrons can
be used to create lasing on n = 3 − 2 transitions in materials such as Ar at 232 and
310 eV and Cu at 922 eV.
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Reflection Mode Imaging with
Extreme-Ultraviolet Light from a High
Harmonic Source

Dennis F. Gardner, Bosheng Zhang, Matthew D. Seaberg,
Elisabeth R. Shanblatt, Henry C. Kapteyn, Margaret M. Murnane
and Daniel E. Adams

Abstract To date there have been few demonstrations of reflection-geometry
coherent diffractive imaging (CDI). The work described here, using a high-harmonic
source at 30 nm, is the first general reflection mode technique. We use a combina-
tion of ptychography and tilted plane correction to image an extended sample with
no restriction on the incident angle or limitations on the numerical aperture. We
find good agreement between our CDI images and images from scanning electron
microscopy and atomic force microscopy.

1 Introduction

Since its first demonstration in 1999 [1], coherent diffractive imaging (CDI) has
matured into a useful tool for nanoscale imaging. However, nearly all work with
this technique has been in a transmission geometry (see for example the review by
Chapman and Nugent [2]). In the last few years, the extension of CDI to reflection
geometries has only begun to be explored [3–9].

The ability to image in a reflection geometry is critical when studying surfaces,
for example in catalysis for energy harvesting systems or in next generation inte-
grated circuits. Thus far, CDI reflection mode imaging with extreme-ultraviolet
(EUV) or x-rays has had various limitations. These limitations include low numer-
ical aperture (NA) [4, 7], normal incidence geometry requiring highly-reflective
multilayer samples [8], and requiring isolated samples [7, 9].

To create a general CDI microscope, capable of imaging non-isolated samples
with high NA at any angle of incidence, we use a combination of ptychography
[10,11] and tilted plane correction [5]. With 30 nm high harmonic generation (HHG)
illumination we reconstruct images of Ti patterned on Si. The images display high
fidelity and compare very well with images from a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) and an atomic force microscope (AFM).
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Fig. 1 A schematic of the experimental setup. The HHG beam is passed through an adjustable
aperture to put a hard edge on the beam. Using two multilayer mirrors a single harmonic is focused
onto the sample

2 Experimental Setup

We use a KM Labs Dragon Ti:Sapphire laser at 5 kHz, 1.5 mJ per pulse, and 22 fs
pulse duration. The Ti:Sapphire driving laser is coupled into a 200 μm diameter
fiber filled with 60 Torr of Ar gas. We generate harmonics of the fundamental
driving wavelength (780 nm) through phase-matched, high harmonic up-conversion
[12, 13].

After the generation of the harmonics, the co-propagating driving laser is atten-
uated by two 200 nm-thick Al filters. The 27th harmonic is selected using a pair
of Mg/SiC multilayer mirrors, one flat and one with 10 cm radius of curvature
(ROC). The curved mirror focuses the HHG beam onto the sample at a 45◦ angle of
incidence (see Fig. 1).

Due to the off-axis incidence angle on the curved mirror (≈ 2◦), slight astigma-
tism is introduced into the focus. As a result of the astigmatism, there is a horizontal
focus and a vertical focus with the circle of least confusion (COLC) defined as
halfway between. The sample is place 300 μm upstream of the COLC. At this
position the beam size is about 10 μm in diameter.

The sample was fabricated using e-beam lithography and consisted of Ti shapes,
approximately 10 μm in diameter and 30 nm tall, on Si (see supplementary material
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Fig. 2 From the diffraction data we reconstruct an image of the sample. a A SEM image of the
sample. Note the circled piece of dust is contamination after performing the CDI experiment. b A
representative diffraction pattern after applying tilted plane correction. c The recovered illumina-
tion probe (thresholded at 5 %) and d the reconstructed object. The inset in (c) is the phase of the
beam. The same scale bar show in (a) is shared by (c) and (d)

of Ref. [14] for details). A SEM image of the sample is shown in Fig. 2a. Diffraction
from the sample is recorded on a 2048 × 2048 Andor iKon camera pixel array with
square 13.5 μm pixels placed 67 mm from the sample. With this geometry the NA
is 0.1, enabling a half-pitch resolution of 150 nm.

The beam is scanned over the sample in 3 × 3 grids with 2.5 μm separation
between scan positions. To avoid square raster artifacts in the image reconstruction,
each scan position had a random offset of up to 1 μm [10]. Diffraction patterns at a
total of 90 scan positions were acquired, with 30 second exposure time per position
and 2 x 2 binning.
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Fig. 3 Comparison between CDI and AFM height information. a A height map generated from the
phase information of the object and b an AFM image of the sample. c A histogram of the height
from the two techniques

3 Results and Discussion

Due to the combination of the high NA and the off-axis angle of incidence, the
recorded diffraction patterns need to be interpolated onto a linear frequency grid
in order to use fast Fourier transforms in the data analysis [5]. A representative
tilted plane corrected diffraction pattern is shown in Fig. 2b. Due to the high beam
curvature near the COLC, a Ronchigram can be seen at the center of the diffraction
pattern [15].

To reconstruct an image from the diffraction patterns, we used the extended pty-
chographic iterative engine (ePIE) algorithm as described in Ref. [11]. The ePIE
was initialized with an object guess of unity, and the probe guess was generated
by using a model of the optical system. At first 20 iterations were performed with
feedback on the object and the probe guess. Then we reset the object guess to unity
and used the updated probe from the previous iterations as the starting guess. After
100 more iterations of feedback on the object and probe, the algorithm converged to
a stable solution. The final solved probe is shown in Fig. 2c.

To improve the reconstruction, we used the position correction algorithm, as
described by Zhang et al. in Ref. [16], to fix any translation stage errors. The ePIE
algorithm was run for another 100 iterations with position correction and was only
allowed to update the object (not the probe). The result of the reconstruction is
shown in Fig. 2d and it agrees well with the SEM image shown in Fig. 2a.

With knowledge of the sample materials and the approximate height of the fea-
tures, we can use the phase information to create a height map [14]. A height map of
the sample from the CDI phase information is shown in Fig. 3a and an AFM com-
parison is shown in Fig. 3b. In Fig. 3c we compare the height of the features using
a histogram and, as can be seen, our CDI image quantitatively agrees well with the
AFM measurement.
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4 Conclusion

We have demonstrated a general CDI technique for use in reflection geometry, capa-
ble of imaging extended samples at high NA with any angle of incidence. This
general approach can provide a comprehensive and definitive characterization of
how light, at any wavelength, scatters from a surface with an imminent feasibility
of elemental imaging with few-nm resolution.
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Volumetric Composition Imaging at the
Nanoscale by Soft X-Ray Laser Ablation Mass
Spectrometry

I. Kuznetsov, J. Filevich, M. Woolston, D. B. Carlton, W. Chao,
E. H. Anderson, E. R. Bernstein, D. C. Crick, J. J. Rocca and C. S. Menoni

Abstract Single shot soft x-ray laser ablation in combination with mass spectrom-
etry is shown to make it possible to detect intact molecular ions from organic and
inorganic materials from atto-liter volumes with high sensitivity. The technique is
demonstrated to record 3D composition images of heterogeneous samples.

1 Introduction

Laser ablation combined with mass spectrometry (MS) is an analytical method
widely exploited to assess chemical composition of solid samples. In laser abla-
tion MS a focused laser evaporates and ionizes the sample. Chemical specificity is
obtained from the analyses of the ions in the plasma that are extracted and detected
using a mass spectrometer. Two dimensional chemical images can be constructed
from deconvolution of mass spectra obtained as the sample is laterally displaced
with respect to the focused laser beam.

Laser ablation MS has been implemented using pulsed lasers with wavelengths
ranging from the near infrared to the ultraviolet (UV) and pulse durations from
nanoseconds down to femtoseconds [1–3]. The nature of the laser/material inter-
actions influences the characteristics of the plasmas and in turn the ionization
mechanisms. The size of the focused laser spot controls the extent of the probed
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Fig. 1 Soft x-ray laser 3D mass spectrometry imaging system. a Photograph of the complete
SXRL ablation mass spectrometry imaging system, b schematics showing the SXRL beam and
ion trajectories, c 2aL crater ablated in PMMA with a single laser shot

sample region and thus the lateral spatial resolution, which is typically 10 μm when
imaging.

We have recently demonstrated the use of SXRL ablation in MS for the first
time, and showed the capability to image molecular composition in organic mate-
rials in three dimensions (3D) with nanoscale resolution and high sensitivity [4].
The 3D nanoscale resolution results from the ability to focus the SXRL beams
to spots ∼ 100 nm in diameter in polymers and the high absorption of the SRXL
which permits ablating craters ∼ 10 nm deep [4] in a single shot using a fluence
of ∼100 mJcm−2 approaching the desorption fluence of polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA) [5]. In this paper we provide details of the method and give examples of
its capability to determine the chemical makeup of organic and inorganic samples
and show its capability to image composition in 3D with high sensitivity.

2 Experimental Details

The SXRL ablation mass spectrometry imaging method we have developed is illus-
trated in Fig. 1a. The experiments were conducted using a capillary discharge
Ne-like Ar laser emitting at 46.9 nm wavelength [6]. The SXRL output is focused
onto the solid sample using a 0.12 NA free standing zone plate lens. The ions in the
laser-created plasma are extracted and analyzed with a time of flight (TOF) mass
spectrometer operated in reflectron mode (Fig. 1b).

The 0.12 NA zone plate lens is a free standing structure fabricated by electron
beam lithography with a central opening that facilitates ion extraction [7]. The ion
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Fig. 2 Single shot positive ion mass spectrum of rhodamine B showing the intact molecular ion
M+ and large m/z fragments

optics can be biased to extract either positive or negative ions. A 2 attoliter (aL)
crater ablated PMMA with a single laser shot using a fluence of 0.2 Jcm−2 is shown
in Fig. 1b. The ablated volume in polymers is determined by the laser fluence which
is controlled by attenuating the laser pulse energy.

3 Results

3.1 Molecular Analysis of Heterogeneous Samples

The challenge of laser ablation and ionization MS methods is in detecting intact
molecular ions or large fragments to uniquely identify the chemical makeup of
probed sample region. In the analysis of organic samples by laser ablation MS sev-
eral strategies have been implemented. For example, when using UV laser pulses in
the MS of organic samples, it is necessary to add a matrix to the analyte to allow for
laser absorption and ionization [1]. Other approaches rely on OH ionization with
near infrared (NIR) illumination or the use of femtosecond pulses for which the
nonlinear laser-material interactions result in significantly different ion activation
processes [3], [8].

The use of 46.9 nm SXRL illumination is ideal for the analysis of organic samples
due to its naturally strong absorption (i.e. 20 nm absorption length) in carbonaceous
materials, and the ability of the 26.4 eV photons to ionize any molecule [9]. Figure 2
shows the single shot mass spectrum of rhodamine B originating from an ablated
analyte volume of 79 aL.

The rhodamine B mass spectrum contains a peak at m/z 443 that corresponds to
the intact molecular ion and large fragments at lower m/z. In this analysis, as well as
those previously reported, the mass spectra show singly ionized parent molecules.
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Fig. 3 Mass spectra of Nile red and soda-lime glass obtained with positive (+) and negative (−)
ion extraction modes. The parent molecule ions [M+H]+, M−, and [M+O]− are identified

Furthermore, we showed the sensitivity of SXRL ablation MS in the detection of
organic analytes within the range m/z ≤ 400 is 0.01 amol, which is unprecedented
for a laser ablation method [4].

Positive ion extraction is best suited for the detection of intact organic molecular
ions, as shown in Fig. 2, and in results previously reported [4]. Instead, to get molec-
ular information from inorganic samples, negative mode extraction might be neces-
sary. A comparison of positive and negative ion extraction modes mass spectra of
Nile red and glass is shown in Fig. 3. The parent ion [M + H]+ is present in the posi-
tive ion spectra of Nile red but not when using negative mode extraction. The reverse
occurs in inorganic materials, pointing to the difference in ionization mechanisms.
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Fig. 4 Demonstration of 3D chemical imaging. a 3D ion image showing the distribution of resist,
Au, ITO and SiO2 in the sample. The color scale indicates normalized concentration ranging from
0 (light color) to 1 (dark color), b Mass spectra for each of the surfaces in (a) obtained by adding
up the mass spectrum of each voxel in the 15 × 15 array of probed sites, d Average amplitude for
each of the characteristic ion peaks in (b) versus ablation event number. These data and the ablation
depths of the craters created in consecutive ablation events shown in the AFM profiles of, c were
used to construct the 3D image of (a). The inset on (c) is a micrograph of the sample

3.2 Chemical Imaging of Heterogeneous Samples

The high sensitivity of SXRL ablation MS in the detection of organic and inorganic
analyte ions was exploited to demonstrate composition imaging with 20 nm depth
and 75 nm lateral resolution in organic materials [4]. Here we show an example of
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3D composition imaging of a heterogeneous sample consisting of a pattern of Au
pillars covered by a layer of resist (Fig. 4). The 35 nm tall square Au pillars were
fabricated on ITO-coated glass substrate and buried within a 55 nm thick resist layer.
At a laser fluence of 0.7 Jcm−2 the resist was completely removed after the first shot.
Instead, ITO and glass ablated at rates of ∼ 20 nm/shot and Au at ∼ 5 nm/shot. The
ablation rate correlates with the absorption depth of the 46.9 nm laser light in the
materials which is ∼ 20 nm and 6 nm for ITO and glass and Au respectively. The
profiles of the ablated craters obtained from atomic force microscope images are
shown in Fig. 4d. Mass spectra from four consecutive single-shot ablation events
were acquired on a given sample location before displacing the sample in steps of
750 nm. These spectra were analysed to determine the amplitude of the ion peaks at
m/z 74, 115, 197 and 40, which identify a resist fragment, In in ITO, Au, and Ca (an
impurity in glass) respectively. Figure 4a plots the content of each of the material in
the sample versus shot number. The mass spectra used in the construction of the 3D
image are shown in Fig. 4b. These are the sum-averaged over the 15 × 15 array of
probed sites in each layer. The measured amplitude of the resist, Au, In and Ca ion
peaks obtained from these spectra and plotted in Fig. 4d accurately represents the
abundance of each of the materials in the sample.

4 Conclusions

SXRL ablation brings to the broad landscape of laser-based MS methods the ability
to identify singly ionized intact molecular ions from organic and inorganic mate-
rials with extremely high sensitivity, enabling for the first time imaging in 3D at
the nanoscale. Further studies of the SXRL interaction and characterization of the
plasmas that are generated are necessary to extend the mass range and maximize the
potential of this novel nanoscale 3D MSI method for scientific and technological
applications.
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Time-Resolved Holography with a Table Top
Soft X-Ray Laser

M.C. Marconi, N. Monserud, E. Malm, P. Wachulak and W. Chao

Abstract We describe the implementation of a Fourier transform holographic setup
capable to acquire flash images with 1 ns temporal resolution and 130 nm spatial
resolution utilizing a soft X-ray (SXR) table-top laser. Sub-micron scale pillars
oscillating at frequencies around 1 MHz were imaged by single shot laser pulses
allowing for the composition of “movies” of the oscillating pillars by combining a
sequence of single shot images.

1 Introduction

The development of intense highly coherent soft X-ray laser (SXRL) sources have
opened the possibility to implement high resolution imaging techniques that so
far were restricted to large synchrotron and free electron laser facilities [1] – [3].
Using a table top SXRL we have implemented a “flash” (single shot) time resolved
Fourier holography setup to record images of nano-scale oscillating pillars. The final
motivation of this project is to implement an imaging technique capable to detect
intrinsic localized oscillation modes (ILM) in nano-pillars arrays, and to demon-
strate a new single molecule detection technique [4]. ILMs consist of coherent
oscillation of nano-pillars, set in stable and localized patterns. The key characteristic
of ILMs is that if one pillar in an array has mechanical properties different from oth-
ers, for example a variation in the mass, then there are regimes of oscillations when
ILMs focus precisely on that defective pillars (pinning). Thus the lead idea to imple-
ment the single molecule detection technique is that the attachment of a molecule
to one of the nanopillars oscillating in the array will introduce a “defect” that will
concentrate the ILM. From the point of view of molecular detection, since one ILM
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involves many oscillators, a change in ILM shape and location will predict attach-
ment of a molecule with higher sensitivity than an individual resonator. However, the
resonators for molecular detection of lighter molecules have to be excessively small
(microns in length, nanometers in width), and conventional visualization techniques,
based on visible or near-visible lasers, cannot resolve extremely fast and small oscil-
lations of these nano-scale resonators. On the other hand, visualization techniques
for nanometer scale like Atomic Force (AFM) and Scanning Electron Microscopes
(SEM) cannot study the fast dynamics of the resonators in real time. An alterna-
tive imaging technique with high spatial and temporal resolutions is thus necessary
to investigate the ILM dynamics and demonstrate the novel single molecule detec-
tion method. In this experiment it was demonstrated this capability using table-top
46.9 nm lasers developed at Colorado State University.

2 Experiment Set Up

To validate the ILM detection it was developed a holographic system for the visu-
alization of the oscillations in the nano-pillar arrays. This required the capability to
record images with high spatial and temporal resolutions. This experiment utilized
a SXRL holography technique to detect the collective dynamics of the ILMs in real
time.

To achieve high temporal and spatial resolution a Fourier Transform Holog-
raphy (FTH) configuration was utilized. [5] The hologram was recorded in a
charged-coupled device (CCD) camera and reconstructed numerically. With this
experimental configuration it was possible to achieve time resolved holograms (or
flash holograms) with a temporal resolution determined by the laser pulse width,
in this case 1 nanosecond. Figure 1 is a schematic of the experimental set up for
holographic recording. The EUV laser radiation was directed onto the Fresnel zone
plate which was used as a beam splitter, generating the illumination and the refer-
ence beams. The nanopillar array was located in close proximity of the zone plate
focal plane. The un-diffracted zero order beam illuminated the object (nanopillar
array) producing a diffracted object beam. The object beam was superposed in the
CCD detector plane with the spherical wave generated by the first order focal point
of the zone plate producing an interference pattern. The hologram recorded in this
way can be reconstructed using standard FFT numerical procedures.

The spatial resolution achievable is determined by the size of the point reference
source, the precision with which the reference wavefront is known and the angular
extent over which the hologram is recorded. The working distance is determined
by the spatial sampling frequency and ultimately set by the detector pixel size and
the acceptance angle of the recording. If the working distance z is defined as the
distance between the reference source (focal point) and the detector plane, and �x
is the detector’s pixel size, the numerical aperture of the recording is approximately
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup for the Fourier transform “flash” holography

NA = n �x�z, where n is the number of pixels in the detector. Approximating the
object resolution by the transverse resolution of a zone plate, we get:

z = 1.22 n �x δ

λ

Here, δ denotes the thickness of the outermost zone in the Fresnel plate. For
the parameters of the 46.9 nm laser and the available optics, this scheme allows
to attain 100 nm spatial resolution with a working distance z of few centimeters.
Regarding the temporal resolution, it was limited by the laser pulse width, which
was measured to be approximately 1 ns.

3 Time-Resolved Imaging of Oscillating Pillars

The goal of the holographic imaging system is to determine the position and mea-
sure the amplitude of oscillation of nanopillars with sub-micron dimensions and that
are oscillating with MHz range frequencies. The sample for this test was a set of
three pillars fabricated with the focused ion beam tool in a 200 nm thick SiN mem-
brane. The pillars were defined in a rectangular aperture. Each pillar has a length of
15 μm and a width of 200 nm. Figure 2 is a SEM image of the three pillars array
used in the test.

The sample was attached to a ceramic piezoelectric that was excited with a sinu-
soidal wave 10 V peak to peak while the excitation frequency was scanned around
the expected resonance frequency. For this experiment, the excitation frequency was
1.16 MHz. Several single shot holograms were recorded of the oscillating pillars
shown in the sequence in Fig. 3. During the experiment the first (leftmost) pillar
broke and the other two pillars collapsed together and got attached to each other
in the tip. Nevertheless, the experiment is a proof of principle that the method is
viable to detect minute oscillations in nano-pillars. The displacement of the pillars
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Fig. 2 SEM image of the
three pillar array fabricated
by focused ion beam milling.
The pillars were defined in a
200 nm thick SiN membrane.
The width of each pillar is
200 nm and the length 15 μm

is visible in the sequence displayed in Fig. 3. With this sequence of images it was
possible to compose a “movie” of the oscillation by sequentially displaying the dif-
ferent images as frames in a film. The 60 nm amplitude movement is more evident
in the movie that is available at http://www.engr.colostate.edu/ marconi/.

The results shown in Fig. 3 clearly demonstrate the capability of the time
resolved holography to record the movement of nanometer size objects in real
time. Also the versatility of the Fourier transform holography set up allows for a
quick reconstruction enabling an almost “on-line” visualization of the nanopillar
oscillations.

4 Out-of-Plane Imaging

Holographic imaging had the extra built-in advantage, allowing to simultaneously
visualize the movements in the third dimension (the direction of the beam prop-
agation, off the plane of the oscillation of the nanopillars). This imaging in the
longitudinal direction has a lower spatial resolution, but nevertheless can be detected
with a proper numerical treatment of the hologram. An example of this effect was
evident when processing the hologram of a sample similar to the one described in
Sect. 3 (Fig. 2). The first pillar of the sample stuck out of the sample plane, while the
other two pillars remained in the aperture’s plane. This displacement off the plane
was visible in the hologram with the adequate processing, by numerically adding
a spherical phase. This is equivalent to displacing the reference point source in the
z direction (the beam propagation direction). The FFT reconstruction of the holo-
gram automatically produces a sharp image of the object that is located in the same
plane of the reference source. Thus, adding different phase shifts to the hologram,
reconstructing the image and evaluating the sharpness of the image it is possible
to determine the position of the object along the direction of the propagation of the
beam. Figure 4 summarizes the result of this experiment. Figure 4a is the reconstruc-
tion after adding a phase shift corresponding to a reference source displacement of
− 1 μm (i.e. a displacement of the point source of 1 μm behind the plane of the
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Fig. 3 Sequence of holograms of oscillating pillars. The images with the pillars in different
locations can be combined in a “movie” of the oscillating pillars

Fig. 4 Out of plane feature detection. a Reconstruction of the hologram after adding a phase corre-
sponding to a displacement of the reference source of − 1 μm. The tip of the two collapsed pillars
is in focus while the tip of the first pillar (from the left) if blurred. b Reconstruction of the hologram
after adding a phase corresponding to a displacement of the reference source of 9 μm. The tip of
the off plane pillar is in focus while the two in plane pillars are blurred

membrane). In this reconstruction it is clear that the tips of the two collapsed pil-
lars (on the right of the aperture) are in focus while the tip of the off plane pillar is
blurred. The base of the off-plane pillar, which is in the membrane’s plane, shows
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a sharp image as well. Figure 4b is the reconstruction of the same hologram, but in
this case a phase corresponding to a displacement of the point source of 9 μm above
the membrane’s plane was added. The image in Fig. 4b shows a sharp image of the
tip of the off-plane pillar while the collapsed in-plane pillars are blurred. This anal-
ysis indicates that the tip of the off-plane pillar is sticking out 8 μm of the sample
plane.

5 Conclusions

We have demonstrated a table-top soft-X-ray Fourier holography setup capable to
acquire flash images of fast moving objects with high spatial resolution. These
features are not available with SEM, TEM or AFM imaging. Soft X-ray flash holog-
raphy can be a valuable complementary technique to the conventional nanoscale
imaging approaches that may have a significant impact in nanosciences.
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X-Ray Holography for Imaging Large Specimen
with a Ag X-Ray Laser

Kyoung Hwan Lee, Hyeok Yun, Jae Hee Sung, Seong Ku Lee,
Tae Moon Jeong, Hyung Taek Kim and Chang Hee Nam

Abstract We developed a new variant of Fourier transform holography (FTH) to
overcome the separation condition of FTH by subtracting the autocorrelation signal,
named as autocorrelation-subtracted FTH (AS-FHT). AS-FTH is advantageous in
imaging large specimen using light sources of limited coherent photons because AS-
FTH requires a much smaller coherent illumination area than conventional FTH. We
experimentally demonstrated the AS-FTH using a Ni-like Ag x-ray laser at 13.9 nm.
The hidden part of an image under its autocorrelation was successfully recovered by
subtracting an independently measured autocorrelation signal.

1 Introduction

X-ray Fourier transform holography (FTH) is an attractive method to obtain high-
resolution image without any sophisticated diffractive x-ray lenses and numerical
ambiguities [1–4]. The hologram is generated by the interference between an object
wave and a reference wave from pinholes. In order to reconstruct the holographic
image, the reference pinhole should be located at a proper position fulfilling the
separation condition, and the transmitted light through the pinhole should be suffi-
cient strong to make the interference the object wave. Even though several types of
reference structures were proposed to provide strong reference wave, any method
to remove the separation condition has not been devised [5, 6]. Since the separation
condition of FTH demands three times larger coherent illumination than the size of
the object, it can be a crucial restriction to use an x-ray light source with limited
coherent photons. Consequently, the separation condition should be eliminated, if
possible, to image large specimen for a given coherent illumination condition.
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Fig. 1 a The sample plate (S) for FTH having an object (O) and a reference (R). b FTH image
of sample plate violating separation condition. c Central autocorrelation removed image in (b)
obtained by subtracting O ⊗ O

In this proceeding, we report a variation of FTH, named as autocorrelation sub-
tracted FTH (AS-FTH), for the elimination of the separation condition. AS-FTH
overcomes the separation condition by removing the autocorrelation signal from
a normal FTH image. Here we demonstrated AS-FTH using a Ni-like Ag x-ray
laser [7]. We prepared a sample plate with a reference pinhole, violating the sep-
aration condition, that produced a hidden part of the object image in the case of a
normal FTH method. The hidden part of object image was successfully recovered
by subtracting the central autocorrelation signal. For the subtraction of the central
autocorrelation, the diffraction pattern of an object without the reference pinhole
was separately recorded. The unveiled part of the object image well matched the
original sample shape, even though the AS-FTH result showed image deformation
due to the imperfect subtraction of the autocorrelation signal.

2 Separation Condition of FTH

The separation condition is a required distance between an object and a reference
pinhole for obtaining a proper FTH image. Figure 1a shows a nominal sample plate
(S) for FTH containing an object (O) and a reference pinhole (R) with distance r .
The diffracted light from the sample plate generates the hologram, and the hologram
can be reconstructed by applying inverse Fourier transform, as shown in Fig. 1b. The
reconstructed FTH image is expressed as the autocorrelation of sample plate,

F−1{|F (S)|2} = 0 ⊗ 0 + R ⊗ R + 0 ⊗ R + R ⊗ 0, (1)

where F, F−1,⊗ are Fourier transform, inverse Fourier transform, and cross-
correlation operators, respectively. In the FTH image, O ⊗ O+R ⊗ R becomes the
central autocorrelation signal, and O⊗R and R⊗O become the reconstructed object
image placed with distance r from the center of the FTH image. Since the radius of
the central autocorrelation is 2d when the radius of object is d, r > 3d should be
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satisfied to avoid an overlap among the central autocorrelation and reconstructed
object images. This restriction of r is the separation condition of FTH, and it should
be removed in order to reduce the size of required coherent illumination area.

3 Autocorrealtion-Subtracted FTH

We propose a variant of FTH named as autocorrelation-subtracted FTH (AS-FTH)
to eliminate the separation condition. Since the separation condition is caused by
the autocorrelation signal (O ⊗ O+R ⊗ R), the separation condition can be elim-
inated by removing the components, O⊗O + R⊗R. Since R⊗R is negligible with
a pinhole reference, the central autocorrelation signal can be effectively erased by
subtracting O⊗O. In order to remove O ⊗ O in Fig. 1b, AS-FTH separately records
the diffraction signal of an object without a reference pinhole. Figure 1c shows the
AS-FTH image obtained by subtracting independently produced O ⊗ O The hidden
part of the object image in the Fig. 1b can be recovered through AS-FTH.

AS-FTH also can be applied to a differential holographic method using an
extended reference. Recently, holography with extended reference by autocor-
relation linear differential operation (HERALDO) has been proposed to obtain
high-resolution x-ray images beyond the limitation of FTH by providing a strong
reference wave [6]. HERALDO can obtain high resolution corresponding to the
sharpness of a reference edge, but it is still governed by the separation condition. If
the contribution of an extended reference, such as a line reference, is small, the effec-
tive elimination of the separation condition of HERALDO is possible by subtracting
O⊗O.

4 Experimental Demonstration

We have demonstrated AS-FTH using the setup shown in Fig. 2. The Ni-like Ag
x-ray laser at 13.9 nm was generated using a pumping laser with 8-ps pulse duration
and 2-J energy. The energy of x-ray laser was 1.5 μJ, corresponding to 1011 photons
[8]. The x-ray laser was focused into a sample plate using a concave Mo/Si x-ray
mirror. A 200-nm Zr filter was placed in front of the sample plate to block a stray
light. Then the diffracted signal from the sample plate was recorded using an x-
ray CCD placed at 42-mm away from the sample plate. The x-ray CCD consists
of 2048 × 2048 pixels with unit pixel size of 13.5 μm. Insets in Fig. 2 show the
scanning electron microscope images of the sample plates with ‘-h’ pattern for AS-
FTH without and with two reference pinholes. The ‘-h’ pattern was fabricated on
300 nm-thick Au-coated 50-nm thick Si3N4 membrane using a focused ion beam.

For the AS-FTH, two diffraction signals of the sample plate were obtained. The
first diffraction image was used to produce the FTH image, and the other was used
to subtract the central autocorrelation. First, the central autocorrelation signal in
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Fig. 2 Experimental layout
of AS-FTH using a Ag x-
ray laser. Insets (i) and (ii)
show the scanning electron
microscope images of sample
plates of ‘-h’ pattern without
and with reference pinholes,
respectively

Fig. 3b was prepared using the diffraction signal of the sample plate having ‘-h’
pattern without any reference pinhole, as shown in Fig. 3a. Then, two reference
pinholes were fabricated using a focused ion beam in the sample plate, and the
diffraction signal from the sample plate was recorded as shown in Fig. 3c. Figure 3d
shows the FTH image of Fig. 3c. The FTH image contains two reconstructed ‘-h’
pattern images coming from the two reference pinholes; one is fully isolated while
the other is partly blocked by the central autocorrelation signal due to the reference
pinhole violating the separation condition.

The hidden part of ‘-h’ pattern image was successfully recovered by subtract-
ing the autocorrelation signal (Fig. 3b) from the FTH image (Fig. 3d), as shown in
Fig. 4a. The ‘-h’ pattern image recovered through AS-FTH matched well the isolated
‘-h’ pattern image, even though the AS-FTH image contains negative background
signals due to the imperfect subtraction of autocorrelation. Figure 4b shows the
intensity profiles of hidden part of the image and isolated image. The black (tri-
angles) and red (squares) lines in Fig. 4b were measured along the black and red
arrows in Fig. 4a. Despite the black line has negative background in the left edge, it
is very similar to the red line. Furthermore, the black line shows a relevant resolu-
tion of 140 nm compared to the red line of 120 nm. Since the imperfect subtraction
mostly occurred due to the change of illumination conditions between the acquisi-
tions of two diffraction signals, it can be reduced by introducing an in-line blocker
which can open and close the reference wave in a short time interval for minimizing
the change of illumination conditions.

5 Conclusion

We succeeded in obtaining the FTH image of a sample violating the separation con-
dition using the AS-FTH method. The hidden part of the object image could be
recovered to the original object structure by applying AS-FTH. Since the AS-FTH
technique can eliminate the separation condition by removing the central autocorre-
lation signal, it allows obtaining FTH images with an illumination area comparable
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Fig. 3 a Diffraction signal of the ‘-h’ pattern without reference pinholes. b Inverse Fourier trans-
form of (a) (logarithmic scale). c Diffraction signal of the ‘-h’ pattern with reference pinholes. d
Inverse Fourier transform of (c) (logarithmic scale)

Fig. 4 a Central autocorrelation subtracted image of Fig. 3d. b Intensity profiles measured along
the black (black triangles) and red (red squares) arrows in (a)
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to the object size. It means that AS-FTH can image larger samples than those
allowed in the normal FTH method for a given illumination condition. Conse-
quently, the AS-FTH technique will be very useful in investigating large specimen
using table-top x-ray sources with limited coherent photons.
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Development of X-Ray Sources Using Intense
Laser Pulses and Their Applications to X-Ray
Microscopy

H. T. Kim, K. H. Lee, H. Yun, I. J. Kim, C. M. Kim, K. H. Pae, J. H. Sung,
S. K. Lee, T. M. Jeong and C. H. Nam

Abstract We report the development of x-ray sources and their applications to x-
ray microscopy. We applied a Ni-like Ag x-ray laser at 13.9 nm to Fourier transform
holography (FTH) and obtained a reconstructed image with a resolution of 87 nm
using a single-shot x-ray laser pulse. As the achievable spatial resolution of the
single-shot FTH is limited by the strength of the reference wave, we enhanced the
resolution of the x-ray imaging using the holography with extended reference by
autocorrelation linear differential operation (HERALDO). Clear holograms could
be recorded over the full size of an x-ray CCD, and the hologram reconstruction
provided an image with a minimum resolution of 24 nm, close to the diffraction
limited resolution of the imaging system.

1 Introduction

X-ray lasers using intense laser pulses [1] have unique properties of short pulse
duration, high brightness and coherence, which can be suitable for time-resolved
x-ray imaging. Since the laser-driven x-ray lasers have a compact size compared to
an x-ray free electron lasers, the table-top x-ray lasers can be powerful in realizing
a compact ultrafast x-ray microscope for various applications in nanoscience. To
this end, the table-top x-ray lasers have been applied to imaging techniques using
diffractive optics [2], coherence diffraction imaging (CDI) [3], and holography [4].
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For the realization of table-top ultrafast x-ray microscopy, we have performed
research on x-ray laser development [5, 6] and soft x-ray imaging [3, 4]. We suc-
cessfully demonstrated a Ni-like silver x-ray laser at 13.9 nm by developing a new
variation of the grazing incidence pumping (GRIP) scheme [7] using a single-
profiled pumping pulse [5]. The x-ray laser was applied to single-shot Fourier
transform holography (FTH) with the spatial resolution of 87 nm [4]. The spatial
resolution of the single-shot FTH was however limited by the strength of the ref-
erence wave. In order to overcome the limitation of the FTH result, we performed
holographic x-ray imaging with an extended reference by applying the autocorrela-
tion linear differential operator (HERALDO) [8] and succeeded in achieving near
diffraction-limited spatial resolution of 24 nm.

In this proceeding, our research on x-ray laser and their application to x-ray
imaging is summarized. The proceeding is organized as follows. The development
of x-ray laser is described in Sect. 2, and the Fourier transform holography using
x-ray laser pulses is presented in Sect. 3. The enhanced spatial resolution of holo-
graphic imaging using extended reference is presented in Sect. 4. Section 5 delivers
a summary.

2 Development of X-Ray Laser

The development of table-top x-ray laser is a critical step for x-ray microscopy.
Among various methods to realize x-ray lasers [ref], the GRIP scheme is one of
the most successful methods [ref]. The GRIP scheme usually uses two pumping
beams; the first beam of a nanosecond pre-pulse is applied to create plasma and the
other beam of a picosecond main pulse generates the population inversion. However,
the GRIP scheme has a difficulty to overlap two laser beams, inducing instability in
output power. In order to solve the problem, we developed a new variant of the GRIP
scheme using a single profiled pumping pulse [5]. Using this scheme, we succeeded
in achieving a saturated output from the Ni-like Ag x-ray laser at 13.9 nm pumped by
a temporally profiled laser pulse with 1.5-J energy. For the temporal profiling of the
pumping pulse, we controlled the injection time of the oscillator to amplifier stages
in 10-Hz Ti:Sapphire laser to adjust prepulse and amplified-spontaneous-emission
(ASE) background for proper pre-plasma conditions.

We measured the temporal profile of the pumping pulse and x-ray laser output as
shown in Fig. 1. By controlling the pulse profile, we could generate the Ni-like Ag
x-ray laser output with energy of about 1.5 μJ per pulse. The temporal profiles of the
laser pulse were monitored during the experiment before the pulse compressor using
a photodiode and an oscilloscope with temporal resolution of about 500 ps, shown
as the dotted line in Fig. 1a. In order to measure the details of pulse profile, we
installed a very fast photodiode and an oscilloscope having a temporal resolution
below 100 ps after the pulse compressor. The black filled graph in Fig. 1a shows
the complex temporal structure of the pumping pulse. The pumping pulse has four
distinguishable peaks; the main pulse, a strong prepulse at—400 ps and two peaks
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a b

Fig. 1 a Temporal profiles of pumping laser pulse and, b output of the Ni-like Ag x-ray laser
pumped with a single profiled laser pulse

at—4 ns. This complex temporal structure of the pumping pulse may provide the
condition for efficient pumping—formation of multiple pumping pulses irradiating
the target at an oblique angle [9]. Consequently, the single-profiled pumping scheme
can be a simple and efficient method to generate an x-ray laser with stable output.

We have pursued also the development of new x-ray/gamma-ray sources using
PW laser pulses. Using two PW Ti:Sapphire laser beam lines with outputs of 1.0
and 1.5 PW at 30 fs [10, 11], we examined OFI recombination x-ray lasers from
high-density Ne and Nitrogen plasma [12]. We could not however obtain proper
amplification of lasing lines by OFI recombination process due to strong reab-
sorption and short propagation distance in the dense medium [13]. In addition, we
are planning to develop hard x-ray/gamma-ray sources from an inverse Compton
scattering [14] between an electron beam, generated from laser waked field accel-
eration, and a PW laser pulse. These developments of x-ray sources based on PW
lasers can provide new possibilities in x-ray imaging for living cells, non-destructive
inspections and photo-nuclear reactions.

3 Fourier Transform Holography Using
a Ni-like Ag X-Ray Laser

Lensless imaging methods using coherent x-ray sources have advantages of
aberration-free imaging and diffraction-limited resolution. Among lensless imag-
ing techniques, the CDI has simplest optical layout and sample preparation. The
CDI however uses a time-consuming iterative phase retrieval algorithm that can
cause problems of stagnation and ambiguity. On the other hand, FTH is beneficial
in obtaining an instant reconstruction of images using only Fourier transform (FT).
We applied the x-ray laser pulses to single-shot x-ray imaging obtained using FTH.
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a b c

d e

Fig. 2 Single-shot FTH imaging performed using an x-ray laser pulse. a SEM image of a sample,
b recorded hologram, c FT of the hologram, d averaged image of ten sub-images, and e line-cut of
the image

The FTH image was successfully reconstructed with a single exposure of the x-
ray laser pulse. As a light source, we used the Ni-like Ag x-ray laser at 13.9 nm
driven by a single profiled pumping pulse as described in Sect. 2. In the experiment,
the x-ray laser beam was collected by a Mo/Si multilayer mirror and focused on a
sample plate. The sample plate was composed of a μm-scale figure of a bar pat-
tern and 5 reference holes surrounding the central figure as shown in Fig. 2a. The
diffracted signal was observed with a soft x-ray CCD installed 48 mm after the sam-
ple plate. The details of the experiment were described in Ref [4]. The hologram,
i.e. diffraction signal from the sample plate, was recorded clearly on the soft x-ray
CCD, and the FT of the hologram shows the ten sub-images from 5 reference holes.
Figure 2d shows the averaged image of reconstructed ten sub-images, and Fig. 2e is
the line-cut profile of the image, showing the knife-edge resolution of about 87 nm.
Consequently, single-shot FTH imaging was realized using the Ag x-ray laser at
13.9 nm.

In order to enhance the spatial resolution of the FTH image, we tried to reduce
the size of reference hole below 50 nm. The electron-beam lithography was used
for the fabrication of the reference hole below 50 nm. Figure 3a shows the SEM
image of the sample plate and the inset is the enlarged image of the reference hole
with size below 50 nm. In the experiment, we could observe the diffraction signal,
but we could not obtain the reconstructed image, because the transmitted light from
reference hole was so drastically reduced. This can be a fundamental limitation in
enhancing the resolution of FTH. In order to overcome the problem, a new method
using an extended reference can be a solution.
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a b c

Fig. 3 FTH imaging with reference holes smaller than 50 nm. a SEM image of the sample. The
inset shows the image of the reference hole, b hologram signal, and c FT of the hologram

4 Fourier Holography with Extended References

The enhancement of the spatial resolution of FTH can be limited by the weak ref-
erence wave from a tiny reference hole. Recently, a variation of FTH using an
extended reference, called holography with extended reference by autocorrelation
linear differential operation (HERALDO), was proposed to solve the problem of
FTH [8]. Since the resolution of the FTH image is determined by the size of the ref-
erence hole, the reference wave is getting weaker as with a smaller reference used
for obtaining better resolution. In the HERALDO method, the spatial resolution is
determined by the sharpness of a reference edge, not by the size of the reference [8].
Thus, the spatial resolution of holographic imaging can be enhanced by employing
an extended reference with a sharp edge.

We performed the single-shot coherent x-ray imaging using the HERALDO
method with an illumination source of the Ni-like Ag x-ray laser. The sample plate
for HERALDO was fabricated with a focused ion beam on a 300-nm thick Au film.
The sample plate was composed of a sample feature of ‘-h’-pattern of 3 μm × 5 μm
and two reference lines, as shown in Fig. 4a. Figure 4b shows the clear hologram
from the sample plate with high visibility over the full x-ray CCD using a single
x-ray laser pulse. The diffraction-limited resolution, corresponding to the numerical
aperture of 0.33, is 21 nm. We reconstructed images of the sample feature applying
a differential operator to the FT of the diffraction signal. The vertical differentia-
tion, along the 45-nm reference line, provides a reconstructed -h-pattern image. The
HERALDO method can provide a higher flux of a reference wave than that of the
conventional FTH, which enabled the reconstruction from the hologram recorded
with the 45-nm reference line as shown in Fig. 4d. On the other hand, the recon-
struction of hologram with the 15-nm reference line was not successful due to the
noise component generated by the differential operator.

The spatial resolution of the single-shot HERALDO was estimated from the
intensity profile of the reconstructed image obtained from the 45-nm reference line.
Figures 4d and 4e show the intensity profiles measured along horizontal and vertical
line on Fig. 4c, respectively. The resolution of the reconstructed -h-image was esti-
mated to be 42 nm for the horizontal direction (Fig. 4d) and 24 nm for the vertical
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a b

c d e

Fig. 4 HERALDO x-ray imaging using the Ni-like Ag x-ray laser a SEM image of the sample, b
hologram, c Reconstructed image, and the line-cut profiles in d horizontal direction and e vertical
direction

direction (Fig. 4e). In the HERALDO method, the resolution of images can depends
on the direction of measurement. In the case of HERALDO with a line reference,
the spatial resolution is determined by the sharpness of line end in the direction
along the reference line. For the direction perpendicular to the line reference, the
spatial resolution is determined by the line width. In this experiment, the width of
the reference line was 45 nm, while the sharpness of the line end should be narrower
than the line width. Thus, we could obtain the spatial resolution of 24 nm along the
reference line, close to the diffraction-limited resolution of 21 nm. In addition, the
resolution of the reconstructed image could be also improved by sharp phase edge in
the sample, which can provide broad asymmetric diffraction signal. Consequently,
we significantly enhanced the spatial resolution of single-shot x-ray imaging with
the table-top Ag x-ray laser by adopting the HERALDO method.

5 Summary

We presented our research on the development of an x-ray laser source and their
applications to x-ray microscopy. We successfully developed a Ni-like Ag x-ray
laser using a variant of GRIP scheme by employing a single profiled pumping
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pulse, and applied the x-ray laser pulse to coherent x-ray imaging. The single-shot
FTH image was successfully reconstructed with spatial resolution of 87 nm, while
further enhancement of spatial resolution of FTH image using smaller reference pin-
hole was failed due to a weak reference wave. In order to solve the problem of the
weak reference wave in FTH, we examine the x-ray imaging using the HERALDO
method that can provide strong reference wave by adopting an extended reference.
Using the HERALDO method, we obtained x-ray imaging with the resolution of
24 nm, close to the diffraction-limited resolution of 21 nm. Consequently, this com-
pact x-ray microscope using the HERALDO coupled with the table-top x-ray laser
can be applied to record transient phenomena of nanoscale materials with a temporal
resolution of few ps.
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Keyhole Reflection-Mode Coherent Diffractive
Imaging of Nano-Patterned Surfaces Using a
Tabletop EUV Source

Elisabeth Shanblatt, Matthew Seaberg, Bosheng Zhang, Dennis Gardner,
Margaret Murnane, Henry Kapteyn and Daniel Adams

Abstract We demonstrate the first reflection-mode keyhole coherent diffractive
imaging (CDI) of non-isolated samples from a single diffraction pattern. A table-
top high harmonic generation (HHG) beam at 30 nm wavelength, with a highly
curved wave-front, is used to illuminate Ti nano-patterns on a Si substrate at a 45 ◦
angle of incidence. The 30 nm illumination beam profile is first characterized using
ptychograhic CDI. Keyhole CDI (kCDI) is then used to image the nano-sample.
In contrast to ptychography CDI, keyhole CDI needs only one diffraction pattern,
and therefore requires no scanning of the sample. This is a significant advantage
for dynamic imaging, allowing a sequence of time-delayed images of the same
region to be easily acquired. Our technique opens the door for imaging dynamics in
nanostructures with sub-10 nm spatial resolution and fs temporal resolution.

1 Introduction

Imaging objects at the nano-scale is crucial for understanding and optimizing
function for nanoscience and for next-generation nanotechnology. Recent develop-
ments in lensless coherent diffractive imaging (CDI) make possible high-resolution
nanoscale imaging, particularly when combined with short wavelength illumination
such as extreme ultraviolet (EUV) or X-ray high harmonic beams. In CDI, light is
scattered by an object and then collected in the far field without any focusing optics
after the object. The scatter pattern is processed by an iterative phase retrieval algo-
rithm, which reconstructs the amplitude and phase of the object. CDI has been used
to characterize objects in transmission [1, 2], but few experiments have been per-
formed in a reflection geometry [3–7]. This type of imaging geometry is required
when a thick, reflective sample needs to be imaged.

Ptychography CDI, a technique where the sample is scanned across the beam [8]
has recently been demonstrated in reflection mode in a full-field microscope with no
restriction on the angle of incidence [9]. Ptychography CDI reconstructs the object
and illumination independently.
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Keyhole CDI (kCDI) [10, 11] uses knowledge of the beam, which must have a
highly curved wavefront and be isolated, to allow imaging of non-isolated samples.
Previous keyhole results were obtained in a transmision geometry. Here we demon-
strate kCDI in a reflection geometry. Unlike ptychography CDI, once the beam is
known kCDI can reconstruct an image from a single diffraction pattern. This capa-
bility is very promising for dynamic pump-probe imaging, a technique that will
prove crucial to understanding processes such as nanoscale transport phenomena.

2 High Harmonic Generation

In this demonstration, the coherent EUV light is obtained through High Harmonic
Generation (HHG). HHG is an extreme nonlinear process that can produce coherent
light from the ultraviolet to the soft X-ray range [12].

In HHG, an intense femtosecond laser is focused into a gas-filled hollow waveg-
uide. The intense laser field ionizes the atoms the gas, and accelerates the electron
first away from, and then back to the parent ion. Finally, the electron can recombine
with the parent ion, converting it’s oscillation energy into coherent HHG beams.
By tuning the pressure of the gas, the phase velocity of the driving laser can be
matched with that of the high harmonic wave, and a harmonic beam with full spatial
coherence is produced. Although a large number of harmonics will be generated,
the desired one can be selected using narrrow-bandwidth multilayer mirrors.

3 Experiment

Our HHG beam is produced using a Ti:sapphire laser centered at a wavelength of
785 nm and operating at 5 kHz repetition rate with 1.5 mJ pulse energy and 22 fs
pulse duration. The beam is coupled into a 200 μm inner-diameter hollow waveg-
uide filled with argon at 60 Torr. Harmonics around the 27th order (30 nm) are
produced. The driving laser is filtered out using two silicon rejector mirrors set near
Brewster’s angle in conjuction with two 200-nm thick aluminum filters.

The beam is then passed through an adjustable pinhole (to achieve a hard edge)
and reflected off of two multilayer Mg/SiC mirrors in a z-fold geometry. The first
mirror is flat while the second one is a focusing curved mirror with a focal length
of 5 cm. Due to the geometry, the curved mirror cannot be set at normal incidence,
and is instead set at ≈ 2 ◦. This non-normal incidence introudces some coma and
astigmatism to the beam. The beam is directed onto the sample at a 45 ◦ angle of
incidence, with the sample positioned 300 μm upstream of the circle of least confu-
sion. The scattered light is collected by an Andor iKon CCD (2048 × 2048 pixels
of size 13.5 × 13.5 μm) located 67 mm from the sample and at normal incidence.

The sample was fabricated using electron-beam lithography to pattern titanium
onto a silicon wafer. The features on the sample are approximately 30 nm tall
(Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the experimental setup with an inset showing the ptychography CDI
reconstruction. Figure adapted from Ref. [9]

3.1 Ptychography CDI

Keyhole CDI relies on knowledge of the beam, so in order to reconstuct the
beam, ptychography CDI was performed. Ptychography CDI involves scanning the
beam across the sample to obtain a number of diffraction patterns with significant
overlap. A phase retrival algorithm then reconstructs the object and the beam inde-
pendently. A ptychography scan was performed with a round beam approximatly 10
μm in diameter and 90 scan positions with a 2.5 μm step size.

3.2 Tilted Plane Correction

Due to the off-axis geometry and high NA of the system, the diffraction pattern is
distored relative to the normal incidence case. This distortion can be corrected by
interpolating the diffraction pattern onto a linear spatial frequency grid; a process
known as tilited plane correction [7]. This allows fast fourier transforms to be used
in the reconstruction, which significantly improves computational speed.

4 Results and Discussion

Using the technique described above, we achieved the first reflection-mode keyhole
CDI result on a tabletop in conjunction with the first general full-field demonstration
of reflection ptychography CDI.
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Fig. 2 a SEM image of the sample. b Diffraction pattern scaled to the 1/4 power. c Reconstructed
beam. d Object reconsturcted using keyhole CDI. Figs. (a–c) adapted from Ref. [9]

To reconsturct the image using kCDI, tilted plane correciton was first performed
on one of the diffraction patterns from the ptychography scan, and the reconstruction
was then achieved using the method described in Ref. [11].

First, a random phase was generated at the detector, and then propagated back
to the sample plane. The total reflectivity r was separated into two parts: a constant
baseline reflectivity r0, and the difference in reflectivites between the features and
substrate, �r. The magnitude of r0 can be found either by trial-and-error, or from
the ptychographic reconstruction. Next, the product of the beam and r0 is subtracted
from the total exit surface wave (ESW). This quantity is then multiplied by the
conjugate of the probe phase, which gives the exit surface wave of just the object.
We used the shrink-wrap approach [13] to apply the support constraint to the field
at the sample plane.
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Also applied was the phase constraint, which forces sample ESW’s phase to be
within a set range. Since the sample is approximately a binary valued object and �r
has a constant phase, the constraint is valid for this sample. The sample and detector
plane constraints are applied iteratively until the algorithm converges, and the result
is shown in Fig. 2d.

This technique readily generalizes for use with different light sources such as
synchrotrons and xFELS, and can provide a variety of uses for both nano-science
and in industry.
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Nanoscale Imaging with Soft X-Ray Lasers

C. S. Menoni, J. Nejdl, N. Monserud, I. D. Howlett, D. Carlton,
E. H. Anderson, W. Chao, M. C. Marconi and J. J. Rocca

Abstract This paper describes recent advances in full field aerial soft x-ray (SXR)
laser microscopes. It also shows these microscopes can be readily configured into a
differential holographic microscopy (DHM) geometry to acquire image plane holo-
grams from which amplitude and phase of the object wave are obtained. The ability
to quantitatively determine phase is critical at SXR wavelengths when the absorption
contrast is low.

1 Introduction

Microscopy is a pervasive technology impacting many areas of science and technol-
ogy. Extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and soft x-ray (SXR) illumination with wavelengths
of tens of nanometers brings to microscopy the possibility of significantly enhanced
spatial resolution compared to optical illumination. Furthermore, it opens up new
opportunities that are made possible by the distinct interaction of the SXR illumi-
nation and materials. EUV/SXR microscopes have been implemented using illu-
mination from synchrotrons, incoherent sources, high harmonic generation sources
and SXR lasers [1–5]. The highest spatial resolution, 10 nm, was obtained using
illumination from the Advanced Light Source at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory [4].

Table-top soft-ray laser (SXRL) beams with pulse energies of tens of micro-
joules combined with SXR optics have enabled the implementation of imaging
systems that can capture space-time resolved absorption contrast images with
nanoscale resolution in transmission and reflection configurations [5–8]. The high
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Fig. 1 Schematics of the geometry of: a the full field 46.9 nm aerial microscope and, b differential
holographic microscopy setup

monochromaticity of SXRLs also contributes to the high throughput when employ-
ing reflective, diffractive or a combination of both as condensers and objectives in
the microscope.

We describe a recent characterization of full field SXRL microscopes that have
achieved 62 nm spatial resolution. We also describe results of the first demonstration
of Differential Holographic Microscopy (DHM) from which two dimensional phase
and amplitude images of a weakly absorbing test pattern are reconstructed from
the image plane hologram. The ability to quantitatively determine phase with this
microscope open up opportunities to determine variations in density or thickness of
weakly absorbing samples at the nanoscale.

2 Experimental Details

The geometry of the 46.9 nm microscope used in this work previously described
is shown in Fig. 1a [9]. Briefly, a Sc/Si reflective condenser illuminates the sam-
ple which is imaged by an objective zone plate objective (OZP) lens onto an array
detector. The 46.9 nm capillary discharge SXRL produces pulses of energy between
0.01 and 0.1 mJ [10–12] which has been instrumental for capturing single shot aerial
images and holograms [5, 13].

To implement DHM, a second objective zone plate was incorporated between the
Schwarzschild condenser and the sample. This is shown schematically in Fig. 1b.
When illuminated by the converging wavefront from the Schwarzschild the 0th order
of this ZP generates the reference beam, while the 1st order illuminates the sample.
The reference beam propagates practically unaltered through the sample and OZP
towards the array detector where it interferes with the object wave created by the
objective zone plate at the detector plane. Different OZP were used in the micro-
scope. The absorption contrast images were acquired using a OZP of 0.47 NA and
860 × magnification. The image plane holograms were obtained using OZPs of
0.23 and 0.46 NA to achieve magnifications of 600 × and 900 × respectively.

The ZPs and samples were fabricated by electron-beam lithography and subse-
quent processing [14]. The 0.5 mm diameter ZPs were engineered as free standing
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Fig. 2 a Scanning electron microscope image of the Siemens star with spokes’ period in the inner
ring of 200 nm, b Elbow gratings with periods of 230 and 150 nm. The white bar scale is 2 μm

structures onto silicon nitride membranes. A similar process was used to fabricate
the Siemens star used for absorption contrast imaging (Fig. 2a). The samples used
for DHM consisted of a set of Si elbow gratings with periods of 150 and 230 nm fab-
ricated on a Si membrane (Fig. 2b). The absorption contrast of this sample is 30 %
at λ = 46.9 nm. The patterns were located in a 20 × 20 μm2 region at the center of
the 0.5 × 0.5 mm2 membrane window. This geometry allowed the reference beam
to propagate through the sample with minimum distortion. Off axis holograms were
obtained with the DHM microscope with typical exposures of 5–30 laser shots with
the laser operating at 2 Hz.

3 Results

3.1 Absorption Contrast Imaging

A broad area absorption contrast image of the Siemens star obtained the SXRL
microscope is shown in Fig. 3a. It took 100 laser shots to acquire this image. Inten-
sity line-outs from different regions of the image were obtained to determine the
spatial resolution of the microscope using the knife-edge test.

We have previously shown that angular illumination affects the resolution of the
46.9 nm microscope [9]. Moreover, it is known that when analyzing a broad area
image as shown in Fig. 3a, the spatial resolution varies from kλ/NA near the opti-
cal axis to kλ/(NAozp − NAczp) on the periphery of the image. To account for
these effects, the knife edge test was applied to four separate quadrants in the image
as indicated in Fig. 3a. Within each quadrant, 5 different regions were analyzed
to determine the 10–90 % intensity rise on the falling edge of periodic patterns as
shown in Fig. 3b. An spatial resolution of 83, 85, 64 and 62 nm were obtained for
quadrant 1–4 respectively.
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Fig. 3 a SXR image of a Siemens star pattern obtained with a 0.47 NA OZP with a magnification
of 860×. b Line-out from a section of the image. The knife-edge spatial resolution was calculated
to be 83, 85, 64 and 62 nm for quadrant 1–4

We have also previously analyzed the coherence properties of the illumination
in the 46.9 nm SXRL microscope when using a 0.32NA OZP [9]. This analysis
showed the illumination is fully coherent. For the knife-edge test, k = 0.68 for fully
coherent illumination [15]. Therefore, the half period resolution for the 0.47NA
OZP is calculated to be 68 nm near the optical axis and 109 nm on the periphery,
which is in agreement with the measurements.

3.2 Differential Holographic Microscopy

The DHM microscope produced off-axis holograms as that shown in Fig. 4a for the
230 nm elbow grating. This image plane hologram was obtained with the 0.23NA
OZP and a magnification of 600×. The off-axis hologram was analyzed using a
Fourier transform method which consisted of applying a point-symmetrical band-
pass filter centered at the carrier frequency to extract the amplitude and phase of
the complex field of the object wave [16]. The amplitude map shows reduced con-
trast, as expected from an object designed to have only 30 % absorption contrast at
λ = 46.9 nm. Instead the phase map has very high contrast. The histogram con-
structed from the analysis of the phase map enabled the determination of the phase
shift from the centre frequency to be (2.3 ± 0.3) rad. This phase shift accurately
predicts the height of the Si dense line to be 100 nm.

Images from a 150 nm half period elbow gratings with 900 × magnification were
also obtained [17]. With increased magnification the fringe visibility in the holo-
gram reduced. This resulted in larger spread of the phase shift compared to that
obtained from the histogram of Fig. 3d.
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Fig. 4 a Hologram of the 230 nm half period elbow pattern. Two dimensional maps showing the
variation in the amplitude b and phase, c of the object wave at the detector plane. The circular
pattern at the bottom of c is caused by in homogeneity of the object beam arising from illumination
of a condenser zone plate with a central opening, d The phase histogram from c shows the phase
shift from the 0th order is (2.3 ± 0.3) rad

An in-depth analysis of the factors that affect the quality of the holograms
obtained by the DHM set up of Fig. 1b has been presented [18]. A detailed ray trac-
ing calculation showed that while the longitudinal coherence of the SXRL, ∼ 700
μm [19], does not play significant demands on the alignment of the microscope,
the constraints imposed by the transverse coherence do. Furthermore, it was shown
that accurate determination of the amplitude and phase of the electric field phasor at
the image plane requires that both centre-symmetric components of a given spatial
frequency be transmitted by the OZP.

4 Conclusions

We have extended the spatial resolution of full field areal microscopes to 62 nm
when using λ = 46.9 nm illumination and a 0.47 NA objective. We have also demon-
strated SXR DHM with the addition of a ZP to the geometry of the full field aerial
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microscope that serves to illuminate the object and create the reference beam. The
DHM microscope successfully obtained quantitative phase and amplitude maps of
low absorbing Si dense lines. The common-path nature of the method which signif-
icantly reduces the demands on the temporal coherence of the illumination coupled
with the high flux of SXRLs will allow for single-shot image plane holography with
high spatial and temporal resolution.
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Nanoscale Imaging Using Coherent
and Incoherent Laboratory Based Soft X-Ray
Sources

H. Stiel, A. Dehlinger, K.A. Janulewicz, R. Jung, H. Legall, C. Pratsch,
C. Seim and J. Tümmler

Abstract Nanoscale imaging of biological samples in the lab as well as mask
inspection in extreme ultraviolet lithography near the production line with sub
30 nm resolution require high spectral brightness soft x-ray sources. Laser produced
plasma (LPP) sources and plasma based X-ray lasers (XRL) emit soft X-ray radia-
tion in the wavelength region of interest between 2 and 20 nm. Whereas LPP sources
easily can be tuned to the so called water window (2.2–4.4 nm) the output of an XRL
is restricted to relatively few fixed wavelengths in the extreme ultraviolet range.
However due to the relatively high degree of coherence the XRL is well suited also
for nanoscale imaging using coherent techniques like coherent diffraction imaging
or Fourier transform holography.

1 Introduction

Nanoscale imaging techniques with sub 100 nm resolution like X-ray microscopy
(XRM) [1–3], coherent diffraction imaging (CDI) [4], [5] or Fourier transform
holography (FTH) [6], [7] have emerged as with a great potential for applications
in biology, biophysics, medicine, material and environmental sciences [8]. For a
wide application of these techniques at a laboratory scale high spectral brightness
laboratory soft x-ray sources as well as appropriate optical components are required.

From the application point of view two spectral ranges (cp. Fig. 1) are of spe-
cial interest: the so called water window between 2.2 and 4.4 nm and the extreme
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Fig. 1 Soft X-ray penetration depths for materials of biological and technological interest.
Between 2.2 and 4.4 nm (water window) the penetration depth in water is about one order of magni-
tude higher than in protein providing a high contrast for x-ray imaging. In the region above 12.4 nm
the penetration depth in Si is relatively high making this material ideally suited as a support for
investigations of nanoparticles. The region around 13.5 nm is of great technological interest for
EUV lithography. Due to the small penetration depth of soft X-rays EUV imaging often rely on
techniques in reflection mode [10]

ultraviolet (EUV) range around 13 nm. Whereas the water window is of special
interest for applications in life and environmental sciences the imaging techniques in
the EUV range are of great technological importance e.g. for actinic mask inspection
in lithography [9].

In this contribution we report about two highly brilliant X-ray sources, a laser
produced plasma source for the water window and a plasma based X-ray laser
(XRL) for the EUV region The capability of these sources for applications in XRM
and FTH will be discussed.

2 Full Field Laboratory X-Ray Microscopy
in the Water Window

Full field laboratory X-ray microscopy in the water window requires both a highly
brilliant X-ray source and appropriate optics for illumination of the sample and
imaging. Laser produced plasmas (LPP), due to its small source are ideally suited
for sample illumination. LPP are scalable to high average photon fluxes if high
repetition rate lasers are used as a pump source [1], [2].

Our laboratory X-ray transmission microscope (LTXM) is based on a LPP using
a liquid nitrogen jet as target. An intense laser-pulse (slab laser system FhG-ILT,
Aachen, Germany, 1064 nm, 100 mJ, 450 ps, 1.3 kHz) is focused on a liquid
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Fig. 2 Water window laboratory transmission X-ray microscope (LTXM). The light source is a
laser produced nitrogen plasma (laser not shown, parameters see text). Other optical elements are
explained in text

nitrogen jet, producing hot dense plasma. The most prominent lines in the spec-
trum emitted by the plasama originate from N-VII and N-VI ions at 2.478 nm (Lyα

line) and 2.879 nm (Heα line). The brightness of the source was determined by two
independent experiments measuring the source size and the photon flux. It yields
about 8 × 1011 ph/mm2 mrad2 @ 2.478 nm at 100 W average laser power. This
value is comparable with the brightness of bending magnet beamlines of second
generation synchrotron sources. The isotropic emission of the source is collected by
a Cr/V multilayer mirror (FhG-IOF, Jena, Germany, D = 54 mm, ROC = 350 mm,
r ≈ 0.6 % @ 2.478 nm). Due to its extremely small bandwidth of 8 pm the condenser
mirror collects only the emission from the 2.478 nm line, thus monochromatizing
the radiation. The flux on the sample yields to about 106 ph/μm2s at 100 W aver-
age laser power mainly limited by the relatively low reflectance of the coating of
the multilayer. The sample is imaged using an objective zone plate (HZB-BESSY,
Berlin, Germany, d = 66.5 μm, f = 692 μm, NA = 0.05, dr = 25 nm) with an effi-
ciency of about 5 %. Typically the photon flux on CCD (Roper Scientific PIXIS-XO:
2048B, back illuminated, cooled sensor, pixel size 13.5 × 13.5 μm2) amounts to
20 ph/s at a magnification of 1000. Taking this flux and assuming a S/N of about
30 (corresponding to 1000 ph on CCD) a recording time in the order of 1 min
is required for a high quality image. The microscopy chamber (BRUKER ASC,
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Fig. 3 Nanoscopic image of a vitrified yeast cell (saccharomyces cerevisiae)

cp. Fig. 2) contains the motorized sample and zone plate stages. It is equipped with
a probe lock, hence specimen can be quickly changed during operation, enabling
the investigation of series of plunge-frozen samples.

2.1 Results: Imaging of Cells

We applied the LTXM for imaging of cryo plunged frozen yeast cells. The micro-
graph (Fig. 3) shows a vitrified yeast cell (saccharomyces cerevisiae). Cell wall and
the cell’s budding cite on the right side are distinctly recognizable. When taking a
closer look, a structure, what could be the dividing nucleus, just a glimpse darker
than the cytoplasm, seems to reach into the newly forming cell. Just below the bud-
ding site, a budding scar, from a previous budding process, is visible. The darker
circular shaped features in the center of the cell could be vacuolar granules.

3 High Repetition Rate X-Ray Laser

Figure 4 shows a schematic of the high repetition rate X-ray laser (XRL) operating
in grazing incidence pump (GRIP) geometry. The two pump pulses are provided
by a 100 Hz thin disk laser (TDL) chirped pulse amplification (CPA) system which
has been described elsewhere [11]. Shortly, the TDL system consists of a front-end
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Fig. 4 Scheme of the 100 Hz XRL in GRIP geometry

with an Yb:KGW oscillator, stretcher and Yb:KGW regenerative amplifier followed
by two regenerative amplifiers and one multipass amplifier. The front end delivers
an output energy of 1 mJ, a pulse duration of about 1.5 ns at 1030 nm. The output
is divided into two pulses each of them is amplified in a regenerative amplifier to
a level of about 200 mJ. Whereas the pulse from the first regenerative amplifier is
compressed to a duration of about 200 ps using a grating compressor the output of
the second regenerative amplifier is given to a thin disk multipass amplifier which
amplifies the pulses to an energy up to 400 mJ and compressed in the grating com-
pressor to about 2 ps pulse duration. The long pulse (200 ps, E ≈ 100 mJ) is focused
by a cylindrical (f = − 500 mm) and a spherical lens (f = 380 mm) onto the target
at normal incidence giving a line focus of about 30 μm in width. The generated
plasma column will then be heated by a short pulse (2 ps, E> 230 mJ) focused
according to the GRIP method by a spherical mirror (Edmund Optics f = 762 mm)
into the preformed plasma.

We have found for our Mo target an optimum GRIP angle of about 24◦. The delay
between the two pulses has appeared as a very critical parameter [12–14]. There-
fore the delay between long and short pulse can be adjusted by adapting the round
trip time of the two regenerative amplifiers as well as finely-tuned by an additional
delay stage. Because of the high repetition rate all optical components are protected
against debris by thin glass plates or foil, and the XRL output is guided through
an aperture to reduce debris contamination on the following optical elements.
In the experiments for output optimization of the XRL we used Mo slab targets
with a length of 50 mm and a width between 1 and 6 mm. The target was attached
to a motorized stage with four degrees of freedom allowing the adjustment in 3 axes
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Fig. 5 Spectral output.of the XRL before and after delay optimization. The highest output was
achieved for a delay between long and short pulse of 250 ps

as well as the continuous renewing of the target surface. The most stable XRL oper-
ation was found if the target surface was renewed after 5–10 laser shots, allowing a
continuous operation of some minutes at 100 Hz repetition rate of the pump laser.
For a long time operation of the XRL at 100 Hz a continuously moving metal tape
has been developed which allows an operation time of some hours [15].

3.1 Results: XRL Output Optimization

The spectral output of the XRL has been measured using a flat field grating spec-
trometer. It consists of a filter wheel equipped with Al filters (thickness 0.2–1
μm), an entrance slit (100 μm), an aberration corrected concave grating (HITACHI
#0437, 1200 l/mm) on a rotational stage and a back-illuminated CCD camera
(ANDOR, DO420A-BN, 1024 × 256 pixel). Both CCD camera and grating were
calibrated at the Metrology Light Source (MLS) of Physikalisch-Technische Bun-
desanstalt (PTB). We started our investigations with the optimization of the XRL
output in dependence on delay between short and long pulse. For this purpose we
measured the delay between the two pulses using a fast photodiode. For each delay
adjustment the whole output spectrum has been measured. We have found that the
signal peaks at 250 ps delay, very similar to results reported earlier [13] for XRL
pumped by a Ti:Sa laser with similar pumping parameters. The spectral output of
the XRL at optimum delay is shown on Fig. 5.

4 Conclusions and Outlook

We have shown that using appropriate pump laser concepts based on diode pumped
slab or thin disk laser systems high repetition rate highly brilliant soft X-ray source
are feasible. Based on an incoherent laser produced plasma source a laboratory full
field x-ray microscope allows imaging of cryo plunged frozen cells with a resolution
of about 30 nm limited only by the parameters of the objective zone plate.
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In future it is planned to use the coherent radiation from our XRL in a FTH
experiment using an advanced setup. In contrast to the experiment in [7], we use
one diffractive optical element (DOE) to create the illumination of the sample as
well as the holographic reference. Due to the DOE the sample and the reference
are no longer spatially connected and hence this setup can be used to scan arbitrary
large areas. Calculations also predict an increase in resolution and S/N ratio.
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Coherent Diffractive Imaging with a
Laboratory-Scale, Gas-Discharge Plasma
Extreme Ultraviolet Light Source

J. Bußmann, M. Odstrčil, R. Bresenitz, D. Rudolf, J. Miao, W. S. Brocklesby
and L. Juschkin

Abstract Coherent diffractive imaging (CDI) and related techniques enable a new
type of diffraction-limited high resolution microscopy and have been widely used
in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and X-ray communities. In this experiment, we
demonstrate CDI using a compact gas-discharge EUV light source with a wave-
length of 17.3 nm (oxygen VI emission). Our image reconstruction method accounts
for the partial spatial coherence of the radiation using a deconvolution technique.
Our results are promising for future laboratory-scale CDI applications, including
mask inspection for EUV lithography and EUV metrology.

1 Introduction

Microscopy using extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation and soft X-rays has found
broad applications [1]. However, the spatial resolution of EUV and soft X-ray
microscopy is currently limited by the quality of reflective or diffractive optics. An
important approach to overcome this limitation is to measure the far field diffrac-
tion pattern from the sample and then directly phase it to obtain an image. This novel
imaging technique, known as coherent diffractive imaging (CDI), was first demon-
strated by Miao et al. in 1999 [2], in which the well-known phase problem was
solved by combining the oversampling method with an iterative algorithm [3, 4].

Since then, various CDI methods have been developed and applied to image a
wide range of materials and biological samples [5–8]. The resolution of CDI is
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only limited by the highest spatial frequency diffracted from the sample and can
thus achieve the diffraction limit. However, most of CDI experiments have been
thus far conducted at the 3rd generation synchrotron and newer X-ray free electron
lasers facilities. Since obtaining beamtime at these large-scale X-ray facilities is very
competitive, it is highly desirable to perform CDI experiments with laboratory-scale
light sources. In the EUV and soft X-ray spectral range, there are currently a few
laboratory-based light sources with different coherence properties, which include
laser-generated high harmonics, EUV lasers and plasma-based light sources. CDI
has already been successfully demonstrated with EUV lasers and high harmonics
[9,10] and the first results with a plasma-based EUV light source were also reported
by us [11].

Here, we present the first successful demonstration of CDI with a compact, par-
tially coherent plasma EUV light source at 17.3 nm wavelength (O VI 3d-2p spectral
line). From experimental data, we estimate the photon flux to be larger than 3·1013

photons/(2π sr) per pulse at 1 kHz repetition rate and 2.3 J discharge energy. In our
gas-discharge light source, EUV radiation is emitted by highly ionized atoms in a
hot dense plasma [12,13]. Similar EUV light sources have already been successfully
used in a variety of applications such as EUV lithography [14, 15], reflectometry
[16], EUV and soft X-ray microscopy [17–19], and magnetic polarization spec-
troscopy [20]. Tuning of the photon energy is possible by using emission lines
from different working gases and ionization levels, e.g. O IV to O VI lines covering
the 3p absorption edges of Fe, Co and Ni between 17 and 25 nm [20]. Therefore,
our EUV light sources can potentially enable element-specific contrast, in partic-
ular in CDI experiments with intense spectral lines at atomic absorption edges.

2 Experimental Setup for Coherent Diffraction Imaging

The setup consists of the gas-discharge EUV light source, a pinhole to adjust the
spatial coherence, a Bragg mirror to ensure temporal coherence, the sample and an
EUV-sensitive CCD camera, which are installed in a high vacuum system (Fig. 1a).
The distance between the light source and the pinhole (aperture with a diameter of
500 μm) was set to 40 cm, the pinhole-sample distance was 100 cm, and the sample-
detector distance was 4.8 cm. From pinhole camera measurements, we obtained 700
μm for the light source size (FWHM of the Lorentz profile). The effective light
source diameter seen by the sample through the pinhole was about 700 μm as well.
However, the pinhole improved the spatial coherence of the light source by cropping
the tails of the Lorentz profile. The transverse coherence length on the sample was
estimated to be about 15 μm.

The pinch plasma emits multiple emission lines within a broad spectral range
(EUV, VUV and visible light). To select a narrow-bandwidth part of the spectrum
around the 17.3 nm line, and therefore to ensure a high degree of temporal coher-
ence, we used a [Si(8.04 nm)/B4C(5.36 nm)]×50 multilayer Bragg mirror placed at
44◦ grazing incidence. The mirror tilt was optimized for high reflectivity using a
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Fig. 1 a Experimental setup (not to scale). b Normalized spectrum of the oxygen plasma before
and after reflection from the multilayer mirror with a strong O VI line at 17.3 nm

piezo-driven mirror holder (Smaract STT-25). The spectrum (Fig. 1b) was recorded
by a spectrometer with a curved, blazed, gold-coated grating (1200 lines/mm,
λ/�λ ≈ 103).

In our CDI measurements, the sample was a non-symmetric cross-like struc-
ture milled using a focused ion beam into an Au(500 nm)/Ti(10 nm) bilayer on
Si3N4(50 nm) substrate (TedPella 21501), (Fig. 2a). Light diffracted from the sam-
ple was recorded by a back-illuminated CCD camera (Andor iKon-M, 1024 × 1024
pixels2, 13 μm pixel size). We adjusted the camera settings to the slowest read-out
rate (50 kHz), highest gain and a sensor temperature of − 50 ◦C to reduce noise.
Readout noise and dark current were measured prior to the data acquisition and
subtracted directly from the recorded data. Hot pixels were replaced by their neigh-
boring values and also cosmic rays have been removed. Multiple images were first
acquired with different exposure times and then stitched together to extend the
dynamic range. The maximum exposure time was 600 s (∼ 6·105 pulses), with the
final image containing about 6·106 photons (Fig. 2b). Only the central region of the
CCD (256 × 256 pixels2) was read out and used for the reconstruction.

3 Image Reconstruction Method

Reconstruction was performed using the Hybrid Input-Output algorithm [4] with the
Shrinkwrap method [21]. The initial guess was estimated from the autocorrelation
function support based on the triple-intersection method [22]. The measured data
were binned to get pixel oversampling equal to 3.

Because the coherence was not sufficient for direct reconstruction, a modified
modulus constraint [23].
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Fig. 2 a SEM image of the FIB-milled sample. Measured b and retrofitted c diffraction pattern on
logarithmic scale. The color bar denotes the number of photons per pixel. d Reconstructed object.
Inset: Color-coded phase and amplitude. e Phase Retrieval Transfer Function (PRTF) [22] used
to determine the lateral resolution. The blue-shaded area denotes the variance of all successful
reconstructions. f Square root of the difference between the diffraction patterns in b and c

�̂(k) =
√

I (k)

|�(k)|2 ∗ g
�(k) (1)

was used in every iteration step. Here, �(k)denotes the complex-valued diffracted
wave without the constraint, I (k) denotes the measured diffraction intensity, g is
the blurring kernel and ∗ is the convolution operator. We used a Gaussian kernel
and dynamically estimated its standard deviation termed coherence factor during
the reconstruction in order to minimize the misfit between the data and the model.
This method significantly depends on the initial input. However, the initial support
estimation from autocorrelation was precise enough to ensure stable reconstruction.
Half of the reconstructions with lowest misfit were aligned in phase and value and
the final reconstruction was obtained as a median of the selected reconstructions.

4 Results

The measured and retrofitted (|�(k)|2 ∗ g from Eq. 1) diffraction intensities are
displayed in Fig. 2b, 2c.

The reconstructed image is shown in Fig. 2d, where the color represents the
phase (inset) and the saturation represents the amplitude of the complex-valued sam-
ple transmission function. The image shows a spatial distribution of two phases,
i.e. either no EUV light transmission (black) through the Au/Ti/Si3N4 layers or
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transmission through the cross-like structure milled through the layers (green).
We determined the lateral resolution from the Phase Retrieval Transfer Function
(PRTF) [24] to be (330 ± 50) nm.

The PRTF together with the variance of all successful reconstructions is pre-
sented in Fig. 2e. In Fig. 2f, the square root of the difference between the diffraction
patterns in Fig. 2b and 2c indicates that the reconstruction works well for high spatial
frequencies, whereas the center of the retrofit does not match well the measured pat-
tern. Possible reasons explaining the deviation of the diffraction patterns in Fig. 2b,
2c can be the imperfect spatial coherence of the EUV light source and also imper-
fect spectral filtering by the multilayer mirror. In our experiment, the limiting factor
for lateral resolution is the spatially coherent photon flux [11] as only a very small
fraction of emitted photons was used for CDI. Possible ways to increase the coher-
ent photon flux include increasing the pulse radiation energy, reducing the emitting
source size, and increasing the repetition rate.

5 Summary

In conclusion, for the first time, we demonstrated a successful CDI experiment
employing only partially coherent radiation from a laboratory-based gas-discharge
EUV source. We imaged a simple cross structure at 17.3 nm wavelength (O VI 3d-2p
line) with a spatial resolution of (330 ± 50) nm. To push the spatial resolution well
below 100 nm, both the coherence and photon flux from the gas-discharge EUV
light source have to be increased. In the next step, we plan to perform scanning
CDI (Ptychography) of objects with a complex-valued transmission function. In the
future, CDI and related methods with laboratory-based, partially coherent EUV light
sources can be applied, e.g., for EUV metrology of lithography masks.
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On the Optical Transforms in the Fourier Space
for Simulation of Coherent Imaging of Tilted
Objects

I. A. Artyukov, N. L. Popov and A. V. Vinogradov

Abstract Coherent reflection imaging at slant and grazing angles attracted atten-
tion during past years (Fenter et al., J Synchrotron Rad 15:558–571 2008; Marathe
et al., Opt Express 18:7253–7262 2010; Roy et al., Nat Photonics 5:243–245 2011;
Sun et al., J Nat Photon 6:586–590 2012; Gardner et al., Opt Express 20:19050–
19059 2012; Zürch, Opt Express 21(18):21131–21147, 2013; Zhang et al., Extended
reflection coherent diffraction imaging of nanostructures on a tabletop, Bulletin of
the American Physical Society, APS March Meeting: Vol. 59, number 1, Monday–
Friday, March 3–7, 2014, Denver). It is a new imaging technology allowing X-ray
study of near surface layers of thick and opaque samples or nanostructures and
thin samples fixed on a reflecting substrate. This work develops diffraction theory
and calculations relevant to coherent reflection imaging of tilted objects illuminated
below critical angles of X-ray reflection.

1 The Concept

Coherent imaging implies that the optical field at the object surface (plane) is known
and have to be recorded at a detector after propagation through an optical system or
in the free space (lensless imaging). So simulation of image formation is a diffrac-
tion problem. Various approaches can be used to solve it: direct numerical solution
of wave equation or application of approximations such as parabolic wave equation
(PWE), Fresnel–Kirchhoff, Rayleigh–Sommerfeld and Fresnel integral (FI) formu-
las etc. Each approximate method has its own applicability area and these areas
can partly intercept as it is studied in for example [8–11]. For simulation of image
formation of tilted objects we use the approach of PWE:

2ik
∂u(x, z)

∂z
+ ∂2u(x, z)

∂x2
= 0 (1)

here u(x, z) is a slowly varying factor in electromagnetic wave amplitude. There
are three reasons for this choice. (1) PWE is valid for low divergent (paraxial)
beams like those provided by modern coherent sources of X-rays: laboratory or
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Fig. 1 To the theory of coherent imaging of a tilted object (Sect. 2)

free-electron lasers and high order harmonic generators of visible laser radiation.
(2) Application of PWE basically guarantees that the energy conservation law is
satisfied that is very attractive for simulations. (3) For objects located normally to
the wave k-vector PWE is equivalent to Fresnel integral (FI) approximation which
is widely used in imaging and optical sciences, confirmed in numerous experiments
and is well elaborated for simulations and computing [15].

2 Analytical Approach, Cartesian Space

Initial (boundary) condition to (1) is posed on the plane of an object tilted to an
angle θ (see Fig. 1):

u(x, z)
∣∣x=−ztgθ = u0(z) (2)

For θ = π/2 the solution to problem (1) and (2) is the Fresnel integral (FI):

u(x, z) =
√

k

2πiz

∞∫
−∞

u0(s)ds exp

[
i
k(x − s)2

2z

]
. (3)

For arbitrary θ �=π/2 the solution to the same problem (1) and (2) is the tilted object
integral (TOI) [12]:

u(x, z) =
√

k

2πi
(x cos θ + z sin θ)

∞∫
−z/ cos θ

u0(s)ds

(z + s cos θ)3/2
exp

[
i
k(x − s sin θ)2

2(z + s cos θ )

]
,

(4)

Where s is the coordinate on the object plane.
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Formula (4) gives the field distribution in the halfspace x>− z · tgθ , see Fig. 1.
Suppose now that s = 0 is the right edge of the object, so that there is no object

field at s< 0. Then we introduce “shadow field” ush(x) = u(x, z = 0) and obtain from
(4):

ush(x) =
√

k

2πi cos θ
x

∞∫
0

u0(s)ds

s3/2
exp

[
i
k(x − s sin θ)2

2s cos θ

]
, x > 0. (5)

Shadow field (5) is an evident initial distribution for further Fresnel propagation in
the free space towards a detector or an entrance aperture of optical system. Due to
its evolution character PWE determines the shadow field only for x> 0. On the half
axis x< 0 for calculation of FI we take ush(x) = 0 or use other a priori information
if it is available.

The iterative lensless imaging algorithms based on Fresnel propagation theory
use both direct and inverse Fresnel transforms [18]. Therefore it may be of interest to
consider the inverse problem to Eq. (5). To our knowledge this problem is not solved
yet. However as was shown in [19] the object field satisfies the integral equation:

u0(s) − i
√
s

π

∞∫
0

u0(t) exp
{

ik(t−s)sin2θ
2 cos θ

}
dt

√
t(t − s)

=
√

2ik

πs cos θ

∞∫
0

exp

{
− ik(x − s sin θ )2

2s cos θ

}
u1(x)dx, s > 0,

that can be used in iteration procedure.
Note that as was shown in [13] the field of a tilted object (4) can be found

as a coordinate transformation of a well-known heat conductivity problem [14].
Introduce:

w(ξ, z) = exp

(
ikxtgθ + ikz

tg2θ

2

)
u(x, z), x = ξ − ztgθ . (6)

It can be convinced that the new field w(ξ,z) instead of (1), (2) satisfies standard
PWE but with the boundary condition posed on the horizontal axis:

2ik
∂w(ξ, z)

∂z
+ ∂2w(ξ, z)

∂ξ2
= 0, w(ξ, z)

∣∣
ξ=0 = w0(z) = e−ikztg2θ/2u0(z). (7)

Hence at any tilt angle θ �=π/2 the field of an object (see (4)) can be alternatively by
simple algebra found from the limiting case θ = 0. The latter according to (4) (see
also [14]) equals to:

w(ξ, z) =
√

k

2πi
ξ

∞∫
0

w0(s)ds

s3/2
exp

[
i

kξ2

2(z + s)

]
. (8)
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3 Analytical Approach, Fourier Space

The Fourier space is often used in optical computing [15–17]. Free space propaga-
tion from the shadow plane of the field Fourier transform ush(p) is given by simple
formula [18] that is equivalent to (3):

u(p, z) = ush(p) exp

{
−i

p2

2k
z

}
, (9)

ush(p) = 1

2π

∞∫
−∞

dxe−ipxush(x). (10)

If an object is normal to the wave k-vector, then ush(x) equals the object field u0(x).
But if an object is tilted to the wave k-vector then ush(p) has to be found using the

above theory, i.e. by formula (5) and then by introducing (5) into (10). Following
the note (6)–(8) it is sufficient to consider the limiting case θ = 0 in (5):

ush(x) =
√

k

2πi
x

∞∫
0

u0(s) exp
{
ikx2

2s

}
ds

s3/2
, x > 0. (11)

Continue both u0(s) and ush(x) to negative values:

u0(s) = 0, s < 0 and ush(x) = 0, x < 0 (12)

and introduce Fourier transforms

u0(q) = 1

2π

∞∫
0

dse−iqsu0(s), u0(s) =
∞∫

−∞
dqeiqsu0(q),

with u0(q) = i

π
P

∞∫
−∞

dq ′u0(q ′)
q ′ − q

, (13)

and

ush(p) = 1

2π

∞∫
0

dxe−ipxush(x), ush(x) =
∞∫

−∞
dpeipxush(p),

with ush(q) = i

π
P

∞∫
−∞

dq ′ush(q ′)
q ′ − q

. (14)

Then two formulas equivalent to (11) can be obtained for ush(x) in terms of the
object field Fourier transform u0(q):

ush(x) =
∞∫

−∞
dqu0(q)ei

√
2kqx, (15)
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plane wave method [13],
where

√
q = +√

q for positive and
√

q = + i
√

(-q) for negative q, and

ush(x) =
∞∫

−∞
dpeipx

p

k
u0

(
p2

2k

)
, x > 0, (16)

“stretched” Fourier transform.
All three formulas (11), (14) and (15) determine ush(x) for x> 0. As was men-

tioned in Sect. 2 if no a priori information about ush(x) at negative x is available
then the lower limit of the integral (10) have to be replaced by 0.

4 Simulation Results

Formulas obtained in Sect. 3 were implemented in computer codes for simulation
of diffraction patterns and coherent images produced by tilted objects. The most
convenient and important for modeling is “stretched” Fourier transform (16). The
generalization of (16) to arbitrary angle θ and 3D geometry has the form:

ush(x, y) =
∞∫

−∞
dpxdpye

ipxx+pyy
(
sin θ + px

k
cos θ

)
u0

(
px sin θ + px

2

2k
cos θ, py

)
.

(17)

In order to use FFT, it is necessary to set a regular grid. Unfortunately, Eq. (17) elim-
inates the possibility of determination u0(ps, py) and ush(px, py) on regular grids.
Therefore, the accuracy of the calculations ush(x, y) and ush(px, py) is greatly influ-
enced by the accuracy of the interpolation function u0(ps, py) used. In this paper, a
Taylor series expansion in the neighborhood of the grid point is utilized for inter-
polation. Calculation of the derivatives ∂m,n(u0(ps, py)), was reduced to finding
the Fourier image (FFT) of the (− i)m + nsmyn u0(s, y). The maximum order of the
derivatives was 4 that consumes 15 times more memory. But it enables calculating
ush(px, py) only 15 times slower than a single FFT, with a relative error of ∼ 10−6.
The relative error was determined by a comparison with a Laguerre–Gaussian beam,
which is an analytical solution of PWE, see Fig. 2.

4.1 Diffraction Patterns Produced by Tilted Objects

Figure 3 shows the 3D layout of the object and the detector. The 2D amplitude
of the object has the shape of a human profile. The phase of the object is taken
to be zero. Under the scheme the field amplitude in a linear scale is shown, with
white background corresponding to zero. The geometric parameters are: λ = 10 nm,
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Fig. 2 The comparison of the theoretical and the numerical field ush(x, y). a—amplitude of the
Laguerre–Gaussian beam (l,p = 5,3). b—relative error. λ = 1.06 mkm, θ = 55◦

Fig. 3 The scheme for 3D diffraction modelling and the picture displayed in the tilted plane (the
phase equals to zero)
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Fig. 4 Diffraction patterns produced by an object for different tilt angles: θ = 90◦—(a), θ = 10◦
—(b), θ = 1◦—(c) and θ = 4◦—(d). The value of � = 2λ cos θ/(δsin2θ ) is responsible for the
influence of tilting on the diffracted field structure, δ is the object feature size [19]

a = 0.02 mm, d = 20 mm, that roughly corresponds to far-field diffraction d ≈ 0.5
(a2/λ). Figure 4 shows the result of calculating the diffraction field for various
tilt angles θ between object and beam. The 2D profiles of the field amplitude are
shown in a logarithmic scale. The qualitative changes of diffraction picture appear
at θ ≤ 4◦. Diffraction pattern becomes blurred and asymmetric.

4.2 Coherent Image Behaviour as a Function of Tilt Angle

Location of an object (Siemens star), the lens and the detector is shown in Fig. 5.
Wavelength is λ = 10 nm, and the numerical aperture NA = 0.2. Figure 6 shows the
calculation result of the field amplitude in a logarithmic scale, depending on the
angle θ . The image of the Siemens star remains recognizable even for the angle
θ = 0.5◦.
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Fig. 5 The scheme for lens 3D coherent imaging

Fig. 6 Coherent image as function of tilt angle θ

5 Summary

1) Parabolic wave equation is used to derive TOI (tilted object integral)—the
extension of Fresnel integral to diffraction from tilted objects.

2) TOI for arbitrary tilt angle θ �=π/2 is expressed by simple algebra through TOI
at θ = 0.

3) The concept of “shadow” field is suggested for simulation of lensless and lens
coherent imaging of tilted objects.

4) High order interpolation provides the accuracy of shadow field comput-
ing ∼ 10−6. This serves as an input to Fresnel codes for further field propagation
to the detector plane.

5) The results may be useful for simulation of optical systems designed for objects
investigated under critical angles of X-ray reflection.
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EUV Research at Berkeley Lab: Enabling
Technologies and Applications
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Abstract The tremendous progress in the development and deployment of lab scale
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) sources over the past decade has opened up the door to a
wide variety of new users beyond the traditional synchrotron community. The prac-
tical use of such sources, however, is heavily dependent on the availability of EUV
optical components. In this manuscript, we describe recent advances at Berkeley
Lab in the development of reflective and diffractive optical structures for imaging,
wavefront encoding, metrology, spectral filtering, and more.

1 Introduction

Advances in high harmonic generation (HHG) and extreme ultraviolet (EUV) laser
sources [1–4] have enabled the spread of coherent EUV applications beyond syn-
chrotrons. Such applications often rely on the availability of specialized EUV optical
components such as multilayer mirrors and diffractive optics. Although such com-
ponents have been developed over the years for synchrotron use, specific application
to lab-scale sources has driven new developments. Here we provide an overview of
some of these developments including in the area of broadband optics, spectral fil-
tering optics, and high efficiency zoneplates. We also describe an EUV microscopy
application making use of such components with an HHG source.

2 Multilayer Optics

A key enabling technology for EUV optics is the multilayer coating [5], [6]. In addi-
tion to serving as high efficiency mirrors, multilayers can also act as spectral filters.
For example when using HHG sources with diffractive optics, it may be necessary
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Fig. 1 Reflectance of line-narrowing multilayer achieving λ/�λ of 175

to narrow the intrinsic bandwidth of the source. The relative bandwidth reported in
the literature [7] from high efficiency HHG sources is typically in the 50–100 range
significantly restricting the number of zones one can use in the zoneplate. Figure 1
shows the results from the development of a line narrowing multilayer. The mirror is
designed for a centroid wavelength of 12.7 nm and an angle of incidence of 6◦. The
mirror achieved a relative bandwidth (λ/�λ)of 175 and peak reflectance of 24.5 %
representing a bandwidth reduction of approximately 10 × compared to a conven-
tional multilayer mirror with a loss in reflectivity of only about 2.6 × . The Mo/Si
mirror was fabricated using magnetron sputtering and is comprised of 300 bilayers
and has a gamma (ratio of Mo thickness to bilayer thickness) of 0.125. The measure-
ments in Fig. 1, as well as all subsequently reported multilayer measurements, were
performed using the Center for X-ray Optics Calibrations and Standards beamline
at the Advanced Light Source synchrotron facility.

Even when the intrinsic bandwidth of a single harmonic is suitable, the use of
HHG source may require the extraction of a specific harmonic. Multilayers can also
be designed for this purpose by achieving the optimal balance between reflecting
the target harmonic and suppressing adjacent harmonics. To this end, we attempt
to place harmonic at nulls in the multilayer wavelength-dependent reflectance. Fig-
ure 2 shows the reflectance curve for such a mirror which was also specified to be a
approximately 45◦ turning mirror. The locations of the harmonics are shown as red
dashed lines in the plot. The mirror has a peak reflectivity of 42 %.

When working with ultrashort (broadband) pulses, it may in fact be required to
have extended bandwidth multilayers to preserve the pulse width. This however will
come at the cost of reflectivity. Figure 3 shows a broadband Mo/Si mirror designed
for near 14-nm operation and achieving a reflectivity of approximately 20 % with
a bandwidth of 3 nm. The Mo/Si mirror is comprised of 100 layers total in an
aperiodic configuration determined using a model based optimization process [8].
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Fig. 3 Reflectance of broadband EUV optic

3 Diffractive Optics

Diffractive optics play a crucial role in EUV systems. Their relatively low cost,
small size, and high resolution make them very attractive especially for use with
low divergence sources. A drawback of these optics, however, is low efficiency.
Below we describe a variety of methods to improve optical efficiency.

Diffractive optics [9–12] are normally patterned onto thin membrane substrates,
however the limited transmission of these membranes in the EUV regime can sig-
nificantly impact the total system efficiency. To avoid this problem, free-standing
diffractive optics are required. This is especially important in the 40-nm wavelength
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Fig. 4 Free-standing zoneplate for 47-nm operation. Bridges are placed between the zones to keep
the whole free-standing structure together

Fig. 5 Double patterned 760-nm thick zoneplate with 40-nm outer zone width

range where typical membrane transmission is extremely low. Figure 4 shows a free-
standing zoneplate designed for use at 47 nm wavelength and having an outer zone
width of 50 nm. Such zoneplates are used, for example, in soft-x-ray laser ablation
mass spectroscopic imaging [13].

Another potentially important factor in zoneplate efficiency is zone thickness.
This is especially true at shorter wavelengths. High resolution, high aspect ratio
patterning, however, can be quite challenging. Multiple patterning provides a mech-
anism to mitigate the challenge. We have used double patterning of zoneplates [12]
in the past to interlace lower density zones thereby surpassing the single exposure
resolution limits of the patterning tool, but this same method can also be used to
pattern multiple zoneplates directly on top of each other thereby increasing the total
thickness again surpassing the single patterning limits. Figure 5 shows a 40-nm
outer zone width zoneplate with a zone thickness of 760 nm (an aspect ratio of 19
to 1).
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Fig. 7 Etched silicon nitride zoneplate used as HHG condenser optic

Another way to improve zoneplate efficiency is by way of phase shift materials.
At 13.5 nm, silicon nitride, a common membrane material, exhibits good phase shift
properties. This means that instead of patterning the zoneplate onto the membrane,
we can also etch zoneplates into the membrane. Figure 6 shows diffraction efficiency
measurements from silicon nitride test gratings where we have achieved an out-
put diffraction efficiency of approximately 20 %. The experimental results are very
well modelled based on the tabulated [14] optical properties of silicon nitride. The
scatterometry measurements were performed using the Center for X-ray Optics Cal-
ibrations and Standards beamline. The nitride process has been successfully applied
to operational zoneplates as shown in Fig. 7 which is used as an HHG condenser.
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Harmonic 
selecting mirror 

photodiode 

Fig. 8 Photograph of the scanning reflection EUV mask microscope optical housing. The
zoneplate is mounted to the bottom of the housing and not visible in the photograph

4 Example System

Microscopy is a crucial scientific technique in the EUV regime. The optical com-
ponents we have described above can be integrated with lab scale sources to make
these capabilities available beyond the synchrotron community. An example of such
a system is a scanning reflection EUV mask microscope [15] based on a commer-
cial HHG source [16]. The system uses a harmonic selecting multilayer turning
mirror to direct the light from the HHG source down at an angle of 6◦ from nor-
mal and towards a zoneplate placed 500-μm above the surface of a reflection EUV
mask. The light is then focused to the mask and reflected back towards a photo-
diode integrated into the same optical housing holding the turning mirror and the
zoneplate. The mask is then scanned under the focused beam to generate the two
dimensional image. Figure 8 shows a photograph of the optical housing. The zone-
plate is mounted to the bottom of the housing and not visible in the photograph.
Figure 9 shows an image of 100-nm lines and spaces recorded from an EUV mask
using the microscope described above [15].
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Fig. 9 Image of 100-nm lines
and spaces recorded from an
EUV mask using the optical
system in Fig. 8

5 Summary

Good progress has been made recently in the area of compact coherent EUV
sources. Using state of the art diffractive optics and reflection coatings, such sources
can readily be integrated into a wide variety of optical systems including the
scanning reflection EUV microscope described here.

This work was supported in part by Samsung Semiconductor through the
U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC02-05CH11231.
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Table Top Soft X-ray Laser Used for Fabrication
of Periodic Nanostructures

W. Li, D. Patel, C.S. Menoni, W. Chao and M.C. Marconi

Abstract In this paper we report the fabrication of periodic structures utilizing a
soft X-ray (SXR) table top laser and Talbot printing. Patterns are first recorded in
photoresist, which are then used as sacrificial mask to transfer nanofeatures into
noble metals. The laser source used in these experiments is a 46.9 nm table top
capillary laser which enables a high spatial resolution to this lithography tool. The
smallest critical dimension achieved was 40 nm.

1 Introduction

Nanolithography is a key technology enabling new opportunities in various fields
of research ranging from biomedical to semiconductor industry [1–3]. The con-
stant advancement of nano-sciences fuelled a constant effort to implement simple
methods to fabricate nano-scale structures reliably. Consequently a robust and cost
effective fabrication method will be an important contribution for the advancement
of this field.

In this paper we describe a lithography approach that combines the classic Talbot
image effect and a table top soft X-ray laser [4, 5]. With this lithography method
we succeeded in duplicating and transferring nano-features from master mask into
metal films deposited on Si substrates.

Talbot image is based on a Fresnell diffraction effect produced when periodic
patterns are illuminated by coherent light. This one-to-one image is periodically
replicated along the light propagation axis with a period defined by the Talbot
distance (Zt ):

Zt = 2nP 2

λ
(1)
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Fig. 1 Experiment set up. The SXR capillary laser illuminated a periodic semi-transparent mask
that projects a Talbot image in a sample located at the first Talbot plane

Where n is an integer indicating the order of the Talbot image, P is the period of
nanopatterns on the mask and λ is the wavelength of illumination. After the Talbot
image is recorded in photoresist, an anisotropic ion beam etching process is used to
transfer the pattern into a metal film.

2 Experiment Set Up

Figure 1 is a scheme of the experimental setup. It is composed of a semi-transparent
mask with a periodic pattern, a coherent light source and a positioning system capa-
ble of positioning the mask and the sample at the Talbot distance accurately. The
coherent light source used in this experiment is a 46.9 nm capillary discharge table-
top soft X-ray laser. The positioning system is composed of piezo stages actuators
and three eddy current sensors to control the distance with and accuracy of 100 nm.

The Talbot mask fabricated on an ultra thin membrane is designed specifically
for the wavelength of illumination (46.9 nm). Two different types of masks were
designed, fabricated and tested. The first one is free standing mask shown in Fig. 2a.
It is based on a 2 × 2 mm2, 50 nm thick silicon nitride membrane. Using e-beam
lithography the periodic pattern was defined on top of the membrane followed by
CF4 reactive ion etching that transferred the pattern into the silicon nitride. The
self-standing structure allows for 100 % transmission through the openings while
the 50 nm thick silicon nitride absorbs approximately 98 % of the SXR laser light.
The second kind of mask is shown in Fig. 2b. In this case if is fabricated on a
2 × 2 mm2, 200 nm thick silicon membrane. After performing the e-beam lithogra-
phy, nanopatterns in 4 % HSQ resist (60 nm in thickness) are used as the absorbing
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Fig. 2 a Free standing mask fabricated on a SiN membrane. The red circles indicate defects devel-
oped during the fabrication. b Talbot mask fabricated on a Si membrane with opaque regions
defined in cured HSQ resist

regions for the SXR laser light. Around 37 % of the light is transmitted after pass-
ing through the 200 nm silicon membrane, while the 60 nm developed HSQ absorbs
96 % of the laser light. These designs make both masks effectively functional for
this application.

While the self standing structure allows for a more efficient diffractive mask
(higher transparency), it has the drawback that not all periodic designs are allowed
with this approach and also that due to the thin membrane structure, usually defects
are developed in the fabrication process. The red circles in Fig. 2a show an example
of such defects. However, the unique defect-tolerant capability of the Talbot imaging
corrects these defects producing a defect-free print in the photoresist.

3 Nanostructures Fabricated by Talbot Lithography

In this section the nanostructures fabricated are described. A comparison between
the patterns and the mask clearly illustrated the defect tolerant characteristic of
this lithography approach. In the end, an alternative exposure strategy is illustrated
showing the ability to reduce critical dimension (CD).

3.1 Results for Pattern in Photoresist

Using the experimental setup depicted in Fig. 1, prints in photoresist of a periodic
mask were produced as shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3a is the print in photoresist obtained
with the self-standing mask shown in Fig. 2a. Despite of the numerous defects in
the mask (broken bridges highlighted by the red circles), the print in the photoresist
is defect-free. This is a unique characteristic of the Talbot lithography method. The
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Fig. 3 a Print in photoresist obtained using the mask shown in Fig. 2a. The print comes out with
no defects. b AFM scan of the print in photoresist produced by the mask shown in Fig. 2b

second kind of masks is also adequately replicated in photoresist. Figure 3b is an
AFM scan of the print produced by the mask shown in Fig. 2b.

3.2 Pattern Transferred to Metal Surface

The photoresist prints shown in Fig. 3 were used as sacrificial layer to transfer the
patterns to a metallic surface, to fabricate nanoscale structure. To complete the fab-
rication process an anisotropic Ar ion beam etching system was used. A Si substrate
was coated with Au (or Ag) and subsequently coated with photoresist that was print
using the Talbot lithography method described in the former section. The unpro-
tected regions of the sample were etched down with the ion beam etching system in
this way transferring the print onto the metallic layer. Figure 4a is a SEM scan of
the structure defined by the mask in Fig. 2a transferred onto a Au layer. Figure 4b is
the periodic structure of the mask shown in Fig. 2b transferred onto a Ag layer. In
both cases the structure was successfully replicated in the metal-coated samples.

3.3 Double Exposure to Reduce the Feature Size

An alternative exposure strategy was used to further reduce the critical dimension
(CD) of the fabricated arrays. The schematic description is of the method is shown in
Fig. 5. Figure 5a is an SEM image of the mask used, composed of tiles with 300 nm
slits. In a first step the sample was exposed with half the dose corresponding to a
complete activation of the photoresist. After that, the sample was moved along a
desired direction, in this case we moved vertically in the direction indicated by the
arrow in Fig. 5a. Finally, the sample was exposed with the remaining half dose.
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Fig. 4 a Array of slits fabricated on a Si substrate coated with Au. The structure was obtained by
ion etching using the print shown in Fig. 3a as a sacrificial mask. b SEM image of the array of
lines fabricated on Ag using the print in Fig. 3b as sacrificial mask

Fig. 5 a SEM image of the Talbot mask used. It is composed of an array of tiles each one formed
by four 300 nm slits. b Prints in photoresist obtained by two consecutive exposures after displacing
the sample in the direction of the blue arrow. The size of the printed line reduced from 320 to
200 nm

This simple procedure allows for a higher (complete activation) of the photoresist
in narrower regions than the size of the mask. This method has been proved to be
helpful regarding to the sharpness of edge, which is shown in Fig. 5b. The linewidth
is reduced from 500 nm to 320 nm by moving 200 nm in between two consecutive
exposures. This exposure strategy needs to be tuned for specific non-linear effect of
the photoresist in order to optimize the results. With this method, a 40 nm FWHM
lines were achieved using a mask with 75 nm linewidth, by displacing 50 nm in
between of two exposures. These narrower lines are shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6 a SEM image of a Talbot mask composed of an array of tiles each one with 75 nm slits. b
Prints in photoresist obtained by two consecutive exposures after displacing the sample. The size
of the printed line reduced to 40 nm

4 Conclusions

We have described a compact lithography system that uses a table top SXR laser
capable to produce defect-free prints of nanoscale structures over large areas. The
simple method is even potentiated recurring to a double exposure strategy that
allowed printing of 40 nm lines. This simple system can be of great interest for
fabricating prototypes or small volume production of nanoscale structures.
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Applications for Coherent Narrow-Band Sources
in EUV Lithography

R. Miyakawa and P. Naulleau

Abstract In this paper, we discuss the unique application of coherent, narrow-band
sources in both wavefront metrology and mask defect inspection which play essen-
tial roles in the EUVL ecosystem. For metrology, coherent sources can efficiently
supply power to wavefront sensors, whereas current systems using incoherent
sources must rely on highly inefficient spatial filters. This advantage may be espe-
cially important as next-generation EUVL tools move to higher numerical apertures.
For defect inspection, sources with high temporal coherence allow zone plate lenses
to replace costly EUV multilayer optics. These zone plates can be programmed to
operate with contrast-enhancing techniques like Zernike phase contrast microscopy.
Additionally, the coherence allows inspection tools to operate in a scanning mode,
similar to a STXM microscope, which can achieve a large field of view without
field-dependent aberrations.

1 Introduction

Extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL) is a key technology for the semiconductor
industry as it continues to shrink the critical dimensions of semiconductor devices.
Using a wavelength of 13.5 nm, next-generation EUVL tools will be capable of
supporting the 11-nm semiconductor device node and beyond. While production
platforms like the ASML NXE:3300 have demonstrated full-field high-resolution
printing, there are still several remaining challenges that EUVL faces before it can
be commercialized [1]. In this paper, we discuss two such challenges: wavefront
metrology and actinic mask defect inspection, and how the introduction of stan-
dalone, narrow-band, coherent EUV sources can play a key role in overcoming these
challenges.
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z1 z2

Fig. 1 LSI setup at EUV. A grating is placed after the focus of the test optic. The detector captures
the interference between the diffracted orders of the grating

2 Wavefront Metrology

Characterizing and removing aberrations in the optics is a key part of maximizing
the resolution capability of a lithography tool. However, most wavefront sensors
suitable for measuring EUV optics require coherent illumination. Since lithography
tools typically employ plasma-based incoherent sources, the incoming light must be
heavily filtered to create enough coherent flux to perform the measurements. This
problem is exacerbated at high-NA, where smaller and smaller filters are necessary
to meet the coherence requirements. Although typical EUV laser and HHG sources
have lower overall output power, a much larger fraction of this power can be used
by the wavefront sensors making these sources an attractive alternative to plasma
sources.

2.1 Lateral Shearing Interferometry

Lateral shearing interferometry (LSI) is a leading candidate for next-generation
EUV optical testing. Unlike point-diffraction interferometers like PS/PDI [2], the
shearing interferometer is a self-referencing test that does not require a diffraction-
limited spatial filter aperture on the fast side of the optic which can approach sizes
below 16 nm for high-NA optics. This is an important advantage, because these
small apertures present several challenges; achieving adequate absorption requires
aggressive aspect ratios which are difficult to fabricate, and small apertures are prone
to contamination buildup, which renders filters unusable after a short period of time
(Fig. 1).

LSI works by interfering the test wavefront, W (x, y), with a shifted (sheared)
copy of itself, W (x + s, y). The interferogram is thus a representation of the
derivative of the test wavefront in the direction of the shear:

U (x, y) = W (x + s, y) − W (x, y) ≈ s · ∂W (x, y)

∂x
(1)
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Fig. 2 Shearing results on the Samsung SERM microscope

The shearing measurement is taken in both the x and y directions and W (x, y)
can be subsequently reconstructed using numerical methods [3]. When perform-
ing LSI at EUV wavelengths, there are limited options for the optical setup to
create sheared copies of the wave on the detector. Beamsplitters for instance are
not a viable solution for short wavelength systems due to the lack of materials
with suitable reflection and transmission properties. Consequently, LSI setups for
EUV optical systems generally use diffractive elements such as gratings to create
the sheared waves. Care must be taken when implementing grating-based shear-
ing interferometers at high NA, because grating misalignment can cause systematic
aberrations. However, because LSI is a common-path interferometer, it is resistant
to many other systematic effects such as system vibration.

An EUV lateral shearing interferometer with a HHG source was recently used
to characterize the Samsung SERM microscope, demonstrating an RMS wavefront
error of λ/17, as shown in Fig. 2.

2.2 AIS Wavefront Sensor

The AIS wavefront sensor is an alternative wavefront measurement scheme that
will be used to support the upgrade of the SEMATECH Albany and Berkeley METs
to 0.5 NA. AIS scales well to high numerical apertures, and unlike LSI does not
suffer from systematic aberrations caused by grating tilt. AIS uses a photodiode
as a detector, and therefore has a much lower profile than sensors requiring a full
vacuum-compatible CCD.

A schematic of a simple AIS experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. Light from
a coherent EUV source is incident on a scanning mirror that serves to control the
range of spatial frequencies entering the system. Different illumination settings steer
the diffracted light from the reticle to a specific part of the test optic pupil. This light
picks up phase curvature caused by aberrations in the optic, which manifests as a
small focus shift in the image plane. In the image plane, a focus sensor measures
the plane of best focus for each grating orientation at each pupil probe location.
Localized wavefront curvature is computed from the measured focus shifts and fed
into an algorithm that reconstructs the aberrations in the system.
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Fig. 3 A schematic of the AIS wavefront sensor operating with a coherent EUV source

Fig. 4 Visible light prototype results for the AIS wavefront sensor that will be deployed on the
SEMATECH Albany and Berkeley METs

A visible light prototype of the AIS was constructed to validate the working
principle of the sensor. Figure 4 shows the results of this test demonstrating λ/30
accuracy with a precision of λ/150.

3 Mask Inspection Tools

Actinic EUVL mask metrology tools are a key part of EUV commercialization.
Among the currently available mask inspection solutions, the majority operate on
synchrotron sources. While plasma-based solutions are viable, they require expen-
sive reflective optics, because poor temporal coherence prohibits use with zone
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Fig. 5 Visible light prototype results for the AIS wavefront sensor that will be deployed on the
SEMATECH Albany and Berkeley METs

plates. Narrowband solutions like HHG sources offer an attractive alternative, since
their spectra are compatible with zone plate bandwidth constraints. While coherence
is normally avoided in full-field imaging systems, it is ideal for scanning systems,
where the coherence of the imaging is determined by the numerical aperture of the
detector rather than the coherence of the source. The Samsung SERM tool is a recent
example of an actinic, scanning, EUV microscope operating on a HHG source using
zone plate optics.

The use of zone plates also opens up the possibility of implementing phase-
enhancing and other advanced imaging techniques into the mask inspection tool.
Figure 5 shows how a Zernike phase contrast microscope could be implemented by
adding a 90◦ phase shift to the imaging zone plate. This serves to enhance phase-
only defects such as embedded multilayer defects that would normally be invisible.
Because the zone plate patterns are customizable, arbitrary phase functions can be
encoded into the pupil function. In the SEMATECH Berkeley SHARP microscope,
for example, special zone plates are encoded with a cubic phase function which is
used to increase the depth of focus of the system.
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4 Discussion

Coherent, narrowband EUV sources have unique properties that are well-suited to
various parts of the EUV ecosystem, and could play an important role in com-
mercializing EUVL. Wavefront metrology continues to require a reliable source of
coherent light which is becoming more and more difficult to provide as the numer-
ical apertures of the lithography tools increase. Mask inspection tools using these
sources are compatible with zone plate optics that can create scanning systems that
are much more affordable than full-field AIMS tools based on plasma sources.
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Lensless Proximity EUV Lithography with a
Xenon Gas Discharge Plasma Radiation

Hyun-su Kim, Serhiy Danylyuk, Sascha Brose, Peter Loosen,
Klaus Bergmann, William S. Brocklesby and Larissa Juschkin

Abstract The possibilities and limitations of proximity and interference lithog-
raphy under extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation are explored. Utilizing partially
coherent EUV radiation at central wavelength of 10.9 nm from a Xe gas dis-
charge plasma source, it is shown that proximity printing in the Fresnel diffraction
regime can produce the high-resolution features even with low-resolution masks,
and also yield sub-30 nm edge resolution in the resist. The scalability limit within
non-paraxial case has been also studied. The effect of the diffraction behind the
transmission mask is evaluated with respect to the achievable resolution. The
finite-difference time-domain simulation of the diffraction patterns behind the
Ni/Nb-based transmission mask is performed varying the pitch size. The results
demonstrate that the method can be used to produce patterns with resolution down to
7.5 nm half-pitch with 2:1 mask demagnification utilizing achromatic Talbot effect
with transverse electric (TE)-polarized light.

1 Introduction

At the end of the twentieth century one of the promising lithography technologies
was the proximity lithography using hard X-rays. With this short wavelength, the
influence of the diffraction limit on the resolution is negligible and high-resolution
patterns are possible. Further reduction of the wavelength was found to be ineffec-
tive due to increased photoelectron blur in photoresist. Due to these challenges and
rapid development of the immersion lithography, this technology has not progressed
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past the pre-production state. The next step in history of the optical lithography is a
radical reduction of the wavelength from current 193–13.5 nm, which should enable
the possibility of scaling below 10 nm half-pitch levels. This radiation lies in the
so-called extreme ultraviolet (EUV) wavelength range, where photon energy is sig-
nificantly higher and, as a consequence, the interaction mechanisms between light
and matter differ from well-studied ultraviolet radiation.

During the last decade, a number of interference schemes were investigated
including Lloyd mirror, single grating and double grating schemes. However all of
them have rather high requirements on spatial and/or temporal coherence, making
them very inefficient for use with available high power laboratory sources. Recently,
it was shown that it is possible to improve the resolution of the proximity printing by
utilizing the Fresnel diffraction of the short wavelength radiation on the nanostruc-
tures. This allows achieving sub-30 nm resolution with mask-to-wafer gap reaching
30 μm, which is much more realistic to maintain in an industrial environment.

In this work we discuss the feasibility and resolution limits of such Fresnel
diffraction-assisted proximity printing and also a rigorous simulation approach for
numerical analysis of the scalability of Talbot interference lithography utilizing
EUV radiation. In this work, the radiation at 10.9 nm with 3 % bandwidth, which
is generated with a Xe gas discharge produced plasma (DPP) [1] has been used.
This work is focused also on applications of the method with partially coherent high
power laboratory sources.

2 Modelling and Methodology

Accurate simulation of the near-field diffraction is important for understanding limi-
tations of EUV proximity lithography. The scalar simulation can be performed with
the Fresnel-Kirchhoff or Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction integrals, which shows
essentially same results in our setup. This scalar approximation is valid when the
wavelength is much smaller than both the proximity gap and the aperture size. EUV
wavelength is short enough for this approximation dealing with sizes above several
hundreds of nanometers and the proximity gaps of several micrometers. The concept
of the EUV proximity lithography is illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows the intensity
distribution propagated behind an aperture and profiles at several distances from the
aperture.

As the Fresnel diffraction patterns produced by simple apertures can become
rather complex, i.e. on a round aperture a set of concentric rings can be observed
with a number of rings depending on the observation position. This is a potential
method for creation of complex nanophotonic structures of novel designs. By tuning
the exposure time and modifying the proximity gap the structures of different shapes
with down to sub-100 nm resolution can be produced.

The question is whether this approach can be scaled down to sub-10 nm struc-
turing. The approximations taken within the analytical theories are no longer valid
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Fig. 1 Intensity distribution behind the aperture and the profiles as a function of distance under
EUV radiation

when the size of the structures on the mask starts to be comparable with the wave-
length of radiation. Therefore we employed Maxwell’s equations solver utilising
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) approach to investigate the scalability limits
of EUV Talbot lithography. In the simulation, the grid size was set to λ/15, which
provides better than 2 % accuracy and the parameters of the lithography system were
chosen according to the parameters of the recently developed transmission mask [2].
The thickness of the absorber was kept constant at 100 nm in the simulation. The
space-to-pitch ratio was set to 0.5. The period of the pattern of the mask was varied
from 10 to 100 nm.

3 Results

The demonstration has utilized a high power Xe gas DPP source developed at the
Fraunhofer Institute for Laser Technology in Aachen, Germany. EUV radiation was
optimized at 10.9 nm central wavelength with 3 % bandwidth at full-width half-
maximum utilizing Xe-Argon gas mixture. The source spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.
The diameter of the source emission zone varies from 150 to 350 μm depending on
the gas mixture and discharge parameters.

The results of the numerical simulations and the corresponding experimental data
of the proximity diffraction pattern of micro sized apertures are presented in Fig. 3.
The intensity profiles produced by the triangular aperture of the length of 1.56 μm
are shown in Fig. 3a: simulation and Fig. 3b: experiment. The same for the round
aperture with the diameter of 1.6 μm and the proximity gap of 15 micron are schown
in Fig. 3c: simulation and Fig. 3d: experiment. As expected from analytical mod-
eling of the diffraction, the change in the Fresnel number manifests itself in the
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Fig. 2 EUV spectrum generated with a Xe gas or Xe/Ar gas mixture discharge plasma

Fig. 3 Results of proximity lithography with a triagular aperture in a simulation and, b experiment,
and with a circluar aperture in c simulation and d experiment

number of visible rings. The negative high-resolution HSQ resist of 40 nm thick-
ness was exposed 15 μm away from the mask. The resulted structures after the
EUV exposures and development were characterized using the atomic force micro-
scope (AFM). A good agreement with the calculated aerial image is observed. Good
correlation between scalar diffraction simulations and experiments confirms that the
Fresnel diffraction is the main governing process in EUV proximity lithography of
micrometer sized structures with 30 nm edge resolution.
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Fig. 4 Achromatic Talbot pattern behind the grating

The possibility to change the aerial image dramatically and controllably just
by changing the proximity gap together with the ability to fine-tune the exposed
resist area by variation of the exposure time provides a high degree of flexibility
for the exposures. In the combination with the developed simulations, this should
enable fast and efficient design of suitable transmission masks for wide range of
nanophotonic structures including ring-disc cavities or other complex nano-resonant
antennas [3].

The finite spectral bandwidth of the source radiation sets a limit of scaling the
structuring down to sub-10 nanometers. Different wavelengths yield differnt Talbot
distances (zT) in the interference scheme of Talbot lithography. As a result of the
wavelengths mix, the pattern get smeared along the propagation axis starting at a
specific distance (Talbot mixture length, zM). The simulated pattern propagation for
15 nm half pitch grating is shown in Fig. 4. Since lithography requires sufficient
contrast for the image converting to the patterns in resist, the studies of the contrast
and maximum intensity in dependence on the pitch size were performed. The results
are presented in the Fig. 5.

The gradual decrease of the maximal intensity and contrast with half pitch
reduction on the mask is clearly visible. Using TE polarized light the contrast
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Fig. 5 The contrast and maximum intensity of achromatic Talbot patterns at the plane of zM in
dependence on half pitch on the mask. The resulting half pitch in the aerial image is a quarter of
the mask pitch

above ∼ 16 % can be maintained down to 15 nm half pitch on the mask, which cor-
responds to 7.5 nm half pitch on the wafer. For the investigated mask design, this is
a realistic resolution limit for the broadband Talbot lithography [4].

4 Summary

The laboratory setup for the EUV proximity lithography has demonstrated the
ability to create complex nanoantenna arrays and can be used for cost-effective
small and medium-scale manufacturing of nanophotonic structures. Utilizing a com-
pact partially coherent DPP EUV source, the knife-edge resolution of 28 nm was
achieved. Precise control over the mask-to-wafer gap increases flexibility of the
diffraction-assisted EUV lithography, providing the possibility to produce differ-
ent nanostructures without changing the design of the mask. In the non-paraxial
case, we have investigated theoretically the scalability of Talbot EUV lithography.
The FDTD simulation has demonstrated that the structuring with achromatic Tal-
bot lithography can be effectively used with amplitude transmission masks. It is
possible to utilize the achromatic Talbot effect to achieve 2:1 demagnification of
masks period. The contrast and intensity of the resulting aerial image were shown
to decrease with the reduction of the pitch size. The practical resolution limit in the
achromatic Talbot regime was estimated to be at 7.5 nm half pitch for TE polarized
illumination.
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Wave Front Study of Fully Coherent Soft X-Ray
Laser Using Hartmann Sensor

Lu Li, Yong Wang, Shoujun Wang, Eduardo Oliva, Liang Yin, T. T. Thuy Le,
David Ros, Gilles Maynard, Stephane Sebban, Jorge J. Rocca
and Philippe Zeitoun

Abstract Fully coherent soft x-ray laser (SXRL) was achieved seeding high har-
monics (HH) seed into a solid-plasma amplifier. Wave front of both HH seed and
amplified seed were measured using Hartmann wave front sensor. Wave front root-
mean-square (RMS) value and stability were observed with improvement of more
than two times. In terms of wave front quality, optimized HH seeding parameters on
injection time, injection angle and plasma length were discussed. With the benefit
of the intensity and phase detection, electromagnetic field of HH seed and ampli-
fied seed beam were studied by back-propagation. The reconstructed SXRL source
confirmed its high peak brightness.

1 Introduction

With the purpose of high resolution soft x-ray laser (SXRL) phase contrast and
diffraction imaging, wave front of the SXRL beam must be excellent. Indeed,
diffraction or holographic imaging of a sample with a coherent source having an
aberrant wave front will reduce the resolution and may even distort the image.
Wave front characterization is also related to the radiation intensity of the beam
spot with micrometer dimension, as explained in the relation with Strehl ratio.
Previous work on wave front of the HH [1] and gas-plasma-based seeded SXRL
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sources [2] showed near-diffraction limited characteristics. However, the wave front
of HH-seeded SXRL from solid-based plasma amplifier had not been studied prior
to this work. Despite its crucial role in the applications, we therefore performed this
experiment [5] to measure the wave front of seeded SXRL based on solid-plasma
amplifier.

2 Experiment on Wave Front Measurement

In this SXRL wave front measurement, we used the Hartmann wave front sensor
developed at Laboratoire d’Optique Applique (LOA) in collaboration with Imag-
ine Optics and SOLEIL [3]. After the sensor calibration at LOA [4], we conducted
the experiment in Colorado State University (US) to measure the wave front of
HH-seeded SXRL with the solid-plasma amplifier. The experiment set-up has been
described in the article [5]. A direct approach of seeded SXRL wave front measure-
ment using Hartmann wave front sensor was firstly proposed. As illustrated in Fig. 1,
based on a table-top Ti:Sapphire CPA laser (central wavelength 810 nm), HH seed
beam was generated focusing (f = 1.1 m) IR laser (13 mJ, 60 fs) into neon gas jet.
Soft x-ray plasma amplifier based on a molybdenum slab target was created adapt-
ing multi-pulse grazing incident pumping scheme. Early precursor pulse (30 mJ,
200 ps) and the pre-pulse (250 mJ, 200 ps), separated by 5 ns time delay, were irra-
diated with line-focusing on the molybdenum slab target surface in normal incident
angle. A combination of spherical lens and cylindrical lens were adapted to make
the line foci into 40 μm width [6], which allows to create a plasma approaching the
Ni-like ionization stage. The expanding plasma was subsequently heated by a short
pump pulse (500 mJ, 5 ps) arriving at 600 ps after the pre-pulse. A similar focusing
line as pre-pulse obtained by the same approach was delivered to the plasma with
grazing incident angle of 23◦ where time compensation of the travelling wave was
taken into account. By this rapid heating into the plasma region, electron density
can achieve ∼2.6×1020 cm−3 and electron temperature could reach ∼500 eV [7],
where a large transient population inversion was formed. Sequentially, the HH seed
pulse was injected into the plasma amplifier assisted by a toroidal mirror. Due to the
wavelength matching between the 43rd HH order (18.9 nm) and the lasing line (4d1

S0 → 4p1 P1) in the plasma amplifier, the HH seed pulse (43rd order) can be sig-
nificantly amplified at the optimized seeding time [8]. A 300 nm thick Aluminium
filter was used to stop the straight IR lasers. The Hartmann wave front sensor was
then placed at 1.6 m after the plasma amplifier.

Firstly, HH driven laser was set as P polarization. However, no diffraction pat-
tern was observed. The illuminated pattern turned out as regular square shape as the
apertures on the Hartmann plate. It means that there was no diffraction happened (or
in negligible level) after passing through the aperture array. This is indicating that
the amplification of the seed was not achieved. Owing to the high dense plasma,
hard x-rays are considered as the main contribution to the observed light. Alterna-
tively, we changed the polarization of HH driven laser to S polarization. Detected
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup of direct measurement of seeded SXRL wave front using SXRL
Hartmann sensor

image of the output beam showed strong bright background and beam shape with
obvious diffraction patterns associated with tilting lights at 22.5◦ deviated from the
vertical. Amplified seed was considered contributing to the diffraction.

In order to get over the effect of the hard x-rays, a specific Mo-Si 45◦ multi-
layer flat mirror was employed. The flatness of this mirror is λ/10 tested at 632 nm
for the full pupil of 25 mm. It was placed at 0.86 m after the plasma amplifier,
where the estimated seeded SXRL beam size is ∼ 1 mm. Thus, the wave front
aberration from this mirror could be neglected. Simultaneously, due to the narrow
bandwidth of the efficient reflection of this multilayer mirror (specified for 18.9 nm),
the effect of the hard x-rays was substantially reduced. In addition, the detection dis-
tance could be settled further with respect to the direct diagnostics, which allows a
sufficient seeded SXRL beam size for the Hartmann wave front sensor detection.
As it described in [5], the sensor was then positioned 3.5 m away from the plasma
amplifier. One should beware of that the wave front of HH seed (without plasma
amplifier) was measured without using 45◦ multilayer mirror (Fig. 1) for the sake
of efficient single-shot detection.

3 Experiment Results and Discussion

A raw image of single-shot HH seed pulse was displayed in Fig. 2a. Considering
the accuracy of the wave front analysing, a centre circular region was chosen for
the data processing, which includes ∼80 % full beam energy [4]. Sequentially, the
wave front analysing map was illustrated in Fig. 3a. It is interesting to note that
the wave front distortions of tilt and focus are basically caused from the alignment
precision with respect to the calibration beam, which is normally at micrometers
level. However, the real wave front aberrations of the soft x-ray laser beam (HH
seed and amplified seed) are normally in nano-meters level. We, therefore, ticked
out the “Tilt 0◦”, “90◦” and “Focus” during the analysing (see Fig. 3a). Wave front
RMS value of the HH seed was detected as 0.53 λ, which consists of coma (0.34 λ),
astigmatism at 0◦ (0.14 λ) and astigmatism at 45◦ (0.05 λ). Coma dominated the
HH seed wave front aberration in this measurement.
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Fig. 2 Raw images of (a) HH seed, and (b) amplified seed beam detected by SXRL Hartmann
sensor

When HH seed injected into the plasma amplifier (4 mm long in current case)
at proper time delay between the seeding and the short pump pulse (�t = 2 ps in
this case), the energy can be significantly amplified. The amplified seed was then
detected by the Hartmann wave front sensor. A sample raw image of the single-shot
amplified seed beam recorded on the sensor was shown in Fig. 2b. There are three
interesting regions in the full image. First of all, the bright beam primarily located
in the second quadrant of the image is corresponding to the amplified seed with
apparent diffraction patterns tilted by 22.5◦, as displayed in the close-up (Fig. 2c).
Secondly, the weak part as illustrated in Fig. 2d is principally contributed by the
ASE, where the diffraction is obscure. It is important to note that ASE signal is over-
spread the CCD chip. Phase analysing by the sensor is extremely dependent on the
diffraction pattern, and the ASE signal may reduce the accuracy of wave front mea-
surement. Finally, it is interesting to point out that there is a secondary bright beam
observed in the first quadrant of the image as marked with dashed ellipse, which is
smaller and less bright than the main amplified seed. It is, therefore, important to
have a proper clipping approach to reduce the effect of ASE and secondary ampli-
fied beam during the wave front processing. Several different approaches have been
discussed in the thesis work [4]. Within this context, the analysed wave front map
of the amplified beam was then represented in Fig. 3b. Wave front RMS value of the
HH seed was detected as 0.23 λ, which composed of coma (0.19 λ), astigmatism at
0◦ (0 λ) and astigmatism at 45◦ (0.04 λ). Wave front (RMS) of the amplified seed
was improved more than two times during the amplification comparing to the input
HH seed beam. Astigmatism was slightly optimized, while the coma was signifi-
cantly improved.
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Fig. 3 Processed wave front map of a HH seed and b amplified seed beam by HASO software

Fig. 4 Residual wave front RMS value of seeded soft x-ray laser from 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0 mm long
plasma amplifiers

Furthermore, over 27 consecutive shots of both HH seed and amplified seed have
been worked out [4, 5], same improvements of the wave front were observed over
all the cases. Besides that, the stability of the wave front RMS value was upgraded
over two times after HH seed passing through the plasma amplifier. Sequentially, we
studied the effect of the plasma column length to the wave front. A series of mea-
surements with different plasma column lengths (3.0, 3.5 and 4.0 mm) were carried
out. As demonstrated in the Fig. 4, for 3 mm plasma, the wave front of amplified
seed remains at 0.51λ±0.09λ, while it improves to 0.31 λ±0.09λ and 0.23λ±0.01λ
for 3.5 and 4 mm plasma, respectively. In another hand, the output energy of ampli-
fied is increasing with the plasma amplifier length and reaching saturation around
3.5 mm, which is in consistence with previous experiment results [6, 8]. Once
again, an apparent improvement of wave front stability with respect of HH seed
was achieved after plasma amplifier across the three plasma lengths. Moreover, the
factors of HH seed injection time and injection angles were discussed in our recent
work [4, 5, 9]. The optimizing injection time (with respect of the short pump pulse)
and injection angle (in respect of the slab target plane) turned out as �t = 2 ps and
θ = 5 mrad, respectively.

It is now interesting to mention that previous wave front measurement of ampli-
fied seed in the gas-based plasma amplifier [2] showed that the narrow gain zone in
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Fig. 5 The back-propagation of the (a) HH seed and (b) amplified seed source field along the
Rayleigh length from −20 to 20 mm. Z = 0 mm corresponds to exit location of the plasma amplifier.
Negative value indicates the direction deviated from the sensor

the acts as a spatial filter of the incoming beam. We are considering similar expla-
nation in the current wave front measurement based on the solid-plasma amplifier.
The coma normally generates a central spot surrounded by many rays extending far
from it, which is selectively amplified when HH seed passing through the plasma
amplifier. It can generate the observed drop of coma aberration. However, the gain
density distribution of the gas-based [2] and solid-based [10] plasma amplifiers are
different. Moreover, owing to the calibration limit of this Hartmann wave front sen-
sor is 0.03λ RMS, the astigmatism at 45◦ did not show strong improving evidence
while the astigmatism at 0◦ was drop down below the limit.

Taking the advantage of the Hartmann wave front sensor which recording both
intensity and phase of the investigating beam, one could describe the complex
amplitude of the electromagnetic field on the sensor plane [4]. In consequence,
the electromagnetic field at any location can be reconstructed by an inverse Fres-
nel transformation. Point spread function in a free space was then performed for
both detected HH seed and amplified seed, as illustrated in Fig. 5a and b, respec-
tively. The “Z = 0 mm” position is corresponding to the exit location of the plasma
amplifier. Negative value indicates the direction deviated from the sensor. Here, the
HH seed was assumed as monochromatic beam (18.9 nm). The reconstructed HH
source showed elongated profile in vertical, and ∼20 μm in horizontal. One can
also observe that there are multi-spot in elongated vertical with a main spot at the
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top. This can be caused by the process of HH generation in the gas puff and the
imaging from the toroidal mirror. Nevertheless, this multi-spot phenomena could
give an explanation of the multi-amplification observed in the amplified seed beam,
as described in Fig. 2b. For the back-propagated amplified beam (see Fig. 5b), the
secondary amplified seed beam was not taken into account in the original amplified
seed beam on the detection plane. The source at Z = 0 mm is relatively symmetri-
cal shape with spot size of 20 μm×20 μm FWHM. Significant beam clearness by
the plasma amplifier can be declared when comparing the back propagation beam
profiles of HH seed and amplified seed.

4 Summary

We observed that wave front RMS value and its stability of amplified seed improved
∼ 2.5 times and over 4 times, respectively, with respect to that of HH seed. As
coma dominated the wave front distortions, which is caused by the toroidal, HH-
seeded SXRL is capable to reach diffraction-limited (λ/14) beam by optimizing the
HH seed beam quality and using aberration-free injection mirror. The reconstructed
source confirms the high brightness of ∼1× 1026 photons · s−1 · mm−2 · mrad−2.
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Recent Advances in Multilayer Reflective
Optics for EUV/X-Ray Sources
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M.-A. Descalle, M. J. Pivovaroff and E. M. Gullikson

Abstract This paper discusses the development of (i) corrosion-resistant multi-
layers for the 25–80 nm region (ii) multilayer mirrors for the first 0.5-NA Micro-
Exposure Tools at 13.5 nm and (iii) multilayer mirrors for the soft gamma-ray
range.

1 Introduction

Multilayer mirrors are often essential optical elements in experiments and applica-
tions involving extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and x-ray sources. Multilayer interference
coatings achieve high reflective performance due to constructive wave interfer-
ence phenomena and thus enable imaging at near-normal incidence angles in the
EUV/soft x-ray wavelength region. They also enable efficient operation at grazing
incidence angles larger than the critical angle, thus greatly easing the fabrication,
mounting and alignment of grazing-incidence x-ray optical systems. In the last few
years, novel EUV/x-ray sources have emerged (4th generation synchrotrons, free-
electron lasers, tabletop lasers, high-harmonic generation and attosecond sources)
ushering a new era in the fields of materials science, chemistry, plasma physics,
biology and life sciences. Increasingly efficient and sophisticated EUV/x-ray mul-
tilayer optics are also needed for space-borne telescopes for solar physics and
astrophysics, radiation detection and medical imaging applications, high-energy
physics and semiconductor photolithography.

This paper summarizes recent results and ongoing work from the development
of reflective multilayer coatings for wavelengths ranging from the EUV to the
soft gamma-ray regions of the spectrum. All multilayer coatings discussed below
were developed and fabricated at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)
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using DC-magnetron sputtering techniques. More details on the deposition param-
eters related to the multilayer coatings discussed in this paper can be found in the
References provided in the following sections.

2 Corrosion-Resistant Multilayer Mirrors for the 25–80 nm
Wavelength Region

The wavelength region just below the Mg L2,3 absorption edge (corresponding to
wavelengths longer than 25 nm) contains several emission lines of highly ionized
materials and coincides with the operational range of EUV sources such as table-
top lasers, high-harmonic generation sources, synchrotrons and free-electron lasers
as well as solar physics studies. Mg/SiC has been shown to be the best-performing
multilayer coating in the 25–80 nm wavelength region, as it possesses a unique com-
bination of consistently high reflectivity, good spectral selectivity, thermal stability
to 350◦ C and near-zero stress [1]. However, Mg/SiC suffers from Mg-induced cor-
rosion, an insidious problem which leads to degradation of the Mg/SiC multilayer
film and its reflectivity, as shown in Fig. 1a, 1b. This problem has prevented Mg/SiC
coatings from being used in applications that require long lifetime stability, which is
a crucial requirement in applications such as space-borne telescopes for EUV solar
physics [2]. It was established that corrosion starts from the top of the multilayer
and is caused by environmental agents (reactive ions), which reach the Mg layers
buried under the SiC capping (top) layer through pinholes and other defects typi-
cal in sputtered thin films. It was determined that Mg corrosion products initially
appear as micron-size spots invisible to the eye, which may later grow and expand
in volume, resulting in visible, eruptive effects which cause delamination of the top
layers in the multilayer and exposure of the inner Mg layers.

To address this problem, Al-Mg corrosion barrier layers were developed [3]. The
Al and Mg layers are deposited as two separate layers (underneath the SiC cap-
ping layer) and they spontaneously intermix to form a partially amorphous Al-Mg
layer (Fig. 1c, 1d) which provides efficient corrosion resistance while maintaining
the favorable reflective properties of the original, unprotected Mg/SiC multilayer.
The efficacy of this corrosion resistance concept was verified experimentally on
Mg/SiC films aged for 3 years. Mg/SiC multilayers with Al-Mg corrosion barri-
ers were demonstrated, with high narrowband reflectivity in up to 3 bands [4]. The
phenomenon of spontaneous intermixing and amorphization of sputtered Al and
Mg layers with nanometer-scale thickness was observed for the first time during
this work. Research is now in progress to determine in detail the physics of the
Al-Mg layer formation, including the timescales of spontaneous intermixing and
amorphization and any crystalline phases (Al, Mg or AlMg) possibly being present
in the intermixed Al-Mg layer [5].
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Fig. 1 (a), (b) Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images obtained at LLNL of the top surface
of a severely corroded Mg/SiC multilayer film aged for 3 years. Several areas of the coating have
erupted due to the formation of voluminous Mg corrosion products, with the top portions of the
coating either still partially attached to the surface, or entirely missing (from Ref. [3]) (c) Cross-
sectional Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) image of the top layers of a corrosion-resistant
Mg/SiC multilayer designed for operation at wavelengths around 46 nm at normal incidence. The
spontaneously intermixed, Al-Mg corrosion barrier is shown underneath the top SiC layer. (from
Ref. [3]). (d) Electron diffraction image taken from the middle area of the intermixed Al-Mg layer.
The appearance of diffuse rings and dispersed diffraction peaks indicates the presence of amor-
phous or nanocrystalline material. TEM and electron diffraction imaging were performed at Evans
Analytical Group, (Sunnyvale, California)

3 Multilayer Mirrors for the First 0.5-NA Micro-Exposure
Tools at 13.5 nm

Micro-Exposure Tools (METs) are small field (30 μm × 200 μm) tools devel-
oped to provide early learning towards the extendibility of EUV lithography using
13.5 nm wavelength of illumination, especially in the areas of photoresist and mask
development. METs with a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.3 have been operational
for over 10 years, using laboratory (e.g: laser plasma) or synchrotron EUV sources.
Next-generation METs with a NA of 0.5 (MET5) have been recently proposed [6]
to demonstrate EUV patterning of features with resolution of 11 nm (half-pitch) and
below. A modified Schwarzschild design is used for the MET5 projection optics.
The maximum aspherical sag and slope of the MET5 mirror substrates are a factor
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Fig. 2 Measured EUV reflectance of a Mo/Si multilayer with N = 30 bilayers deposited on top
of a Cr under-layer. The coating has 60.1 % peak reflectivity and − 135 MPa stress. The substrate
was a Si wafer with< 0.1 nm rms high-spatial frequency roughness. This coating was developed
for the M1 mirror of the MET5 system. Measurement was performed at ALS beamline 6.3.2

of 7–12 higher than the previous MET (NA = 0.3) optics, thus presenting a signif-
icant leap in the state-of-the-art in substrate manufacturing [7, 8]. Both the convex
primary (M1) and concave secondary (M2) projection mirrors are rotationally sym-
metric aspheres. The angles of incidence (AOI) of operation in the MET5 system,
defined from the normal incidence direction, range from 4–14◦ across a clear aper-
ture radius of 14.5–46.1 mm for M1 and from 1 to 4◦ across a clear aperture radius
of 39.2–125.4 mm for M2. The maximum height difference (sag) between the center
and the edge of the reflective surface is about 3 mm for the M1 mirror and 33 mm
for the M2 mirror.

The MET5 multilayer coatings are subject to extremely stringent wavefront error
and wavelength matching tolerances. To minimize the wavefront error contributions
of the multilayer optics in the MET5 system, the MET5 multilayer coatings were
especially optimized to achieve simultaneously the highest reflectivity, lowest stress
and lowest figure error (the latter being proportional to the total coating thickness).
They consist of N = 30 bi-layers of Mo/Si and contain a Cr under-layer that was
optimized separately for each mirror. The resulting multilayer coating stress val-
ues are on the order of − 100 MPa (compressive) with peak reflectance around
60 %, as shown in Fig. 2. The multilayer coating profile in the lateral direction
was designed for both M1 and M2 mirrors to produce a phase and a centroid
wavelength (of the reflectance vs. wavelength curve) that remain constant at all
locations within the mirror clear aperture, at the angles of incidence of the MET5
system. Multilayer thickness control across the curved surface of each mirror was
achieved using a velocity modulation technique during deposition [9]. The non-
compensable, multilayer-added figure error tolerance due to deviations from the
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Fig. 3 EUV centroid wavelength measured across the clear aperture of the multilayer-coated M2
mirror at the angles of incidence (AOI) of operation in the MET system. A non-compensable
multilayer-added figure error of 0.02 nm rms was determined from these results. The dash lines
indicate the goal wavelength tolerance (13.5 ± 0.05 nm) at AOI. Measurements were performed at
ALS beamline 6.3.2

as-designed multilayer thickness was set to 0.08 nm rms for each MET5 mirror. Fig-
ure 3 shows the centroid wavelength obtained from EUV reflectance measurements
on a multilayer-coated aspherical M2 test mirror, at the M2 angles of incidence of
operation. EUV reflectance measurements were obtained at beamline 6.3.2. of the
Advanced Light Source (ALS) synchrotron at Lawrence Berkeley National Labo-
ratory. The non-compensable, multilayer-added figure error of the M2 multilayer
coating was determined to be 0.022 nm rms, after subtraction of a polynomial term
ax2 + b which is entirely compensable via alignment shifts of the mirrors in the
MET5 system. The M2 mirror centroid wavelength, calculated from the M2 pro-
file at AOI shown in Fig. 3 and weighted by area within the clear aperture, was
found to be 13.52 nm, which is within the centroid wavelength specification of
13.5 ± 0.05 nm. A more detailed discussion of the multilayer coating results from
both MET5 M1 and M2 mirrors can be found in Ref. [8].

4 Multilayer Mirrors for the Soft Gamma-Ray Range

In the gamma-ray photon energy range, Laue lenses (crystals) and coded apertures
are typically being used as focusing or collimating elements. Multilayer-coated
mirrors, if used as focusing optics operating in the soft gamma-ray, could afford
large improvements in sensitivity and resolution. Efficient multilayer mirrors have
recently been demonstrated experimentally at the highest reported photon ener-
gies (384, 511 and 642 keV). WC/SiC multilayer coatings with ultra-short-periods
(1.5 nm) deposited on flat, super-polished glass substrates [10] were used for this
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purpose and achieved 52.6 % peak reflectivity at 384 keV, at grazing incidence angle
of 0.063◦, measured at beamline ID15A of the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility (ESRF) [11, 12]. The effects of incoherent Compton scattering, which is
negligible at lower photon energies but becomes significant in the soft gamma-ray,
were also quantified for the first time as part of this work, using a Monte-Carlo par-
ticle simulation code. It was shown that considerable Compton scattering occurs for
incidence angles in-between the Bragg resonances. Nevertheless, Compton scat-
tering becomes insignificant for angles below the critical angle and around the
Bragg reflectivity peaks, because most of the radiation is reflected by the multilayer
thin film structure before it has the chance to reach the substrate and scatter [11].
These results foreshadow the use of multilayer reflective optics in soft gamma-ray
applications such as nuclear [13] and medical physics and astrophysics. Of partic-
ular interest is the 511 keV photon energy corresponding to the electron-positron
annihilation line, which is relevant in laser plasma diagnostics, nuclear medicine
and astronomy. The ultra-short multilayer period thicknesses required for operation
at gamma-ray photon energies, approach the limits of continuous layer formation
and thus challenge the state-of-the-art in deposition technologies. Manipulating the
deposition physics towards achieving the thinnest possible layers with the sharpest
and most stable interfaces inside the multilayer structure, as needed to reach the
highest reflective performance, remains an ongoing research endeavor.
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Spectral and Coherence Properties of the Ne-like
Zn X-Ray Laser at PALS

A. Le Marec, M. Kozlova, J. Nejdl, L. Meng, F. Tissandier, O. Guilbaud,
A. Calisti and A. Klisnick

Abstract We present a refined measurement of the temporal coherence of the zinc
X-ray laser generated at PALS, using a wavefront-division interferometer. The cor-
responding bandwidth of the lasing line is shown (i) to be broader than those of other
types of X-ray lasers, previously characterized with the same instrument, and (ii) is
compatible with the amplification of subpicosecond pulses. Similar measurements
were also performed for shorter amplification lengths and the small-signal gain was
carefully characterized.

1 Introduction

The pulse duration of plasma-based X-ray lasers (XRL) is currently limited to the
picosecond timescale, even in the seeded mode where a high-order harmonic pulse
of a few 10 fs is injected to be amplified in the inverted medium [1]. Over the last few
years, efforts have been made to shorten the duration of XRLs to the femtosecond
range, and this requires a better understanding of the processes that control the pulse
duration of these sources. Among the parameters at stake, the spectral properties of
the amplifier play an important role [2]. The latter are strongly related to the plasma
parameters such as the electron density and the electron and ion temperatures, since
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they control the intrinsic broadening of the spectral lines. In particular the gen-
eral qualitative behaviour predicted by the models is that the spectral bandwidth is
enlarged when the plasma density and (ion) temperature are increased. On the other
hand, collisional XRLs can be generated with different pumping techniques, leading
to markedly different plasma conditions in the gain zone. A meticulous and compre-
hensive characterization of the spectral bandwidth of the different types of XRLs is
thus necessary in order to assess their potential to amplify pulses with subpicosec-
ond duration, and to provide benchmarking for numerical simulations.

The aim of the experiment described in this paper was to investigate the temporal
coherence and related spectral width of the quasi-steady-state (QSS) XRL emitting
at 21.2 nm (transition (2p5

1/23p1/2)J=0 → (2p5
1/23s1/2)J=1 in Ne-like zinc), gener-

ated at the PALS (Prague Asterix Laser System) facility in Prague, Czech Republic.
This experimental campaign is a follow-up of a first experiment carried out in 2012,
where the same measurement was attempted and encouraging preliminary measure-
ments were obtained [3]. However, the specificities of the zinc XRL, in particular
in terms of spatial coherence or repetition rate, made the measurement challeng-
ing. This led to several improvements in the experimental setup and method, which
were implemented for the present work, and to a more reliable and extended spectral
characterization of the zinc XRL, which will be presented below.

2 Experimental Method and Setup

The temporal coherence is measured using a specifically designed variable path-
difference wavefront-division interferometer [4], which has been previously used
with other types of XRLs [2]. The measurement is based on acquiring series
of single-shot interferograms while increasing the path difference (i.e. the delay)
between the arms of the interferometer, leading to a reduced fringe visibility. A 2D
map of the visibility across each interferogram is obtained by processing a Fourier
transform of the fringe pattern with a small sliding window, after background sub-
traction. The measured visibilities for each shot are then plotted and fitted with an
appropriate function (Gaussian in the present case). The coherence time is defined
as the delay at which the maximum visibility (i.e. visibility at zero delay) is reduced
by a factor 1/e. Using the Wiener–Khintchine theorem, the spectral profile of the
lasing line, hence the corresponding spectral FWHM, is inferred from the Fourier
transform of the visibility curve. The maximum visibility at zero delay is related to
the mutual coherence between the two half-beams at the entrance of the interferom-
eter. It is generally less than one, due to the limited spatial coherence of the beam,
but should be kept above 0.5, in order to ensure that the fringe modulation remains
above noise when the delay is increased. This is achieved by adjusting the distance
of the interferometer such as the transverse coherence length is at least equal to the
size of the overlapping region over which fringes are produced.

The 21.2 nm XRL is generated by irradiating a 3 cm-long zinc slab target
with the PALS iodine laser (1.315 μm) [9]. The pump-laser sequence consists of
a prepulse (∼ 2 J–300 ps) followed after 10 ± 0.5 ns by the main driving pulse
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup showing the folded XRL beam path from the plasma source to the
interferometer

(∼600 J–300 ps). Saturated lasing is achieved through double-pass in a half-cavity,
which consists of a flat Mo:Si multilayer mirror (reflectivity 30 %) positioned at
∼ 5–7 mm from the plasma end. As mentioned above, several modifications were
introduced to the measurement setup and procedure compared to the previous cam-
paign. First of all, each measurement was performed in a single day, so as to avoid
the effects of possible day-to-day variations of the pump laser. Owing to the rel-
atively low repetition rate (two shots per hour), this led to a severe limitation of
the number of data shots included in each visibility scan (∼ 15–16, as compared to
∼ 50 with other XRL types previously investigated). The distance from the source
to the interferometer was increased to 12 m (instead of 7 m in 2012) in order to
ensure a maximum visibility larger than 0.5 (see above). Finally a single-shot diag-
nostic of the spatial coherence of the XRL beam consisting of a multislits mask
(see Fig. 1) was implemented. This diagnostic was used to check that the spatial
coherence of the beam did not vary significantly from shot-to shot (see also [5]).
Hence the observed loss of visibility when increasing the path difference in our
measurement can be attributed to the effect of finite temporal coherence.

3 Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the measured visibilities for a 3-cm-long amplifier operated in
double-pass, where the delay between the interfering beams was varied between
−0.35 ps and +1.06 ps. As expected, the larger distance from the source (12 m) at
which the interferometer was placed leads to a larger maximum visibility than in the
previous experimental campaign: Vmax ∼0.55 (compared to ∼ 0.3 in 2012). In spite
of the limited number of shots (13) the data are well fitted with a Gaussian function,
yielding a coherence time (as defined in Sect. 2) τc = 0.68 ± 0.07 ps. This is con-
sistent with our previous measurement performed in 2012 with the interferometer
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Fig. 2 (�) measured visibili-
ties as a function of the delay,
(–) best fit

placed at a distance of 7 m (see Table 1) [3]. This thus confirms that the coher-
ence time of the QSS-pumped zinc XRL is shorter than the other types of XRLs
previously characterized with the same instrument, and is actually shorter than 1 ps.

Following the Wiener–Khintchine theorem, the corresponding spectral profile of
the source has a Gaussian shape with a FWHM �ν = 2

√
ln 2/πτc and an asso-

ciated Fourier limit duration given by τFL = √
ln 2τc. The bandwidth of the QSS

XRL is thus �λ/λ ≈ 5.5 × 10−5, currently the broadest bandwidth ever mea-
sured for a saturated XRL. Such a large bandwidth is related to the specific plasma
conditions at which QSS collisional pumping is achieved (see Sect. 1), namely
both a high ion temperature (∼ 150–200 eV) and a high electron density (∼ 2–5
×1020 cm−3). The Fourier limit duration corresponding to the measured bandwidth
is then τFL = 0.57 ± 0.06 ps. This is almost twice as short as the shortest duration
measured so far for a seeded XRL pulse [1]. Table 1 summarizes the maximum vis-
ibility, coherence time, spectral bandwidth and Fourier limit duration inferred for
each XRL-interferometer distance (5 m and 7 m in the first experimental campaign
in 2012, 12 m in the second experimental campaign in 2013).

In order to investigate the spectral gain narrowing of the XRL line, we have
performed two additional measurements with shorter amplifier lengths. This has
been done by operating the XRL in single-pass (no half-cavity mirror) with tar-
get lengths of 3 and 2 cm. The measured bandwidths have been compared to
1D-radiative transfer calculations based on J. A. Koch’s model [6, 7]. The calcu-
lated amplified linewidth is strongly dependent on the gain value g0 used as an
input. Therefore, a careful characterization of gain has been undertaken during our
experimental campaign. The time-integrated intensity of the XRL beam, operated
in single pass, was recorded as a function of the amplification length. Three series
of measurements were performed, with the CCD detector placed at three different

Table 1 Summary of the coherence time measurements of the experimental campaigns of 2012
and 2013

XRL distance Vmax τc (ps) τFL (ps) �λ/λ (×10−5)

2012: 05 m ∼ 0.3 1.03 ± 0.04 0.86 ± 0.03 3.6 ± 0.1

2012: 07 m ∼ 0.3 0.71 ± 0.03 0.59 ± 0.02 5.3 ± 0.2

2013: 12 m ∼ 0.55 0.68 ± 0.07 0.57 ± 0.06 5.5 ± 0.6
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distances from the source: 2.5, 12.5 and 13.25 m. In the latter case the intensity
was directly measured from the interferograms, while for the two other distances
it was measured from the beam footprint. In all cases the contribution from the
plasma thermal emission was subtracted from the measured intensity. The data were
then fitted with a Linford-type function [8], which describes the dependence of the
frequency-integrated intensity versus length, in a 1D approximation. The inferred
gain values range from 2 ± 0.2 cm−1 to 3.1 ± 0.2 cm−1, i.e. significantly lower than
g0 = 7 cm−1, as reported in an earlier gain measurement of the PALS XRL [9].
Using these measured gain values we find a good agreement between the computed
amplified linewidths and our experimental data. These results will be presented and
discussed in a future paper.

4 Conclusions

We have successfully characterized the temporal coherence and the bandwidth of
the zinc X-ray laser generated at PALS in the quasi-steady-state pumping regime.
This completes the benchmarking of the different X-ray laser types, which has been
performed using the same wavefront-division interferometer. The QSS zinc X-ray
laser presents a broader bandwidth than the previously investigated X-ray lasers,
due to its more favorable plasma conditions for spectral broadening. Gain narrow-
ing of the lasing line was also observed. The measured data are consistent with line
transfer calculations using the gain values measured during the same experimental
campaign. Finally, the bandwidth of the zinc x-ray laser appears to be compati-
ble with the amplification of subpicosecond pulses, which could be generated by
seeding it with a femtosecond high-order harmonic pulse.
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On Stability of Exact Transparent Boundary
Condition for the Parabolic Equation in
Rectangular Computational Domain

R. M. Feshchenko

Abstract Recently a new exact transparent boundary condition (TBC) for the 3D
parabolic wave equation (PWE) in rectangular computational domain was derived.
However in the obtained form it does not appear to be unconditionally stable when
used with, for instance, the Crank–Nicolson finite-difference scheme. In this paper
two new formulations of the TBC for the 3D PWE in rectangular computational
domain are reported, which are likely to be unconditionally stable. They are based
on an unconditionally stable fully discrete TBC for the Crank–Nicolson scheme for
the 2D PWE. These new forms of the TBC can be used for numerical solution of
the 3D PWE when a higher precision is required.

1 Introduction

In our previous paper we demonstrated a new transparent boundary condition for
the 3D PWE in rectangular computational domain (RCD) [1]. The numerical imple-
mentation used was based on the standard Crank–Nicolson finite-difference (FD)
scheme [2] together with a discretization of the continues Baskakov–Popov 1D
TBC [3].

In this paper we consider numerical implementations of the same 3D TBC in
RCD but based on different FD schemes and 1D boundary conditions. In partic-
ular we use the alternating-direction-implicit FD scheme (ADIS) [4] as well as
Crank–Nicolson FD scheme both combined with a fully discrete unconditionally
stable 1D TBC that we derive here. Furthermore, we access the precision, numerical
complexity and stability of the mentioned combinations.

For a recent review of TBC for parabolic type equations see [5].
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2 1D Fully Discrete Boundary Condition

Fully discrete boundary conditions are derived directly from the discretized PWE
and, therefore, are FD scheme dependent. Their main advantage over discretized
continues TBCs (like Baskakov–Popov TBC) is that they preserve unconditional
stability of the respective FD scheme.

Let us derive an exact fully discrete TBC for the Crank–Nicolson discretization
[2] of the 2D PWE in free space:

2ik
∂u

∂z
+ ∂2u

∂x2
= 0, (1)

where u is the field amplitude. The computational domain is defined as |x| � a,
where a is a positive real number. The Eq. (1) holds outside this domain and at its
boundaries at x = ±a. The initial condition for Eq. (1) is u(x, z = 0) = u0(x),
where u0 is assumed to be equal to exp (iqx) if |x| � a (q is a parameter). The
uniform Crank–Nicolson discretization of Eq. (1) is as follows

−un+1
p+1 + Bun+1

p − un+1
p−1 = unp+1 − B̃unp + unp−1, (2)

where

B = 2 − 4ikh2/τ, B̃ = 2 + 4ikh2/τ, 0 � p � N, 0 � n � Nτ ,

N + 1 is the total number of x axis nodes and Nτ + 1 is the total number of z axis
nodes. Parameters h = 2a/N and τ are steps in x and z directions, respectively. The
boundary condition will be imposed at x corresponding to either p = 1 or p = N .

Applying the one-sided Z-transform to Eq. (2), then performing simple transfor-
mations and finally applying the inverse Z-transform one can obtain the following
TBC for upper boundary (upper sign) and lower boundary (lower sign) of the
computational domain:

un+1
Nb+1 − un+1

Nb−1 =

∓ 2
n+1∑
l=0

βn+1−lulNb
+ 2i sin qh eiqhNbgn+1 ± 2eiqhNb

n+1∑
l=0

βn+1−lgn+1, (3)

where Nb = N for the upper boundary and Nb = 1 for the lower boundary. It
can be shown that the coefficients βn and gn can be calculated using the following
relations:

βn = 1

n

n−1∑
k=0

ϕn−kβk, gn =
(
α + 2 − 2 cos qh

α − 2 + 2 cos qh

)n

, α = 2ikh2

τ
(4)

where

ϕk = −1

2
− (−1)k−1

[
1 − 1

2

(
1 + α/4

1 − α/4

)k
]
, β0 =

√
α2 − 4α

2
. (5)
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The discrete TBCs (3) are analogous to the fully discrete boundary condition derived
in [6]. The main differences are that we used the second order approximation to the
derivative by transversal coordinate x and we considered the case where u(x, 0) =
exp (iqx) �= 0.

3 3D Finite-Difference Scheme

We use two FD schemes for RCD in combination with the discrete unconditionally
stable 1D TBC derived above: a conventional Crank–Nicolson scheme [2] and the
ADIS [4]. The 3D PWE is as follows

2ik
∂u

∂z
+ ∂2u

∂x2
+ ∂2u

∂y2
= 0. (6)

In the case of Crank–Nicolson FD scheme we use generally the same numeri-
cal implementation as outlined in [1]. The only difference is that we replace the
discretized Basakov–Popov TBC with that from (3) (see (17)–(20) and (25)–(32)
in [1]).

In the case of ADIS we use the conventional 1D Crank–Nicolson scheme with the
discrete TBC from (3) to propagate the field amplitude in both x and y coordinates.
This FD implementation is by definition unconditionally stable.

The numerical complexity of both Crank–Nicolson and ADIS numerical imple-
mentations is ∼ P ×N4 +Q×N×Nτ +R×N2

τ , where P , Q and R are coefficients
– the same as that of the old Basakov–Popov based implementation (see [1]).

4 Numerical Experiments

In order to quantitatively assess the accuracy of the proposed TBCs we carried out
numerical experiments involving free space propagation of a Gaussian beam of hard
X-ray radiation incident at some angle ψ . For the hard X-ray radiation dielectric
constants of all materials are close to unity and the PWE is an established method for
the simulation of X-ray radiation propagation [7]. In our simulations the wavelength
was 0.1 nm (E = 12.4 kev).

Since the Gaussian beam is an exact solution of the PWE we can calculate the
difference between it and the results of any FD implementation. The Gaussian beam
is as follows

ug(x, y, z) = w2

w2 + i2z/k
exp

[
ik sinψ((x − z sinψ cosα/2) cosα+

(y − z sinψ sinα/2) sinα) ]×
exp

[−((x − z sinψ cosα)2 + (y − z sinψ sinα)2)/(w2 + i2z/k)
]
, (7)
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Fig. 1 The ratio of differences V (see (8)) of the Crank–Nicolson FD scheme with fully discrete
1D TBC to that of the ADIS with fully discrete 1D TBC (left) and of the Crank–Nicolson FD
scheme with discretized 1D Basakov–Popov TBC to that of the ADIS with fully discrete 1D TBC
(right) for a Gaussian beam in free space. The steps τ and h were: —— h = 0.25 nm, - - - -
h = 0.5 nm, — · — h = 1 nm; black – τ = 200 nm, dark gray – τ = 100 nm, gray – τ = 50 nm,
light gray – τ = 25 nm

where α is the azimuthal angle assumed to be π/4, so that the beam propagates
diagonally through a corner of the RCD. The waist radius w is 18 nm. The size of
the computational domain is 200 × 200 nm with the grid step equal to 1, 0.5 or
0.25 nm. The longitudinal step is 200, 100, 50 or 25 nm. The incidence angle ψ

is 0.04, so that the beam reaches the corner after propagation over the distance of
around 3500 nm.

For each numerical experiment we calculate the relative difference V between a
FD implementation and the exact solution (7). The function V is defined as

V (τn) =
N∑

m,s=0

|unm,s − ug(τn, hm, hs)|2/
N∑

m,s=0

|ug(τn, hm, hs)|2. (8)

The ratio of functions V of the Crank–Nicolson FD scheme with discretized 1D
Basakov–Popov TBC to that of the ADIS with fully discrete 1D TBC is shown in
Fig. 1, left. The same ratio for the Crank–Nicolson FD scheme with fully discrete
1D TBC to that of the ADIS with fully discrete 1D TBC is shown in Fig. 1, right.

From Fig. 1 it is clear that both new implementations significantly (by sev-
eral order of magnitude) better that old one. Their precision also improves faster
with the decrease in h and τ than the precision of the old Basakov–Popov based
implementation.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we developed two new numerical implementations of the 3D TBC in
RCD. We showed that the 3D TBC based on ADIS combined with the fully discrete
1D TBC is the most precise one and is unconditionally stable. On the other hand the
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3D TBC based on the Crank–Nicolson scheme with the same fully discrete 1D TBC
while not exactly unconditionally stable is still significantly better than the old TBC
based on the discretized Basakov–Popov 1D TBC. The computational complexity
of all three TBCs appears to be the same.

The results presented here are fully applicable to the 2D and 3D time-dependent
Schrod̈inger equations [8].
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Gain Dynamics in Injection-Seeded Soft X-Ray
Laser Plasma Amplifiers

S. Wang, Y. Wang, E. Oliva, L. Li, M. Berrill, L. Yin, J. Nejdl, B. Luther,
C. Proux, T. T. Thuy Le, J. Dunn, D. Ros, Ph. Zeitoun and J. J. Rocca

Abstract We present the first measurement of the gain dynamics in an injection-
seeded soft x-ray plasma amplifier (Wang et al. Nat. Photon. 8, 381, (2014)).
A sequence of two time-delayed spatially-overlapping high harmonic pulses was
injected into a λ = 18.9 nm Ni-like Mo plasma amplifier to measure the regeneration
of the population inversion that follows the gain depletion caused by the amplifi-
cation of the first seed pulse. Collisional excitation is measured to re-establish in
about ∼ 1.75 ps the population inversion depleted during the amplification of the
seed pulse. The measured gain-recovery time is compared to model simulations to
gain insight on the population inversion mechanisms that create the transient gain
in these amplifiers. The result supports the concept of a soft x-ray laser amplifica-
tion scheme to generate ultra-intense fully phase-coherent ultrashort soft x-ray laser
pulses based on the continuous extraction of energy from a plasma- based amplifier
by a stretched seed pulse.

1 Introduction

There is great interest in the generation of intense, coherent soft x-ray beams for sci-
entific and technical applications. Great efforts have been made in the development
of compact plasma-based soft x-ray lasers. High energy soft x-ray laser pulses of
several milliJoules can be generated in a dense plasma column based on the ampli-
fication of spontaneous emission (ASE) [2]. Lower pulse energies can be obtained
by grazing incidence pumping using pump energies near one order of magnitude
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the set-up used to measure the gain dynamics in an injection-seeded soft-X-ray
laser plasma amplifier

lower [3, 4]. Gain saturated operation was obtained at wavelengths down to 8.8 nm,
and amplification was observed at wavelengths down to 7.3 nm is Ni-like Sm. These
self-seeded amplified spontaneous emission lasers can generate bright beams, how-
ever their degree of coherence is limited. Full spatial and temporal coherence can
be generated by seeding the plasma amplifier with a high harmonic (HH) seed. The
wavelength of HH is tuned to match that of the amplifier. Besides improving coher-
ence this seeding scheme has the additional advantage of producing laser pulses of
shorter pulse width, decreased divergence, defined polarization, and higher bright-
ness. Injection seeded soft x-ray lasers operating at several wavelengths between
32.6 and 13.2 nm were demonstrated from the Ne-like and Ni-like ions [5–7].

The output energy of the seeded soft x-ray laser has the potential to be greatly
boosted by extending the chirped pulse amplification (CPA) [8] technique to this
spectral region [9]. Understanding of the gain dynamics of injection-seed plasma
amplifier is crucial to the efficient implementation of x-ray CPA. When an ultrashort
seed pulse of sufficient energy is injected in the amplifier its intensity grows to
saturate the gain and extract most of the energy stored in the population inversion,
burning a hole in the gain temporal profile. However, since the upper laser level
continues to be pumped by electron collisions, the gain will rapidly recover. We have
conducted a detailed pump and probe experiment to understand this gain dynamics.

2 Experimental Setup

To conduct the experiment, a Ti:sapphire laser beam was separated into two. In
turn, each beam was further split to create the population inversion in the plasma
amplifier, and two independently controllable HH seed pulses, the HH pump and
the HH probe (Fig. 1). Use of the same laser to generate the infrared plasma heating
pulses and HH seed pulses ensures jitter-free synchronization. The first beam was
shaped into a sequence of two pre-pulses, 200 ps in duration with the energy of ∼ 30
mJ and ∼ 250 mJ separately and delayed by 5 ns, impinging at normal incidence
onto the target, followed after 600 ps by a short heating pulse of 10 ps duration
and ∼ 500 mJ energy impinging at a grazing incidence angle of 23◦. All the pulses
were focused into a 30 μm wide, 3.5 mm FWHM line focus on a 3 mm wide Mo slab
target. This pumping geometry takes advantage of pump beam refraction to increase
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its energy deposition in the plasma region with optimum density for amplification
[3,4]. The 23◦ grazing incidence angle couples the pump beam into the region where
the plasma density is about 2 × 1020 cm−3.

The two Ti:sapphire pulses in the second beam were compressed to about 60 fs
using a separate grating compressor, and were focused on a Ne gas jet with a vertical
separation of ∼ 90 μm to allow for the generation of two independent HH seed
pulses. We observed that the two HH seed pulses could be operated independently
without interference as long as they are separated in time by at least 250 fs. To
ensure their overlap on the plasma amplifier, the beams generating the HH seed
pulses were spatially superimposed 16 mm after the gas jet, and this overlap point
was relay-imaged with a magnification of one onto the middle point of the plasma
amplifier column using a grazing incidence toroidal mirror. The output of the soft
x-ray amplifier was separated from the straight 800 nm laser light by a set of filters
and was spectrally dispersed with a variable-line-spacing diffraction grating. The
angular separation between the pump and probe pulses vertically separates the two
pulses on the CCD camera, thus allowing for their simultaneous detection. This
vertical offset allows us to record any shot-to-shot variation due to either the HH
seed pulses or the plasma amplifier itself.

3 Experiment Results

First we measured the energy of a single injected HH pulse as a function of time
respect to the peak of the Ti:Sapphire heating pulse. The results are shown in Fig. 2a
by the blue curve. The amplification period is observed to last ∼ 10 ps, with a
maximum occurring ∼ 5 ps after the peak of the short infrared heating pulse.

Subsequently we proceeded to conduct the pump/probe experiment by injecting
the HH Pump pulse at the delay of T1 = 3 ps respected to the heating pulse and scan-
ning the probe delay �t from 250 fs to 7 ps respected to the HH pump, as shown in
Fig. 2b by black curve. At 250 fs, the output energy of the probe pulse was prac-
tically at the detection threshold which indicates the practically complete depletion
of the gain by the pump pulse. Indeed, our modeling shows that the HH pump enters
the plasma with an intensity of several 108 Wcm−2 and exits with an intensity of
∼ 1011 Wcm−2, nearly ten times greater than that necessary to saturate the gain. At
a HH pump–HH probe delay of 0.5 ps, amplification is already observable, but not
yet a full recovery of the gain. At �t = 1.5 ps, the energy of the amplified HH probe
equals its value without the HH pump and continues to increase, reaching a max-
imum for a delay of 1.75 ps. We repeated the measurement by injecting the pump
pulse latter into the gain curve at 6 ps, red curve in Fig. 2b. We again observed near
full depletion of the gain by the pump pulse and gain recovery. However by this
late time the gain has already decreased significantly respect to its peak value and it
never fully recovers.
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Fig. 2 Experimental results compared with Maxwell-Bloch simulations. a Measured (dotted line)
and simulated (solid line) variation of the energy of the amplified seed pulse as a function of
time delay respect to the peak of the heating short pulse. b Measured (dotted line) and simulated
(solid line) variations of the energy of the HH probe pulse as a function of time for the HH pump
injected at either 3 ps (black) or 6 ps (red) after the peak of the plasma heating short pulse. The
HH probe pulse energy is normalized to the HH pump energy. Each point is the average value over
ten independent measurements

4 Modelling and Discussion

The measurements compared well with simulations conducted with a time-
dependent Maxwell-Bloch model [10] that uses as input the results from hydro-
dynamic simulations. As shown in Fig. 2, modeling reproduces very well the full
experimental data for both delays, confirming the gain rapidly recovery in 1.5–1.7
ps and the late drop of the gain due to plasma over-ionization.

This measured rapid recovery of the gain indicates that a HH pulse injected
more than 1.7 ps after the previous seed pulse can extracts a similar amount of
energy, effectively doubling the emitted coherent soft x-ray laser energy. This is in
good agreement with the Maxwell-Bloch calculation, as shown in Fig. 3. Thus, in
a medium in which the duration of the gain exceeds that of the gain recovery the
energy extracted can be greatly increased by either injecting a sequence of multiple
seed pulses, or by increasing the duration of a single seed pulse, as proposed in the
x-ray CPA scheme [9].

The experimental results could not be precisely reproduced unless the spatio-
temporal dynamics of the lasing ion is fully taken into account. Figure 4 illustrates
the result of the hydrodynamic simulation of the lasing ion abundance. These results
are inputted into the Maxwell-Bloch code to simulate the pump-probe experiment.

As the HH beams cover regions of different ionization and density of the lasing
ion, if only the local plasma parameters for amplification are considered, there is
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Fig. 3 Simulation of the temporal variation of the gain perturbed by two HH seeds. The dotted
lines in both (a) and (b) presents the unperturbed gain, the solid lines indicate the bleaching of the
population inversion after amplification of the HH pulses. a The separation of two HH pulses is
0.5 ps. b The second HH pulse is injected 2.7 ps after the first HH pulse

Fig. 4 Hydrodynamic simulation of the lasing ion abundance. a mean plasma ionization. b The
abundance of Ni-like ions. The abrupt decrease of the density is caused by the plasma over-
ionization, that is the cause of the termination of the gain observed in the experiment. For both
figures, t = 0 ps is the time when the short heating pulse hits the plasma. The target surface lies at
“0 μm” position with positive distances corresponding to vacuum

always disagreement with experimental data. The modelling has to consider the
spatio-temporal variation of the plasma parameters to fit experimental data. Thus,
this pump-probe experiment not only uncovers the gain dynamics but also serves
as a diagnostic of the ionization in the hot-dense plasma with 100 s femtosecond
resolution.
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5 Conclusions

This x-ray pump–x-ray probe experiment uncovered the gain recovery dynamics in
a soft x-ray laser amplifier and also serves as a diagnostic of the plasma ionization
with a resolution of hundreds of femtoseconds. The results show that in a soft x-ray
amplifier in which the duration of the gain exceeds that of the gain recovery the
energy extracted can be greatly increased by injecting an stretched seed pulse that
subsequently could be re-compressed.
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Application of Soft X-Ray Lasers to Neutral
Cluster Chemistry

E. R. Bernstein, F. Dong, Y. Q. Guo, J.-W. Shin, S. Heinbuch and J. J. Rocca

Abstract This presentation provides a review and overview of the chemical studies
that are possible with the aid of a soft X-ray (EUV) laser. The laser operates from 1
to 10 Hz with an output energy/pulse of ∼ 10 μJ at a wavelength of 46.9 nm (26.44
eV/photon). This cluster single photon ionization source is coupled to a time of flight
mass spectrometer and is employed to study a large variety of neutral clusters to
learn their distribution, reactions, and catalytic chemistry behavior. The presentation
demonstrates the advantages of this apparatus through comparisons of mass spectra
obtained with other laser ionization sources (6.4 and 10.5 eV/photon) for the same
or comparable samples. The future directions for such studies are presented and a
new photoelectron/mass spectrometer constructed around a soft X-ray/EUV photon
source is planned and discussed.

1 Introduction

Clusters are small collections of atoms or molecules, typically present or synthe-
sized in the gas phase. Examples of such collections are Mm (M = metal atom),
MmXn (X = B, C, N, O, P, S, . . .), (H2O)n, (NH3)n, (H2S)n, (SO2)n, AlxCyHz,
TimOn (NH)z, (C6H6)(H2O)n, (RCOOH)n, (RCOH)n, etc. These species can have
catalytic, biological, and other values, but always appear as inhomogeneous sam-
ples as they are synthesized through laser ablation [1–8], condensation [9–12], or
plasma means. The importance of such cluster or nano particle systems is that they
can be employed to model, study, and derive mechanisms for intermolecular interac-
tions, local phenomena in condensed phases, solvation, catalysis, chemical reactions
because they are simple and small enough that one can access, both experimentally
and theoretically, their structures, spectroscopic properties, and dynamics.

In the experimental study of neutral clusters, one must deal with the eventual
issue of identification of the neutral species. This is most effectively accomplished
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by ionization followed by typically time of flight mass spectrometry (TOFMS):
clearly this ionization process must not cause unknown or unidentified cluster frag-
mentation, as this would not lead to the identification of the correct cluster system,
MmXn, that is responsible for the chemistry, spectra, catalysis, etc. studied. Thus
neutral clusters must be size selected or identified (TOFMS) in order to be useful
models and mechanistic and dynamical probes for reactions and cluster properties.
This identification is especially critical for catalytic studies, in which the cluster can
be employed as a direct model for the local active, defect, surface site at which the
catalytic chemistry occurs.

We have determined in these studies that for both neutral van der Waals (molec-
ular) and covalent clusters, this structure mandates single photon ionization (SPI)
with > 16 eV/photon energy to ensure that all species will be detected with mini-
mum cluster fragmentation. In the implementation of TOFMS as the neutral cluster
identifier, one must demonstrate that SPI does not cause fragmentation of the neutral
cluster.

Nonetheless, neutral clusters, especially molecular, van der Waals clusters, such
as (H2O)n, (NH3)n, (RCOOH)n, and (ROH)n, can fragment upon SPI, even though
the excess ionization energy (E(photon)—E(VI) = Ee (KE), VI = vertical ioniza-
tion, Ee(KE) = kinetic energy of the ionized electron > 10 eV) is typically removed
by the electron. This fragmentation is not caused by the SPI process, but by an
ion/molecule reaction in the newly formed, ionized cluster. Reactions such as
(H2O)n + hυ → (H2O)n−1H+ + OH− are quite typical, but easily identified in
the SPI experiment, as will be discussed below. Thus, neutral cluster fragmenta-
tion following SPI can be identified and studied for reactions, mechanisms, and
chemical and physical processes occurring upon cluster threshold ionization. We
will give examples of how our home built soft X-ray(SXR)/EUV (26.44 eV/photon,
46.9 nm) laser [13] has been, and will be employed to study neutral cluster synthesis,
structure, size, chemistry, and electronic and vibrational states.

2 Experimental Procedures

The apparatus for SXR/EUV SPI TOFMS technique is presented in Fig. 1. The
design details of the components are covered in the references [1] and [13]. The
SXR/EUV light is focused and directed by a gold-coated mirror system consisting
of toroidal and plane elements. We estimate that the laser energy/pulse at the sample
can be roughly 5 μJ/pulse. The neutral cluster beam is generated by a He expansion
with a backing pressure of ca. 100 psi with a laser ablated sample (covalent clusters)
or a 1–5 % backing gas mixture for a molecular sample. The sample generation
chamber and the ionization region are separated by a 1–4 mm aperture skimmer.
The supersonic nozzle and laser are operated at a 3–10 Hz rate. Much more detail,
and the implementation of experiments at other photon energies can be found in the
references provided.
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TOFMS Experiment Schematic
Mass Spectrometer

46.9 nm Laser

Ionization Chamber

Z-Fold Mirror Setup

Gas Nozzle

Fig. 1 Three-dimensional layout of the experimental apparatus with mass spectrometer (linear and
reflectron)

3 Results and Discussions

We will now demonstrate by specific examples from our published works just how
central and fundamental these studies can be for the elucidation of the behavior and
properties of neutral covalent and molecular clusters.

3.1 Small Molecular Cluster Detection and Ion
Chemistry [9–12]

This first task for the application of SPI EUV TOFMS to cluster studies is to demon-
strate that a 26.44 eV photon will not destroy the neutral cluster distribution. We
discuss the ammonia cluster behavior followed by the water cluster behavior as these
two systems nicely represent one regime for the behavior of molecular systems.

Figure 2 shows the SPI TOFMS of ammonia clusters. These spectra compare the
neutral cluster distribution detected at 10.5 eV/photon ionization with that detected
at 26.44 eV/photon SPI. The VIE of ammonia clusters is ca. 9.5 eV. We conclude
from these two nearly identical spectra that the photo generated electron effectively
removes the excess ionization energy as photoelectron kinetic energy for both the
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Fig. 2 Reflectron TOFMS for (NH3)n clusters. Note that the VUV and EUV ionization yield nearly
identical mass spectra

∼ 1 and ∼ 17 eV excess situations. The energy/probe for the two ionization situa-
tions is typically ca. 1–5 μJ/pulse, which effectively excludes multiphoton processes
on the ns time scale (∼ 2 ns for 26.44 and ∼ 10 ns for 10.5 eV photons). Note that
the mass features detected are not (NH3)n but (NH3)nH+: this implies that both
SPIs cause the proton transfer reaction (NH3)n + hυ → (NH3)n−1H+ + e− + NH2.
Two types of post ionization reactions can be characterized in these experiments, in
which 1 or 2 NH3 molecules are dissociated from the cluster due to, not the excess
ionization energy, but due to the proton transfer reaction �E following ionization.
These results and their implications are further discussed in the original refs. [9–12].
Nonetheless, they represent here a very useful demonstration of the principle of SPI
TOFMS studies of post ionization chemistry for van der Waals molecular clusters.

Figure 3 presents the SXR/EUV SPI mass spectra of water clusters. This mass
spectrum is unique in the sense that the VIE of (H2O)n is ca. 12.5 eV: of the 3
lasers employed for SPI of clusters, only the 26.44 eV/photon laser can be employed
for this experiment. Multiphoton ionization of water clusters completely obscures
the detail present in the (H2O)n spectra. Figure 3 shows that the proton transfer
reaction energy is again sufficient to release sequentially two water molecules. One
can determine this from comparison of the linear and reflectron TOFMS. Again,
more details of these results can be found in the original study [9–12]. Prior to these
studies, (H2O)21 was viewed as a special cluster structure due to its greater intensity
in mass spectra: the above described results for (NH3)n and (H2O)n have enabled the
rate constants for post ionization proton transfer reaction generated fragmentation to
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Fig. 3 Water cluster reflectron mass spectra around the region of water (H2O)20 showing the loss
of one molecule following the proton transfer reaction for the ionized water H2O+

be determined. These values show that the proton transfer reactions are the intensity
controlling features, as the water loss mechanism is consistent over the range of
cluster sizes.

3.2 Chemical Reactions, Catalysis, New Species:
Neutral Covalent Cluster [1–8]

Herein, we present studies of inhomogeneous neutral covalent systems: specifically,
metal, metal oxide, and metal carbide clusters. Again, one first needs to demonstrate
that SPI with EUV radiation does not fragment the target neutral clusters: Fig. 4
shows this well for Tan species. Metal clusters have low VIEs, so 6.4 eV/photon
SPI is sufficient to ionize the clusters, but not cause fragmentation. This spectrum
in Fig. 4 is nearly identical to that obtained at 26.44 eV/photon, except for the Ta
atomic feature and a few relative intensities probably caused by small cross section
issues at the two photon energies.

Aln clusters (show some surprising features (at 6.4 eV/photons) possibly
attributable to growth problems for Al4−6, Al8,9, and especially Al13. A compar-
ison of the two spectra (acquired at ca. 3 μJ/cm2 for EUV and VUV lasers) shows
that the problem of missing features is not one of neutral cluster growth or instabil-
ity, but due to a variation in the ionization energy based on cluster electronic state
energies.
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Fig. 4 Tan clusters detected at 6.4 and 26.44 eV ionization showing nearly identical spectra

The importance of SPI with different wavelength lasers (193, 118, 46.9 nm) can
be appreciated from the 3 spectra of TamOn. At 193 nm (6.4 eV/photon) only Ta+ ,
TaO+ , TaO+

2 ions are observed and these arise mostly from fragmentation due to
multiphoton processes for higher mass neutrals. At 118 nm SPI, TaO and a few
low mass clusters are observed below the Ta4O9 cluster mass. These spectra give
no sense of the rich neutral cluster distribution for this metal oxide system. At
46.9 nm ionization a systematic distribution of neutral clusters at last to TamOn,
m = 9, n = 22 is determined, with distributions (1,1) to (1,5), (2,4) to (2,7), (3,6) to
(3,10), etc. One can readily understand how such a neutral cluster distribution can
be studied for chemical reactions and catalytic processes.

Vanadium oxide is a well-known catalyst for hydrocarbon generation from
petroleum products and for the manufacture of sulfuric acid. In this latter process
SO2 is converted to SO3 in the presence of the catalyst. The actual surface or bulk
site that does the conversion is not known, as is the case in almost all catalytic reac-
tions. We employ neutral clusters to learn what possible sites could be active in
the SO2 to SO3 conversion (e.g., VO, VO3, V2O6, V2O3, V4O12, . . .) (See Fig. 5).
With 25.44 eV/photon SPI, oxygen rich clusters VO3(Hx), x = 0,1,2, V2O6(Hx),
V3O8(Hx) V5O13(Hx), and V5O15(Hx) are uniquely detected and these clusters take
SO2 to SO3 in a catalytic cycle with oxygen present. These clusters are so reac-
tive they attach H atoms removed from metal and other sources the vacuum system.
Additionally, the cluster VO forms VO2 and SO in the presence of SO2. Thereby,
two paths exist for the catalytic generation of SO3: (1) SO2 + 1/2O2 → SO3 (oxy-
gen rich clusters); and (2) SO2 → SO (oxygen poor clusters). In the latter instance,
SO + O2 → SO3 without a barrier at 300 K. The essence of this mechanism is the
bond strength OS–O vs. OV–O and O2V–O vs. O2S–O. A full cycle regenerates the
original vanadium oxide species either through both active sites reacting with each
other or with O2 and other VmOn sites, as appropriate.
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Fig. 5 VnOn clusters detected at 10.5 and 26.44 eV ionization showing the all important high
oxygen content, especially catalytic, clusters at the EUV ionization

The same oxygen rich neutral clusters are catalytically active for the oxidation of
hydrocarbons: VO3, etc. clusters can sever the C–C bond of ethylene and generate
CH2 and H2CO. This is a very important process for the formation of new alkanes
and alkenes, as well as partially oxidized hydrocarbons like formaldehyde.

Finally, we discuss the discovery of a new series of neutral clusters or molecules,
AlmCnHx, (x = 0, 1, 2, . . .) [6–8]. The initial attempt to determine the extent of
the AlmCn series derived from an Al/C pressed disk sample under laser ablation.
AlmCnHx species are readily generated by ablating Al into hydrocarbons Al/C into
H2. The observed series, Al3Cx, x = 2,4,6,. . ., Al5Cy, y = 1,3, and 5,. . ., Al7Cz,
z = 2,4, . . ., seem strange and many “missing” clusters (Al2,4,6,...) are apparent.
This distribution of products seems to be an unusual synthetic issue, but at 26.44
eV/photon ionization we find all AlmCn species present in the synthetic mix. The
problem of the “missing” clusters is not a synthetic issue, but one of high VIE
for different parts of the cluster distribution. This phenomenon can be attributed
to high ionization energy for clusters with closed electronic shells and fully occu-
pied orbitals. Again, SPI with a photon of enough energy to ionization reliably all
molecules generated, but not to fragment them, enables one to be confident that all
species are detected in their neutral form.

A final, obvious, and practical use for an EUV laser is for the determination of
optical damage and optical coatings for EUV optics [3]. In this experiment, laser
ablation creates metal and metal compound materials that could be or have been
suggested as good potential protective optical coatings for EUV optics. Examples
of such coating films are SimOn, TimOn, HfmOn, ZymOn, Rum, RumOn, and perhaps
others. The experiments are similar to those described above only in these instances
we are not concerned with fragmentation or learning the neutral cluster distribution,
but simply with the issue of reaction of the neutral clusters with species such as,
H2O, ROH, NH3, CnH2n + 2, CnH2n, O2, etc., under EUV radiation. To summarize
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the many experiments in this study, only ZrmOn and HfmOn neutrals do not react
with the above compounds. In general, oxygen rich clusters are more reactive than
oxygen poor or stoichiometric clusters. Thus, capping layers of HfmOn or ZnmOn
that are oxygen deficient could be a good choice for hydrocarbon resistant EUV
optics.

4 Conclusions

Concerning the EUV laboratory size laser, that generates photons that will ionize
all possible molecules and radicals, we have shown that single photon ionization is
a very valuable tool for the study of neutral cluster chemistry. In particular, access
to a laboratory located, table-top, EUV laser enables use of it as a standard feature
of the research rather than a major commitment once a year at national facility.
We have demonstrated that neutral cluster distributions, structures, chemistry, and
reaction mechanisms can be thereby determined, because theory and experiment can
be accomplished for these simple model systems. Clearly new and improved EUV
sources will expand the scope of these applications.

5 Future Directions

Given what we now have learned with these SPI EUV TOFMS studies of neutral
clusters, an immediate next advance would be to expand these techniques to study
the electronic and vibrational energy levels of the active and inactive neutral species
to learn what features of these systems are important for their chemistry and general
activity. These data could also be compared with theoretical studies of cluster struc-
ture and electronic and vibrational states so that both theory and experiments can
be verified. Such studies can be implemented through a combination of negative ion
mass spectrometry followed by photoelectron spectroscopy.

Finally, future work would not be complete without suggesting further devel-
opment of EUV lasers with more available wavelength outputs, greater timing
accuracy, higher repetition rates, longer times between services, and of course, more
energy/pulse.
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Application of Laser Plasma Sources of Soft
X-rays and Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) in
Imaging, Processing Materials and
Photoionization Studies
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M. Szczurek, I. U. Ahad, T. Fok, A. Szczurek and Ł. Wȩgrzyński

Abstract In the paper we present new applications of laser plasma sources of soft
X-rays and extreme ultraviolet (EUV) in various areas of plasma physics, nanotech-
nology and biomedical engineering. The sources are based on a gas puff target
irradiated with nanosecond laser pulses from commercial Nd: YAG lasers, gener-
ating pulses with time duration from 1 to 10 ns and energies from 0.5 to 10 J at a 10
Hz repetition rate. The targets are produced with the use of a double valve system
equipped with a special nozzle to form a double-stream gas puff target which allows
for high conversion efficiency of laser energy into soft X-rays and EUV without
degradation of the nozzle. The sources are equipped with various optical systems to
collect soft X-ray and EUV radiation and form the radiation beam. New applications
of these sources in imaging, including EUV tomography and soft X-ray microscopy,
processing of materials and photoionization studies are presented.

1 Introduction

Soft X-ray and extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation wavelength ranging from about
1–50 nm can be produced in a high-temperature plasma generated by interaction of
high power laser pulses with matter. It was demonstrated that laser plasma soft X-
ray and EUV sources could be useful in various applications in physics, material
science, biomedicine, and technology [1–4]. However, conventional laser plasma
sources based on a solid target have debris production problem. We have demon-
strated that using a double-stream puff target instead of a solid target it is possible
to develop highly efficient and debris-free laser plasma soft X-ray and EUV sources
[5–7]. The target is formed by injection of high-Z gas (xenon, krypton, argon, etc.)
into a hollow stream from low-Z gas (hydrogen and helium) using a double nozzle.
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The nozzle setup consists of a central nozzle in a form of a circular orifice sur-
rounded by an outer nozzle in the form of a ring. The nozzle is supplied with gases
from two electromagnetic valves mounted in a common body.

A detailed description of the double-stream gas puff target system, the target
characterization measurements and the results of investigations on generation of soft
X-ray and EUV radiation are presented in our previous publications [8, 9]. Strong
soft X-ray and EUV emissions from the double-stream gas puff targets, exceeding
the emissions from solid targets, have been demonstrated.

The gas puff target approach was used for developing a compact laser plasma
EUV source for metrology applications [9]. The xenon target was irradiated with
4 ns/0.5 J pulses produced with repetition of 10 Hz from a commercial Nd:YAG
laser. Conversion efficiency of the laser energy into EUV energy at 13.5 nm wave-
length of about 2 % was measured in 7 % wavelength band, corresponding to about
0.5 % in 2 % band [10]. The source has been used in the measurements of optical
characteristics of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors [11].

High-brightness soft X-ray source based on the gas puff target driven with the
PALS laser facility [7, 12] has been used for the first time for processing materials
and in experiments on radiobiology. Direct photo-etching of inorganic (silicon) and
organic (polymers) materials with nanosecond pulses of soft X-ray and EUV radi-
ation was demonstrated [13, 14]. The first experiments on radiobiology have shown
the possibility for the use of the laser plasma X-ray source in research on radiation
damage in plasmid DNA at very high doses in a single-shot exposure [15]. This
allows using a laser plasma sources in prospective pulse-probe experiments.

Efficient processing of organic polymers (PMMA and PTFE) has been demon-
strated with the compact EUV source operating at 10 Hz [16] and strong temperature
effect on soft X-ray photo-etching of PTFE was shown [17]. The same source
equipped with a multi-foil optic collector [18] has been used to study EUV emission
from solids irradiated with intense EUV pulses [19]. A new technique for detection
of surface changes of materials utilizing scattered or luminescent EUV radiation
was proposed [20].

The use of a grazing incidence axisymmetrical ellipsoidal mirror as a collector
strongly increased the EUV fluence on irradiated samples up to 100 mJ/cm2 [21]. It
made possible to increase dramatically the EUV ablation rates and improve micro-
machining of polymers. Efficient processing of non-organic materials (SI, Ge, NaCl,
and CaF2) has been also demonstrated [22]. Modification of polymer surfaces by
creation of characteristic micro- and nanostructures was observed in a case of irra-
diation with EUV pulses at relatively low fluence (< 10 mJ/cm2) [21, 23–27]. It
was found that such EUV patterning of surfaces can be useful for biocompatibility
control of polymers [28]. Contrary to the traditional patterning techniques, based on
UV sources, the use of EUV radiation, due to its very low penetration depths, makes
possible to modify polymer surfaces without degradation of bulk material caused by
interaction of highly penetrating UV photons [29]. Laser plasma source dedicated
for EUV processing of materials has been developed [30].

The compact laser plasma EUV source for metrology applications, addition-
ally equipped with an ellipsoidal mirror with the Mo/Si coating and operating
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with the nitrogen gas puff target, allowed producing quasi-monochromatic EUV
radiation at 13.8 nm wavelength [31]. This source has been successfully used for
EUV nanoimaging with the spatial resolution down to 50 nm, proving possibility to
develop a compact, desk-top EUV imaging tool [32–34]. The tool was also used for
EUV imaging of nanostructures [35] and crystalline thin films and nanofibers [36].
Comprehensive review of these studies has been presented at the previous ICXRL
conference [37].

In this paper a short review of the research on application of our laser plasma
soft X-ray and EUV sources performed during the last 2 years is presented.
New applications in imaging, including EUV radiography tomography and soft
X-ray microscopy, EUV processing materials, including micro-machining and
modification polymer surfaces, and EUV photoionization are presented.

2 Imaging

2.1 EUV Radiography and Tomography

The compact laser plasma EUV source has been used for pulsed radiography and
tomography of gas puff targets. The beam of EUV radiation for backlighting of the
gas puff targets under study was produced by spectral selection of emission from
xenon plasma using a Mo/Si multilayer mirror. To eliminate the visible light from
the plasma a 200 nm thick Zr filter deposited on a 200 nm thick Si3N4 membrane
was used. In this way quasi-monochromatic radiation at 13.5 nm wavelength with
the bandwidth of about 1 nm was obtained. The EUV shadowgrams of the gas puff
targets were registered with the use of the back-illuminated CCD camera (Reflex)
equipped with a 512 × 512 pixels CCD chip [38].

The multi-jet gas puff targets with modulated gas density from high-order har-
monic generation (HHG) experiments [39] produced using the nozzles in a form of
linear array of 5, 7 or 9 orifices have been studied [38]. 2-D gas density map for
the multi-jet gas puff target produced using the nozzle with 7 orifices at the back-
ing pressure of 4 bar and corresponding gas density profiles for various distances are
presented in [38]. The radiography setup with the laser plasma EUV source has been
also used for characterization of the dual-gas multi-jet gas puff target we developed
for HHG experiments [40] and elongated plasma channels [41].

The same setup was used for EUV tomography of the multi-jet gas puff targets
[42, 43]. In this case the gas puff valve was mounted on top of a rotation stage to
ensure 2π rotation of the nozzles while acquiring projections. The set of 900 EUV
projections was used for tomographic reconstruction. The 3-D image of the multi-
jet gas puff target has been obtained [42,43]. A new technique for 3-D tomographic
reconstruction of low density objects with the use of a compact laser plasma EUV
source was demonstrated.
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2.2 Soft X-Ray Microscopy

Laser plasma soft X-ray sources operating in the ‘water window’ wavelength range
between 2.3 and 4.4 nm are used for microscopy of live biological objects [44–51].
It was shown that our laser plasma source with argon or nitrogen gas puff targets
is an efficient source of radiation in this range [52]. We have used this source for
development of a compact, desk-top soft X-ray microscope, based on a laser plasma
source, operating in the ‘water window’ range. The microscope was equipped with
an ellipsoidal grazing incidence mirror coated with nickel as a condenser to focus
soft X-ray radiation from the plasma onto a sample [53]. A Wolter type grazing
incidence hyperboloid/ellipsoid axisymmetrical mirror was used as an objective to
form a magnified image onto a CCD camera. The first soft X-ray microscopy images
in the ‘water window’ spectral range of biological samples (onion skin cells) with
sub-micron spatial resolution have been obtained [54].

3 EUV Processing of Materials

Processing polymers is an important field that has many applications in micro-
electromechanical systems, biomedicine and photonics. Lasers have been proven
as effective tools in micromachining of polymers [55]. Because organic poly-
mers show high absorption in the ultraviolet region the laser ablation with UV
lasers has become the most popular microprocessing technique and excimer lasers
(157–351 nm) are extensively used for photoablation, chemical etching, lithography,
and surface cleaning.

It was demonstrated, that processing polymers can be realized by direct photo-
etching with the use of EUV radiation generated from laser plasma sources
[13, 14, 56–58]. In the EUV photo-etching process a single photon carries enough
energy to break any chemical bond, thus the mechanism is similar to the UV laser
ablation. However, much shorter wavelength of EUV allows obtaining smaller fea-
tures as compared to UV. Moreover, because of very high absorption of EUV (the
penetration depth is less than 100 nm for λ ∼= 10nm) the material is removed from
the very thin near-surface layer and the material inside is not affected by the photons.

3.1 Laser Plasma EUV Source for Processing Polymers

The laser plasma EUV source dedicated for processing polymers has been designed
and built. The source is composed of a vacuum chamber in a form of a vertical
column placed onto a cubical base, housing a compact commercial Nd:YAG laser
system (EKSPLA) generating 4 ns laser pulses with energy up to 800 mJ and vac-
uum pumping system. The source chamber is composed of three sections. Each
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section is pumped separately by oil-free vacuum pumps (differential pumping). In
the first upmost section of the chamber the electromagnetic valve to produce a gas
puff target and the laser beam focusing system are placed. The valve is mounted
using the x-y-z translation stages allowing placing the gas puff target in the required
position with accuracy of about 10 μm. The gas puff targets are formed by pulsed
injection of working gas (krypton, xenon or krypton/xenon mixture) into a stream
of helium using the electromagnetic valve system with a double-nozzle setup. The
repetition rate of the system is determined by the repetition rate of the laser (10
Hz). The source is equipped with a grazing incidence axisymmetrical ellipsoidal
mirror (Reflex) to focus EUV radiation. The mirror is mounted in the second cen-
tral section of the vacuum chamber. It makes possible to focus EUV radiation onto
a polymer sample mounted in the third section of the chamber, evacuated to high-
vacuum. EUV radiation is focused to a spot of about 1 mm in diameter with fluency
up to 100 mJ/cm2 for the xenon gas puff target. Description of the source is given
in [59].

3.2 EUV Micromachining of Poly(Vinylidene Fluoride) (PVDF)

Poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) is an important fluoropolymer because of its
piezoelectric, pyroelectric and ferroelectric properties. It is also known to have
an extremely high chemical stability and electrical resistivity. Micro- or even
nanopatterning of PVDF is highly desirable for applications in multifunctional and
integrated devices. Many works have been performed on surface processing of
PVDF using ion beams, synchrotron X-ray and UV laser radiation, however, irradi-
ation of PVDF with these sources resulted in strong modification of the molecular
structure in a near-surface layer of the polymer. Using the laser plasma EUV source
dedicated for processing polymers we have demonstrated for the first time efficient
micromachining of PVDF without changing the chemical structure of the unpro-
cessed material [60]. PVDF foils of 50 μm thickness (Goodfellow) were irradiated
with EUV through a contact metal mask with square orifices 60 × 60 μm2. Micro
holes etched through the foils have been obtained as a result of 1 min irradiation at
10 Hz repetition rate.

Investigation of the ablation products with QMS demonstrated a good agreement
between the stoichiometric composition of PVDF molecules in the ablated and bulk
polymer. XPS spectra acquired for the polymer after ablation are almost identical
to the spectrum of pristine PVDF, indicating preservation of the chemical structure
of the remaining material. However, XPS measurements performed on the polymer
irradiated with low fluence (< 10 mJ/cm2) indicated strong chemical modification
in the near-surface layer. In this case defluorination and thus carbon enrichment in
the surface material was revealed [60].
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3.3 EUV Modification of Polymer Surfaces for Biocompatibility
Control

We have demonstrated in our previous works that EUV radiation can be used for
surface modification of polymers for biocompatibility control [28,61]. Surface mod-
ification of PTFE, PVDF and PC polymers for biocompatibility control has been
studied using the laser-plasma EUV source. Modified surfaces were characterized
by SEM and AFM. Up to several hundred nanometers high wall-type micro- and
nanostructures were formed [62]. Simultaneous treatment of polymer surface by
EUV radiation and ionized nitrogen injected in the interaction region has been
studied [63]. Chemical analysis by XPS revealed decreased oxygen contents in PC
samples and nitrogen enrichment in PTFE [62,64]. Exclusion of oxygen from polar
groups leads to a polymer with increased hydrophobicity that was confirmed by con-
tact angle measurements. Biocompatibility tests of PTFE and PVF samples modified
with EUV photons and seeded with fibroblasts have shown strong cells adhesion to
polymer surfaces [65].

4 EUV Photoionization

The laser plasma EUV source dedicated for processing materials have been also
used for the first time in the experiments on EUV photoionization of atomic and
molecular gases. Gases could be injected into the focus of the EUV beam using an
additional gas nozzle mounted in the third section of the EUV source chamber.
Formation of low-temperature photo-ionized neon plasmas induced by nanosec-
ond EUV pulses from the laser plasma source and by femtosecond EUV pulses
from the FLASH free electron laser was studied [66]. Luminescence of helium and
neon gases induced by EUV pulses was measured [67] and significant differences
between absorption spectra of neutral helium and low temperature photoionized
helium plasmas have been detected [68]. Spectral investigations in the EUV/VUV
region of photoionized plasmas induced in atomic and molecular gases using
nanosecond EUV pulses were performed [69].

EUV photoionization of gases and formation of low-temperature plasmas have
been also studied using more energetic EUV pulses generated as a result of irradia-
tion of the gas puff target with laser pulses with time duration from 1 to 10 ns and
energies from up to 10 J at 10 Hz repetition rate produced from the Nd:YAG laser
system (EKPLA) [70]. These preliminary investigations have shown applicability
of compact laser plasma EUV sources for research in a new field of EUV-induced
plasmas.
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Rapid Calculation of Scattering Factors for
Partially Ionized Plasmas in the EUV

A. K. Rossall and G. J. Tallents

Abstract The work presented demonstrates a newly developed, rapid algorithm for
the calculation of atomic scattering factors in the EUV for partially ionized plasmas.
Using element specific input data, the code REFRAC, calculates plasma refractive
index, atomic scattering factors and scattering cross sections with a runtime short
enough to be used in-line with fluid codes to model ablative flow from a planar
target. The algorithm demonstrates good agreement with data from the Centre for
X-ray Optics (CXRO) at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory for carbon. This
work aims to accurately model moderate irradiance (> 109 W cm−2) EUV laser
absorption within solid material and expanding plasma, to characterise the ablation
properties and highlight the potential applications of such lasers.

1 Introduction

Ablation by conventional optical and infra-red lasers has been comprehensively
studied over the past few decades [1], giving rise to a range of applications such
as deposition, micro-analysis and micro-structuring. The advent of the excimer UV
laser, opened up further applications in laser ablation lithography and micro hole
drilling in polymers [2, 3] and metals [4]. The ablation mechanism for optical and
IR irradiation is dominated by photo-thermal effects, i.e. the photo-excitation of
a material producing thermal heat; where the ablation mechanism for UV lasers
is a combination of photo-thermal and photo-chemical, i.e. where UV photons
directly break molecular bonds due to the increase in photon energy. Both meth-
ods result in energy deposition into the target, ionisation and subsequent expansion
of the produced plasma, leaving an ablation ‘crater’ in the target material. By care-
fully controlling the laser pulse characteristics, e.g. fluence, temporal duration and
wavelength, the ablation characteristics can be optimised for the desired application.

More recently, considerable advances have been made in higher fluence EUV and
x-ray laser technology as demonstrated by free-electron lasers [5, 6] and capillary
discharge lasers [7, 8]. With higher fluences now available, EUV and x-ray lasers
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can be used to directly generate plasma with unique properties. These plasmas are
produced by irradiating solid targets with EUV/x-ray lasers, heating the sample via
direct photo-ionization, resulting in typically lower temperatures and higher den-
sities than the traditional laser produced plasma, generated using infra-red, optical
and UV pulses. For example, in a simple hydrocarbon the average energy required
to break the C-H bond is 4.3 eV [9], achievable by excimer lasers (KrF - 5.0 eV,
ArF - 6.3 eV), whereas the first ionisation energy of carbon is Ei = 11.26 eV [10].
By reducing the wavelength into the EUV/x-ray region, the photon energy, Ep,
becomes sufficient to directly photo-ionise elemental components, transferring a
set amount of energy (Ep − Ei) to the ejected electron. Reducing the lasing wave-
length to the EUV/soft x-ray region allows for a tighter focus (due to a reduction in
the diffraction limit) and enables the laser to penetrate into the solid material, as the
critical density at these wavelengths are typically higher than solid. The tighter focus
and the increased target penetration are potentially desirable properties for a number
of applications, for example, micro-machining, mass spectrometry and the coating
of refractory material onto substrates. Due to the unique properties of plasmas gen-
erated by EUV/x-ray lasers, these plasmas can contribute to our understanding of
warm dense matter, essential in order to achieve inertial confinement fusion as the
pre-ignition fuel is in the warm dense matter regime.

To promote research and to accelerate the development of industrial applications,
there has been significant motivation to produce compact and affordable EUV/x-
ray sources for use in parallel with large scale facilities such as Linac Coherent
Light Source (LCLS) in the US and the European XFEL. The research group at
Colorado State University (CSU) have developed a table-top size soft x-ray laser
system [11–13] based upon capillary discharge excitation of an Ar gas producing a
large soft x-ray amplification.

The work presented here utilises a novel combination of 2D fluid code mod-
elling (POLLUX) with a rapid atomic physics algorithm (REFRAC) to simulate the
EUV/x-ray interaction with solid material, the expected energy deposition within
the target, the produced plasma parameters and the subsequent ablative flow away
from the target. The REFRAC algorithm uses a super-configuration model for
atomic structure and calculates ionisation and excited level populations, absorption
cross-sections, atomic scattering factors and plasma refractive index. Population
distributions and free electron density is updated in POLLUX each time step to accu-
rately calculate laser absorption via photoionisation and inverse bremsstrahlung and
the refarctive index as a function of position in the plasma enables more accurate
ray-tracing within the code.

2 REFRAC

The algorithm REFRAC utilises a superconfiguration approach to calculate atomic
scattering factors in the EUV and X-ray for partially ionised plasmas. Detailed level
structure is initially obtained by using the Flexible Atomic Code (FAC) [14] to solve
the radial wave equation. This structure is post-processed to group energetically
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similar levels into ‘supershells’, the average energy of which (〈E〉SS) is weighted
by the degeneracy (gm) as shown in Eq. 1, where Em is the energy of a single
detailed level.

〈E〉SS =
∑

m gmEm∑
m gm

(1)

Ionisation and excited level populations are determined assuming local thermo-
dynamic equilibrium, an assumption which is justified on hydrodynamic timescales
of > ps, as the highly non-equilibrium plasma initially created equilibrates on the
order of 10 s of fs [15]. Photoionisation cross-sections for each ionisation stage and
superconfiguration level are calculated assuming a E−3 photon energy dependance,
and a configuration specific constant (A (n,Z)) determined using data from FAC.
This approximation allows for an analytical solution to the Kramers-Kronig relation
to calculate the atomic scattering factor f1 as shown by Eq. 2. In Eq. 2, Z� is the
number of bound electrons, Z is the ionisation stage, n is the supershell number, E
is the photon energy and Ei,n is the binding energy of an electron in supershell n of
an ion with charge Z. This model has shown reasonable agreement with data from
the CXRO for cold, solid carbon, as is shown in Fig. 1.
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The algorithm REFRAC is used to calculate the populations, free electron density
and refractive index for each cell within the fluid code POLLUX and is updated for
each time step. The populations and free electron density are used in the calculation

Fig. 1 Scattering factor, f1, for cold, solid carbon as a function of photon energy. A comparison
is made between REFRAC (solid line) and data from the Centre for X-ray Optics (CXRO) at
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (dashed line)
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of the laser absorption as outlined previously [16] and the refractive index is used in
the ray-tracing routine.

3 POLLUX

POLLUX is a 2D Eulerian radiative-hydrodynamic code, written at the University of
York, and was originally developed to simulate the interaction of optical and infra-
red high power laser irradiation of a solid target and the subsequently produced
strongly ionised plasma [17, 18]. The code solves the three first-order quasi-linear
partial differential equations of hydrodynamic flow using the flux corrected trans-
port model of Boris and Book [19] with an upwind algorithm [20] for the first
term. Energy is absorbed by the plasma and distributed through electron-ion col-
lisions, the equilibration of which is determined by the Spitzer plasma collision
rate [21]. For calculation of the equation-of-state (EOS) variables, POLLUX utilizes
in-line hydrodynamic EOS subroutines from the Chart-D equation-of-state package
developed at Sandia National Laboratories [22].

POLLUX uses an explicit solver and therefore requires a maximum Courant
number of C ∼ 1, accounting for both spatial directions as shown below in
equation 3,

C = ux�t

�x
+ uy�t

�y
∼ 1 (3)

where ux and uy are magnitudes of the particle velocities in the respective direc-
tions, �t is the time step and �x,�y are the cell spatial dimensions. The Courant-
Friedrichs-Lewy condition [23] is not the only constraint on simulation parameters,
however, it is the most restrictive. To increase the resolution of the Eulerian mesh,
the time step must also be reduced and as a result the runtime of the code increases
exponentially as the resolution increases. Not adhering to the condition outlined by
Eq. 1 results in numerical instability within the code.

4 Results

This simulation study is for the ablation of a planar parylene-N target using an Ar
based capillary discharge laser, operating at a photon energy of 26.4 eV (46.9 nm),
pulse length of 800 ps, a fluence of 8 J cm−2 and a focal diameter of 650 nm.

Figure 2 illustrates the mass density as a function of position within the target at
the end of the EUV laser pulse, t = 800 ps. Taking the ablated depth as the position
of the melt front at the end of the pulse on the laser axis, the simulation predicts an
ablated depth of 395 nm with a mesh resolution of 10 nm in the x direction. The
ablated depth as a function of laser fluence is shown in Fig. 3. It is found that over
70 % of the ablation in the x direction occurs during the initial 200 ps of the laser
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Fig. 2 Mass density (a) and electron temperature (b) as a function of position at the end of the
EUV laser pulse, t = 800 ps

Fig. 3 Ablated depth as a function of laser fluence (a) and refractive index map (b) at the end of
the EUV laser pulse, t = 800 ps

pulse, after which a large portion of the energy goes to increasing the size in the
direction perpendicular to the laser pulse. This indicates shorter pulses would be
more advantageous for high aspect ratio drilling or applications requiring a small
feature size.

Figure 2 shows the electron temperature as a function of position within the
plasma at the end of the EUV laser pulse, t = 800 ps. Typical electron and ion tem-
peratures are between 1 and 2 eV at densities ranging up to ∼ 8 × 1022 cm−3. The
peak energy density is observed around t = 200 ps and reaches over 30, 000 J cm−3.

Plasma refractive index as a function of position within the plasma is shown in
Fig. 3. The inclusion of ray tracing in the code causes a small increase in the peak
electron temperature (∼ 0.2 eV) on the laser axis with no observable difference
in the ablated depth at this irradiance. Focussing and de-focussing effects caused
by refractive index gradients within the plasma are expected to have a consider-
ably more significant role at higher irradiance, above 1011 W cm−2 (compared to
∼ 9 × 109 W cm−2 used in these simulations).
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5 Conclusion

This simulation study has investigated the ablative properties of an Ar based cap-
illary discharge laser operating at 26.4 eV. This has been done by combining a
rapid atomic physics algorithm, REFRAC, with a 2D radiative-hydrodynamic code,
POLLUX and it has been found that shorter EUV pulses (∼ 200 ps) would be
of greater benefit to high aspect ratio machining. These lasers have been found
to be capable of producing warm dense plasmas, with energy densities exceeding
30,000 J cm−3. Refractive index gradients have a minimal focussing/defocussing
effect at the fluence of 8 J cm−2.
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Transmission Measurement for Highly
Transparent Metallic Sodium in the Extreme
Ultraviolet Spectral Range: New Application of
an Intense EUV Sources

Hiroyuki Daido, Yoji Suzuki, Tetsuya Kawachi
and Alexander Sergeevich Pirozhkov

Abstract In order to perform transmission measurement of metallic sodium in the
mm thickness range, we made the sample using a glove box which is quite different
technique compared with the previous works. Using a CW source, we have made
direct measurement of actual transmittance of a sodium sample with a thickness of
1 ∼ 8 mm in the spectral range> 115 nm which is restricted by magnesium fluoride
(MgF2) windows, resulting in, for example, ∼ 50 % transmittance of a 3 mm thick
solid sodium sample including the transmittance of the windows and the reflection
losses at each interface at the wavelength of ∼ 120 nm, with a very weak temperature
dependence up to 150 ◦C which is beyond the melting point of 97 ◦C. To confirm the
high transmittance, we set up a simple transmission imaging configuration with a 8-
mm thick sodium sample, resulting in clear images composed of 100 μm diameter
tungsten bars recorded on a Charge Coupled Device detector. The results show that
a short pulse intense source such as high order harmonics as well as short pulse
EUV plasma source opens a new technique for investigating dynamics of phase
transitions as well as hydrodynamics of molten metal.

1 Introduction

Metallic sodium is used as a media of large scale battery such as Sodium Sulfur
(NaS) battery for wind generators, as well as coolant for fast breeder type reactors.
In this report, we describe the optical property of sodium in the extreme ultraviolet
(EUV) spectral range (∼ 120 nm) using newly developed technique for preparing
a sodium sample. We perform measurement of spectral transmittance and imaging
of fine structures with an EUV source. We find that a several mm-thick sodium
sample is highly transparent in the EUV spectral range. We try to make physical
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Fig. 1 Typical spectral features of refractive index n and the extinction coefficient k of an alkali
metal

interpretation of high transmission in EUV range. Finally, we discuss prospects of
pulsed intense EUV sources for this study.

A brief history of the study on EUV light transmission through sodium is listed
as follows. In 1930s, Wood proposed anomalous optical property of alkali metals
based on his spectroscopic experiments [1]. In 1960s, people at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory performed series of experiments on optical constants of alkali metals
with thin foil techniques [2–5]. They also showed anomalous transmission shorter
than the plasma wavelength of each material. In 2010, Fukuda et al. proposed a UV
visualization technique for liquid sodium dynamics [6]. Kawachi et al. performed
a preliminary experiment on EUV transmission through a sodium sample using a
copper laser plasma source in 2010. Suzuki, Daido et al. have performed precise
transmission measurements and imaging experiments since 2012 [7, 8].

Alkali metals are potentially partially transparent between the plasma wavelength
and the wavelength corresponding to the core excitation levels. Beyond the plasma
wavelength, each material has its own space for free electron absorption in the EUV
spectral range. Typical extinction coefficient as a function of wavelength of the inci-
dent light of alkali metals is schematically shown in Fig. 1. At the wavelength of
μm range, reflectivity is high and the extinction coefficient is also very high. Below
the plasma wavelength, the extinction coefficient falls down. At the wavelength of
core excitation energy, the coefficient increases rapidly. Below the core excitation
wavelength, the coefficient decreases. In this range, the light—matter interaction
is characterized by atomic scattering coefficients given by Henke et al. [9]. Thus,
between the plasma wavelength and core excitation one, the spectral valley cor-
responding to relatively high transmission is visible. The extinction coefficient of
sodium which is the simplest alkali metal shows similar spectral feature as the
materials having adjacent atomic numbers [10, 11]. If we concentrate on the spec-
tral valley of the coefficient, a metallic aluminum shows rather steeper gradient and
deeper valley [10]. In the same series of handbook we can also find a lot of empty
regions corresponding to the valley [11]. These facts push us to perform a new
experiment on sodium transmission around the spectral valley.
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Fig. 2 Experimental setup of an imaging experiment

2 Measurement of Spectral Transmittance

In our work, we use a glove box dedicated for training of sodium handling to make
sodium samples with thickness of greater than a few mm. On the other hand, in
the previous experiments at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, sub-μm-thick sodium
samples made with an evaporation technique under the ultra-high vacuum condi-
tions of 10−8 Torr were used [4, 5]. In general, accurate extinction coefficients can
be obtained when the attenuation is within a dynamic range of a measurement sys-
tem. If the absorption depth is expected to be orders of magnitude different, we have
to use a sample with suitable thickness. In our case, we have to employ a completely
deferent technique to make a much thicker sample.

We measure the spectral transmittance of these samples. The experimental setup
and the details of the measurement can be found in our previous paper [7]. A
deuterium lamp emits extreme ultra-violet (EUV) light. The EUV light is passing
through MgF2 windows and a sodium sample. The transmitted light enters into the
Seya-Namioka type spectrometer. Finally the spectral component of the transmit-
ted light is detected by the photomultiplier. As a result, the spectral transmittance
of the 3-mm sodium sample at room temperature is around a half which includes
reflection losses of the MgF2 windows and the sodium sample. We also perform
temperature dependent transmission measurement, resulting in very weak depen-
dency between 23 and 153 ◦C. However, we have to try to perform detailed and
extensive experiments. Based on the measured transmittance, we can calculate the
extinction coefficient of sodium resulting in several orders of magnitude smaller
values than the previous results [5, 12].

In order to confirm the high spectral transmittance, we demonstrate an imaging
of a fine structure with the transmitted EUV light. An experimental setup is shown
in Fig. 2. As air is highly absorbing in the spectral region of interest, we pump down
an imaging chamber from an atmospheric pressure down to 0.01 Torr and further
down to 0.003 Torr. The EUV light passes through a MgF2 lens for collimation and
the light enters into a sodium sample. Significant portion of the EUV light passes
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Fig. 3 An image of the metal mesh. A blackened area indicated as “Pyrex glass” corresponds to the
area that is covered with a 1 mm-thick pyrex glass plate which is opaque in the vacuum ultraviolet
spectral range. The notation “Fused silica” corresponds to the area covered with a 0.5 mm-thick
fused silica plate where one can see slightly attenuated light

through the sodium sample and the light illuminates the metal mesh. The mesh is
imaged on the CCD Camera as shown in Fig. 3. The mesh image becomes clearly
visible after pumping down, which means the EUV light plays a dominant role in
the image formation. We set a 1 mm-thick pyrex glass plate, whose shortest cut off
wavelength is slightly longer than 300 nm, close to the mesh. This part is completely
opaque, as expected. We obtained EUV images through a 8 mm-thick sodium sam-
ple, confirming its transmittance of at least a few % which is roughly consistent with
the measured spectral transmittance.

Based on our new result, the extinction coefficient k is five orders of magnitude
lower than the previous results. It means that the EUV light is transmitted through
sodium samples with thickness of up to a few cm. The result also shows that a
sodium sample acts as an EUV band-pass filter.

3 Physical Interpretation of High Transmission in EUV Range

The relaxation time τ given by electric conductivity is one of the important parame-
ters for transmittance given by Drude model [10,11]. For example, if the temperature
is 20 ◦C, the electric conductivity σ and the relaxation time τ , respectively are given
as follows,

σ = ne2τ/m∗, τ = 3.1 × 10−14sec, 1/τ = 3 × 1013sec−1,

where n, e and m∗ are the electrondensity, the electronic charge and the electron
effective mass, respectively.
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The present transmittance indicates that the relaxation time is a few orders of
magnitude longer than that given by the conductivity. The theoretical aspect of this
study should be promoted to show the reasonable physical interpretation.

4 Prospects of Pulsed Intense EUV Sources for this Study

A high speed and continuous imaging system for observing dynamic behavior of liq-
uid sodium sample can be proposed with this technique. If we use MgF2 windows
for sodium sample, the wavelength range should be between 115 nm and ∼ 200 nm
based on our present measurement. We note that utilization of EUV technique is
advantageous even though other techniques can be used to observe inside or through
a sodium medium. For example, sodium is transparent for hard x-rays and ultra-
sound. However, both of these techniques have their own difficulties. For the x-ray
technique, the photon energy should be rather high in order to see through at least
a few mm thicknesses of sodium and its container. A possible solution for Parti-
cle Image Velocimetry (PIV), for example, might be utilization of 5 μm diameter
tantalum particles combined with quasi-monochromatic radiation just above the K
edge of tantalum at 67.4 keV. Further, a high brightness quasi-monochromatic 67
keV x-ray source is not readily available except at SPring-8. As for the ultrasound,
although it can be transmitted through longer distance in principle, the achievable
resolution is typically sub-mm. Further, an image reconstruction for the ultrasound
takes rather long time such as a few hours at this moment. In this case we cannot
make a movie with this technique.

5 Summary

We measured spectral transmittance of sodium to obtain the extinction coefficient
and performed imaging of fine structures with an EUV source. The measured
transmittance is several orders of magnitude lower than the previous result. We
demonstrated the images of a fine mesh illuminated by EUV light through a 8 mm-
thick sodium sample. The relaxation time given by electric resistivity cannot account
for the present high transmittance. Physical interpretation of high transmission is
now under consideration. We proposed to use pulsed intense EUV sources for visu-
alization of fluid dynamics of liquid sodium [8]. High speed and continuous imaging
of a sodium sample is realized with the EUV imaging techniques.
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Opacity Bleaching by Extreme Ultraviolet
Radiation Incident on Solid Density Targets

V. Aslanyan and G. J. Tallents

Abstract The wavelength range of Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) and x-ray lasers
corresponds to strong absorption of photons by direct photoionization. Irradiation
by high intensities of photons in this region leads to a rapid drop in the opacity
due to a rise in the average degree of ionization of the plasma. A one-dimensional
radiation transport model, which considers non-equilibrium conditions, has been
used to model this “bleaching” of opacity by a short wavelength laser pulse as it
propagates through a target. The effect of rapidly changing plasma conditions on
inverse bremsstrahlung is explored.

1 Introduction

Recent technological progress has made lasers operating in the Extreme Ultravio-
let (EUV) wavelength range (below ∼ 100 nm) available for industry and research.
Small table-top capillary discharge lasers operating at 46.9 nm [1] and laser-pumped
EUV lasers [2] have been developed, while free electron lasers operating at wave-
lengths from the EUV to x-ray have been constructed [3]. These lasers enable a
unique light-matter interaction regime as the energy of a single photon is sufficient
to directly photoionize atoms and the short wavelength produces small diameter
focal spots. Photoionization rapidly creates a plasma, which can expand outward
along a narrow channel [4]. Such plasma behaviour may be useful in, for exam-
ple, laser cutting of micro-features where narrow laser focii enabled by the small
diffraction limit of short wavelength lasers allow small-feature microstructures to be
produced. The plasma is also produced at solid state densities allowing fundamental
studies of high density plasma material [5].

The transport of radiation through a plasma is governed by its opacity. The opac-
ity of a plasma is dependent on the density and distribution of ions and electrons
which are often treated through appropriate equilibrium relations, such as Local
Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE). We have simulated the propagation of a drop
in opacity using a non-LTE model with a self consistent electron temperature and
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constant density. A constant density is assumed as the timescales for ion motion
(> 1 ps) are much greater than the assumed heating times (< 100 fs).

2 Model

We have used a stand-alone collisional-radiative model [6], previously used to study
the validity of Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE), to simulate the propaga-
tion of EUV photons into bulk matter. The model calculates the time dependent
local electron temperature, populations of ions occupying quantum states and the
resulting electron density, starting with solid state initial conditions. This model is
extended to a single spatial dimension by solving for these conditions in a series of
cells at regularly spaced intervals, with radiation transport between them.

The atomic model considers, for every ionization stage of an element, a ground
state and a single excited state formed by a superconfiguration approach [7], typi-
cally from three leading principal quantum levels. Cross sections used to calculate
the rates of collisional processes between levels are taken from work by Van Rege-
morter citeregemorter [8], while between ionization stages they are given by Lotz
[9]. Detailed balance [10] is used to calculate inverse rates. Cross sections for
photoionization σi,j and spontaneous emission coefficients A are taken from the
NIST database [11]. At high densities, dielectronic processes are assumed to be
insignificant compared to other collisional processes and are ignored.

Our model considers a plasma of a single element of atomic number Z, at a con-
stant total ion density NT . The populations of ions of a given ionization stage i and
level j are denoted by Ni,j . Electron density is calculated assuming quasineutrality,
given by ne = ∑Z

i=0 iNi,j . The electrons are assumed to rapidly come into equi-
librium and therefore always form a Maxwellian distribution with a temperature
Te. The temperature of electrons is related to their energy density self consistently
through ε = 3

2neTe, the equation of state of an ideal gas.
We take the temporal profile of the radiation intensity to be a simple step func-

tion, which begins at time t = 0, incident on matter at x = 0. Radiation is
transported along a single axis and its intensity I is modelled by

dI

dx
= (κbf + κff )I, (1)

where the distance of propagation is x and the two absorption coefficients κ cor-
respond to photoionization (bound-free) and inverse bremsstrahlung (free-free)
and are defined as the product of the plasma’s opacity and its mass density. The
photoionization cross section is approximately constant for ions of different ion-
ization stages, provided that the photon energy is greater than the energy gap;
σi,j = σ�(Ephoton−Ei,j ), where � is the Heaviside step function. The bound-free
absorption coefficient simplifies to

κbf = σ
∑

Ei,j<Ephoton

Ni,j . (2)
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For EUV photons, we take the free-free inverse bremsstrahulung absorption
coefficient to be given by [10]

κff =
Z∑
i=0

32π3

3
√

3

e6(h̄c)2

mec2

1√
2πmec2Te

Ni,j nei
2

E3
photon

[
1 − exp

(
−Ephoton

Te

)]
. (3)

3 Bleaching wave

As photoionization transfers ions to higher ionization stages, we can see from
Eq. (2) that ions which energetically contribute to the absorption coefficient become
depleted, in a so-called “bleaching” process. This in turn allows radiation to
propagate further into the material and so the bleaching of absorption propagates.

The change in absorption coefficient for carbon with time and distance is illus-
trated in Fig. 1a and c, for EUV radiation of photons of energy 50 eV at an intensity
of 1015 Wcm−2. In order to track the progress of the wave, we shift the absorption
profile at a given timestep along the x-axis by a displacement D until it overlaps with
the profile at the previous timestep. The value of D is determined as that which min-
imizes

∑
k |κt (xk) − κt+1(xk − D)|. For simulations where inverse bremsstrahlung

has been switched off and on, profiles shifted in this way are shown in Fig. 1b and
d, respectively.

These calculations allow the displacement D to be plotted as a function of time
and hence the wave velocity dD/dt to be determined. This method can be used to
compare the cases with inverse bremsstrahlung switched off and on, as shown in
Fig. 2a and b, respectively. The wave velocity tends to a constant in the former case,
while inverse bremsstrahlung tends to rapidly decelerate the bleaching wave in the
latter.

Free electrons in dense plasmas affect atoms through Ionization Potential
Depression [12]. One leading model for this effect, from Stewart and Pyatt, has
a change in ionization energy given by

�E = Te

2(Z∗ + 1)

⎡
⎣

(
(Z∗ + 1)Ze3n

1/2
e

4
3πε

3/2
0 T

3/2
e

+ 1

) 2
3

–1

⎤
⎦ , (4)

where physical constants have their usual meanings and Z∗ is the ionization fraction.
When �E exceeds an ionization energy, that ionization stage disappears into the
continuum. This expression implies that at high densities, there is a non-zero free
electron population even as Te → 0. From Eq. (3), we see that this situation leads
to extremely high inverse bremsstrahlung rates and therefore slow bleaching wave
velocities.
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Fig. 1 Simulations with inverse bremsstrahlung switched (a, b) off and (c, d) on. The drop in
absorption coefficient for carbon at solid density (2.3 g cm−3) is shown after irradiation by photons
of energy 50 eV at an intensity of 1015 Wcm−2 as a function of (a,c) depth x and (b,d) adjusted
displacement x − D, so that the absorption coefficient profiles at different times (as indicated)
overlap. Results are for different times as labelled
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(dashed) for simulations with
inverse bremsstrahlung a off and b on. Simulation parameters as for Fig. 1

4 Conclusion

We have discussed the concept of a drop in the bound-free absorption, the lead-
ing absorption mechanism for absorption in the EUV regime. We have shown that
a bleaching wave propagates through a solid-density plasma driven by an intense
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EUV laser pulse. Inverse bremsstrahlung, in particular when including ionization
potential depression acts to slow the progress of this bleaching wave. However,
the effects of both inverse bremsstrahlung and ionization potential depression are
reduced at lower densities, such as those in an expanding ablation plume.

Currently, changes in intensity propagate forward instantaneously, equivalent to
modelling the speed of light as infinite, as a consequence of Eq. (1). This approxi-
mation is only valid when the bleaching wave velocity is significantly lower than the
speed of light. We plan to modify the model so that light propagates at the standard
value of c rather than instantaneously, as is relevant for much lower densities.
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Ablation Plume Induced by Laser Euv Radiation

O. Frolov, K. Kolacek, J. Schmidt and J. Straus

Abstract In this paper we report results of study laser plasma plumes created by
nanosecond EUV laser pulses at wavelength of 46.9 nm in different materials (Au,
Al, Si, Cu). Experiment with attenuation of Al filters for verification of energy of
laser pulses was performed. In the ablation plume experiment low energy of laser
pulse in the most cases was not sufficient for creation of ablation plumes in Cu, Al
and Si. In contrast, higher energy has a greater effect in all the materials.

1 Introduction

Capillary discharge EUV lasers, first demonstrated in 1994 [1], remain to date as the
highest average power table-top source of coherent EUV radiation [2,3]. The capil-
lary discharge Ne-like Ar laser operating at λ = 46.9 nm is also the table-top EUV
laser most broadly utilized in applications. It has been used in interferometric studies
of high-density plasmas [4], high-resolution microscopy [5,6] holographic imaging
[7], nanoscale patterning and machining [8–11], material ablation [12–15], single-
photon ionization mass spectrometry studies of nanoclusters [16], the measurement
of optical constants of materials [17], and other applications.

Laser ablation have been studied extensively for more than 50 years since the
discovery of lasers in the 1960s. Plasma formation occurs when a high powered
pulsed laser is focused onto a target such that the energy density exceeds the abla-
tion threshold of the material. The laser-target interaction involves many processes,
including heating, melting, vaporization, ejection of particles, and plasma creation
and expansion [18]. The depth of laser ablation crater over which the laser energy is
absorbed, and thus the amount of material removed by a single laser pulse, depends
on the material’s optical properties and the laser wavelength and pulse length. Usu-
ally, plasma cloud induced by laser irradiation consists of excited or ground-state
neutrals, electrons, and ions. In the early works about laser ablation, visible plumes
produced by fluorescence from excited atoms in the cloud were registered [19–21].
The properties of the plume, e.g. the mass distribution, ion and atom velocity, and
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the angular distribution of the plume species, play an important role for applications
of laser ablation in mass analysis of laser-induced plasma [22] and in the produc-
tion of thin films by pulsed laser deposition [23–25]. In particular, the thickness
distribution in film deposition on a substrate is determined by the plume shape that
has evolved during the expansion from the target surface to the substrate [26–28].
Focused visible/IR laser pulses are absorbed in the expanding plasma plume at den-
sities 100–1000 times smaller than the solid density. But, EUV laser pulses penetrate
into the solid and create plasma directly at the solid density.

In this paper, we investigate an interaction of nanosecond EUV laser pulses with
solid materials (Au, Al, Si, Cu). Energy of laser radiation plays an important role in
the ablation of materials. Therefore, estimation of laser energy based on attenuation
of Al filters was performed for two capillary lengths (232 and 400 mm). Higher
energy of laser radiation (∼ 40 mJ) is sufficient for creation visible ablation plumes
in all of the studied materials. In the case of low energy of laser pulse (∼ 1.5 mJ)
visible ablation plume was observed only in experiment with ablation of thin layer
of gold.

2 Experimental Apparatus

The apparatus CAPEX (CAPillary EXperiment) consists of a Marx generator, a
coupling section, a pulse forming line (fast cylindrical capacitor), a main spark gap
and a capillary (Fig. 1). In early experiments with surface modification of materi-
als [11, 29], typical capillary current was about 30 kA with pre-ionization current
of 10 A (5 μs prior to the spark gap breakdown). It was found that at these condi-
tions capillary lifetime was limited on about only 100 shots [30]. At present, due to
optimization of ground electrode geometry, increasing of amplitude and duration of
pre-ionization current (100 A and 20 μs) and decreasing of the main capillary cur-
rent (typically 15–20 kA) lifetime of a capillary is significantly longer (up to 1200
shots). Our driver is capable to operate in a repetitive regime with frequency up
to a few Hz [31]. A detailed description of our capillary discharge driver CAPEX

Fig. 1 Experimental apparatus CAPEX with extension for ablation experiments
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can be found in the early-published papers [31–33]. For ablation experiments the
apparatus was extended for vacuum chamber with a spherical multilayer mirror,
interaction tube with samples and for registered detectors (Canon EOS 550D or
PCO SensiCam).

3 Results

3.1 Energy Measurements

First measurement of the EUV pulse energy was made by commercially available
NIST-calibrated aluminum oxide photodiode. Despite the fact that photodiode was
calibrated by cw illumination, it could be used to measure pulse energy (by NIST
recommendation). The cw responsivity expressed in A/W could be used as the pulse
responsivity expressed in C/J. Obtained energy in experiment with 232 mm long
capillary was 12.85 nJ. It seemed this energy was too low for the results that we
have obtained from the ablation experiments. In the next step we tried to calibrate
our photodiode with golden cathode at NIST. Unfortunately, this calibration was
not successful, relative uncertainty at wavelength of ∼ 47 nm was more than 700 %.
Thereafter, we have tried to estimate energy of laser pulse based on quantum effi-
ciency of the golden photocathode [34]. It was found that laser pulse energy was
approximately 3 times higher for the 400 mm long capillary (∼ 12.3 μJ) in com-
parison with the 232 mm long one (∼ 4.1 μJ). And finally laser pulse energy have
defined from measurements of intensity of EUV radiation with Al filters of different
thickness. These experiments were made for two capillary currents (20 kA and 30
kA) with capillary length of 400 mm. Dependence of the intensity of EUV radia-
tion detected by vacuum photodiode with golden cathode on thickness of Al filters
is shown in Fig. 2. After correcting attenuation of filters pulse energy was ∼ 1.52
mJ (transmission T0.4μm Al = 0.0867) for capillary current of 20 kA and ∼ 40 mJ
(transmission T0.4μm Al = 0.0878) for capillary current of 30 kA.

3.2 Ablation Plume Experiment

As the first, visible ablation plumes were studied for different materials and energy.
With laser pulse energy of ∼ 1 mJ the ablation plumes were observed only in thin
layer of gold (thickness of 50 nm), in other materials only interaction spots were vis-
ible. In the case of higher energy (∼ 40 mJ) in the all materials the ablation plumes
were registered at least during the first shot (Fig. 3). On the next step, influence
of charged electrode was studied. Rectangular charged electrode was placed 2 mm
from surface of golden layer (which was a ground electrode) and 1.5 mm above axis
of incidence of laser beam. No visible effect of positively or negatively charged elec-
trodes on behavior of ablation plume was registered. Nevertheless, breakdown in the
vacuum between electrodes have occurred at + 1.7 kV and − 11 kV. Photoelectrons
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Fig. 2 Intensity of EUV signals in dependence of thickness of Al filters

Fig. 3 Visible ablation plumes in the different materials for two capillary currents: 20 and 30 kA

have played major role in breakdown at positive voltage, breakdown was observed
between corner of charged electrode and interaction spot on the surface of golden
layer. On the other hand, breakdown at negative voltage was occurred between the
surfaces of electrodes (by the shortest distance). Time evolution of the visible abla-
tion plume was also studied (by changing delay between incidence of laser beam
and trigger of camera). It was found that whole process from moment of interaction
of laser beam with material surface to plume disappearance have lasted ∼ 3 μs.
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4 Conclusions

Energy of the EUV laser pulses was estimated from attenuation of Al filters: ∼1.5
mJ for capillary current of 20 kA and ∼ 40 mJ for capillary current of 30 kA. Laser
pulse energy of ∼ 1 mJ is not sufficient for creation of visible ablation plume on
the surface Si, Cu and Al. With the laser energy of ∼ 40 mJ situation is a little bit
different: at least during the first shot ablation plume on the surface of materials are
observed. In the case of layer of Au, weaker and stronger laser ablation plumes were
registered.
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Study of Optical Emission During Spallative
Ablation Induced by Soft X-Ray Laser Pulses

M. Ishino, M. Nishikino, N. Hasegawa, T. Pikuz, I. Skobelev, A. Faenov,
M. Yamagiwa and T. Kawachi

Abstract Soft x-ray laser (SXRL) pulses were irradiated to the surfaces of LiF,
Al, and Cu plate targets. On all irradiated target surfaces, the ablation and/or sur-
face modification structures caused by the SXRL pulse irradiations were confirmed.
However, the optical emission (visible spectral range) from the surfaces during the
SXRL pulse irradiations were not observed, in spite of high sensitive registration
technique. The theoretical model calculations for the interaction between SXRL
pulse and material surfaces has revealed the spallative ablation of target surface
with a low electron temperature. Our experimental results is consistent with the
theoretical model calculations, qualitatively.

1 Introduction

A soft x-ray laser (SXRL) is an interest laser source, because of the features of short
wavelength (high photon energy), small pulse width, and highly spatial coherence.
High photon energy laser pulse with short duration has ability to interact directly
with matters. The SXRL pulses having a wavelength of 13.9 nm and a pulse width
of 7 ps can make the nanometer scale ablation and/or modification structures on
material surfaces [1, 2].

The mechanisms of surface modifications induced by SXRL pulses were also
investigated theoretically [1, 3, 4]. The atomistic model for the interaction between
SXRL pulse and material reveals that the tensile stress created in heated layers
by SXRL pulse can produce spallative ablation of target surface. The mechanisms
of the surface modifications caused by SXRL pulses are essentially different from
those by optical laser pulses.
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup for the SXRL irradiation and the emission observation

Understanding the ablation and surface modification mechanisms induced by the
short pulse lasers is important not only in an application for the nanometer scale sur-
face machining but also in describing or providing a fundamental physical process of
the laser induced interaction with condensed matters. However, we can scarcely find
the articles dealing with the ablation process occurred by the relatively low fluence
region around the ablation threshold. Some reports concerned with the time-resolved
observations can be found [5–7]. The development of the theory of ablation mecha-
nism is important to understand the accurate behaviour of laser produced interaction
on the material surface. Therefore an experimental information, such as the electron
temperature, is one of the important values for theoretical model.

Now, we have initiated an experimental study for purchasing the ablation process,
including the surface modification process, by the short duration pulse, especially by
SXRL. In this article, we will report the observation results of the optical emission
(visible spectral range) from the irradiated target surfaces.

2 Experimental Setup

The SXRL irradiation experiment was conducted at the SXRL facility of Japan
Atomic Energy Agency. A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown
in Fig. 1. The SXRL pulse was generated from a silver (Ag) plasma mediums using
an oscillator-amplifier configuration with double Ag targets. The generated SXRL
pulse had a wavelength of 13.9 nm (photon energy of 89 eV) and a pulse width of
approximately 7 ps.

The SXRL pulse was focused on the plate target surface using a Mo/Si multi-
layer coated spherical mirror, which was optimized for soft x-rays of 13.9 nm at a
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normal incidence. The focused SXRL pulses were irradiated to the surfaces of LiF,
Al, and Cu plate targets. A glass plate with 100 μm in thickness and a 0.2 μm thick
Zr filter were placed in front of the spherical mirror, respectively. A glass plate was
transparent for visible light and opaque for SXRL beam. The transmittance of 0.2
μm thick Zr filter for 13.9 nm was approximately 48 %. The Zr filter reduced the
almost of scattered optical radiation from the laser produced Ag plasmas. These
glass plate and Zr filter could be removed from the SXRL penetration axis inde-
pendently. When a 0.2 μm thick Zr filter was adopted, the total energy of the SXRL
beam reached on the sample surface was approximately 48 nJ/pulse. The typical flu-
ences on target surfaces, which were measured as an averaged value in modification
zone, were estimated to be 10–30 mJ/cm2 [1, 2].

The emission light of visible spectral range from target surface during an inter-
action with SXRL pulse was observed by the optical camera (visible range). The
optical image of an emission light was transferred to the camera by the optical
lens (f = 100 mm) through a glass view port. An image sensor of the camera was
CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) device. The detectable energy
threshold was estimated to be approximately 0.016 nJ (1.6 × 10−11 J).

The SXRL irradiation process was performed in a vacuum, and the camera was
in air. The details of SXRL source and the focal properties of SXRL pulses on the
target surfaces can be found in Ref. 2.

3 Results and Discussion

Figures 2a and 2b show the observed visible signals from the LiF target surfaces
during the irradiation of SXRL single pulse, as an example of the result. As shown
in Fig. 2a, a visible signal was clearly observed, when the SXRL pulse and also the
optical radiation from Ag plasmas reached on the target surface through no filter.
On the other hand, when a Zr filter was inserted within the SXRL trajectory, we
could not confirm the any optical signal from irradiated surface [see Fig. 2b]. The
observation results in other targets (Al and Cu) were the same as those in LiF targets.

On the irradiated LiF surfaces both with and without Zr filter, we could see
the formation of the ablation structures (not shown). From the additional measure-
ment, observed visible light signal was estimated to be emission from Ag plasma,
which had a wavelength range of 400–650 nm. It can be concluded that the ablation
and/or surface modification process induced by the SXRL pulse will occur without
a plasma production.

We could irradiate a focused optical portion of an emission from the Ag plas-
mas on the target by inserting the glass plate in the trajectory, without changing an
experimental geometry. The total energy of the optical light reached on the sam-
ple surface was measured to be 30 nJ/pulse, which was comparable to SXRL pulse
energy (∼ 48 nJ/pulse). In this case, the optical emission such as shown in Fig. 2a
was observed (not shown). However, the irradiated LiF surface was observed by the
optical microscope, and no modification structure was confirmed on the surface.
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Fig. 2 Observed emission signals from the LiF surfaces during the SXRL irradiations a without
or, b with Zr filter in the SXRL beam trajectory

The observed visible signals from the target surfaces were the scattered or
reflected visible light of the focused Ag plasmas from the target surface. The optical
irradiation did not influence the target surface.

The atomistic model calculation predicts that the absorbed energy of SXRL pulse
having a fluence of 65 mJ/cm2 for a surface modification creates an electron tem-
perature of around 1.0 eV in a material [8]. In this experiment, the fluences of the
focused SXRL pulses were lower than 30 mJ/cm2, so the electron temperatures
would be smaller than 1 eV. If the electron temperature is high and/or duration time
of plasma emission induced by the SXRL pulse irradiation is long, the optical emis-
sion signal will be observed by the CMOS detector [9]. However, in this experiment,
no emission signal could be observed, hence, we will be able to estimate an upper
limit of the electron temperature and duration of plasma. The details of a relation
between an emission intensity from the ablation plasma and a detectable intensity
of the CMOS detector will be reported elsewhere [9].

The observation results indicate that the spallative ablations occurred by the
irradiations of SXRL pulses without plasma productions having high electron tem-
perature. This means that our experimental results are consistent with the theoretical
calculations.

4 Summary

We tried to observe the emission signals from LiF, Al, and Cu surfaces, which
were irradiated with the SXRL pulses with low fluence region around the thresh-
old. In spite of the use of sensitive detector, the emission signal in visible spectral
range accompanying the ablation and/or surface modification caused by SXRL pulse
irradiation was not observed.

An atomistic theoretical model simulation predicts the surface modification, at
low fluence region, occurs with an electron temperature quite lower than 1 eV. We
can conclude that our experimental results of an absence of visible emission signal
is qualitatively consistent with the theoretical prediction.
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Diagnosis of Radiation Heating in Iron Buried
Layer Targets

M. Shahzad, G. J. Tallents, O. Culfa, A. K. Rossall, L. A. Wilson, S. J. Rose,
O. Guilbaud, S. Kazamias, M. Pittman, K. Cassou, J. Demailly, O. Delmas,
A. Mestrallain, M. Farjardo and D. Ros

Abstract Extreme ultra-violet (EUV) laboratory lasers can be used to probe energy
transport in laser irradiated solid targets. We report on a recent experiment under-
taken at LASERIX whereby the heating of laser-irradiated targets containing a thin
layer of iron (50 nm) encased in plastic (CH) was diagnosed using EUV laser
(13.9 nm) back-lighter probing. The heating laser pulse duration was 35 fs with
focal irradiances of 3 × 1016 Wcm−2 and a deliberate prepulse 20 ps before the
main pulse at irradiances of 3 × 1015 Wcm−2. A one dimensional hydrodynamic
fluid code HYADES has been used to simulate the temporal variation in EUV trans-
mission using IMP opacity values for the iron layer and the simulated transmissions
compared to measured transmission values. When a deliberate prepulse is used to
preform an expanding plastic plasma, it is found that radiation heating is dominant
in the heating of the iron layer giving rise to a rapid decrease in EUV opacity and
an increase in the transmission of the 13.9 nm laser radiation as the iron ionizes to
Fe5+ and above.

1 Introduction

Energy transport in high density plasma is important in inertial fusion and other
applications of laser-produced plasmas. The transport of energy generally occurs
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via radiation transfer, hot electron transport or thermal energy transport, with non-
linear interactions between these processes if more than one is important. Energy
transport can be diagnosed using buried layer targets where the emission or absorp-
tion properties of a thin layer of material in a solid target acts as a signature of
heating [1]. The properties of the buried layer can also be used to diagnose equation
of state and opacity information at high density [2].

Thermal electron transport in laser-produced plasmas cannot be modelled using
Spitzer-Harm thermal conductivity [3] as the gradients of temperature and density
are steep and the assumptions of classical plasma thermal conductivity break-down.
An extension model assumes that the energy transport Q arises due to the movement
of energy at some fraction f of the thermal velocity, where f is known as the flux
limiter. We can write for the flux limited energy transport

QFS = f nekBTevth (1)

where vth is the thermal sound speed.
Hot electrons are produced by a variety of process in laser-produced plasma,

but at moderate intensities (1014–1018 Wcm−2) resonance absorption dominates.
Here the p-polarised laser light generates large fluctuations in charge density and
resonantly drives a plasma wave. Hot electrons can heat a solid target uniformly as
at energies > 10 keV, they have typical penetration in solid > 500 nm. However,
due to their large penetration depths, energy deposition in the solid target can be
low. Radiation from the expanding plume of a laser-produced plasma can heat the
solid target as the penetration depth of typical radiation emission (photon energies
100 eV–1 keV) is 20–140 nm (see Fig. 4).

In this paper, we report energy transport measurements obtained when a 35 fs
pulse interacts with solid plastic targets with a buried layer of iron. The laser irra-
diance employed is 3 × 1015 Wcm−2 with a 35 fs pre-pulse irradiance impinging
20 ps before the peak of the main pulse. Using a short laser pulse duration ensures
that profile modification during resonance absorption is not important. We probe
the heating of the buried iron layer using the LASERIX extreme ultra- violet (EUV)
laser produced from a Ni-like silver transition at 13.9 nm wavelength. The iron
becomes transparent to 13.9 nm radiation when the iron ionization energy exceeds
the photon energy (89 eV), This occurs once Fe5+ with ionization energy 99.1 eV
is produced. Fe4+with ionization energy 75 eV is significantly more opaque.

2 Experiment

The targets comprised 39 nm frontside and 207 nm rearside parylene-N layers
encasing a buried 50 nm iron layer. The targets were irradiated by p-polarized light
of 35 fs duration at 3 × 1016 Wcm−2 and a pre-pulse of 3 × 1015 Wcm−2 20 ps
before the main pulse. The laser of wavelength 0.8 μm was focussed to a focal spot
diameter of ∼ 40 μm at a range of angles of incidence 18–33◦. The EUV laser
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Fig. 1 Experiment layout with a 3 × 1016 Wcm−2 IR laser and 10 % prepulse incident upon a
buried 50 nm iron layer encased in 39–207 nm parylene-N layers. Transmission through the iron
layer was measured using an EUV laser back-lighter. A diode array operating in photovoltaic mode
was introduced to determine the extent of hot electron heating. The buried iron target was rotated
to vary the angle of incidence of the laser

pulse of estimated duration 3 ps was timed to probe the irradiated target at different
times before and after the 35 fs main pulse was incident. An EUV imaging system
(see Fig. 1) showed the spatial variation of the transmitted 13.9 nm laser radiation,
enabling the extra transmission occurring due to the iron heating in the 35 fs laser
focal region to be measured (see Fig. 2). Examples of the experimental transmission
of the target at 13.9 nm as a function of time are shown in Fig. 3.

3 Analysis and Results

The one dimensional code HYADES [4] was used to simulate the infra-red laser
interaction with the buried layer target. Flux limited thermal conduction and res-
onance absorption heating are modelled in the code. The effect of hot electron
heating of the target was taken into account by depositing a 10 % fraction of the
laser energy into the target, distributed according to the mass density of the target.
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Fig. 2 Transmission CCD image with the infra-red laser incident. The EUV laser coherence caused
speckle on the focussed EUV beam at the target. The red dashed line shows the level of speckle
and the black line indicates the level of iron self emission

Radiation transport is modelled by multigroup diffusion. The HYADES predictions
for density and temperature were post-processed using IMP opacities to deduce the
transmission of the 13.9 nm radiation through the target [1]. The simulations best
fit the experimentally measured 13.9 nm transmission when radiation transport is
switched on, but hot electron heating with energy fraction (10 %) as envisaged to
be feasible, has a negligible effect on the simulated transmission (see Fig. 3). The
radiation absorption can be calculated by using the TOPS opacity code [5] and the
predicted HYADES density and temperature conditions to determine the absorption
for a range of photon energies. A comparison between the two competing heating
processes show that the radiation absorption is relatively higher (see Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3 Transmitted EUV laser light overlaid with HYADES transmission simulations such that a
radiation and hot electron heating are turned off, b radiation heating is turned off but hot electron
heating is turned on, c radiation heating is turned on, hot electron heating is turned off, and d
radiation and hot electron heating are turned on. The heating laser irradiation 3 × 1016 Wcm−2

was incident at 18◦ with respect to the target normal. The flux limiter was set at 0.05

Fig. 4 a Hot electron absorption as a function of hot electron temperature. b Radiation absorption
as a function of photon energy showing relatively higher absorption between 0.1 and 1 keV

4 Conclusion

We have shown that introducing a 35 fs prepulse can manipulate the energy transport
mechanisms in the iron buried layer target, such that radiation heating dominates.
Subsequent probing by the 13.9 nm Ni-like silver EUV laser allows us to measure
the switch in opacity as the iron is heated to Fe5+ and above. The HYADES and
IMP opacity codes have simulated this signature switch in transmission and have
shown that hot electron heating is negligible within the iron layer.
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